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 1. Introduction  

I thank the committee for allowing me to make this supplementary submission to the Inquiry.  

As in my first submission, I believe the field work of the CASA inspectors on the Special Audit was 
evidence based, objective and reflected  what appears to be a very thorough assessment of the 
systemic problems within the operator.  

The same cannot be said for the ATSB report. The ATSB have ignored evidence, such as fatigue, 
operator deficiencies, regulatory oversight and using hindsight and outcome bias, have failed to 
show the deficiencies within our aviation system, which remain unchecked. 

The Operations Manual which CASA accepted as a method for the company to be compliant with the 
civil aviation regulations (CAR), had no instructions for calculating the contingency fuel  required in 
abnormal operations, no amounts for taxi fuel, no amounts for approach fuel, and used  fuel figures  
not in accordance with the manufacturers data.  

So concerned were the CASA executive during the Special Audit, an emergency meeting with the 
accountable managers of the company and its parent was held on the 7th December 2009 to inform 
them that the Westwind Fuel Policy was grossly deficient in its guidance and compliance.  

Despite knowing this, two weeks later on the 24th December 2009, CASA asserted to Captain James 
in a suspension letter that he had failed to comply with the company operations manual’s fuel 
policy.  

In section 5 (b) of the suspension letter, CASA asserted that he did not comply with abnormal 
operations contingency fuel requirements, but failed to tell him in the course of fair procedure, that 
CASA found that the operator had provided no instructions or method by which to perform these 
calculations contrary to the requirements detailed in CAR 220.  

In the same letter they also asserted that he received an aerodrome forecast at 0904 UTC and failed 
to divert. This assertion was factually incorrect since he did not receive a forecast at 0904, he 
received a report and neither the regulations nor the AIP require any pilot to provide for  an 
alternate based on weather reports. Both the regulations and the AIP stipulate that such decision 
making be based only on an aerodrome forecast. 

CASA assert Captain James demonstrated poor  airmanship by not making the ‘right’ decision 
following receipt of the weather report. CASA however do not  acknowledge they "accepted" the 
operations manual as a methodology to comply with the regulations. Captain James followed the 
operator’s methodology, which allowed the flight to continue to Norfolk Island as it had two 
separate runways and the weather reports received did not show any cloud below the landing 
minima before the LPSD. 

Captain James was not the person responsible for writing the Operations Manual and a flawed Fuel 
Policy. CASA (in 2008) had accepted this methodology to comply with the regulations. Regardless of 
whether CASA insist they do not "approve" manuals, they accepted the manual.  

The outcome, which pinned six people’s survival hopes on a water proof torch, to a large extent was 
due to the fact that CASA had allowed the operator to use those procedures. 

Furthermore there were no instructions for planning Critical Points or Points of No Return for off 
track diversions. There is no evidence that CP and PNR checks of line pilots were performed by 
supervisory or check pilots in accordance with the Operations Manual.  
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Lastly the operator had a generic fuel  Specific Gravity (SG) for all flights, but as Mr Richard Davies 
has submitted, the differences in a generic  SG being used as opposed to an actual SG can be as 
much as half an hours’ fuel burn in a Westwind II.  

2. Responsibility, Attribution and Cause 

It appears CASA and the ATSB place the responsibility of an entire complex organisational accident 
sequence on a pilot and possibly a single misheard syllable. 

Again, the issue as contained in my first submission is this. The crew were not required by law to 
divert even if they had received the correct SPECI. Alternate provision is only required on forecasts, 
as promulgated in both the AIP and regulations. 

CASA should stipulate in the AIP and the regulations  the most appropriate course of action to be 
taken by a pilot on receipt of either actual and or forecast weather below alternate minima, and not 
expect pilots to become in flight forecasters. CASA  ignores its lack of specific guidance, preferring to 
malign Mr James’s ‘airmanship’ in an effort to explain the development of the accident.   

The ATSB and CASA are not shifting their positions and although they are well aware that HF radio is 
not perfectly readable, appear content to dismiss the possibility that a transmission although 
acknowledged may have been misheard and can allow an aircraft to fly onwards into previously un-
forecast weather. A requirement for crew to read-back safety critical weather information when 
using HF radio would prevent this from happening. A three year investigation should have revealed 
this.  

The HF radio on the aircraft did not have selective calling (SELCAL), which means the crew had to 
listen to "white noise" over the entire flight and listen out for transmissions pertinent to them, 
which is mentally fatiguing and distracting. 

Read-backs (where a pilot reads-back an altitude, heading or instruction to confirm receipt) were 
bought into ATC transmission reports for pilots because miscommunication was identified as a 
safety issue in many accident and incident reports.  These weather reports transmitted to the crew 
did not require read-back. 

The ATSB should issue a recommendation that transmissions of a critical nature (such as SPECI, 
SIGMET) made by HF and VHF radio should require read backs by pilots. 

The Chief Commissioner stated the following at the 21 Nov hearing:  

Chief Commissioner:  The automated weather service provides regular updates and also provides 
updates if there is a significant variation in the reported conditions via a METAR or a SPECI. That 
information is automatically transmitted to the ATS providers and they are required to provide it to 
the crew, which is the SPECIs that we talk about and other things in our report 

(my underline) 

This is precisely why this Inquiry is now having to ask the ATSB why their report did not acknowledge 
that non routine weather (SPECI) is required to be passed on to pilots and their failure to make 
safety recommendations to both Fiji and New Zealand ATS. In Australia's Visual Flight Guide aviation 
publication on page 209, Hazard Alerts (including when IFR and VFR minima deteriorate) are 
required to be transmitted to aircraft: (downloaded February 2013)   
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The ATSB seem to cursorily dismiss any criticism of the ATS provider which failed to proactively 
inform flight crew of hazardous weather conditions by referring to an "international agreement" 
which purportedly did not require Nadi to inform the flight crew of hazardous weather: 

"Nadi  ATC did not, and was not required by any international agreement to, proactively provide the 
0803 amended Norfolk Island TAF to the flight crew". page 7 ATSB report. 

The ATSB failed to recognise that the existence of such an  "international agreement" was a safety 
issue and  made no safety recommendation to put in place a preventative control. The ATSB are 
content to allow this "international agreement" to stand.  

The ATSB are a safety bureau, not a compliance regulator. If a regulation or agreement affects 
safety, the ATSB are required to raise this issue, not excuse it.  

Apart from being a critical safety issue on its own, this contradicts the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) Annex 11 Air Traffic Services Standards: 

4.1 Application 

4.1.1 Flight information service shall be provided to all 
aircraft which are likely to be affected by the information and 
which are: 
a) provided with air traffic control service; or 
b) otherwise known to the relevant air traffic services units. 
No Difference

1
 lodged by New Zealand with ICAO against standard 4.1.1 NZ  Rule CAR 172.93(a). 

 
4.2 Scope of flight information service 
 
4.2.1 Flight information service shall include the provision 
of pertinent: 
a) SIGMET and AIRMET information; 
b) information concerning pre-eruption volcanic activity, 
volcanic eruptions and volcanic ash clouds; 
c) information concerning the release into the atmosphere 
of radioactive materials or toxic chemicals; 
d) information on changes in the serviceability of navigation 
aids; 
e) information on changes in condition of aerodromes and 
associated facilities, including information on the state 
of the aerodrome movement areas when they are affected 
by snow, ice or significant depth of water; 

                                                                                 
1
 Differences against ICAO standards are required to be lodged with ICAO and promulgated into the States AIP 
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f) information on unmanned free balloons; 
and of any other information likely to affect safety. 

No Difference lodged by New Zealand with ICAO against standard 4.2.1. NZ Rule CAR 172.93(b). 

4.2.2 Flight information service provided to flights shall 
include, in addition to that outlined in 4.2.1, the provision of 
information concerning: 
a) weather conditions reported or forecast at departure, 
destination and alternate aerodromes; 

No Difference lodged by New Zealand with ICAO against standard 4.2.2 a) NZ Rule CAR 172.93(b)(2); b) 
MATS RAC 10, 1.7 
Traffic Information. 

(My Bold and underline) 

(*No Difference lodged by Australia with ICAO against standard Annex 11, 4.2 ) 

Note that the word "shall" is a standard, not a recommended practice. 

I am informed verbally, (but cannot officially confirm) the Fiji AIP was written by New Zealand CAA 
and it appears almost identical in the RVSM procedure process. (Refer to the annex in my first 
submission) 

The ATSB have overlooked this major breakdown of safety critical information being required to be 
passed to aircraft in the Fiji & New Zealand Oceanic Flight Information Service. 

At the November 2012 testimony: 

Chief Commissioner:  I would only say two things. There is a lot of detail here. My understanding is 
in the Westwind it would not be a reasonable description of the aerials to say they are relatively 
puny. They are in fact quite reliable HF aerials. Certainly the transmission both to and from the 
aircraft that was recorded by Auckland does not appear to show any distortion. I recognise it may 
have been different in the cockpit. 

(my underline) 

If the Chief Commissioner recognises the transmissions may have been heard differently in the 
cockpit, then why was this not included in the report? The ATSB report  states the transmission was 
received by the crew but not assimilated. This admission by the Chief Commissioner appears to be 
one valid  reason why the transmission and information may not have been assimilated. As stated 
earlier, this alone substantially changes the ATSB analysis by their omission of safety critical 
information from the final report.  

The Chief Commissioner stated at the October 2012 hearing of the Inquiry: 

Chief Commissioner:  It is an attempt to establish a matter of fact, Senator. The focus of the 
investigation, from a comparatively early stage, was on what led up to the accident. If there is a fair 
criticism here it is that we did not quite get the balance right. We were focused more on why it came 
to that event rather than what happened afterwards. That is what I am hearing and I think there is 
substance to it. With the wisdom of hindsight, it might not have been quite the right balance in terms 
of how we reviewed processes. 

Given the amount of luck which the survivors had (a waterproof torch), this could easily have been a 
six (6) person fatality. The role of the incorrect position of the life raft (being positioned untethered 
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in the aisle before ditching),  failed safety equipment (lights and inflation chambers,& whistles)and 
radio transmissions of critical weather information  are definitely issues of “ substance". 

The ATSB report demonstrates clearly, that Australia has a "headstone" mentality to aviation safety. 
Why is it we cannot identify these safety issues through this accident? Why is it only through a 
fatality we would draw out this information through the coronial process?  

The comment " with the wisdom of hindsight" from the Chief Commissioner is most concerning. The 
ATSB have hindsight,  three years of hindsight to do a comprehensive analysis and investigation.  

I am critical of the ATSB for this very reason. I acknowledged in my testimony  that CASA is in a no 
win situation in some regards, they cannot foresee every circumstance.  

However, the ATSB have as much hindsight as they need. That is the entire purpose of the ATSB, to 
be impartial, independent and learn from investigations. Hindsight necessarily  identifies the issues, 
recommendations are made, and hopefully our aviation  system is improved. The Norfolk Island  
accident report is not an investigation, it is a narrative. 

There is a lot of how and what happened, but little on why. 

3. RVSM 

The Westwind II on this sector required to be flight planned below RVSM airspace. The Fiji and New 
Zealand AIP prohibits non-RVSM aircraft to use “exceptions” as listed in the AIP as a method for non-
RVSM aircraft to “get around” this requirement. If you cannot legally plan the flight, you cannot do 
the flight. 

The Chief Commissioners evidence in the Inquiry of the ATSB interpretation of the New Zealand AIP 
regarding the RVSM issue was: " It says that appropriately equipped aircraft can use RVSM airspace 
at any time, that other aircraft can use RVSM airspace with four hours notice but may have to be 
directed from that airspace if it conflicts with other traffic,  and that air ambulance work—which was 
how the New Zealand rules saw this operation and it was defined in their air traffic control system—
is immediately allowed into that airspace and allowed to operate in it." pp 17 Hansard. 

The Chief Commissioner fails to mention that the NZ AIP continues with a summary of the Non-
RVSM approved aircraft  attempting to regularly use RVSM airspace with: 

 
 

1.3.7 This process is intended exclusively for the purposes indicated 

above and not as a means to circumvent the normal RVSM approval 

process. The telephone numbers for non-RVSM ATC approval request are: 

(a) Christchurch ATS Centre: (03) 358 1694; 

(b) Auckland Oceanic Control Centre: (09) 275 9817. 

 

Given that the operator had been recorded as being non-RVSM compliant as far back as 2003 by 
PARMO (Pacific Approvals Registry and  Monitoring Organisation)  (see my first submission) it 
appears  they had been circumventing this requirement for over six years. Exempt air ambulance 
flights would not appear as breaches in PARMO's documents, and New Zealand ATS contradict the 
Chief Commissioners evidence as VH- NGA was directed out of RVSM airspace because of impending 
conflicting traffic. If VH-NGA was exempt, why was the aircraft directed out of RVSM airspace? Air 
ambulance flights are not  exempt from this requirement. 
 
Humanitarian flights and Mercy flights are exempted with a minimum of four hours notice. A 
commercial air ambulance flight is neither a  humanitarian nor a mercy flight.  A humanitarian flight 
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is to a flood, famine, natural disaster or similar not regular commercial aerial work.  A mercy flight is 
when no other method of saving life exists  other than by the aircraft crew breaching a regulation or 
rule and the pilot advising ATS immediately. 
 
Neither a four hour notification was lodged as required out of Sydney or out of Samoa, nor was a 
mercy flight declared as it was not a humanitarian or mercy flight.  As such, no exemption from 
RVSM applied and the aircraft was not "immediately allowed into that airspace" 
 
ICAO, through PARMO, identified numerous times the non compliance of the operator, and 
specifically, VH-NGA. If air ambulance was exempted on each flight, why was VH-NGA (the air 
ambulance aircraft) repeatedly cited for non-compliance of RVSM? (see my first submission re the 
tail number of VH-NGA repeatedly being reported for non-RVSM compliance). 
 
In addition, Captain James stated in an email to the operator almost one year earlier in December 
2008:  
 

“Had big issue with NZ ATC over not being RVSM again but needing to fly in 
RVSM airspace – I feel like we’re on borrowed time with this one – soon they will 

just say no and put us down to 28 thousand – will be a big deal then.” 
 

The New Zealand AIP dated February 2007 and the email above  contradict of the Chief 
Commissioners testimony.  
 
 
The pilots observations to management in the December 2008 email of the operators history of 
operating “on borrowed time”  about "not being RVSM again" over many years, demonstrates 
systemic organisational and regulatory oversight failure.  

4. Fuel & Weather Guidance 

Director of Aviation Safety:  Turning to the matter of whether you divert when the weather is below 
alternate minima when you are in flight, that is an issue which does divide the pilot population. It 
does not divide the population just in CASA; it divides the population in airline operations as well. It 
has been a longstanding question of what constitutes when you divert. Of course the things you have 
to take into account via airmanship is the trend of the weather. If you had been following the 
weather, as Mr James had been given the weather numerous times, you develop a picture of where 
the weather is deteriorating or whether it is not; and whether you are going to an airfield that has 
only one runway or more than one runway. There are numerous things to take into account. My own 
experience everywhere around the world is: this is not a question that is hard and fast; it goes to the 
pilot in command to make that decision. 

The Director of Aviation Safety claims "division amongst the pilot population" which appears to 
provide a reason to ignore a problem if it is not easily solved. CASA's response to the ATSB report 
does NOT address the issue through the regulations or the AIP, instead they have proposed more 
advisory publications which can further complicate an already unnecessarily complex issue. (see the 
CASA response in the ATSB report) 

Director of Aviation Safety:  We considered the number of items that would have to considered by the 
pilot in command. We also considered a previous example in which a flight did divert on this basis. 
The aeroplane had an issue with what is called the leading edge slat part of the flight controls. If they 
had continued on that diversion, they would not have had enough fuel to reach where they were 
trying to divert to. There are many issues that have to be taken into account here. But as I said, 
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Australia is not unique in this. I know of no regulatory environment in the world—and there may be 
one, but I do not know of it—where there is a prescribed set of circumstances such that when the 
weather gets below the alternate planning minima you should divert the aeroplane. And I am talking 
about 747 400s down to any size aeroplane world wide. 

The comment by the Director Of Aviation Safety regarding diverting and having an emergency is at 
odds with the Australian regulations: 

CAR 257 (5) Sub regulation (4) does not apply if an emergency arises that, in the interests of 
safety, makes it necessary for an aircraft to land at an aerodrome where the meteorological minima 
is less than that determined for that aircraft operation at that aerodrome.  

The comment is also at odds with contemporary literature on risk and compliance as illustrated by 
the following statement by Professor Andrew Hopkins (2011): 

"An organisation that has a regime of rule management in place relies on 
workers to call attention to situations where they believe that 
rule-compliance is inappropriate, so that the rules can be examined 
and changed if necessary. In particular it relies on workers 
to call attention to situations where they believe rule-compliance 
would lead to unsafe outcomes. This requires workers to remain 
risk aware and not simply to follow rules blindly. In short, provided 
there is a possibility of rule modification built into the management 
system, there is no incompatibility between rule-compliance and risk awareness. 
 
There are sometimes exceptional situations where it is obvious 
that rule-compliance will lead to unsafe outcomes but there is no 
time to invoke the procedure modification process. In these situations 
we want our risk aware operators to exercise their discretion 
and violate the procedure. But this is very different from the routine 
violations that are designed to get the job done more easily 
or more efficiently. Moreover, this is not to suggest that rule compliance 
should be discretionary. On the contrary, people need to be 
held to account for their violations. However, in these exceptional 
situations their accounts will be thoroughly convincing, and their 
violations will be seen to be entirely justified." 

In the same literature, Professor Hopkins refers to an organisational accident at the BP Texas Oil 
Refinery in 2005: 

The problem was that there was no regulation or otherwise enforceable rule 
that specifically required the vent be replaced, and it was therefore 
a matter of assessing the risks. Texas City argued that the risks 
were adequately controlled and ultimately OSHA was not able to 
over-ride this judgment. Interestingly, Texas City management recognized 
that they would eventually be required by the Environmental 
Protection Agency to replace the vent with a flare, for 
environmental reasons, but their position was that they would 
not make the change until required to by law. 
 
There is an implication that can be drawn from this story. 
Where it is clear what good practice is, as it was in this case, it 
needs to be enshrined as a rule, for example in company standards 
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or industry standards or perhaps in government regulations, in 
such a way that it can be enforced by government inspectors, if 
necessary. The problem at Texas City was that there was room 
for argument, which site management was able to exploit in such 
a way as to avoid the expenditure required to bring the site up to 
standard. 2 

(my underline) 

Professor Hopkins is clear that where an industry best practice exists, or in this case, other examples 
where regulations are available, it should be enshrined as a rule 

To assert that a prescriptive AIP requirement would mean a crew in an emergency situation would  
follow the AIP contrary to the passengers, their own and the aircrafts' safety is neither supported by 
contemporary safety literature or regulation.  To use the possibility of unrelated multiple failures 
occurring as a reason to not write a rule is axiomatic to saying the consequences of a catastrophe 
will occur if the rule is written. Using this logic how can any regulator justify writing any regulation? 

The probabilities of unrelated multiple failures occurring can never be estimated. However this does 
not prevent progress. As an example, many regulators the world over, including CASA, accept twin 
engine turbine passenger aircraft for extended overwater operations (was known as ETOPS)3 
providing the quality systems, maintenance, reliability, and operators procedures make the  
probabilities of failure extremely low.  

 The Director of Aviation Safety made the comment that he knows of no other country that has a 
prescribed set of circumstances  for diverting due to weather.  With regard to in flight fuel decision 
making regarding weather minima, there is other regulatory guidance available. Hong Kong sets out 
an AOC requirement for an operator’s Operations Manual, to  require fuel management en route: 

"Civil Aviation Department Hong Kong June 1997 

Air Operators Certificates 

Operation of Aircraft Part One 
 
Chapter 4 Operations Manual (Last amended April 1997) 
 
8 FUEL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT - AEROPLANES 
 
8.10 Predicted Reduced Fuel State - Destination 
 
8.10.4 If en route it becomes obvious that a flight will not arrive at the destination with the 
required Company Minim um Reserve(CMR), the flight may continue to the planned destination, 
provided that the fuel remaining on landing will be not less than an amount equal to that which 
would 
enable the aircraft to hold for 30 minutes at 1500 ft at the anticipated landing weight – 
i.e. Minimum Fuel – and ALL of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) There must be at least two geographically separate runways available for use 
which meet the performance criteria for the aircraft; and  

                                                                                 
2
 Risk-management and rule-compliance: Decision-making in hazardous industries 

Andrew Hopkins (2011), Safety Science 

3
 Now referred to as EDTO operations 
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(b) There must be no ATC delays forecast for the flight’s ETA at the destination; 
and 
(c) The actual weather and that forecast for the flight’s ETA at the destination must 
be at, or better than, the alternate planning minima for the non-precision 
approach aid with the higher minima serving the two runways being considered 
in (a) above and, in addition, the surface wind is within the normal crosswind 
limits for the aircraft type. 
 
Where these conditions are not satisfied, the flight must divert to an en route airport for 
refuelling". 
 

(Hong Kong CAD's Bold) 

There is regulatory guidance in ICAO (attached as Appendix B) and other regulators requirements for 
aeroplanes such as the UAE, for en route decision making about weather/fuel. There are other 
jurisdictions which have written prescriptive regulations on the issue of in flight decision making 
when destination weather reduces below the stipulated  minima. 

To determine culpability James Reason  put forward the  “substitution test”. Using  another crew 
similar in age and experience to the crew of VH-NGA would the same event (at LPSD) be possible?  
CASA’s flying operations inspectorate were equally divided on in flight decision making in the current 
AIP, regulations and guidance, this information was not included in the ATSB report. This 
demonstrates the problem is far more widespread than Captains James'   "poor airmanship".  CASA 
accepted the operations manual as a methodology to comply with the regulations, and as Captain 
James followed it, the current outcome materialised, but CASA & ATSB find it is now an "airmanship" 
issue .  

5. Failure of Defence Barriers and Absent Risk Controls 

Director of Aviation Safety: .....”I agree that there are company issues here—I have said that all 
along. Yes, they could have done better; yes, they could have supported the pilot in command. But 
the last line of defence here is not the company; the last line of defence is the person who signs for 
the aeroplane and says: 'Yes, it has enough fuel. Let's go.' You know that as well as I do, Senator, 
without being rude or in any way derogatory. There is no other defence in the end than the pilot in 
command. That is who it comes down to” 

The Director of Aviation Safety makes a valid point  that in the Norfolk Island accident, numerous 
lines of defence failed and that the flight crew became the last line of defence 

For the Director of Aviation Safety to state in this case that the last line of defence failed (following 
which CASA suspended Mr James' airline transport pilots licence) is  acknowledgement that there 
were numerous breaches of our aviation safety system’s defences prior to that point. 

That those defences were easily breached shows that our aviation safety system lacks resilience. A 
good case in point is the Bureau of Meteorology.  Why did they take so long to forecast that the 
weather could deteriorate below the landing minima at Norfolk Island? Why were the flight crew 
expected to  have a higher degree of meteorological knowledge than the Bureau of Meteorology and 
predict weather which the BOM could not? Our safety systems are brittle when: 

 We have an operator with history of risk migration, operating outside of acceptable risk by 
breaching over thirty four acts of parliament and regulations, 
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 We have an operator with a history of prior breaches including a Safely Alert in the previous 
year because of fatigue issues, 

 We have an operator with a  flawed fuel policy, and 

 We have an operator which ignored a warning by the accident pilot about RVSM issues only 
a year before that "we are on borrowed time"  

These weaknesses in our Safety System will not vanish until CASA and the ATSB acknowledge the 
weaknesses of the regulator, air traffic service providers, and the operator.   

I acknowledged in my previous appearance before the Inquiry that the crew committed active 
failures, that is not denied. However, a  multitude of other passive controls in the aviation system, 
which should have been effective, were not. It is difficult to arrive at the same conclusions as the 
ATSB or CASA when information selectively withheld is exposed.  

Passive controls are defined in the research (2010)4 as controls which a controller (in this case a 
pilot) does not activate to be effective. The Director of Aviation Safety  and The Chief Commissioner 
fail to acknowledge that many other passive controls, or defence barriers failed. Despite the depth 
of research in organisational safety and complex socio-technical systems, as aviation is, the entire 
focus of both CASA and ATSB has been almost solely on the pilot.  

The first line of defence: in this regard, the regulatory framework in which the operator was 
working. 

CASA had approved the operator to operate in the Aerial Work category for its for air ambulance 
missions. This stipulates a safety requirement equivalent to crop spraying. Aerial work operations 
were not required to provide an alternate when operating to "Remote Islands' . As for when flight 
crew were to provide for an alternate when weather deteriorated below the alternate minima en-
route, we now know that CASA's own Inspectorate have raised opposing views which implies that 
the regulatory guidance was non-definitive. As such, the AIP was non-definitive on issues of in-flight 
fuel management. Ultimately CASA accepted the company operations manual as a method by which 
to comply with the regulations and that operations manual  allowed the crew to proceed to Norfolk 
Island (see my prior submissions and Mr Richard Davies submissions) despite the existing weather 
conditions. 

The second line of defence: was the aircraft was not capable of holding an alternate for Norfolk 
Island from Samoa direct. The aircraft was not suitable to perform long distance oceanic flights of a 
dynamic reactive nature such as EMS flying, while providing for alternates and furthermore, was not 
equipped to operate in RVSM airspace. Equipping the aircraft appropriately is clearly the operator’s 
responsibility. 

The operator –not Mr James- entered into a commercial contract with the medical provider to 
include Samoa in the  catchment area for the operators Westwind aircraft. There is evidence that 
this same route was operated before by other company senior pilots.. Those senior pilots  were also 
placed in the same position of not being able to provide for an alternate in the unfortunate event 
their weather forecasts did not predict dynamic weather changes such as would prevent the aircraft 
from landing at Norfolk Island, (as evidenced in the previous research of the ATSB.) The Westwind II 
aircraft cannot carry sufficient fuel to allow it to divert anywhere from Norfolk Island after a flight 

                                                                                 
4 Accident analysis and hazard analysis for human and organizational factors doctoral thesis Margaret Stringfellow MIT October 2010   
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from Apia (Samoa). Why this is Mr James fault remains unanswered. This is clearly the operator’s 
responsibility, via the Chief Pilot and AOC.  

How the ATSB in its final report can claim the operator’s procedures complied with the regulations is 
a fabrication designed to support its outcome and hindsight bias. 

See extract the following extract from the CASA Special Audit: 

 

CASA Inspectors interviewed the operators Westwind pilots, and found that PNR calculations were 
often not calculated and if calculated not cross checked. 

CAR 220 places the onus on the operator to include specific instructions in regards to fuel for routine 
operations and contingencies, particularly engine failure:  

 

CAR 220 Fuel instructions and records 

 (1) An operator shall include in the operator’s operations manual specific instructions for the 
computation of the quantities of fuel to be carried on each route, having regard to all the 
circumstances of the operations, including the possibility of failure of an engine en route. 

Penalty:   50 penalty units. 

 

 

On reviewing this audit comment, the ATSB needs to explain why its criticism of the operator 
evident in earlier report drafts were removed from the final report (see below). It cannot simply be 
explained as a  "typographical error".  

"The operator’s procedures complied with the relevant regulatory guidance" pp 37 ATSB report. 
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Further to the question of a Chief Pilots responsibilities the Director of Aviation Safety commented 
from the October hearing in responding to questions: 

Senator NASH:  That is not my question. My question is: are you saying that the chief pilot does not 
have the responsibility to know the capability of the aircraft to that extent? Are you saying that he 
does not have that responsibility? 

Director of Aviation Safety:  The pilot in command has that responsibility. The chief pilot is not 
responsible for deciding whether it has enough range to fly. 

Senator NASH:  So he does not need to know the capability of the aircraft? 

Director of Aviation Safety:  He does, but the capability of the aircraft is not set in stone. The 
capability and range of the aircraft depend on wind, weight and fuel on board. They are all decisions 
for the pilot in command. Sure, the chief pilot should not set an impossible task, but in this particular 
case, Pel-Air have flown that sector many times before— 

As demonstrated in my previous submission, this sector was flown by a senior management pilot in 
the company before, but note that the fuel they landed with at Norfolk Island would NOT have 
allowed them to conduct a missed approach and divert to Noumea or hold an alternate past the Last 
Point of Safe Diversion (LPSD). 

The responsibilities of the Chief Pilot are contained in CAO 82.0. Specific to this Inquiry I have bolded 
and underlined the pertinent provisions: 

2 Responsibilities of Chief Pilot 

 
2.1 The Chief Pilot for an operator is to have control of all flight crew training and 

operational matters affecting the safety of the flying operations of the 

operator. 

2.2 The responsibilities of a Chief Pilot must, unless CASA otherwise specifies in 

writing, include the following responsibilities: 

(a) ensuring that the operator’s air operations are conducted in compliance 

with the Act, the Civil Aviation Regulations 1988, the Civil Aviation 

Regulations 1998 and the Civil Aviation Orders; 

(b) arranging flight crew rosters; 

(c) maintaining a record of licences, ratings, and route qualifications held by 

each flight crew member, including: 

(i) validity; and 

(ii) recency; and 

(iii) type endorsements and any applicable licence restrictions; 

(d) maintaining a system to record flight crew duty and flight times to ensure 

compliance with duty and flight time limitations, in accordance with Part 

48 of the Orders; 

(e) ensuring compliance with loading procedures specified for each aircraft 

type used by the operator and proper compilation of loading documents, 

including passenger and cargo manifests; 

(f) monitoring operational standards, maintaining training records and 

supervising the training and checking of flight crew of the operator; 

(g) conducting proficiency tests in the execution of emergency procedures 

and issuing certificates of proficiency as required by section 20.11; 

(h) training flight crew in the acceptance and handling of dangerous goods as 
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required by the Civil Aviation Regulations 1988 or the Orders; 

(i) maintaining a complete and up-to-date reference library of operational 

documents as required by CASA for the class of operations conducted; 

(j) allocating appropriate aircraft.  

The  company’s Operations Manual repeated the requirement in CAO 82.0 for the chief pilot to 
allocate an aircraft appropriate to task in: 

Part A 

1.2.3 

 h) Allocation of aircraft appropriate to the planned task. 

The accident aircraft was not equipped appropriately  to operate in RVSM airspace and had  
numerous violations going back on record since 2003.The Chief Pilot was responsible for  the 
approval for the aircraft to operate on that route (Apia to Norfolk Island) directly knowing the 
aircraft was not capable of holding an alternate for Norfolk Island past the LPSD and knowing the 
aircraft was not equipped to operate in RVSM  airspace. 

I reiterate the Director of Aviation Safety comments: "Sure, the chief pilot should not set an 
impossible task" 

It is impossible to hold an alternate direct Samoa to Norfolk Island past LPSD. This obviously places a 
heavy reliance on forecasting, and as such, weather forecasting is a critical safety control.  

Note in my first submission the fuel order sent by the operator to the fuel agents in Samoa prior to 
the arrival of VH- NGA. It states the next port ex Samoa was Norfolk Island. This confirms that the 
operator expected the flight to be operated directly. This expectation was held also by the 
aeromedical provider and no doubt the operator’s business model was based on direct flights. 

Clearly the task the company set for its pilots was to fly directly between Apia and Norfolk Island and 
clearly the aircraft was not appropriate. 

The third line of defence: was an absence of operational guidance in the Operations Manual for this 
type of operation notwithstanding  that the aircraft was inappropriate to the task. The operations 
manual contained no instructions for pilots to calculate critical points (CP) and points of no return 
(PNR) despite there being  regulatory requirements to do so.  Despite this deficiency CASA accepted 
the Operations Manual as a method to comply with the regulations. 

The fourth line of defence: was an absence of effective supervision by the operator of its line 
operations and in particular the different flight planning methods that were being used by its pilots. 

 The Chief Pilot was responsible for training Mr James and monitoring and checking his standards in 
compliance with the company operations manual. This was not done and this was not Mr James 
fault no matter how convenient it would be for both ATSB and CASA to shift responsibility in all 
aspects of the operation away from the Chief Pilot and the operator. 

The fifth line of defence: was both Fiji and New Zealand ATS providers not passing on updated 
forecasts showing a significant change to the aerodrome forecast for Norfolk Island as they are 
required to do in accordance with their respective AIP and International Standards. 

The sixth line of defence: was a delay by the BoM in issuing an amended TAF predicting that the 
weather would reduce to below the landing minima at around the time of arrival of the aircraft at 
Norfolk island. This poor forecasting dates back to 2000 (where the ATSB made a recommendation) 
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and prompted further ATSB research in 2004. Neither CASA nor the ATSB should reasonably expect 
any pilot with an ATPL, to be held to a higher forecasting standard than the Bureau of Meteorology 
trained (science degree educated) forecasters, with unfettered access to the fullest range of 
meteorological data including real time satellite images,  auto weather stations and the ability to 
easily communicate with any number of meteorological forecasters or observers. 

The seventh line of defence:  critical weather updates given to Auckland by the Norfolk Island 
Unicom were not passed on to the flight crew.  

The eighth line of defence: was the Unicom were not approved Weather Observers (see Appendix D  
which details the Department of Transport decision  to create  Unicom's' in 2000’) 

Even if the non approved weather observer Unicom could phone or call an aircraft on HF radio, our 
regulations make it an offence for the pilot to use that information: 

CAR 120 Weather reports not to be used if not made with authority 

 (1) The operator or pilot in command of an aircraft must not use weather reports of actual or 
forecasted meteorological conditions in the planning, conduct and control of a flight if the 
meteorological observations, forecasts or reports were not made with the authority of: 

 (a) the Director of Meteorology; or 

 (b) a person approved for the purpose by CASA. 

Penalty:   5 penalty units. 

 (2) An offence against sub regulation (1) is an offence of strict liability. 

Note   For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code. 
 

The ninth line of defence: was the Unicom was not licensed to use the HF radio frequency to contact 
the pilot direct and advise of the deteriorating weather conditions. This contact would have been as 
effective as a Satellite phone, but bureaucratic red tape prevents this. 

Nine major lines of defence (which are the most significantly obvious) failed on this flight, and both 
the ATSB and CASA’s Director of Aviation Safety are suggesting that a fatigued pilot (who had about 
four hours broken sleep in 24 hours) should have made decision to divert, which the AIP and 
regulations did not require him to do. Even if the decision to divert was one of airmanship it is clear 
from the division of opinion on this matter within CASA’s own inspectorate that the outcome may 
not  have been different. 

For a last line of defence to be fully effective ( flight crew) they need to be alert and not suffering 
from significant or excessive fatigue. They need to be trained, current, proficient and be able to work 
from  sound procedures as well as be provided with appropriate resources to do the job to a 
consistently high (safe) standard. In this accident the crew do not meet the test of effectiveness in 
three of the most obvious areas:  

1. Fatigue was an obvious issue, however this is not mentioned by CASA or ATSB as a contributing 
factor and is dismissed. 

I have personal experience operating  air ambulance IFR single pilot on a continuous 48 hour standby 
roster on base. It is difficult on the body. You cannot predict how much sleep you can get nor can 
you predict how much flying you are going to do. Operating in a dynamic air ambulance role, 
particularly at night in poor weather is both physically and mentally demanding and as such, fatigue 
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is insidious and unnoticeable during periods of peak adrenalin. However it  can then build rapidly 
during periods of low stimulus such as cruise flight. 

For a company to roster pilots for 7 days 24 hour standby (as was done in this case)  is no way to 
ensure that the crew receive appropriate rest and is especially unsafe given the dynamic and 
reactive nature of  air ambulance flying. The operator’s absence of fatigue risk management should 
have been noted by the ATSB as a safety factor. 

2. Training for CP and PNR calculations required under the Operators Manual after promotion to 
command, was not done, nor was there ongoing line supervision or checking of the fuel calculations 
method by line crew. It is astonishing that the ATSB has accepted that a lack of supervision existed to 
the extent that co-pilots adopted their own techniques to suit different Captains. This demonstrates 
a lack of standardisation and supervision but the ATSB fails to acknowledge it as a contributing 
factor: page 37 ATSB report  

" No detailed and consistent methodology for carrying out flight planning was available, which would 
explain flight crews applying their own individual methodologies and reports of co-pilots varying their 
techniques to suit respective pilots in command (PIC)." 

3. Critical procedures were deficient or absent in the Operations Manual. There were no procedures 
to calculate the single engine depressurised contingency. There were no procedures to calculate "off 
track" Critical Points, and Points of No Return. Despite this the ATSB states on page 38 of their 
report: 

"Although the PIC complied with a Westwind-specific fuel planning method in Part B of the 
operations manual, his flight planning method did not ensure compliance with all of the fuel 
policy requirements in Part A of that manual. Part A required pilots to account in their fuel 
planning for the possibility of abnormal operations."  

The Chief Commissioner should  explain  how a pilot is meant to plan for the possibility of abnormal 
operations (by calculating off track CP and PNR) when the procedures to perform such calculations 
did not exist in the operations manual? How is a pilot to comply with a procedure which does not 
exist? 

Despite the ATSB finding that the crew did not carry  full fuel, the carriage of contingency  fuel  had 
no bearing on preventing the outcome on the 18 November 2009.   

If there is NO methodology in which to do so, as required by the regulations, it remains a significant 
safety oversight by the operator, and was not analysed by the ATSB. The ATSB are happy to highlight 
the pilot failed to carry the fuel, but excuse any criticism of  the operator  breaching  the regulation 
in failing to write a procedure instructing how to calculate it. It seems the ATSB cherry pick what 
"violations"  suit an outcome. 

The operators manual clearly gives the authority to the Pilot in Command to continue to the 
destination on the basis that two separate runways were available and that the weather described in 
the reports  and in the amended 0803 TAF, would still allow a safe landing. The last line of defence 
argument by CASA is voided completely as CASA accepted this procedure as a way for the operator 
to comply with the legislation and regulations. 
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6. Weather 

In addition, the BoM did not reissue an amended forecast until  0958 UTC for conditions below the 
alternate minima. The aircraft arrived overhead Norfolk Island at approximately 1000 UTC. That 
updated forecast still did not forecast weather below the landing minima. A TEMPO (temporary one 
hour periods over 1000 UTC to 2359 UTC)) was forecast for significant weather at 500 ft and a 
visibility of 4000m in showers/rain. The landing minima for Rwy 29 was 484 ft and visibility of 3300 
metres. 

The AUTO reports coming out in the METARS and SPECI showed the significant weather at 200 ft at 
times, yet the BoM did not reflect this in their forecast. CASA have stated the pilot 'should have' 
diverted on the trends in the weather, but how can CASA hold a pilot to a higher standard than the 
approved science trained forecasters? How can the pilot in command be expected to forecast 
weather if the experts cannot? A pilot is only a de-facto approved observer for the purposes of 
assessing visibility for take-off and landing.  

Past the LPSD, the extra fuel (full tip tanks) which CASA and ATSB say the pilot should have uplifted 
would have only delayed the ditching, as the weather did not change for over two hours. 

The Director of Aviation Safety also made the following comments: “Of course the things you have to 
take into account via airmanship is the trend of the weather. If you had been following the weather, 
as Mr James had been given the weather numerous times, you develop a picture of where the 
weather is deteriorating or whether it is not; and whether you are going to an airfield that has only 
one runway or more than one runway.” 

The temperature and pressure did not change more than two degrees and hectopascals  from 0530 
to 1000 and the wind direction changed from a calm north westerly to a calm south westerly.   

As Norfolk Island has a history of unreliable forecasting, which the Director of Aviation Safety 
acknowledged it is a "tricky place to fly to", it would be safer to have 'approved weather observers' 
who look at the entire celestial dome around the aerodrome. The automatic weather station (AWS) 
only looks at cloud from a single vertical radar return.  

As  stated in my first submission, the reports of weather given to Mr James was marked “Auto” 
meaning it was from the automated weather station. The AIP states repeatedly to use weather 
reports from automated weather stations with “Caution” (see AIP GEN 3.5-26, 12.5.2, 12.8.1, 12.8.2, 
12.11.1, 12.14.1). Yet, no explanation is provided of what this caution is meant for a pilot making in-
flight decisions. Does this caution infer the AWS are unreliable?  Or, does this mean to treat reports 
marked "Auto" with scepticism?  

If we look at the trends the Director of Aviation Safety was discussing, there were two reports that 
indicated at 0856 UTC and at 0900 UTC that the weather was suitable. The pilot reported his LPSD as 
being at around 0845 UTC. 

If this flight was delayed at departure by 10 minutes and left Samoa at 0555 UTC, the crew would 
have received at their LPSD, the following SPECI issued 0856 UTC: 

SPECI YSNF 180856Z AUTO 21007KT 9999 SCT005 SCT012 OVC015 20/19 Q1013 RMK RF00.0/000.0  

which reported conditions above the alternate minima. 

 and METAR issued 0900:  

 

METAR YSNF 180900Z AUTO 20007KT 8000 SCT005 OVC015 20/19 
Q1013 RMK RF00.0/000.0  
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which reported conditions also above the alternate minima: 

Both SPECI and METAR show no significant weather below the alternate minima. In fact they show 
that the weather was improving.  

The point being made is that Norfolk Island is a difficult place for which to forecast the weather. The 
pilots should not be held to account for failing to correctly predict the weather when the BoM itself 
could not do so. Furthermore pilots are NOT trained or qualified weather forecasters and were they 
to act as such (as the Director is implying they should), aircraft would be carrying alternate fuel when 
it was not required and not carrying it when it was based on gut feel and vague concepts of 
airmanship. 

 Bottom line: A PILOT IS NOT  A QUALIFIED WEATHER FORECASTER!  

At the November 2012 hearing in relation to weather reports the Chief Commissioner stated: 

Chief Commissioner:  There is probably one point to be made there. To take your road parallel, the 
equivalent would be if the second report you received said 'urgent weather update', because, in 
transmitting the second report, the air traffic controller contacted the aircraft and then said: 

… this the latest weather for Norfolk … SPECI … I say again special weather Norfolk at 0800 Zulu … 

SPECI means that there has been a significant shift in the weather conditions at the reporting site. 
That is what SPECI means, and, 'SPECI, I say again SPECI,' is the message that went through 

The Chief Commissioner does not mention what a SPECI actually means: 

AIP GEN 3.5-8 paragraph 4.3:  

SPECI are aerodrome weather reports issued whenever weather conditions fluctuate about or are 
below specified criteria 

At the Bureau of Meteorology website, a PDF is available for METAR/SPECI weather products 
(Appendix E), and states: 
 
SPECI is also used to identify reports of observations recorded 10 minutes following an improvement 
in visibility, weather or cloud to METAR conditions.5 
 
This means, in the case of the SPECI at the time of issue of 0800, if the crew did not hear the correct 
syllable in the HF transmission, the automatic weather station could have observed over a period of 
10 mins prior, an improvement in weather of no significance. The crew may well have heard the 
words " SPECI, I say again SPECI", however it is plausible and very likely he heard a cloud amount 
above what CASA and ATSB assert. The word SPECI in a weather report, also indicates that the 
weather is improving and is suitable. 
 

Without the cockpit voice recorder we will never know what the crew heard. Both crew stated they 
did not hear that cloud level of one thousand one hundred. It is common to mishear transmissions 
on HF. 

 

                                                                                 
5
 Aviation Weather Products, METAR/SPECI, Australian Government, Bureau of Meteorology available online 
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7. Bureau of Meteorology 

If the BoM cannot forecast the weather in a timely manner with radar, satellite photos, weather 
data and BoM personnel on the Island, it is illogical that a pilot with a good forecast  and only 
reports can.  

8. Communications difficulties with HF Radio 

The Chief Commissioner in the 21 November hearing was asked about the radio reception problems 
by Senator Xenophon: 

Senator XENOPHON:  There is an issue of who heard what. How many times did the pilot in 
command or the first officer say 'say again'? Can I suggest to you that it was said on number of 
occasions in the transcript? 

Mr Dolan:  According to our transcript it was one time, I think. 

Senator XENOPHON:  I think it was several times to Fiji. 

Mr Dolan:  Are we talking about these two specific transmissions? 

Senator XENOPHON:  No, I am saying that in the transcript that you have, in terms of the 
communications with Fiji, the pilot actually said on several occasions 'say again'. If a pilot says 'say 
again', does that indicate to you perhaps a lack of clarity or some communications problem? We are 
assuming that Mr James's hearing was reasonable. Assuming that he has relatively normal hearing, 
if a pilot says on several occasions 'say again', would that tend to indicate some form of 
communications problem? 

Mr Dolan:  I only have a partial transcript in front of me, so I am happy to take it on notice. 

Senator XENOPHON:  Could you take it on notice. Furthermore, if it is shown that there were several 
occasions when the pilot said 'say again', would that tend to be indicative of some form of 
communications issue? 

Mr Dolan:  Yes. 

Senator XENOPHON:  Is that a yes or a no? 

Mr Dolan:  Yes, I am happy to take that on notice and get back to you. 

Senator XENOPHON:  But would you agree that, if someone keeps saying 'say again' to air traffic 
control, that could indicate some sort of problem? 

Mr Dolan:  It could indeed. 

Senator STERLE:  By the same token, if they say 'thank you', they have got it clear. 

Senator XENOPHON:  But this is 'say again'. 

Mr Dolan:  We will take it on notice. The point I am making is that, on the transcript that is available 
to me, the only reference we have to 'say again' is a transmission by the aircraft to Nadi—having 
completed that first weather update, the METAR—saying: 

Ahhh … copy … just say again the issue time for the METAR 
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So specifically there appears to have been some problem in either understanding or hearing the issue 
time for the METAR". 

I am only in the possession of the partial transcript given to Mr James which does not indicate it 
includes the entire flights radio transmissions. The words "say again" appear on the transcript 
(attached as Appendix C) seven (7) times: 

@ 0600 Auckland ask NGA "say again station calling" 

@0607 NGA ask Auckland "say again last " 

@0628 NGA ask Auckland "say again requirement" 

@0629 Auckland ask NGA "Roger, say again min altitude" 

@0637 Auckland ask NGA "say again time APASI?" 

@0716 Fiji ask NGA "say again estimate DUNAK" 

@0801 NGA ask FIJI " say again issue time" 

In the two hour period shown, transmissions had to be repeated seven (7) times. This is typical of 
HF. The Chief Commissioner stated in response to Senator Xenophons' question: 

Senator XENOPHON:  But would you agree that, if someone keeps saying 'say again' to air traffic 
control, that could indicate some sort of problem? 

Mr Dolan:  It could indeed. 

On this basis alone, the ATSB report should be withdrawn and the investigation re-opened. 

There is evidence that the land based HF receiver aerials recording the transmissions did not reflect 
what the ATS controllers heard. Both Auckland and Fiji ask VH-NGA four times to "say again" in the 
transmissions between 0600 to 0801. 

A clear recording of a transmission from a receiving aerial in Auckland,  cannot guarantee the crew 
heard the same thing in the absence of the Cockpit Voice Recorder. 

Additionally, Mr James requested a copy of the HF recordings from the ATSB, which they refused. 
Only after Mr James instructed them he wanted copies, they allowed him to go to an ATSB office and 
only listen to the recordings of the flight through earphones. This would prevent Mr James recording 
the playback from a speaker. The quality of the transmissions according to Mr James were not high 
at all. He was not allowed to write notes. 

Mr James also wrote to the ATSB requesting an analysis on the poor HF variability. Despite this, the 
ATSB state in their Final report on page 17: 

"Communications with New Zealand and Fiji ATC were via HF radio, which gives a longer range but 
provides a lower quality output. Differing HF frequencies may be required depending on the ambient 
conditions and the time of day.  
 
No difficulties were identified by the flight crew with their radio communications during the flight". 

In Mr James conversations with the Investigator, Mr James stated the radio transmissions were 
poor. This was additionally formalised by Mr James in his DIP response dated 15 May 2012, which 
reads: 
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"15 May 2012 
 
To General Manager, Aviation Safety Investigations, 
 
These are my comments re the draft report AO-2009-072 (ditching of Westwind at Norfolk Island 2009): 

 Meteorology: The report does not adequately review the quality of the forecast provided by the 
Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) that was obtained before the accident flight, in comparison to the 
observations issued around the time of the flight. Additionally, the changes to forecasting policy and 
practice at Norfolk Island by the BoM in recent years (considering the previous weather incidents at 
Norfolk) is not addressed. 

 Pel-Air. There is no analysis of the organisational issues at Pel-Air, which should include:  

 flight planning 

 fuel policy 

 flight training 

 SMS implementation (including Risk Management) 

 fatigue risk management: 

 within the company generally 

 for the accident flight 

 the quality of the Pel-Air fatigue program 'FAID' 

 CASA: There is no discussion regarding the fuel carriage regulations, considering the ATSB had made 
prior recommendations for these to be reviewed. 

 

 ATC: There is no analysis of the role ATC and the Norfolk Island UNICOM played in the accident. 

 Communications: There is no discussion of the vulnerabilities of HF and its limitations. 

 There is no Human Factors analysis. 

 There is inadequate analysis of the crash survivability issues. 

 There are numerous inconsistencies as per ICAO Annex 13, such as analysis appearing within the 
factual information, selective reproduction of factual information as well as non standard formatting of 
the report. 

In summary the DIP lacks thorough analysis and is superficial. This accident has all the hallmarks of an 
organisational accident and should be considered as such, with a comprehensive report reflecting this. 
Considering it has taken two and a half years to produce the draft, there has been ample time to analyse the 
accident in this manner, however there is no evidence of this work being done in the draft report. 
 
Regards, Dominic James. 

 

9. Organisational Safety 

Director of Aviation Safety:  Systemic and organisational issues normally take place up to the 
rostering of the pilots to conduct the flight. In the end, the pilot himself is responsible. Again in the 
Pel-Air special audit we did, you will find that no pilot in Pel-Air that we interviewed considered that 
they would have difficulty if they told the operator that they were too fatigued to fly 

In regards to the  comment that the organisation and systemic issues have no bearing on a an  
aircraft after it departs, this statement is refuted by decades of contemporary system safety 
research.  Aviation, like other forms of critical safety dependent industries, is regarded as a complex 
socio-technical system.  

Literature by Professor Nancy Leveson, the head of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
at MIT is regarded as a world leading expert in safety systems, and uses the analogy of the Union 
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Carbide accident in Bhopal India as a poignant example of complex systems migrating to heightened 
states of risk through small deviations: 

"The safety control structure often changes over time, which accounts for the 

observation that accidents in complex systems frequently involve a migration of 

the system toward a state of heightened risk where a small deviation (in the 

physical system or in human behavior) can lead to a catastrophe. The 

foundation for an accident is often laid years before the loss actually occurs. 

One event may trigger the loss but if that event had not happened, another one 

would have. The Bhopal MIC (methyl isocyanate) release, which is among the 

worst industrial accidents in history, was blamed by Union Carbide and the 

Indian government on human error, namely the improper cleaning of a pipe at 

the chemical plant. However, this event was only a proximate factor in the loss. 

Degradation of the safety margin at the Union Carbide Bhopal plant had 

occurred over many years, without any particular single decision to do so, but 

simply as a series of decisions that moved the plant slowly toward a situation 

where any slight error would lead to a major accident. An argument can be 

made that both the Challenger and Columbia losses involved this type of long 

term degradation of safety margins and increasing system risk [Leveson, 

2004]. "
6
 

(My bold and underline) 

Other doctoral level research at MIT elaborates further on any number of small events triggering 
large accidents: 

"In effect, complex socio-technical systems have a tendency to slowly migrate from a safe state 
toward a higher-risk state, where they are highly vulnerable to small disturbances. Once the system 
operates in this high-risk state, any number of different seemingly inconsequential events can lead to 
an accident. If one event does not trigger the loss, another one will. The Bhopal accident provides a 
good example of a system operating in a high-risk state [Leveson, 2006]. The release of methyl 
isocyanate from the Union Carbide chemical plant in Bhopal, India, in 1984 caused 2000 human 
casualties, 10,000 permanent disabilities, and over 200,00 injuries, arguably making it the worst 
industrial disaster in history [Shrivastava, 1992; Leveson, 1995]. The accident was officially blamed 
on human error as the worker assigned to wash out some pipes and filters in the plant did not insert 
a safety disk as required. Without the safety disk, wash water leaked through a faulty valve and 
came in contact with methylisocyanate. The resulted chemical reaction increased the temperature 
and pressure in the tank until the relief valve opened, releasing highly toxic chemicals in the 
atmosphere, which were then carried by the wind to populated areas. A more careful observation of 
the context in which the accident took place uncovers dozens of irregularities, disabled safety 
equipment, management negligence and regulatory deficiencies that all contributed to the 
accident. The Bhopal Union Carbide plant was a disaster waiting to happen. If the worker had 
inserted the safety disk on that day of December 1984, another small event or mistake would have 
eventually triggered an accident. Rasmussen [Rasmussen, 1997] explains this migration process: 
 

"The stage for an accidental course of events very likely is prepared through 

time by the normal efforts of many actors in their respective daily work context, 

                                                                                 
6
  Safety and Risk-Driven Design in Complex Systems-of-Systems, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 2004  
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responding to the standing request to be more productive and less costly. 

Ultimately, a quite normal variation in somebody 's behavior can then release an 

accident. Had this 'root cause' been avoided by some additional safety measure, 

the accident would very likely be released by another cause at another point in 

time. In other words, an explanation of the accident in terms of events, acts, and 

errors is not very useful for design of improved systems [Rasmussen, 1997]. "
7
 

(My bold and underline) 

Using the analogy of the example of the Union Carbide accident cited by Leveson and Dulac, the 
ATSB report has viewed the pilot as the "worker", who did not put the safety disk in place, and was 
the result of  "poor workmanship"  and "good workmanship" should have prevented the accident. 
The  company who rostered "the worker " on to do the maintenance had nothing to do with the 
"poor design of the system, the numerous regulatory breaches, the disabled safety equipment, and 
the management negligence". 

To continue with the same analogy, with the new "Beyond Reason" approach to investigation being 
advocated by the Chief Commissioner, the entire Union Carbide accident would have been described 
by the ATSB as the "workers fault" as he was the last line of defence.  

 Aviation accidents like other complex socio-technical systems, is observed in further research that 
humans actions often appear rational given their understanding or because system design 
encourages incorrect behaviour: 

 

"Accidents are rarely caused by simple, random component failure. Component failures 

that appear random at first sight often turn out to be caused instead by inadequate maintenance 

or by using the component in a way for which it was not designed. Similarly, accidents 

are usually not caused by simple human error either: humans often take actions that 

contribute to accidents because those actions appear rational given their understanding of 

the situation or because the system design encourages incorrect behaviour"
8
 

 

Further, research  identifies that accident investigation agencies strive for blame free reports  but 
struggle with methodologies which require causality, do not consider systemic factors and leave 
individuals appearing culpable:  
 
"Accident analysts also lack a method for framing and connecting human and organizational factors 

to the technical system failure or loss event [77]. Accident analysis is used to examine the safety of a 

deployed system after it has failed. Safety professionals have attributed 70 to 80% of aviation 

accidents to human error [75]. Recently, accident analysts have also begun to cite organizational 

factors as contributory causes of accidents. While analysts have long known that the human and 

organizational aspects of systems are key contributors to accidents, they lack a rigorous approach for 

analyzing their impacts.  

 

In particular, accident analysts justify blaming operators based on confusion between data 

availability and data observability [19]. Data availability is information that was present at the time 

of an accident but could have been buried deep in a hierarchical user interface or obscure dial, for 

instance. Data observability is data that could actually be observed given all of the pressures and 

tasks that were actually occurring. Without being inside the mind of an operator, it is impossible for 

analysts to know which data was available but not observable. It is common in accident reports to 

blame the operator for missing important information. For example, in a recent oil company accident, 
                                                                                 

7 A Framework for Dynamic Safety and Risk Management Modeling in Complex Engineering Systems, Doctoral dissertation Nicholas Dulac 
MIT 2007 
8 A New Approach to Risk Analysis with a Focus on Organizational Risk Factors, Doctoral dissertation MIT 2005 
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the operator had two level gauges available to him. The operator used one of the gauges to make 

control decisions but did not know that it was broken. The second, redundant gauge information was 

obscured within the user interface. Nevertheless, the operator was deemed negligent [85].  

Many accident analysts strive for blame-free reports that will foster reflection and learning from 

accidents but struggle with methods that require direct causality, do not consider systemic factors, 

and seem to leave individuals looking culpable [77] [79] [80]. Safety professionals make do with ad 

hoc methods that do not help guide investigations or help them determine which human and 

organizational data is relevant and which is not. In particular, investigators are not sure which 

people to interview or what questions to ask [62]. An accident investigation method is needed that 

will guide investigations, aid in the analysis of the role of humans and organizations in accidents, and 

promote blame-free accounting of accidents”
9
 

In another complex organisational accident, a Royal Commission into the catastrophic gas plant 
explosion in Victoria in 1998, is summarised in research from the University of Stavanger in 
Norway.10 The researchers reported that even though the company blamed the workers had violated 
a process identified in training, the Commission found that workers were inadequately trained and 
as a result of a lack of supervision. They emphasise the point that operator error does not 
adequately account for complex organisational accidents: 

2.3. Human and organizational factors and major accidents 

For a long time, it was assumed that occupational accidents were a relevant basis on which major 
hazard risks were judged. Occupational accidents were often judged to be a result of human error. In 
the late 1990s,in the Norwegian petroleum sector, it was apparent that occupational accidents were 
not relevant for evaluation of major hazard risks, at least to the authorities and their advisors. 
Unfortunately this was not apparent globally. One of the main findings after the Texas City refinery 
explosion in 2005, was that major hazard risks had not been evaluated properly on the basis of 
occupational accident statistics [43]. In the same way, human error was judged to be the root cause 
for several major accidents, for example, in the case of the accident at Esso’s gas plant at Longford, 
Victoria, in Australia in September 1998 [44]. This was the position taken by Esso at the Royal 
Commission. The company argued that operators and their super- visors on duty at the times should 
have known that the attempt to reintroduce warm hydrocarbons in liquid phase could result in brittle 
fracture of the steel and release of hydrocarbons. The company claimed that operators had been 
trained to be aware of the problem and Esso even produced the training records of one operator in 
an attempt to show that he should have known better. However, the Commission took view of the 
fact that none of those on duty at the time understood just how dangerous the situation was, 
indicating a systematic training failure [45]. Not even the plant manager, who was away from the 
plant at the time of the incident, understood the dangers of cold metal embrittlement. The 
Commission concluded that inadequate training of operators and supervisors was the ‘real cause’ of 
the accident. Therefore, it is clear that operator error does not adequately account for the Longford 
incident. According to Reason [46], this is a general finding of all inquiries into major accidents.  

10. “Beyond Reason”, why the ATSB do not investigate violations 

Contrary to contemporary safety research is the "Beyond Reason" methodology spoken of  by the 
Chief Commissioner of the ATSB.  

Chief Commissioner "As the committee knows, we are specifically prohibited from apportioning 
blame, from providing the means to determine liability and from assisting in court proceedings" 

                                                                                 
9 Accident analysis and hazard analysis for human and organizational factors doctoral thesis Margaret Stringfellow MIT October 2010   
10 Skogdalen,J.E.Vinnem, Quantitative Risk Analysis Offshore- Human and Organisational Factors from the journal of Reliability Engineering 
and System Safety (2011)468–479 471 
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 The Chief Commissioner’s statement is not correct. The ATSB in fulfilling their core functions can 
make observations from which others could infer blame or liability however the ATSB reports are 
not to be used for blame or liability in the judicial process. 

The Chief Commissioner has painted an opaque picture. When we examine the Explanatory Material 
of the Transport Safety Investigation Act, it is very clear in reading the intention of the parliament in 
2003: 

 
"Clause 27 Reports not admissible in evidence 
 
Subclause 27(1) makes investigation reports inadmissible in evidence in civil or 
criminal proceedings whether through inadvertent disclosure or in contravention of 
this part of the Bill. This subclause sends a clear message that such information is to 
be used for the purpose of safety only and should not to be used in the judicial system 
for the purpose of blame or liability, otherwise it could prejudice the free flow of 
safety information in future transport safety investigations." 

(my bold and underline) 

12AA of the Transport Safety Investigation Act states the following: 

"(3)  The following are not functions of the ATSB: 

                     (a)  to apportion blame for transport safety matters; 

                     (b)  to provide the means to determine the liability of any person in respect of a  
  transport safety matter; 

                     (c)  to assist in court proceedings between parties (except as provided by this Act,  
  whether expressly or impliedly); 

                     (d)  to allow any adverse inference to be drawn from the fact that a person was involved 
  in a transport safety matter. 

However, even though blame or liability may be inferred, or an adverse inference may be made, by 
a person other than the ATSB, this does not prevent the ATSB from carrying out its functions." 

(my bold and underline) 

The Act spells out that (3) (a) (b) (c) and (d) , but this does not prevent the ATSB from carrying out its 
core responsibility. The explanatory material makes it clear as well as the Act, that the blame and 
liability provisions are specifically to exclude the ATSB reports for their use in the judicial process, 
NOT to exclude the ATSB from making those observations. The Act specifically allows the ATSB to 
infer blame and liability and to carry out their function if blame and liability is inferred. 

The Chief Commissioner suggests that the reason ATSB does not include CASA and the operator in 
their report is because the ATSB just looks at "errors" not "violations".  

This is perhaps the most bizarre and illogical comment the head of an aviation safety investigation 
agency could make. To suggest that inadequate regulatory oversight or inadequate regulatory 
guidance could not have a direct relationship with ‘error’ or could not be improved to minimise 
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‘error’ is absurd. It contradicts the ATSB's own research in the relationship of Human Factors 
Classification and causal links to regulatory oversight.11 

The following is an extract from the Hon. John Anderson, the then Federal Transport Minister on the 
second reading of the Bill of the Transport Safety Investigation Act 2003, in the House of 
Representatives: 

 
"The key principles of best practice safety investigation reinforced by the Bill include 
operational independence free from external pressures and conflicts of interest along 
with professionalism, skill and objectivity. Without these, the transport industry may 
be less confident and willing to accept and act upon the recommendations of an 
investigation. The public may insist on a much more expensive judicial inquiry. 
 
Central, is ATSB’s independence from parties or actions that may have been directly 
involved in the safety occurrence or that had some influence on the circumstances or 
consequences of that occurrence. For example, the ATSB must be free to investigate 
and comment on any significant role of the regulator in a particular occurrence and as 
such must not itself play a regulatory role in the industry. The Executive Director is 
also not subject to a direction by the Minister or the Secretary in relation to the 
exercise of powers under the Bill. The Minister can direct that an investigation be 
initiated. 
 
More complex safety investigations, where a significant safety benefit is judged 
likely, will be conducted systemically. Looking beyond the proximal causes of an 
accident or incident to an understanding of underlying factors, such as organisational 
issues, has the potential to reveal aspects of broader safety issues that may need to be 
addressed. Professor James Reason’s model of hazards and defences has been 
adopted by key international bodies such as International Civil Aviation Organization 
and the International Maritime Organisation as the recommended investigation 
methodology. According to Reason, most accidents and incidents involve human 
factors and in 90 per cent of such cases no malice is intended. 
 
Often referred to as the ‘no-blame’ approach, it does not equate with ‘no 
responsibility’. It simply means that disciplinary action and criminal or liability 
assessment are not part of an ATSB safety investigation and should, if necessary, be 
progressed through separate parallel processes. Witnesses, particularly operational 

                                                                                 

11
 Evaluation of the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System as a predictive model, ATSB 2011 
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crew who may be in possession of vital safety information, must be free to provide this information 
to the ATSB without fear of self-incrimination or retribution." 
 
(my bold, underline and italic) 
 
Clearly, the intent of the parliament was for the ATSB to apportion causality, attribution and/or 
responsibility to individuals, regulators and/or organisations with the use of the Reason model as the 
basis of the international best practice.  
 
That has been at the heart of aviation safety investigation in Australia for decades and was endorsed 
by the parliament with the commencement of the Act in 2003.  
 
I have included an example of a prior ATSB report which I have highlighted would not have been 
investigated if it occurred in 2009 under the new "Beyond Reason" approach. The safety outcomes 
from that incident bore considerable safety improvements for EMS helicopter operations. However, 
as it was a "violation" by a pilot, the ATSB would not investigate as  "Beyond Reason" only looks at 
"errors". (Appendix A) 
 
11. Conclusion 
 
In the Norfolk Island accident report, contrary to the intentions of the parliament, the ATSB has 
attributed the majority of the responsibility of the entire accident sequence to the individual, and 
deliberately downplayed both regulator and organisation attribution.  Despite the evidence that the 
Bureau of Meteorology could not forecast the weather correctly (see Chapter 6 Weather) CASA has 
repeatedly asserted the pilot should be held to a higher account of weather  interpretation and 
prediction.  
 
The numerous breaches identified in the CASA Special Audit ( as well as other audits obtained under 
Freedom of Information request)  were not regarded with any significance by the ATSB and the Final 
Report emphatically confirms this. In the case of the regulator the confirmation is more subtle. The 
changes proposed by CASA to Part 135 of the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations suggests that it 
believed that a change to its regulations with regard to in-flight decision making following an 
unexpected  change to an aerodrome forecast was warranted. The ATSB initially correctly identified 
this as a critical safety issue but downgraded its significance over time.  
 
How the ATSB can make the statements that, amongst others, the operators procedures complied 
with the regulations is incorrect . The ATSB was held in high regard by international agencies for  its 
detailed world leading human factors analysis, technical analysis and its ability in getting to the real 
issues in aviation safety. Without that prior work, such as Monarch Airlines and Seaview, to name a 
few, we would not have advanced an inch in aviation safety. 
 
It seems, according to the ATSB, that we are in a regulatory Utopia.  
 
It appears the days of continuous learning to improve the design of our aviation system is not 
required and that all accidents are the result of "errors" of engineers and / or  poor "airmanship" of 
pilots. It is indeed an admonishment on our aviation system if a regulator cannot accept objective 
criticism from an "independent" agency and see it as the inevitable learning function of our aviation 
system at work. Learning like this should not be taken as a failure, rather as an improvement 
opportunity. No system remains stagnant.  At the core of Safety Management Systems is the 
"continuous improvement" of the system. The same applies to the State Safety System. 
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To this day, operators, manufacturers and the public have not been told, which life jacket models 
failed. Just this fact alone means that thousands of safety devices have not had checks. 
 
If the ATSB suggest that agencies and organisations are best placed to effect safety change, can they  
provide evidence that they advised the life jacket manufacturers and operators of these failings? 
 
How are operators and manufacturers supposed to learn this otherwise?  
 
This is striking  evidence that our aviation safety investigation ability has been diluted to the point 
where not even lifesaving equipment makes it into the ATSB report. 
 
What we used to have was two "independent" agencies sitting at the table. What we have now, is 
two "independent" agencies in an opaque relationship. Their primary and only purpose is to assist 
the safety of the travelling public, not protect each agency from the public. 
 
I am not the only accident investigator who sees the evidence which demonstrates that the quality 
and comprehensiveness of the ATSB investigation reports is diminishing. There are cases of the ATSB 
in the last three years of not seeing  the most obvious errors in accident sequences.  In just once 
instance, I have personal experience where the ATSB  did not identify  that the operator used the 
incorrect aircraft model for its weight and balance calculations in an accident.   
 
If CASA and the ATSB did not act in concert as they both deny, the only logical conclusion which can 
be made is the investigation methodology of the ATSB is completely flawed.  
 
If the ATSB methodology cannot identify just nine of the failed defences in this submission and other 
submissions and address them by issuing safety alerts, safety notices or recommendations, than the 
ATSB  methodology is flawed.  
 
If the ATSB methodology cannot identify critical safety equipment failings and then alert industry, 
locally and globally about preventative maintenance of life jackets and  where NOT to put life rafts 
when ditching an aircraft, then the methodology is flawed. 
 
What is most alarming, is that there appears to be no interest in the fact that these defences and 
risk controls remain failed or absent, only repeated justification of why they did not investigate 
them. 
 
To acknowledge in this case, that the last line of defence failed (as CASA suspended Mr James' 
licence) is an acknowledgement that our aviation safety system is extremely brittle given that at 
least nine obvious barriers failed or were absent.  

Our aviation system will continue to lose resilience  where the ATSB expects fatigued flight crew to 
compensate for significant systemic weaknesses.  In this case the operator had breached over thirty 
four acts of parliament and regulations, had been issued a Safely Alert (see March 2008 CASA audit 
Appendix F) in the previous year because of fatigue issues, operated with a flawed fuel policy and 
ignored warnings by its pilots about RVSM issues.  

There were gaps in the regulators guidance and regulatory material; the BoM did not update their 
TAF for Norfolk Island in a timely manner and ATS communication protocols were imperfect. As an 
integral member of Australia’s State Safety Program it is the ATSB’s job to identify systemic 
deficiencies and if necessary recommend changes to any element of our safety system including the 
regulations and procedures, and the Regulator; BoM; and AirServices Australia. 
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Their reluctance to do so means we still have many failed and/or absent defences remaining  
unchecked.  
 
The next time anyone flies, they want to hope the life jacket under their seat is not the one which 
failed which the ATSB state  state was "not a safety issue".  Karen Casey will be reminded of this fact 
for the rest of her life. 
 
We can all be thankful that Mr James carried that waterproof torch. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Bryan Aherne 
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Appendix A 
 
For the benefit of the committee, I will draw on an ATSB report 200505107 from 2007 which I was 
the investigator in charge together with a human factors investigator,  and air traffic control 
investigator. The ATSB of that time had a full understanding of the legislation, which Minister 
Anderson pointed out clearly in the second reading. I will outline the outcomes of that complex 
organisational investigation, in which no one was injured and was not an accident, but an incident.  
 
A helicopter pilot flying a medical transfer at night, intentionally entered cloud and conducted a full 
instrument approach knowing he was not qualified nor the helicopter suitably equipped. I will 
demonstrate the investigation outcomes achieved  by the ATSB in 2007 against the now "Beyond 
Reason" model  the Chief Commissioner states is his view of the ATSB's responsibility only 
investigating "errors" NOT "violations":  

" While the focus of our investigations is on error and understanding error—how to prevent it, how to 
detect it and how to deal with its consequences—there was also in this case an element of what, in 
Professor Reason's model, would be viewed as violation; and that is principally the responsibility of 
the regulator." pp 28 Hansard 21 Nov 2012 

This ended the highly dangerous practice of Night Visual Flying in helicopters on aero-medical tasks, 
which in the past was so heavily criticised by coroners in the previous fatal accidents. The 
Queensland Government took the initiative and required all EMS helicopters to be Instrument Flight 
Rules capable. 

ATSB Findings 2007 Outcome 2012 ATSB Outcome on its 
"Beyond Reason" as directed by 
the Chief Commissioner 

 
• The pilot committed to a 
night Visual Flight Rules (VFR) 
flight on top of more than 
scattered cloud, despite being 
unable to assure himself that 
Visual Meteorological Conditions 
(VMC) existed for the remainder of 
the flight.  
 

 
Reported and analysed 

 
Not reported under the ATSB new 
"Beyond Reason" methodology 

Under this new "Beyond Reason " 
approach the ATSB would not 
investigate this type of issue again 

 
• The pilot conducted an 
instrument approach and landing 
(IAL) procedure in meteorological 
conditions in which he was not 
qualified to operate, and for which 
the helicopter was not single-pilot 
instrument flight rules (IFR)-
equipped  
 

 
Reported and analysed 

 
Not reported under the ATSB new 
"Beyond Reason" methodology.  

 Under this new "Beyond Reason " 
approach the ATSB would not 
investigate this type of incident 
again 

 
• The pilot committed to a 
night VFR flight on top of more 
than scattered cloud when he 
could not be confident that the 
meteorological information used 
to plan the flight was reliable and 
current.  

 
Reported and analysed 

 
Does not fit into ATSB "error only" 
investigation philosophy 
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• On receipt of a 
meteorological observation that 
indicated that VMC did not exist at 
Maroochydore, the pilot did not 
attempt to obtain the latest 
weather for Maroochydore, or any 
other potential alternative 
destination airfields  
 

 
Reported and analysed 

 
Does not fit into the ATSB "error" 
only investigation philosophy 

 
• The pilot was unaware of 
the effect on the conduct of the 
series of flights of the 
requirements of Aeronautical 
Information Publication (AIP) 
ENROUTE (ENR) section 1.2.8.  
 

 
Reported and analysed 

 
Intentional violation does not fit 
into ATSB "error" only investigation 
philosophy 

 
• The operator’s Air 
Operator’s Certificate (AOC) did 
not support the provision of 
instrument flying training  
 

 
Reported and analysed  

 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced 

 
• There was substantial 
evidence that the operator had 
previously engaged in night VFR 
operations in weather conditions 
that were less than VMC.  
 

 
Reported and analysed 

 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced 

 
• The reported conduct by 
the operator of night VFR 
operations in less than VMC was 
effectively never resolved by the 
Queensland Department of 
Emergency Services.  
 

 
Reported and analysed  

 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced 

Safety Actions  

The operator has undertaken the 

following safety actions:  

• in February 2006, all 
company pilots received Multi-
Engine Command Instrument 
Rating (Helicopter) training  

• in July 2006, the operator 
commenced two-pilot instrument 
flight rules (IFR) operations in the 
BK-117 helicopter  
• • the Operations Manual 
was rewritten to include:  

• a check and training 

As a result of the investigation the 
following  Safety Actions were 
directly attributed to the ATSB 
findings 
 
 
This operator was the last night 
VFR EMS operation in Australia. 
Previous fatal accidents 
highlighted the highly dangerous 
practice of night visual flying on 
Emergency Medical Flights and the  
practice ceased. 
 
Money was found by the 
Queensland Government for the 

ATSB have not published the 
Norfolk Island accident operator 
safety actions. Violations not 
investigated by ATSB, therefore the 
investigation would not have 
commenced  
 
Likely that this would not be 
investigated  
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
EMS flying would still be 
performed by night VFR helicopters 
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manual, which encompasses a 
cyclical pilot and aircrew 
training system  

• a comprehensive re-work 
of the company’s night flying 
requirements which are, as a 
result, more restrictive than 
required by the Aeronautical 
Information Publication (AIP)  

• a night operations 
‘GO/NO GO’ flow chart  

• the requirement for a risk 
management analysis in 
support of all proposed night 
operations  

• additional restrictions 
being placed on night visual 
flight rules (VFR) operations, 
in response to company 
concerns about the accuracy 
of meteorological forecasts 
and the compliance risk 
associated with marginal 
weather conditions  

• issued Operations Memo 
06/137 to all pilots and aircrew on 
the company’s night VFR weather 
planning requirements  

• counselled the pilot 
concerned  

• developed and 
implemented procedures to 
ensure that pilots are supported 
with relevant information while on 
task and the base is manned  

• provided additional 
safety-related training to company 
personnel  

• improved the induction 
training that is provided to staff to 
include risk management training  

• developed a monthly 
safety and risk management 
newsletter, which presents and 
explains safety and risk-related 
case studies.  
 
 

operator to have licensed 
Instrument Rated Pilots and for 
the operator to become and IFR 
operation. 

 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No lessons learnt, no changes to 
the Operations Manual. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced 
No rework of the night flying 
requirements 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No flow chart created 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No risk analysis for every night 
flight 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No additional restrictions on VFR 
flights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No memo  
 
 
 
ATSB does not report on 
"violations" 
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Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No procedures developed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In addition, as part of its normal 

surveillance program, the Civil 

Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) 

conducted two audits of the 

operator in the 15-month period 

since the incident. The first audit 

was carried out on 4 March 2006 

and the second on 5 January 

2007.  

The results of the March 2006 
audit included a number of 
Requests for Corrective Action 
(RCA) and/or observations that 
were associated with identified 
deficiencies. 
 

The January 2007 audit, although 

including some recommendations 

or suggestions for improvement, 

commented positively on the 

progress made by the company 

since the 2006 audit and resulted 

in no RCAs. In addition, the CASA 

2007 audit stated that:  

A strong safety culture has been 
developed with an emphasis on 
hazard and error reporting, 
comprehensive crew competency 
training and checking, and the 
introduction of IFR capability. An 
ethos of “safety first” has been 
inculcated, and reinforced by 
continued commitment from 
management. 

Safety Actions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Not reported under the ATSB new 
"Beyond Reason" methodology. It 
is likely according the Chief 
Commissioners evidence  

" While the focus of our 
investigations is on error and 
understanding error—how to 
prevent it, how to detect it and 
how to deal with its 
consequences—there was also in 
this case an element of what, in 
Professor Reason's model, would 
be viewed as violation; and that is 
principally the responsibility of the 
regulator." pp 28 Hansard 21 Nov 
2012 

Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No Safety Actions 

This incident has, in part, served 

to reinforce the relevance and 

impetus for the Department of 

Emergency Services (DES) to 

continue to progress its safety 

action in response to the 

recommendations made by the 

Coronial Inquiry into the fatal 

accident at Cape Hillsborough, 

Safety Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATSB does not investigate 
"violations"  
 
No investigation to force the 
impetus of the previous Coronial 
Inquiry 
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Qld on 17 October 2003 (see 

aviation safety investigation 

report BO/200304282, available 

at www.atsb.gov.au).  

In addition, the DES 

undertook safety action that 

was specifically related to this 

incident.  

Cape Hillsborough Coronial 
Inquiry  

The DES safety action that was 

commenced as a result of the 

Cape Hillsborough Coronial 

inquiry, and that has relevance to 

this incident, included the 

negotiation of new Service 

Agreements with the Community 

Helicopter Providers (CHPs). The 

new Service Agreements will 

require:  

• an IFR–capable, twin-
engine aircraft as the primary 
aircraft  

• all pilots to hold a current 
Command Instrument Rating  

• that single-engine VFR 
aircraft, which may be used as a 
back-up aircraft when the primary 
aircraft is unavailable, are to be 
used for daylight operations only.  
 

In addition, the Queensland 

Government provided additional 

funding in order for CHPs to 

upgrade their services to an IFR 

capability. The revised DES 

requirements, and allocation of 

additional funds, were to be 

included in new Service Contracts 

with the CHPs. The timeframe for 

the implementation of the revised 

Service Contracts was dependent 

on the CHPs’ agreement to the 

terms and conditions of those 

revised contracts. In that regard, a 

number of outstanding issues have 

yet to be finalised with the CHPs, 

including:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
IFR Multi-Engine Helicopters and 
IFR rated Pilots put in place 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No Safety Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Night VFR Helicopters would still 
be performing EMS missions 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No Safety Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No Safety Action 
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• the requirement for CHPs 
to obtain an Air Operator’s 
Certificate (AOC), and the specified 
time-frame in which to acquire 
that AOC  

• aircraft down-time  

• the term of the 
Agreement.  
 

Finally, the DES has introduced a 

centralised auditing system, to 

ensure consistency of safety 

standards and to enable systems 

audit findings to be shared across 

the network. The audit reports will 

also be presented to a newly-

established Emergency Helicopter 

Network Advisory Group (EHNAG), 

which includes representation 

from:  

• the Helicopter Services 
Unit  

• EMQ Helicopter Rescue  

• all Tasking Agencies 
(Queensland Health, Queensland 
Ambulance Service, Queensland 
Fire and Rescue Service, and 
Queensland Police Service)  

• the Queensland 
Emergency Medical System 
Coordination Centre (QCC) – the 
body responsible for tasking the 
aircraft for aeromedical tasks  

• the CHPs  

• the commercial service 
provider in the Torres Strait.  
 

The DES aim is that these 

arrangements will ensure that the 

key stakeholders in the 

emergency helicopter network 

are informed of any safety issues 

identified in the systems audits, 

and of the actions taken by 

helicopter providers to address 

those issues.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No Safety Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced  
No Safety Action 
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Safety action specific to this 
incident  

The DES safety actions that are 

specifically related to this incident 

include:  

• the establishment of an 
incident reporting system to 
enable the sharing of accident and 
incident information across the 
network  

• strengthening the role of 
the Chief Pilot, EMQ Helicopter 
Rescue, in providing technical 
safety advice to the Helicopter 
Services Unit, and in liaising 
directly with the CHPs on safety 
matters.  
 

 

Airservices Australia  

Airservices Australia, in 

consultation with CASA, will 

amend AIP ENROUTE section 1.2.8 

to explain the effect of that section 

of the AIP on each flight in a series 

of flights.  

 

 
AIP ENROUTE amended 

 
Violations not investigated by 
ATSB, therefore the investigation 
would not have commenced and  
AIP ENROUTE would not be 
amended 

Civil Aviation Safety Authority  

CASA had previously identified 

VFR flight into instrument 

meteorological conditions (IMC) 

as a critical factor in many 

incidents. In response, CASA has 

published a number of articles 

on the topic in its Flight Safety 

Australia magazine. More 

recently, CASA’s Crash Scene 

Investigator workshops 

examined the risks associated 

with VFR flight into IMC.  
 

 
CASA workshops on risks 
associated with VFR into IMC 

 
Violations not investigated by ATSB 

 
 
 

 



Mr McCormack “I know of no regulatory environment in the world—and there may be one, but I do 
not know of it—where there is a prescribed set of circumstances such that when the weather gets 
below the alternate planning minima you should divert the aeroplane. And I am talking about 747 
400s down to any size aeroplane world wide” PP 40 Hansard 

Mr McCormick:  It was a merit selection, Senator. And, as I said, there are only two possibilities 
about whether you divert or you do not divert, so you are going to have two schools of thought: 
either you do or you do not. 

CHAIR:  That is like me saying, depending on what side of the bed I get out of, I am either right or 
wrong. Right is right and wrong is wrong. One of them has to be wrong. Why don't you sort out who 
it is? 

Mr McCormick:  Because it is not possible to be definitive. Senator, if you can point me to someone 
who can tell me how to write that regulation I will do it. PP 42 Hansard 

 

 

I have attached the ICAO guidance on this from Annex 6 Part One and I have quoted directly from the 

Hong Kong Civil Aviation Department 360. 

 

ICAO Annex 6 Part One  

 
Applicability 

The present edition of Annex 6, Part I, contains Standards and Recommended Practices adopted by 
the International Civil Aviation Organization as the minimum Standards applicable to the operation of 
aeroplanes by operators authorized to conduct international commercial air transport operations. 
These international commercial air transport operations include scheduled international air services 
and non-scheduled international air transport operations for remuneration or hire. 
In conjunction, these two types of operations include all international air transport operations 
conducted for remuneration or hire by aeroplanes. The distinction between them lies in the fact that 
scheduled international air services are especially provided for in the Convention in contradistinction 
to international air transport operations in general, of which non-scheduled international air transport 
operations for remuneration or hire were considered most urgently to require the establishment of 
International Standards and Recommended Practices. It is no longer considered necessary to 
differentiate in the Standards and Recommended Practices between scheduled international air 
services and non-scheduled international air transport operations. 
The purpose of Annex 6, Part I, is to contribute to the safety of international air navigation by 
providing criteria of safe operating practice and to contribute to the efficiency and regularity of 
international air navigation by encouraging States to facilitate the passage over their territories of 
aeroplanes in international commercial air transport belonging to other States that operate in 
conformity with such Standards. 
 

4.3.4.3 Destination alternate aerodromes 
For a flight to be conducted in accordance with the instrument flight rules, at least one destination 
alternate aerodrome shall be selected and specified in the operational and ATS flight plans, unless: 
a) the duration of the flight and the meteorological conditions prevailing are such that there is 
reasonable certainty that, at the estimated time of arrival at the aerodrome of intended landing, and 
for a reasonable period before and after such time, the approach and landing may be made under 
visual meteorological conditions; or 
b) the aerodrome of intended landing is isolated and there is no suitable destination alternate 
aerodrome 
 
4.3.5 Weather conditions 
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4.3.5.2 A flight to be conducted in accordance with instrument flight rules shall not be commenced 
unless information is available which indicates that conditions at the aerodrome of intended landing 
or, where a destination alternate is required, at least one destination alternate aerodrome will, at 
the estimated time of arrival, be at or above the aerodrome operating minima. 
 
Note.— It is the practice in some States to declare, for flight planning purposes, higher minima for an 
aerodrome when 
nominated as a destination alternate than for the same aerodrome when planned as that of 
intended landing. 
 
4.4 In-flight procedures 
Aerodrome Operating Minima 
4.4.1.1 A flight shall not be continued towards the aerodrome of intended landing, unless the latest 
available information indicates that at the expected time of arrival, a landing can be effected at that 
aerodrome or at least one destination alternate aerodrome, in compliance with the operating 
minima established in accordance with 4.2.8.1. 
 
4.4.1.2 An instrument approach shall not be continued beyond the outer marker fix in case of 
precision approach, or below 300 m (l 000 ft) above the aerodrome in case of non-precision 
approach, unless the reported visibility or controlling RVR is above the specified minimum. 
 
4.4.1.3 If, after passing the outer marker fix in case of precision approach, or after descending below 
300 m (l 000 ft) above the aerodrome in case of non-precision approach, the reported visibility or 
controlling RVR falls below the specified minimum, the approach may be continued to DA/H or 
MDA/F{. In any case, an aeroplane shall not continue its approach-to-land at any aerodrome beyond 
a point at which the limits of the operating minima specified for that aerodrome would be infringed. 
Note.- Controlling RVR means the reported values of one or more RVR reporting locations 
touchdown, mi &point and stop-end) used to determine whether operating minima are ol are not 
met. Where RVR is used, the controlling RYR is the touchdown RVR, unless otherwise specified by 
State criteria. 
 
 

Civil Aviation Department Hong Kong June 1997 

Air Operators Certificates 

Operation of Aircraft Part One 

Chapter 4 Operations Manual (Last amended April 2012) 

 

http://gp.search.gov.hk/search?q=cache:A651502mR5sJ:www.cad.gov.hk/english/reports/CAD360_p

art1.pdf+cad+divert&output=xml_no_dtd&client=depts&proxystylesheet=depts&ie=UTF-

8&site=cad_home&access=p&oe=UTF-8 

 
Please see 8.5 and 8.9 (specifically 8.10.4 clearly telling the operator specific guidance on diversion re 

weather and fuel) 

 

8 

FUEL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT - AEROPLANES 

8.1 

Basic Principles 
8.1.1 The total amounts of fuel and oil carried on board an aeroplane must be sufficient for 

the intended flight and must include a safe margin for contingencies. The manner in 

which the amounts should be calculated and the records that should be made before, 

during and after flight must all be specified. 

8.1.2 General considerations for calculating and recording fuel and oil requirements and 

usage are listed below. Instructions, similar to those given for fuel planning, should be 

http://gp.search.gov.hk/search?q=cache:A651502mR5sJ:www.cad.gov.hk/english/reports/CAD360_part1.pdf+cad+divert&output=xml_no_dtd&client=depts&proxystylesheet=depts&ie=UTF-8&site=cad_home&access=p&oe=UTF-8
http://gp.search.gov.hk/search?q=cache:A651502mR5sJ:www.cad.gov.hk/english/reports/CAD360_part1.pdf+cad+divert&output=xml_no_dtd&client=depts&proxystylesheet=depts&ie=UTF-8&site=cad_home&access=p&oe=UTF-8
http://gp.search.gov.hk/search?q=cache:A651502mR5sJ:www.cad.gov.hk/english/reports/CAD360_part1.pdf+cad+divert&output=xml_no_dtd&client=depts&proxystylesheet=depts&ie=UTF-8&site=cad_home&access=p&oe=UTF-8


specified for calculating the amount of oil needed to lubricate the engine(s) and 

associated systems, and for recording before, during and after flight, as appropriate, the 

quantities on board. 

8.1.3 Operators must ensure that their fuel planning policy allows for the carriage of 

additional fuel, wherever it is known or suspected that there may be excessive landing 

delays due to traffic or Air Traffic Control (ATC) problems at destination or diversion 

airfields. Furthermore, operating flight crews should be reminded that vigilance and 

early decision-making is necessary in exercising fuel management in order to ensure 

that the contingency, alternate and holding fuel allowances are not eroded to such an 

extent that operational safety is compromised.  

 
8.1.4 There should be instructions and guidance on the effect on fuel consumption of engine 

or system failure. This could be a significant factor on long ocean or desert crossings, 

or where no suitable En-Route Alternates (ERAs) are available. 

8.2 

Basic Planning Tables 
Fuel planning tables should be provided for all aeroplanes, except light single engine 

types. The tables must take account of aeroplane weight, outside air temperature and 

altitude and, where possible, head or tail wind components. Where tables are not 

provided, clear statements of the hourly rates of consumption must be made. All 

circumstances of flight that can reasonably be foreseen should be specified, including 

climb, cruise, descent, holding and abnormal configurations. 

8.3 

Planning Considerations 
8.3.1 The following items should be included in the fuel planning process. The items may 

be combined but constituent parts of combinations should be fully described (see also 

paragraph 8.8 below): 

(a) 

Sector fuel: which comprises fuel required for: 

(i) 

take-off and climb; 

(ii) cruise; 

(iii) descent; and 

(iv) approach to land; 

(b) 

Additional fuel: e.g. fuel required for: 

(i) 

start-up, taxy-out and power checks; 

(ii) 

use of an auxiliary power unit on the ground and in the air; 

(iii) amounts used when operating de-icing systems and heaters; 

(iv) lengthy standard departure and arrival procedures; 

(v) 

quantities known to be unusable; and 

(vi) amounts required to compensate for potential delays en-route, such as 

weather avoidance. 

8.3.2 Sufficient fuel must be carried to permit in the event of loss of pressurisation or the 

failure of a power unit at any point on the planned route: 

(a) 

the flight to be continued to a suitable aerodrome for landing; 

(b) 

to hold at 1500 feet over that aerodrome for 30 minutes; and 

(c) 

to carry out an approach and landing. 

8.3.3 Where analysis of fuel records shows deterioration in performance of a particular 

aircraft compared to that predicted in the manufacturer’s fuel flow tables, a percentage 

correction should be established and applied to sector fuel calculations.  



8.4 

Monitoring Fuel on Board 
8.4.1 There must be instructions for ascertaining before departure that the amount of fuel on 

board meets the commander’s requirements. There must also be procedures for 

ensuring that, if in flight the amount of fuel calculated to remain overhead the 

aerodrome of intended landing is likely to become less than any minimum quantity 

specified, this fact becomes apparent at an early stage.  
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8.4.2 Before signing the technical log record page, the commander must satisfy himself that 

the correct type and quantity of fuel is on board and that it has been loaded in 

accordance with any instructions that may have been given. Units of weight or volume 

shown on the sector record page must be the same as those on fuel gauges visible to the 

pilot. Exceptionally, where there is a difference between the units on the fuel gauges 

and those on the sector record page, use of conversion tables may be approved. To 

have loadsheet fuel recorded in kilograms, uplifts in litres and aircraft gauges 

calibrated in pounds is to be avoided. Operators should provide all flight crews with 

simple fuel conversion charts/tables to reduce the likelihood of errors. 

8.4.3 Instructions must be given on the frequency of fuel checks, the recording of 

information and the application of that information. In-flight checks should be carried 

out at least once on every sector and at intervals not exceeding 60 minutes on flights 

longer than 90 minutes. A calculation to determine the amount of fuel remaining and 

to predict the amount of fuel expected to remain overhead the aerodrome of intended 

landing should follow every check. 

8.5 

Fuel Alternates 
8.5.1 An aerodrome suitable in all respects for use as an alternate, if a landing cannot be 

made at the intended destination, must be identified on both the pilot navigation log 

(plog) and on the ATC flight plan. 

8.5.2 When the planned alternate aerodrome is in the same busy area as the destination, for 

instance Hong Kong and Macau, the track miles on which the fuel requirement for 

flying to the alternate is calculated should be realistically assessed taking account of 

the extended routeing which can reasonably be expected during busy periods. 

8.6 

Minimum Fuel 
8.6.1 Under ICAO terminology, ‘minimum fuel’ describes a situation in which an aircraft’s 

fuel supply has reached a state where little or no delay can be accepted. 

8.6.2 Minimum Fuel. For operations under a Hong Kong AOC, the minimum fuel with 

which the aircraft must land is an amount equal to 30 minutes holding at a height of 

1500 ft at the planned landing weight. Where it becomes apparent that a flight is likely 

to land with less than minimum fuel, the commander is to declare an emergency. 

8.7 

ETOPS 
Operations manuals should, if applicable, specify fuel planning requirements and 

procedures for flights operated under Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) 

rules.  

8.8 

Fuel Planning - Specific Requirements 
8.8.1 At the planning stage the quantity of fuel required to be on board before the aeroplane 

departs should be calculated and recorded. Only those procedures that are specified in 

operations manuals may be used.  
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8.8.2 Normal Planning. For most flights, the formula for calculating before flight the 

amount of fuel required is the sum of: 

(a) 

start-up and taxy fuel; 

(b) 

sector fuel; 

(c) 

alternate fuel, i.e. fuel for a missed approach procedure and then from 

overhead the intended destination airfield to a suitable alternate; 

(d) 

holding fuel, i.e. fuel to hold and make an approach at the most critical 

alternate aerodrome, calculated as follows: 

(i) 

in the case of propeller-driven aeroplanes, fuel to hold for 45 minutes 

and carry out an approach and landing; or 

(ii) 

in the case of turbo-jet aeroplanes, fuel to hold for 30 minutes at 1500 

feet above the aerodrome under International Standard Atmosphere 

(ISA) conditions and carry out an approach and landing; 

(e) 

contingency fuel, i.e. not less than 5% of the sum of Sector fuel and Alternate 

fuel. 

NOTE: Account should be taken also of additional amounts such as those listed in 

paragraph 8.3. 

8.8.3 Use of En-Route Alternate (ERA). The normally calculated contingency fuel can be 

reduced by use of a nominated ERA as follows: 

(a) 

The ERA must be an adequate aerodrome which is open. The forecast weather 

must be such that a landing can be assured. 

(b) 

5% of the fuel required to fly from overhead or abeam the ERA to the 

destination may be substituted for the contingency element of sector fuel, but 

cannot be less than that required to cruise from that position for 5 minutes at 

the then all-up weight of the aeroplane. 

8.8.4 Use of Remote Aerodromes. When the destination aerodrome is geographically 

isolated and has no suitable alternate within a reasonable range, the alternate and 

holding fuel can be substituted by a holding reserve. The following conditions shall be 

satisfied: 

(a) 

the holding reserve shall be not less than two hours fuel at normal cruise 

consumption at the all-up-weight applicable to arrival overhead the 

destination; 

(b) 

the holding reserve shall be related to statistical data on local weather 

conditions and sufficient for holding for a time period based on this data; 

(c) 

aerodromes designated ‘Remote’ shall be listed in the operations manual; and 

(d) 

the latest point of diversion between the remote aerodrome destination and a 



suitable en-route diversion shall be calculated.  
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8.8.5 Reclearance in Flight. When a flight cannot depart with the total fuel calculated in 

accordance with the normal planning formula, dispatch may be achieved by the 

operator nominating a suitable aerodrome en-route as the destination with the intention 

of obtaining a reclearance in flight to the original destination, if the commander is 

satisfied that: 

(a) 

the nominated destination aerodrome is both suitable and available with the 

weather forecast satisfactory for landing; and 

(b) 

the fuel on board, when passing over or abeam the nominated aerodrome 

en-route, is sufficient to satisfy the normal planning formula from that point to 

the original destination. 

NOTES:(1) 

Pilot navigation logs must show the name of the aerodrome en-route 

that is used for this planning purpose; the weather conditions relating 

to both destination and nominated en-route aerodromes must be 

recorded. 

(2) Some Authorities are not willing to have aerodromes in their 

jurisdiction nominated as a destination, if that is not the intention, as 

may be the case in this procedure. 

8.9 

Fuel Management - En-Route 
8.9.1 General Requirements. Airborne fuel usage must be monitored, with the aim of 

ensuring that throughout the flight the fuel on board remains sufficient to satisfy the 

requirements listed below. Clear instructions must be given on the action the 

commander must take i.e. range of options requiring consideration, if at any stage it 

appears that the fuel on board is less than required. 

8.9.2 Company Minimum Reserve (CMR). This is the minimum, normal fuel state on arrival 

at the destination missed approach point (MAP). It is the sum of: 

(a) 

The fuel required to proceed to the chosen alternate airport; and 

(b) 

Contingency fuel applicable to (a); and 

(c) 

Sufficient fuel to enable, in the case of turbojet-powered aircraft, the flight to 

hold for a period of 30 minutes at a height of 1500 ft at the aircraft’s planned 

landing weight at the alternate airport. 

8.9.3 Use of En-Route Alternate (ERA). For flights that use the ERA formula, on passing 

overhead or abeam the ERA, the fuel expected to remain at the MAP of the intended 

destination should not be less than CMR. 

8.9.4 Use of Remote Aerodromes. For flights that use the remote aerodrome conditions, on 

passing the latest point of diversion the fuel expected to remain overhead the intended 

destination should not be less than the holding reserve. Crews must, before passing this 

point, obtain the weather conditions existing at the destination and a current forecast 

for the time of expected arrival. 
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8.9.5 Reclearance in Flight. For flights that use the reclearance in flight procedure, when 

passing over or abeam the nominated destination aerodrome (reclearance point), the 

fuel expected to remain at the MAP of the original destination should not be less than 

CMR. 

8.9.6 Fuel Balancing. On multi-crew aircraft the instructions for fuel balancing must cover 

the following points: 

(a) 

if an abnormal fuel feed procedure is used to balance fuel, the aircraft 

commander must be informed and at least two flight crew members must 

monitor the operation; and 

(b) 

when balancing fuel on aircraft with more than two engines, one engine, where 

practical, should remain on direct feed from tank to engine. Preference should 

be given to an engine with an operative electrical generator and where 

applicable a hydraulic pump. 

8.10 Predicted Reduced Fuel State - Destination 
8.10.1 A fuel progress chart must be included as part of the CFP for each flight made for the 

purposes of public transport, in order to predict a flight’s arrival fuel at its destination. 

Periodic entries made at regular intervals by the crew, enable a perception to be made 

of how well the flight is doing in relation to the planned fuel progression and enables 

the crew, at some point along the route, to determine with fair accuracy, whether the 

flight will arrive at the destination with the required amount of fuel – the CMR – on 

board. 

8.10.2 General Requirements. If it becomes apparent that the fuel remaining is close to the 

CMR, the commander must have clear instructions on the actions he must take.  

Whilst en-route, options generally available are: 

(a) 

adjust aircraft speed; 

(b) 

obtain a more direct routing; 

(c) 

fly at a different flight level; 

(d) 

land and refuel; or 

(e) 

select an alternate aerodrome which is closer to the destination airfield than 

that specified in the ATC flight plan and so reduce the CMR. 

8.10.3 Where a flight has been despatched with less than the required fuel, for example when 

utilising an ERA, early fuel checks will naturally show that the predicted fuel 

remaining will be less than CMR. As the flight progresses, updated assessments of the 

fuel remaining at the destination will continue to be made. The decision, in the light of 

the fuel required, regarding continuing to the destination or diverting to an en route 

airport, should be made at a point where diversion is still feasible.  
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8.10.4 If en route it becomes obvious that a flight will not arrive at the destination with the 

required CMR, the flight may continue to the planned destination, provided that the 

fuel remaining on landing will be not less than an amount equal to that which would 

enable the aircraft to hold for 30 minutes at 1500 ft at the anticipated landing weight – 

i.e. Minimum Fuel – and ALL of the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) 

There must be at least two geographically separate runways available for use 

which meet the performance criteria for the aircraft; and  

(b) 

There must be no ATC delays forecast for the flight’s ETA at the destination; 

and 

(c) 

The actual weather and that forecast for the flight’s ETA at the destination must 

be at, or better than, the alternate planning minima for the non-precision 

approach aid with the higher minima serving the two runways being considered 

in (a) above and, in addition, the surface wind is within the normal crosswind 

limits for the aircraft type. 

Where these conditions are not satisfied, the flight must divert to an en route airport for 

refuelling. 

8.10.5 After Commencing Descent 

If, after commencing descent, an unforeseen situation develops which may prejudice 

arrival at the destination MAP with CMR fuel, the flight may continue to the 

destination airport provided that the fuel remaining on landing will be at least equal to 

Minimum Fuel. However, the commander must, in electing to continue rather than 

proceed to the alternate, ensure that all relevant factors are taken into consideration 

with particular reference to the reason for the delay, weather deterioration and runway 

availability at the destination and alternate. If at any time it becomes apparent that a 

flight cannot be completed with Minimum Fuel available upon landing, an emergency 

must be declared. 

8.10.6 Delays Exceed Expectation. Operators must make clear what action is to be taken by 

commanders, if the fuel remaining could reduce or has reduced below the amounts 

derived from the considerations listed 8.10.4 and 8.10.5. 

9 

FUEL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT - HELICOPTERS 

Cancelled - refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement  
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10 

CHECK-LISTS 
10.1 The drills and checks to be followed including those for emergency and abnormal 

conditions should be listed in full in the operations manual in the form of expanded 

check-lists. In addition, abbreviated working check-lists should be provided on the 

flight deck for the use of the flight crew. 

10.2 The check-lists and drill cards provided by an operator for use by his crews must 

correctly reflect the requirements, instructions, drills and procedures specified in the 

aircraft’s Flight Manual. 

10.3 Instructions on how to use the checklists and drill cards should be provided in the manual. 

For convenience in handling, the check-list for normal operations should be separate 

from the abnormal and emergency check-list. The colour of the emergency and 

abnormal check-lists should be sufficiently distinctive to avoid them being mistaken for 

other volumes. They must be stowed on the flight deck separately from other documents 



in such a manner as to be immediately ready for use. 

10.4 Separate check lists or drill cards must be provided for each flight crew member. In 

‘single pilot’ aircraft, check lists can be supplemented by placarding vital actions for 

final approach and landing. 

10.5 All check lists or drill cards must be of a quality sufficient to withstand heavy wear and 

remain legible. The design and utilisation of checklists shall observe Human Factors 

principles. 

10.6 Details of cabin crews’ ditching, crash landing and emergency evacuation drills should 

be readily available. This may be achieved either by issuing to each cabin crew a copy 

of their emergency drills - which they should be required to carry with them - or stowing 

the drill cards at appropriate positions in the cabin.  

10.7 On multi-crew aircraft, instructions must be given that check lists are always to be used. 

On single pilot aircraft the operator may allow in-flight drills to be carried out from 

memory but must ensure that a check list is readily available to the pilot. Memorised 

drills must be carried out strictly in accordance with the check list and emergency drills 

must be verified as soon as possible by reference to the check list. 

10.8 On multi-crew aircraft, drills should be so constructed that the handling pilot, as far as 

possible, has only to control the aircraft’s flight path and cross check the correct selection 

of a lever or a switch before it is used. The use of responses such as “SET” or “AS 

REQUIRED” should be avoided and are better replaced by a specific indication of what 

is required. 

10.9 Where emergency and abnormal drills do not include all the necessary items and actions 

to re-land, a clear instruction referring the crew back to the normal check-list must be 

made.  
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10.10 An abbreviated version of the normal check-list may be produced for use by training 

captains whilst on circuit training. This should retain the sequences of the normal 

check-list. 

10.11 Each page of a check-list must be dated and the amendment state of the check-list 

ascertainable by means of a simple amendment record. This record should be 

incorporated at a suitable place in the check-list. 

10.12 The following items, where applicable, must be included at the appropriate point in the 

normal check-list (the actual form of words may be varied): 

(a) 

crew seats, seat belts and harnesses fastened/locked for take-off and landing; 

(b) 

flying controls unlocked and checked for freedom of movement; 

(c) 

cabin prepared for take-off and landing; 

(d) 

reference speeds noted and/or bugs set and cross checked; 

(e) 

instruments checked before take-off and prior to commencing approach; 

(f) 

altimeters set and cross checked and required setting (QFE, QNH, QNE) at 

each stage of flight; 

(g) 

pre-take-off/landing signal to cabin crew - PA or chime; 

(h) 

radio aids set and identified (by more than one crew member on multi-crew 



operations) 

(i) 

RTOW and performance data checked valid for runway in use immediately 

before take-off; 

(j) 

performance data for approach and landing (normally before commencing 

descent); 

(k) 

MSA check prior to descent. 

10.13 There should be check-list prompts requiring the aircraft commander to brief the flight 

crew on the following topics:  

(a) 

Prior to take-off: 

(i) 

the actions to be taken if an emergency occurs during or immediately 

after take-off; 

(ii) 

special techniques for take-off in crosswinds and on wet or otherwise 

contaminated runways; 

(iii) noise abatement procedures; 

(iv) selection of radio aids; and 

(v) 

selection and checking of reduced thrust for take-off, when permitted.  
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(b) 

Prior to landing: 

(i) 

selection of radio aids; 

(ii) 

missed approach procedures; 

(iii) any special techniques or system configurations for landing; and 

(iv) selected alternate for diversion. 

NOTE: It is not necessary to include these items in detail if suitable instructions are 

provided elsewhere. The word ‘briefing’ is sufficient at the appropriate points 

in the check-lists. 

10.14 Abnormal operation check-lists should include such drills as: 

(a) 

hydraulic failures; 

(b) 

fuel system failures; 

(c) 

air-conditioning/pressurisation failures; and 

(d) 

electrical system failures. 

10.15 Examples of emergency drills to be covered are as follows: (Note - memory actions are 

annotated M) 

- 

engine failure on take off 

* rejected take off at or before V1 drill (M) 

* after V1 (instruction must be given that drills are not to be performed before 



reaching a minimum safe altitude) 

* engine fire/failure after V1 drills, could include after take off check 

- 

engine shut down 

- 

engine fires (M) 

- 

propeller malfunctions (M) 

- 

fuel filter de-icing 

- 

relighting of turbine engines and relight envelope graph 

* instant relight (M) 

* normal relight 

- 

restarting reciprocating engines and restart envelope graph 

- 

bus bar and other serious electrical failures (M) 

- 

pressurization failures 

- 

emergency descent (M) 

* to include use of oxygen mask and microphone (M) 

- 

malfunction of power control systems 

- 

cabin and hold fires  
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- 

smoke removal 

* to include maximum IAS for flight with direct vision window open if 

permissible 

- 

landing gear fires 

- 

landing 

* with gear asymmetry 

* with gear up 

* ditching 

- 

evacuation drills 

- 

pilot cockpit pre-evacuation drills (M) following 

* crash landing 

* ditching 

* rejected take off to be followed by evacuation 

* normal landing, or 

* at any other time whilst on the ground 

- 

imminent overrun of manoeuvring area drill (M) 



- 

bomb-on-board warnings. 

11 

USE AND CHECKING OF ALTIMETERS 
11.1 Operators must have a clear policy on altimeter setting procedures, particularly their use 

of QFE and QNH; this policy must be clearly described in operations manuals to cover 

all phases of flight. 

11.2 This policy must incorporate: 

(a) 

Pre-flight serviceability tests; 

(b) 

Flight crew altimeter setting procedures, including: 

(i) 

the setting to be used for each phase of flight; 

(ii) 

the correct challenge and response for altimeter cross-check(s), 

particularly during climb, descent and approach and when nearing an 

assigned altitude/level; 

(iii) alternative settings and procedures, if appropriate, for use when QFE 

is either not available or cannot be used e.g. at high altitude 

aerodromes; 

(iv) the manner of checking and of use of any radio altimeter(s) ; 

(v) 

special precautions to be taken if an altimeter is suspect or becomes 

unserviceable in flight;  
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(vi) confirmation that, unless special conditions exist, the standard setting 

procedure will be used irrespective of which seat the handling pilot 

occupies on take-off; 

(vii) the annotation of check lists with the actual setting to be used e.g. 

QNH/QFE; phrases such as ‘altimeters set’ should not be used; 

(viii) the correct report of altitude/level changes to ATC; such reports 

should not be made before reaching or leaving a particular 

altitude/level; 

(ix) provision for one altimeter to be set to the appropriate QNH, when 

flying at or near to the MSA; this has particular relevance to 

single-pilot unpressurised aircraft. 

(x) 

a check of aerodrome elevation during the approach phase; this is to be 

cross-checked to establish the difference between QFE and QNH, 

when QFE is used for landing; 

(xi) the procedure for indicating decision heights for landing, e.g. a figure 

in the navigation log, altimeter ‘bugs’ and/or landing data cards; 

(xii) the requirement for crews to inform ATC prior to its commencement 

if it is intended to use QNH settings throughout a radar approach 

procedure; 

(xiii) the calls to be made by monitoring pilots or auto calls during 

instrument approaches i.e. at the outer marker or equivalent, 500 feet 

above runway elevation, 100 feet above DA/DH or MDA and minima. 

The calls and responses required for approaches in Category 2 or 3 



weather minima conditions will need to be specified in greater detail; 

and 

(xiv) the procedures to be used when flying in airspace where metric units 

are in use. If no metric altimeter is fitted, detailed instructions must be 

provided on the method of cross-checking conversions from metres to 

feet and vice-versa. 

12 

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES 
Procedures for the evacuation of an aircraft and care of passengers following a forced 

landing, ditching or other emergency are to be specified. Much of the information will 

be descriptive but the basic drills to be followed by the various members of the aircraft 

crew must be summarised and tabulated. Particular attention should be paid to the 

following points: 

(a) 

the correct setting for pressurisation system controls prior to ditching; 

(b) 

the ground positioning of the aircraft relative to the wind, wherever possible, to 

allow for the safest possible evacuation in the event of an aircraft fire; 

(c) 

the use of emergency escape chutes and evacuation slides/rafts;  
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(d) 

the fitting of life-jackets to small children and the use of flotation cots; 

(e) 

the briefing of passengers and warning of impact;  

(f) 

flight deck drills should be memory drills and all flight deck crew members 

should carry them out in a coordinated manner, when ordered to do so by the 

captain; 

(g) 

cabin drills should nominate individual responsibility for initiating evacuation 

and detail cabin crews’ duties inside and outside of the aircraft; 

(h) 

the location and use of each item of emergency and survival equipment. Any 

variation between such equipment carried in individual aircraft of the same type 

must be shown; 

(i) 

the carriage of disabled passengers, how they are dealt with, should an 

emergency evacuation of the aircraft be necessary, and any need to carry 

additional cabin crew; the aircraft commander must be informed when severely 

disabled persons are on board; and 

(j) 

the procedure for warning the cabin crews of any emergency which might 

require the rapid evacuation of passengers from the aircraft. 

NOTES: (1) Operators may be required to arrange a demonstration emergency 

evacuation, if concern arises as to the effectiveness of procedures that 

are proposed. 

(2) If electrical power is maintained or re-applied after an accident or 

incident, the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) or Cockpit Voice Recorder 

(CVR) may continue to run and hence obliterate accident or incident 



data. Crews should wherever possible ensure electrical isolation of the 

FDR/CVR, particularly if re-applying power. 

13 

RADIO WATCH 
Radio watch instructions must contain the requirement for a continuous watch on 

operational frequencies not equipped with SELCAL and shall include the requirement 

for flight crews to monitor distress frequency 121.5 MHz at all times when operationally 

possible. 

14 

ROUTE GUIDE 
14.1 The route guide provided in accordance with the provisions in Schedule 11 of the 

AN(HK)O should be a volume or series of volumes separate from the rest of the 

operations manual. Information in the AIP, AIC, NOTAM and AIRAC shall be taken 

into account in the development of route guide. Aerad, Jeppesen or similar publications 

will normally meet the requirement, provided that flight crews are given adequate advice 

on the route to be followed. An operator providing his own guide should ensure that it 

meets the needs of crews in every respect. If flights are to be made only on airways or 

Advisory Routes (ADRs), it will be sufficient to include instructions to that effect; 

otherwise routes regularly flown should be specified in detail, normally on prepared 

navigation flight plans. For other flights, routes should be specified in a commander’s 

flight brief, a copy being retained at base.  
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14.2 Particular care should be taken to ensure that adequate information is provided on 

search and rescue facilities, obstructions in the approach pattern, radio failure 

procedures, prohibited and danger areas and standard Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

(TMA) routeings. Only recognised instrument approach or let-down procedures in 

general use should normally be included in the flight guide. Exceptionally, a special 

‘break cloud’ procedure proposed by the operator may be considered by the CAD, 

provided it is acceptable to the appropriate Airport Authority. Proposals to use such 

special procedures, accompanied by the associated aerodrome operating minima, 

should be submitted to the Flight Operations Inspectorate. 

14.2.1 Neither Jeppesen nor Aerad approach plates display the vertical limits of controlled 

airspace, although this information is available on some area and en-route charts. 

14.3 Normally, the cancellation of Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flight plans at night or in 

congested terminal areas should be prohibited and instructions to this effect included in 

the operations manual. If an operator does not wish to impose a total prohibition, 

detailed instructions should be included in the operations manual, setting out the 

minimum conditions that must be satisfied before cancellation of an IFR flight plan. 

NOTE: Aircraft are not permitted to fly under VFR at night in HK airspace. A visual 

approach does not require the cancellation of an IFR flight plan (see ICAO 

definition of visual approach). 

14.4 In some circumstances an abbreviated approach procedure may be adopted; the 

conditions under which this procedure may be followed should be detailed in the 

operations manual. 

14.5 In order to facilitate effective monitoring of an instrument approach by members of the 

flight crew, operators of multi-crew aircraft should provide for use on the flight deck 

at least two copies of the Instrument Approach charts to be used. 

15 

METEOROLOGICAL REPORTS FROM AIRCRAFT 
15.1 Reference to meteorological reports from aircraft in flight should be based on the 



information and guidance in the Hong Kong Aeronautical Information Publication 

(AIP) and/or on any special requirements of foreign authorities. 

15.2 Reference to reports on volcanic activities from aircraft in flight and report made after 

landing should be based on the information and guidance in the Hong Kong AIP and/or 

on any special requirements of foreign authorities. 

16 

MINIMUM SAFE ALTITUDES 
16.1 Minimum safe altitudes are to be prescribed by the operator for each sector from 

take-off, on each route to be flown, including routes to alternate aerodromes. For this 

purpose ‘sector’ means the intended track from a reporting or turning point to the next, 

until the aircraft starts the instrument approach procedure or joins the traffic pattern at 

the aerodrome to be used for landing. Minimum safe altitudes must be specified by the 

operator in the appropriate volume of the manual, in a prepared navigation flight plan 

or in the commander’s flight brief.  
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16.2 To provide the commander with guidance for the calculation of minimum safe altitudes, 

when he is obliged to depart from the planned or normal route, operators must include 

a formula in the manual, expressed as simply as possible, from which the minimum 

safe altitude can be calculated. The formula must secure at least the normal terrain 

clearance standards laid down by the operator, 

16.3 When specifying minimum safe altitudes, operators must take account of local 

regulations. 

16.4 The criteria upon which minimum safe altitudes are based, related to the track guidance 

facilities available to the commander. The minimum acceptable standards are as below; 

however such standards are modified when flying over high terrain or when the 

ambient air temperature is very low. These variations are covered in paragraphs 16.5 

and 16.7. 

16.4.1 For general application. Where the terrain or obstacle is 5000 feet Above Mean Sea 

Level (AMSL) or lower, the minimum safe altitude is 1000 feet above the highest 

terrain or obstacle within 20 nm of the route centre line. Where that terrain or obstacle 

is higher than 5000 feet AMSL, the minimum safe altitude is 2000 feet or more above 

the highest terrain or obstacle within 20 nm of the route centre line. 

16.4.2 For flight in controlled airspace. Where the track is well defined by two separate aids, 

the minimum safe altitude is 1000 feet above the highest terrain or obstacle within 10 

nm of the route centre line. Where the highest terrain or obstacle, within 10 nm of the 

route centre line, is higher than 5000 ft AMSL, the minimum safe altitude is 2000 feet 

or more above that terrain or obstacle. When the sector length between navigational 

aids which define turning points is such that the aircraft could be more than 5 nm from 

the centre line, due to inherent errors in the system used to define an airway, the limit 

of protection must be increased by the extent to which the divergence exceeds 5 nm. 

16.4.3 For radar controlled flight within 25 nm of the aerodrome of departure or intended 

landing. The minimum safe altitude is 1000 feet above the highest terrain or obstacle 

within 5 nm of the intended track. Commanders must be instructed to monitor all radar 

instructions by reference to other aids and be reminded that, when under radar control, 

it is their individual responsibility to ensure adequate terrain clearance. Minimum safe 

altitudes within 25 nm of aerodromes are referred to as minimum sector altitudes. 

16.4.4 Use of flight guides. An operator may use minimum safe altitudes and minimum sector 

altitudes given in a recognised Flight Guide, provided that the basis of the publisher’s 

calculations will give at least an equal standard to that required by this section. If 

necessary, corrections can be made and promulgated in the manual so that the 



prescribed vertical separation is maintained. 

16.5 Corrections to Planned Minimum Safe Altitudes for Flights Over High Ground 

When the selected cruising altitude or flight level or one-engine-inoperative stabilising 

altitude is at or close to the calculated minimum safe altitude and the flight is within 20 

nm of terrain having a maximum elevation exceeding 2000 feet, the previously 

calculated MSA must be increased as follows:  
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HEIGHT INCREASE FOR FLIGHT OVER HIGH GROUND 
Windspeed in Knots 

Elevation of terrain 

0-30 

31-50 

51-70 

Over 70 

2000-8000 ft 

500 ft 

1000 ft 

1500 ft 

2000 ft 

Above 8000 ft 

1000 ft 

1500 ft 

2000 ft 

2500 ft 

NOTE: Relevant instructions must be included in the Operations Manual. 

16.6 Manuals must include a reference to the effect of mountain waves on the maintenance 

of vertical separation and instruct commanders to take suitable precautions when such 

conditions are reported or forecast. 

16.7 Adequate allowances to calculated minimum safe altitudes must be made when the 

ambient temperature on the surface is much lower than that predicted by the standard 

atmosphere. When the ambient temperature is lower than International Standard 

Atmosphere (ISA) -15°C, the following additions to minimum safe altitude must be 

made: 

Lower than 

ISA -15°C 

Not less than 10%  

" " 

ISA -30°C 

Not less than 20%  

" " 

ISA -50°C 

Not less than 25% 

16.8 For any route the maximum altitude obtainable with all power units operating, or the 

appropriate stabilising altitude with one-engine-inoperative, must be greater than the 

calculated minimum safe altitude for that route. 

17 

AERODROME OPERATING MINIMA (AOM) - TAKE OFF AND LANDING 
17.1 Minima for airfields in regular use and associated alternates must be listed in the 

operations manual, for take-off, landing and visual manoeuvring. For airfields visited 

infrequently the minima may be listed in the commander’s brief; a copy must be 



retained for 6 months. 

17.1.1 Operators’ instructions on aerodrome operating minima are particularly important.  

They should be stated clearly for the benefit of flight crew members. The instructions 

and tables have two purposes: 

(a) 

to enable the commander to appreciate the operator’s intentions and 

requirements; and 

(b) 

to decide whether to commence or continue an approach.  
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17.2 Minima for take-off and landing must be specified for each type of aircraft and for each 

runway and associated approach aid at each aerodrome. Take-off minima will vary 

with the performance group of the aircraft. Minimum values acceptable to the CAD 

are shown at Appendix B of this Chapter. Landing minima, and the method of 

calculation, are also shown at Appendix B. Landing minima can be calculated using 

different methods from those detailed in this Appendix, but such minima must be no 

lower than those derived from the Appendix. Operators of helicopters should consult 

their assigned Inspector. 

17.3 It is the responsibility of operators to establish and specify appropriate minima. The 

CAD and its Inspectors cannot assume any responsibility for the minima specified and 

every instruction issued. The operator must designate a suitably qualified person to 

keep the instructions under review and amend, as necessary. 

17.4 For normal operations (non-LVO) and for Take Off, operators are permitted to use the 

minimum RVR, as amended by NOTAM, or as published on the appropriate approach 

or aerodrome charts forming part of their operations manual, whichever is the higher.  

Subject to the CAD’s acceptance, operator’s obligation to publish AOM may be 

fulfilled by use of aerodrome and approach charts that have been published using Pans 

Ops, Terps or other State criteria. 

17.5 Guidance on the calculation of landing minima for Category II and III operations is 

given in CAD 359. 

17.6 Minima and associated instructions must be presented so that the information is readily 

available to and easily interpreted by the flight crew. 

17.7 Only ‘notified’ or approved instrument approach procedures may be included in the 

tables. Runways or landing strips and approach aids which are not authorised for either 

take-off or landing must be specified either in the AOM tables or by a general 

instruction. 

17.8 For the guidance of commanders, who may be obliged to take off from or land at 

aerodromes for which values have not been specified, operators must give data and 

instructions which allow for the calculation of minima. The data and instructions 

should be expressed as simply as possible and secure, as a minimum the normal 

operating standards observed by the operator. In these circumstances it may not be 

practicable for the commander to give the same detailed consideration to all the 

relevant factors as the operator. Therefore, the minima calculated in this way will 

usually be higher than those which would have been precalculated. When an aircraft 

commander calculates AOM in accordance with these criteria, the calculations must be 

retained with other flight documentation. 

17.9 Operators must state that a commander is authorised to exercise discretion and apply 

minima higher than those prescribed by the operator, when it is necessary to secure the 

safety of the aircraft. 

17.10 Minima for commanders with limited experience on type shall be established.  
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17.11 Selection of Alternate Aerodromes 

17.11.1 Alternate aerodromes designated by the operator must be specified either in the manual 

or in the commander’s flight brief. Instructions must be given on the factors to be taken 

into account by commanders in the selection of alternates for particular flights. 

17.11.2 When the weather conditions are below landing minima at the departure aerodrome, 

take-off is prohibited unless a suitable return alternate is available within a specified 

time or distance, as set out below: 

Number/type of engines  

Time/distance at one-engine-inoperative speed  

4 turbine 

120 minutes or 500 nm ) whichever 

4 piston  

90 minutes or 400 nm ) is the less 

3 turbine 

90 minutes or 400 nm ) 

3 piston  

60 minutes 

2 turbine 

60 minutes 

2 piston  

30 minutes 

2 turbine (helicopters)  

60 minutes 

NOTE: For advice on limits for aircraft not included in the table the operator should 

consult their assigned Inspector. 

17.11.3 At the flight planning stage, operators using Category II and Category III equipped 

aircraft must consider the possibility of a failure preventing this operation and ensure 

that the alternate chosen, has weather that is forecast to be at or above Category I limits. 

17.12 Take-off Minima 

17.12.1 Minimum conditions for take-off must be specified in terms of Runway Visual Range 

(RVR) and, where State Minima requires, cloud ceiling, and full account taken of all 

relevant factors. See paragraph 2.5 of Appendix B to this chapter for procedure when 

RVR is not reported. Factoring of meteorological visibility for take-off is not 

permitted. 

17.12.2 Special rules applicable to certain types of aircraft are discussed in paragraph 17.16. 

17.13 Landing Minima 

17.13.1 The Approach Ban. A statement must be made setting out in what circumstances an 

approach may or may not be started or continued, based on the provisions of the 

AN(HK)O. The approach ban is applied to all intended approaches to land by a public 

transport aircraft. In effect, an aircraft making an approach to land may only descend 

below 1000 ft above the aerodrome elevation when the RVR, factored meteorological 

visibility or meteorological visibility reported for the intended runway or direction of 

landing is equal to or better than the minimum RVR or visibility specified for that 

runway or direction of landing, appropriate to the type of approach i.e. precision, 

non-precision or visual. The ban will apply even when the specified visual reference, 

as distinct from RVR, may have been achieved at or above 1000 ft above the aerodrome. 

Also an aircraft shall not continue an approach to land by flying below the relevant 

specified Decision Height/Altitude or the relevant specified Minimum Descent 

Height/Altitude, unless from that height/altitude the specified visual reference for 



landing is established and is maintained.  
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17.13.2 Decision Height/Altitude and Minimum Descent Height/Altitude. A Decision 

Height/Altitude (DH/A) or a Minimum Descent Height/ Altitude (MDH/A) must be 

specified for each precision and non-precision instrument approach procedure 

respectively for each runway or landing strip used. In determining the appropriate 

height or altitude, account must be taken of all relevant factors. The method of 

calculation is described at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.13.3 Runway Visual Range (RVR). Minimum values of RVR must be specified by the 

operator. For aerodromes and runways where RVR is not measured, operators must 

specify the minimum reported visibility below which an approach to land cannot be 

commenced or continued. The relationship between RVR and meteorological 

visibility is shown at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.13.4 Increments to minima. These are to be applied to specified values of DH/A, MDH/A 

and RVR for commanders with only limited experience on the type of aircraft. 

Appropriate increments must also be applied when any unserviceability of 

instrumentation or systems significantly affects the performance and/or handling of 

the aircraft. 

17.14 Minima for Visual Landing 

17.14.1 RVR or equivalent RVR or meteorological visibility must be established for all types 

of approaches to any runway; these minima apply also to partial or complete visual 

circuit and cloud break procedures. Details are given at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.14.2 Minima consisting of an MDH/A, flight visibility, RVR or equivalent and a visual 

reference are to be specified for an instrument approach procedure to be followed by 

visual manoeuvring (circling) for landing. These minima apply where a pilot uses a 

radio aid to position, to within sight of the aerodrome, and then makes a partial 

circuit or other significant manoeuvre to line up for the approach and landing, e.g. a 

change of track of more than 30°. 

17.14.3 The minimum height for all forms of circling is determined by reference to the 

relevant chart or AIP, consistent with the handling and performance characteristics 

of the aircraft. Absolute minima are given at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.14.4 At some aerodromes it is necessary to restrict circling to a particular segment of the 

circuit, e.g. north of the extended centreline only, because of major obstacles or high 

ground. Any such restriction must be clearly indicated in the lists of operating 

minima. 

17.14.5 For a visual circuit after a visual approach or when manoeuvring after an instrument 

approach, visual contact must be maintained with the ground. This will allow the 

aircraft to be positioned in relation to the aerodrome and remain within any notified 

visual manoeuvring area. Exceptionally, if visual reference is lost when circling to 

land from an instrument approach, the missed approach specified for that particular 

procedure must be followed. An initial climbing turn will be made towards the 

landing runway and, when overhead the aerodrome, establish the aircraft climbing 

on the missed approach track. As the circling manoeuvre may be accomplished in 

more than one direction and depending when visual reference is lost, different 

patterns will be required to establish the aircraft on the prescribed missed approach 

course.  
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17.15 Specification of Visual Reference 

17.15.1 For precision approaches, instructions must be given on the minimum visual reference 

required at Decision Height (DH) or Decision Altitude (DA) and thereafter. The visual 

reference segment must contain sufficient physical features so that the aircraft’s 

position relative to the desired flight path can be identified. It must include an element 

for lateral control, e.g. a cross bar of the Calvert approach lighting system or barrettes 

on approach lighting systems, where there are no cross bars. 

17.15.2 The specified visual segment of a full Category II or III approach should contain the 

appropriate number of runway or approach lights. 

17.15.3 For approaches using other aids and, when approach lighting is not available, the 

specified visual reference must include the desired point of touchdown, the “aiming 

point”, on the runway of intended landing. If approach lights are available, it is not 

essential that the aiming point is in view at the MDH/A but the segment of lighting 

specified must contain at least 7 lights, which may be approach lights or runway lights 

or a combination of both. 

17.15.4 Specifying visual references in diagrammatic form is permitted, provided that the 

specifications meet the above criteria. 

17.16 Special Rules for Certain Aircraft 

Certain groups of aircraft are subject to special statutory provisions in respect of 

aerodrome operating minima (see Schedule 15 of AN(HK)O). These limitations 

should be taken into account in establishing minima, which should be marked where 

necessary for operations by day only. If the operator’s limitations because of the effect 

of the Regulations - are based on a specially reduced take-off weight, this must be 

indicated clearly in the listed minima. 

17.17 Aerodromes Without Approach Aids 

A statement must be made in the operations manual that aeroplanes with a maximum 

total weight exceeding 5700 kg, engaged in the public transport of passengers, are 

prohibited from operating into and out of an aerodrome not equipped with radio and a 

radio navigation aid, either at the aerodrome or elsewhere, to assist in the location of 

and approach to the aerodrome. Operators wishing to develop an instrument approach 

procedure at an aerodrome without approved aids should contact their assigned 

Operations Inspector. 

17.18 State and Special Minima at Foreign Aerodromes 

17.18.1 Most foreign countries set mandatory operating minima which require compliance. In 

some instances, however, the authorities may permit the use of lower minima, on 

application by a Hong Kong operator and in consultation with the CAD. 

17.18.2 It is the responsibility of the operator to make a fresh application for special minima 

following changes in aerodrome facilities or other factors.  
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17.19 Heliport Operating Minima 

17.19.1 No approach to land under instrument flying conditions to any heliport when the 

visibility is below 800M should be carried out unless RVR information or other means 

of accurate information is available. 

18 

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS OVER WATER 



Cancelled –refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 

19 

LOADING 
19.1 Loading Instructions 

In order to carry cargo in what would normally be the passenger cabin an approved 

modification is usually necessary, taking into account the airworthiness requirements 

for the particular type of aircraft and the flight manual limitations. 

NOTE: The requirements to be satisfied in order to gain approval for the carriage of 

cargo in passenger compartments are given in CAD 360 Part 2 Chapter 4. 

19.1.1 The approval reference number of the appropriate approved modification must be 

shown in the operations manual or, if the CAD has deemed that a modification is not 

necessary, the basis for the CAD’s acceptance. 

19.1.2 Where no approval/acceptance has been granted and shown in the manual, cargo must 

not be carried other than in designated cargo compartments. 

19.1.3 Instructions must provide guidance for traffic staff, handling agents and aircraft crew, 

as appropriate, on the loading, weight and balance of an aircraft and include 

instructions on: 

(a) 

Controlling and promulgating the basic or Aircraft Prepared for Service (APS) 

weights and indices. Where used, all items of equipment that convert basic to 

APS weight must be listed; 

(b) 

regulating the carriage and stowage of baggage and cargo in passenger 

compartments, including instructions on the amount of hand baggage allowed 

and how it is to be stowed. Emergency exits, gangways and dinghy launching 

stations must be kept clear during taxying, take-off and landing; 

(c) 

carriage of Dangerous Goods; 

(d) 

limitations on floor loading, the strength and distribution of attachment points, 

use of weight spreading devices and positioning and securing of ballast; 

(e) 

checking that items of cargo or baggage allocated to particular compartments 

or holds are distributed and restrained correctly. The person responsible for 

the trim of the aircraft must give written instructions to the person responsible 

for loading the aircraft;  
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(f) 

advising the aircraft commander and cabin crew of seating restrictions; 

(g) 

the effect of the maximum zero fuel weight, landing weight restrictions at 

planned destination, take off and climb performance requirements at the 

departure aerodrome and en route performance requirements on Regulated 

Take-Off Weight (RTOW); 

(h) 

the care and maintenance of Unit Load Devices (ULD), responsibilities for 

ensuring their fitness for use prior to loading and the procedure for directing 

damaged units to an approved organisation for repair; 

(i) 

fuel loading limitations; 



(j) 

where appropriate, limitations on loading for ferrying aircraft with one engine 

inoperative, Certificate of Airworthiness (C of A) tests or any other 

non-standard flight; and 

(k) 

where applicable, the use of the standard weights or any notional weights given 

in exemptions granted by the CAD. 

19.2 Cargo Loading Instructions 

These instructions must include the following additional details: 

(a) 

diagrams and dimensions of cabin bays and cargo holds and compartments to 

facilitate the pre-planning of cargo distribution; 

(b) 

the strength and usable directions of all lashing points and/ or rings and details 

of the spacing between lashing points; 

(c) 

the types and working strengths of lashing provided, and stowage, when not in 

use; 

(d) 

instructions concerning the loading of stretchers, carriage of livestock or other 

unusual loads; 

(e) 

where appropriate, the handling, loading and securing of pallets or containers; 

(f) 

a care and maintenance programme for ULDs; these include cargo containers, 

nets and pallets. Guidance must be given to both loading and maintenance 

personnel on the division of duties in respect of ULD serviceability; 

(g) 

instructions on the use of passenger aircraft for the carriage of cargo; 

(h) 

guidance on the duties and responsibilities of individuals when making cabin 

configuration changes. These changes require a Certificate of Release to 

Service (CRS). Further information on these procedures can be obtained from 

the Airworthiness Office; 

(i) 

where appropriate, instructions on the loading and securing of mail bags or 

similar cargo, including checking for leakage or spillage and consequential 

aircraft contamination; and 

(j) 

a statement that a load/trim sheet cannot serve as a loading instruction and a 

trim slide rule does not dispense with the requirement to complete a load sheet.  
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19.3 The position of the laden centre of gravity must be given on the load sheet. For this 

purpose, a trim sheet may be regarded as part of the load sheet, even though it can be 

a separate document. The complete document must include particulars of how the load 

is distributed and special attention paid to the wording of the loading certificate. This 

may be met by establishing that the Centre of Gravity (C of G) lies within the permitted 

limits and it is not necessary to determine the precise position, unless it affects aircraft 

handling or other factors. The load sheet must bear the reference of the APS form used 

and, if standard weights have been used, an endorsement to that effect. 



19.4 Where a ‘loading plan’ method is used, the basic assumptions upon which the plan is 

formulated must be given and must specify C of G limits more stringent than those 

permissible under the C of A. It must also be stated that loading in accordance with the 

‘plan’ ensures that the laden C of G always falls within the restricted limits. If this is 

done, a simple statement on the load sheet that the laden C of G is between the 

operator’s more stringent limits is acceptable. 

19.5 Operators must provide traffic staff and handling agents, including agents at overseas 

aerodromes, with: 

(a) 

loading instructions, including the principles of effective cargo restraint; 

(b) 

current APS forms for all types, marks and variants of aircraft used; and 

(c) 

details of the RTOW and fuel load for each flight. 

19.6 Where traffic staff and handling agents are responsible for calculating the RTOW, 

operators must ensure that they are provided with all relevant information and are 

competent. 

19.7 Loadsheet Contents 

19.7.1 The load sheet, together with the APS form, must account for all items of the laden 

weight. Although they may not always be specified individually, the following are 

examples of items to be included: 

(a) 

Fuel, water methanol, oil, hydraulic fluid, drinking water, toilet water, de-icing 

fluid; 

(b) 

passenger seats, children’s cots, cabin floor covering, removable bulkheads; 

(c) 

galley equipment including urns, hot cups; 

(d) 

food and beverages to be consumed in flight; 

(e) 

bar stocks including the weight of the boxes or other containers; 

(f) 

navigation bag or aircraft library and navigation equipment, unless these items 

are included in the APS weight; 

(g) 

passengers’ hold baggage; 

(h) 

passengers’ cabin baggage, unless this is accounted for elsewhere; 

(i) 

flight spares and tools, spare hydraulic or de-icing fluid; 

(j) 

cargo;  
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(k) 

aircraft crew baggage; 

(l) 

dinghies, all life-jackets flotation cots, survival packs, blankets, pillows and 

similar equipment; 

(m) load spreading devices, lashing, ballast; 



(n) 

all items of removable equipment and removable radios carried; and 

(o) 

when livestock is carried, food and necessary equipment. 

19.8 Loadsheets must show whether actual, standard, or approved notional weights of 

passengers and their baggage are used. 

19.9 Helicopter Loading 

Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 

20 

DANGEROUS GOODS, WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS OF WAR 
20.1 Carriage of Dangerous Goods 

20.1.1 The Air Navigation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations set out the applicable 

requirements, including those relating to operators’ responsibilities. They require that 

a written permission be issued by the CAD before the operators are authorized to carry 

dangerous goods (DG) and such goods are carried in accordance with the International 

Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of 

Dangerous Goods by Air (Doc 9284).  

20.1.2 Such DG Permission is granted by the CAD Dangerous Goods Office when the CAD 

is satisfied as to the adequacy of staff training and procedures. Following the grant of 

DG Permission, the operator should also check their AOC to see if an AOC variation is 

required and contact the CAD Flight Standards and Airworthiness Office where 

needed. 

20.1.3 Detailed requirements of crew and staff training and procedures can be found in 

Appendix 2 to ICAO Annex 6, Schedule 16 to AN(HK)O, Annex 18, Doc 9284 and 

Emergency Response Guidance for Aircraft Incidents Involving Dangerous Goods 

(Doc 9481) [Remarks: The latter four are comprehensive requirements for the safe 

transportation of DG for all relevant personnel, e.g. staff of operators, shippers, and are 

being enforced by CAD Dangerous Goods Office]. 

20.1.4 Certain items described generally as DG do not require a Permission for carriage.  

These include aircraft equipment and stores, certain items carried by passengers or 

crew and items required for use in flight to provide veterinary aid to an animal or 

medical aid to a person. Guidance must be given on what items can be carried in all 

these circumstances.  
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20.1.5 Operations manuals must state whether or not a Permission for the carriage of DG is 

held. 

20.1.6 Where a Permission is not held, DG information and instructions in accordance with 

Schedule 11 to AN(HK)O and Appendix 2 to ICAO Annex 6 must still be included in 

the operations manual. Other relevant staff training and procedures applicable to these 

operators not authorized to carry DG (such as procedures to prevent the inadvertent 

carriage of undeclared DG on board aircraft specified under ICAO Doc 9284 or 

emergency procedures specified under Doc 9481) must be included in the appropriate 

manuals. 

20.1.7 Where a Permission for the carriage of DG is held, DG information must be given to 

enable operator’s staff or the ground handling agent to carry out their responsibilities. 

The instructions apply from the time DG are accepted for carriage until they cease to 

be in the care of the operator or ground handling agent. Operators and their handling 

agents are expected to observe other relevant DG storage requirements as stipulated by 

the Fire Services Department in Hong Kong or other competent authorities at 

outstations. The general guidelines on DG storage in Hong Kong are in Appendix F to 



this chapter. 

20.1.8 Accidents and incidents arising from the carriage of dangerous goods are reportable 

under the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting Scheme (see paragraph 24). 

20.1.9 Detailed DG requirements are stipulated in Schedule 16 to the AN(HK)O, ICAO Doc 

9284 and ICAO Doc 9481. Please contact the CAD Dangerous Goods Office for 

further advice. 

20.2 Carriage of Weapons and Munitions of War (MUW) 

20.2.1 Munitions of war shall only be carried with the written permission of the CAD.  

Munitions of war are any weapon, ammunition or article containing an explosive or 

noxious liquid, gas or other thing which is designed or made for use in warfare or 

against persons, including parts, whether components or accessories, for such weapon, 

ammunition or article. In Hong Kong, MUW on board aircraft are mostly arms and 

ammunition for law enforcement, sporting and filming use. 

20.2.2 Accidents and incidents arising from the carriage of weapons and munitions of war are 

reportable under the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting Scheme (see paragraph 24). 

21 

CARRIAGE OF ANIMALS 
21.1 General 

21.1.1 Operators who intend to carry animals must hold a current edition of the International 

Air Transport Association (IATA) Live Animals Regulations. The Regulations give 

guidance on such matters as the types of containers that should be used, labelling and 

marking of containers, animal health and hygiene, feeding, loading and sedation.  
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21.2 Livestock, Horses and Other Large Animals 

21.2.1 Where livestock or other large animals are carried, the information must be given on 

action in emergencies, as well as the carriage and use of animal first aid and emergency 

kits, including the use of the captive bolt humane killer. 

21.2.2 The determination of the weight of the consignment and where this weight is recorded 

on the load-sheet must be given. Guidance on loading should include: 

(a) 

the weight, dimensions, construction, method of attachment and required 

restraint for horse boxes or animal pens; 

(b) 

the checks necessary, before loading horse boxes or animal pens, on the 

general condition and serviceability of fitting and lashing points; 

(c) 

the loading of horse boxes and the tethering of horses; 

(d) 

the stowage of loose equipment such as food and water containers and horse 

paraphernalia; and 

(e) 

the number and type of food and water containers and the quantities of food 

and water required, based on the duration of the flight and the number of 

animals carried. 

21.2.3 Instructions must be given on checking an aircraft after a flight on which livestock, 

horses or other large animals have been carried for damage to the structure, fittings, 

wiring etc and for any adverse effects resulting from high humidity and urination. 

21.2.4 When horses are carried, the minimum number of grooms for particular loading 

configurations must be specified. 

22 



GROUND HANDLING AND AIRCRAFT DISPATCH 
22.1 Operators are responsible for the safe dispatch of their aircraft following cargo and 

passenger loading, refuelling, cleaning, catering and the completion of preflight 

maintenance and servicing. Any damage to the aircraft must be reported and assessed 

for airworthiness significance prior to flight. 

22.2 Instructions must be given to ensure that dispatch tasks are carried out in a standard 

manner, that each task is fully and correctly completed, and that any damage is reported 

immediately. 

22.3 Instructions on training requirements, subcontracting policies, handling processes, 

procedures and practices for all ground handling operations should be developed in the 

form of a Ground / Aircraft Handling Manual. 

22.4 Where dispatch tasks are contracted out to other organisations, contracts must include 

the operator’s requirements for safe conduct of the task and the performance of the 

contractor, in respect of safety, must be monitored regularly. Even when all or part of 

the functions and tasks have been contracted to contractor, operators' ground handling 

responsibility must be permanently maintained.  
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23 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND FLIGHT SAFETY 
23.1 Operators are to establish and maintain accident prevention and flight safety 

programmes under the supervision of a person specifically nominated for the purpose. 

Operators should refer to CAD 739, which contains information and guidance on Flight 

Data Analysis Programmes. 

Note: Guidance on accident prevention is also contained in ICAO Doc 9422 - 

‘Accident Prevention Manual’. 

24 

ACCIDENT REPORTING 
24.1 Provision must be made for all operating staff to have ready access to the prescribed 

requirements for the reporting and investigation of accidents. In particular, operating 

staff should be familiar with the definitions used in the legislation, the duty to furnish 

information, and the rules governing the removal of damaged aircraft. 

24.2 Instructions must be issued on the reporting of accidents occurring overseas to the 

regulating authority of the country concerned and the action necessary to prevent 

removal or interference with any part of the aircraft without proper permission. This is 

in addition to operators’ existing responsibility to inform the Chief Inspector of 

Accidents, Civil Aviation Department. The operations manual should contain the 

address and telephone numbers of the Department. 

24.3 If doubt exists on whether an occurrence is an accident or an incident, it should be 

reported to the Department who will decide on its classification. 

24.4 An operator shall ensure, to the extent possible, in the event the aircraft becomes 

involved in an accident or incident, the preservation of all related flight recorder 

records and, if necessary, the associated flight recorders, and their retention in safe 

custody pending their disposition as determined in accordance with Hong Kong Civil 

Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) Regulations. Flight recorder means flight data 

recorder and/or cockpit voice recorder, where applicable. 

24.5 To preserve flight recorder records, flight recorders shall be de-activated upon 

completion of flight time following an accident or incident. The flight recorders shall 

not be re-activated before their disposition as determined by the Inspector of Accidents 

in accordance with Hong Kong Civil Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) 

Regulations. Flight recorder means flight data recorder and/or cockpit voice recorder, 



where applicable. 

24.6 Documentation concerning parameter allocation, conversion equations, periodic 

calibration and other serviceability/maintenance information of the flight data recorder 

should be maintained by the operator. The documentation must be sufficient to ensure 

that accident investigation authorities have the necessary information to read the data 

in engineering units.  
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25 

OCCURRENCE REPORTING 
25.1 Operators and commanders of Hong Kong registered public transport aircraft shall 

submit to the CAD without delay, a report of any act of unlawful interference or any 

other occurrence which may endanger or, unless corrected, would have endangered an 

aircraft. Types of occurrence which must be reported are prescribed in the Air 

Navigation (General) Regulations. 

25.2 Operations manuals must specify the persons responsible for raising occurrence reports 

and give such guidance as will enable them to comply with the statutory requirements. 

25.3 Operators of aircraft that do not fall within the MOR scheme should include 

instructions in the manuals on the procedure for the reporting of incidents. 

25.4 Any accident notified in pursuance of the Hong Kong Civil Aviation (Investigation of 

Accidents) Regulations shall not constitute a reportable occurrence for the purpose of 

Mandatory Occurrence Reporting. 

25.5 Operators must give guidance on the submission of Mandatory Occurrence Reports 

(MORs) relating to Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) aircraft. Any 

occurrence report on aircraft types subject to ETOPS approval, must be prominently 

annotated ‘ETOPS’. 

26 

LOW VISIBILITY OPERATIONS (LVO) 
26.1 Operators wishing to operate to Categories II or III limits are to submit their proposed 

procedures to CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. HKCAD requirements for LVO are contained in CAD 359. 

27 

EXTENDED RANGE TWIN-ENGINED OPERATIONS (ETOPS) 
27.1 Operators wishing to operate twin-engined aircraft for more than 60 minutes from an 

alternate airport and which are not limited by the certificate of airworthiness to the 

carriage of less than 20 passengers (ANHKO Schedule 15 regulation 4(5)), are to 

submit their proposed procedures to CAD prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual, in order that permission may be granted. HKCAD requirements for 

ETOPS are contained in CAD 513 for extended operations up to 180 minutes. Any 

extension beyond 180 minutes will be considered by HKCAD and subject to operator's 

compliance with information contained in FAA Advisory Circular No. 120-42B. 

28 

EXTENDED RANGE TWIN-ENGINED OPERATIONS – (NON-ETOPS) 
28.1 Operators wishing to operate twin-engined aircraft for more than 90 minutes flying 

time in still air at the all power units economical cruising speed from a suitable 

en-route alternate aerodrome and which are limited by the certificate of airworthiness 

to the carriage of less than 20 passengers, are to submit their proposed procedures 

together with a safety assessment of the aircraft one engine inoperative capability to 

CAD, requesting an exemption to the ANHKO Schedule 15 regulation 4(5).  
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29 

MIXED FLEET FLYING (MFF) 
29.1 Operators wishing to conduct MFF are to submit their proposed procedures for MFF 

training and MFF operations to CAD for approval, prior to including such procedures in 

their operations manual. CAD guidelines for MFF are outlined at Appendix G. 

30 

COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 

30.1 Communication Equipment 
30.1.1 An aeroplane or a helicopter shall be provided with radio communication equipment 

capable of: 

(a) 

conducting two-way communication for aerodrome control purposes; 

(b) 

receiving meteorological information at any time during flight; and 

(c) 

conducting two-way communication at any time during flight with at least one 

aeronautical station and with such other aeronautical stations and on which 

frequencies as may be prescribed by the appropriate authority. 

30.1.2 The radio communication equipment required in accordance with the above paragraph 

shall provide for communications on the aeronautical emergency frequency 121.5 MHz. 

30.1.3 [Paragraph reserved for Required Communication Performance (RCP)] 

Note: In accordance with Article 14 of AN(HK)O, the aircraft shall be equipped with 

radio and radio navigation equipment required by Schedule 6 of AN(HK)O and 

the equipments installed in aircraft shall be approved by the CAD.  

30.2 Navigation Equipment 
30.2.1 An aeroplane or a helicopter shall be provided with navigation equipment which enable 

it to proceed: 

(a) 

in accordance with its operational flight plan; and 

(b) 

in accordance with the requirements of air traffic services. 

Except when, if not so precluded by the appropriate authority, navigation for flights 

under the visual flight rules is accomplished by visual reference to landmarks. 

Note: In accordance with Article 18(4) of AN(HK)O, an aircraft for public transport 

shall carry navigational equipment approved by the CAD when operating to 

areas specified in Schedule 8 of AN(HK)O. Also, in accordance with Article 14 

of AN(HK)O, the aircraft shall be equipped with radio and radio navigation 

equipment required by Schedule 6 of AN(HK)O and the equipments installed in 

aircraft shall be approved by the CAD.  
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30.2.2 For operations where a navigation specification for performance-based navigation 

(PBN) (i.e. required navigation performance (RNP) or area navigation (RNAV)) 



specification has been prescribed, an aeroplane or a helicopter shall: 

(a) 

be provided with navigation equipment which will enable it to operate in 

accordance with the prescribed navigation specifications; and 

(b) 

be approved by the CAD for operations in such airspace in accordance with 

Article 36A of AN(HK)O. 

Note: All operators requiring PBN approval shall apply to the CAD using the 

appropriate DCA Form (e.g. DCA 4046 to DCA 4047) which could be 

downloaded 

from 

CAD 
website 

http://www.cad.gov.hk/english/applications.html/, and refer to the 

guidance on implementation and operational approval in the ICAO 

Performance-based Navigation Manual (Doc 9613). 

30.2.3 For flights in defined portions of airspace where, based on Regional Air Navigation 

Agreement, minimum navigation performance specification (MNPS) are prescribed, an 

aeroplane shall be provided with navigation equipment which: 

(a) 

continuously provides indications to the flight crew of adherence to or 

departure from track to the required degree of accuracy at any point along that 

track; and 

(b) 

has been approved by the CAD for MNPS operations concerned in accordance 

with Article 36 of AN(HK)O for all aircraft operating through the MNPS 

airspace as prescribed in Schedule 15 of AN(HK)O. 

Note: The prescribed MNPS and the procedures governing their application are 

published in the Regional Supplementary Procedures (Doc 7030) and those for 

the North Atlantic MNPS Airspace are in the current edition of the “Guidance 

concerning Air Navigation and above the North Atlantic MNPS Airspace” 

(NAT 007) (see an example of MNPS airspace in North Atlantic map in Chap 

4 Appendix A). 

31 

REDUCED VERTICAL SEPARATION MINIMA (RVSM) OPERATIONS 
31.1 Operators wishing to operate in RVSM airspace are required to submit their proposed 

procedures to CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. Guidance material may be found in ICAO Doc. 7030, Regional 

Supplementary Procedures and ICAO Doc. 9574, Manual on Implementation of a 300 

M (1000 ft) Vertical Separation Minimum Between FL 290 and FL 410 Inclusive. All 

operators requiring RVSM approval shall apply to CAD using Form DCA4040 which is 

available in CAD FSAD Office.  
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31.2 For flights in RVSM airspace, an aircraft shall be provided with equipment which is 

capable of: 

(a) 

indicating to the flight crew the flight level being flown; 

(b) 

automatically maintaining a selected flight level; 

(c) 



providing an alert to the flight crew when a deviation occurs from the selected 

flight level. The threshold for the alert shall not exceed ±90 m (300 ft);  

(d) 

automatically reporting pressure-altitude; and 

(e) 

the aircraft shall demonstrate a vertical navigation performance in accordance 

with ICAO Annex 6 Part 1 Appendix 4. 

31.3 The criteria for granting the RVSM approval are: 

(a) 

the vertical navigation performance capability of the aeroplane satisfies the 

requirements specified in ICAO Annex 6 Part I Appendix 4; 

(b) 

the operator has instituted appropriate procedures in respect of continuing 

airworthiness (maintenance and repair) practices and programmes (Reference 

can be made to the document mentioned in the note below); and 

(c) 

the operator has instituted appropriate flight crew procedures for operations in 

RVSM airspace (Reference can be made to the document mentioned in the note 

below). 

Note: JAA Administrative & Guidance Material, Section One: General Part 3: 

Temporary Guidance Leaflet No. 6 is used as the reference acceptance criteria 

for granting the RVSM approval. 

31.4 An operator with a RVSM approval must make arrangement to monitor the 

height-keeping performance of their aircraft on an on-going basis. As a minimum, the 

operator shall monitor the height-keeping performance of two aeroplanes of each 

aircraft type grouping at least once every two years or within intervals of 1,000 flight 

hours per aeroplane, whichever period is longer. If an operator aircraft type grouping 

consists of a single aeroplane, monitoring of that aeroplane shall be accomplished 

within the specified period of 2 years. The operator should establish a monitoring 

schedule for different aircraft group and provide CAD with the monitoring data and 

monitoring methodology on an annual basis or when required. 

Note: Monitoring data from any regional monitoring agencies established in 

accordance with Annex 11, 3.3.5.2 may be used to satisfy the requirement. 

31.5 Additional airworthiness requirements can be found in the Airworthiness Notice 

(http://www.cad.gov.hk/english/HKAN.html).  
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32 

COSMIC RADIATION 
32.1 Operators of public transport aircraft registered in Hong Kong shall, in respect of any 

flight by that aircraft during which it may fly at an altitude in excess of 26,000 ft, keep a 

record of the total dose of cosmic radiation to which the crew are exposed together with 

the names of that crew. The crew has the meaning assigned to it by Article 98 paragraph 

(4) of the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order 1995. 

32.2 Where the record (e.g. CARI-6 computer programme) indicates that a crewmember may 

achieve exposure of more than 4mSv in any 12 calendar month period, then that 

crewmember should be rostered accordingly to ensure that his/her annual exposure does 

not exceed 6mSv. 

32.3 For flights intended to be operated above 49,000 ft, operators, as defined in paragraph 

32.1 above, are required to: 

(a) 



apply to CAD for an exemption from Scale W of Schedule 5 of the Air 

Navigation (Hong Kong) Order 1995; 

(b) 

provide information which will enable the pilot to determine the best course of 

action to take in the event of exposure to solar cosmic radiation; and 

(c) 

develop procedures in the event that a decision to descend is taken, covering: 

- 

the necessity of giving the appropriate ATS unit, prior warning of the 

situation and of obtaining a provisional decent clearance; 

- 

the action to be taken in the event that communication with the ATS unit 

cannot be established or is interrupted. 

32.4 CAD Operations Inspectors will review cosmic radiation records when conducting 

AOC inspections. 

33 

INTERCEPTION PROCEDURE 
In accordance with the AN(HK)O Schedule 12, a copy of the following notified 

procedures must be carried on board the aircraft: 

(a) 

Procedures to be followed by the pilot in command of an intercepted aircraft; 

and 

(b) 

notified visual signals for use by intercepting and intercepted aircraft. 

For instance, these are available in reference publications such as the Hong Kong 

Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) and the Aerad Flight Guide Supplement.  
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34 

ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG (EFB) OPERATIONS 
34.1 Traditionally all documentation and information available to flight crew for use on the 

flight deck have been in paper format. Much of this information is now available in 

electronic format. Operators wishing to operate EFB are to submit their proposed 

procedures to the CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. 

34.2 The assessment to the application of EFB Operational Approval is based on JAA 

Administrative & Guidance Material, Section Four Part Three, Temporary Guidance 

Leaflet (TGL) No. 36. All operators requiring EFB approval shall apply to the CAD 

using Form DCA4041 which is available in CAD FSAD Office. 

35 

HEAD-UP DISPLAYS (HUD) AND ENHANCED VISION SYSTEMS (EVS) 

OPERATIONS 
35.1 Under ICAO Annex 6 Part I, EVS means a system to display electronic real-time 

images of the external scene achieved through the use of image sensors, whereas HUD 

means a display system that presents flight information into the pilot’s forward field of 

view.  

35.2 When aeroplanes or helicopters are equipped with HUD and/or EVS, operators shall 

include the instructions and training requirements for the use of HUD and EVS 

equipment in the operations and/or training manuals where applicable.  

35.3 When operators wish to use HUD and/or EVS to gain operational benefit, such as 

operating in visibilities lower than the normal aerodrome operating minima or heliport 



operating minima (i.e. lower minima for approach and landing operations), approval 

must be obtained from CAD in writing prior to the use of such systems. To support 

such approval, the instructions and training requirements, and also the instructions for 

determining the aerodrome operating minima or heliport operating minima for 

instrument approaches using HUD and EVS shall be included in the operations and/or 

training manuals. 

Note: Guidance on HUD and EVS is contained in ICAO Annex 6 Part I Attachment J. 

36 

AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE BROADCAST (ADS-B) OUT 

OPERATIONS  
36.1 ICAO’s Asia-Pacific Regional Group has decided to use the 1090MHz (Mode S) 

Extended Squitter datalink as the globally interoperable link for ADS-B operations.  

ICAO has also issued a number of technical and operational standards to support its 

introduction. 

36.2 Operators wishing to operate in ADS-B airspace are to submit their proposed 

procedures to CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. All operators requiring ADS-B approval shall apply to the CAD 

using Form DCA4042 which could be downloaded from CAD website at 

http://www.cad.gov.hk/english/applications.html.  
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36.3 For flights in ADS-B airspace, an aircraft shall be equipped with either:  

(a) 

The ADS-B equipages that have been certificated as meeting EASA Acceptable 

Means of Compliance AMC 20-24 ‘Certification Considerations for Enhanced 

ATS in Non-Radar Areas using ADS-B Surveillance (ADS-B-NRA) via 1090 

MHZ Extended Squitter’, or 

(b) 

The ADS-B equipages that meet the equipment configuration standards of 

Australia Civil Aviation Order 20.18 Appendix XI. 

36.4 The criteria for granting the ADS-B approval are: 

(a) 

The continuing airworthiness of ADS-B system must be assured. As part of the 

operational approval process, existing established maintenance practices or a 

proposed maintenance programme for the aircraft needs to be reviewed to 

ensure that it meets relevant requirements; 

(b) 

The Minimum Equipment List needs to reflect the functional requirements of 

the ADS-B system;  

(c) 

Appropriate flight operations training programme and operational procedures 

are established to ensure that pilots are knowledgeable about ADS-B 

operations and their onboard operational equipment. 

Note: EASA Acceptable Means of Compliance AMC 20-24 is used as the reference 

acceptance criteria for granting the ADS-B approval. 

37 

OPERATING FACILITIES  
37.1 An operator shall ensure that a flight will not be commenced unless it has been 

ascertained by every reasonable means available that the ground and/or water facilities 

available and directly required on such flight, for the safe operation of aircraft and the 

protection of the passengers, are adequate for the type of operation under which the 



flight is to be conducted and are adequately operated for this purpose. The relevant 

provisions for compliance by operators are in the AN(HK)O.  

37.2 An operator shall ensure that any inadequacy of facilities observed in the course of 

operations is reported to the authority responsible for them, without undue delay. 

37.3 An operator shall, as part of its safety management system, assess the level of rescue 

and fire fighting service (RFFS) protection available at any aerodrome intended to be 

specified in the operational flight plan in order to ensure that an acceptable level of 

protection is available for the aeroplane intended to be used. 

37.4 Information related to the level of RFFS protection that is deemed acceptable by the 

operator shall be contained in the operations manual after acceptance by the CAD. 

NOTE: Appendix C of this chapter reproduced ICAO Annex 6 Part I Attachment K 

which contains guidance on assessing an acceptable level of RFFS protection 

at aerodromes.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX A - NORTH ATLANTIC MNPS AIRSPACE 
NOTE: The boundaries shown were for reference only and correct at the time of publication 

in November 2000 (Amdt 9), but operators must confirm the current co-ordinates of 

MNPS and Schedule 8 areas specified in AN(HK)O 1995.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX B - AERODROME 

OPERATING 

MINIMA 

CALCULATIONS 

1 

DEFINITIONS 
1.1 

‘Notified’ for the purposes of this Appendix means set forth in a document entitled 

‘Aeronautical Information Publication’ or ‘NOTAM’, published by the Civil 

Aviation Department or by any other civil aviation authority and for the time being 

in force. ‘Specified’ means specified by the operator in the operations manual. 

1.2 

The meaning of the expressions Decision Height, Minimum Descent Height, 



Precision Approach and non-Precision Approach, are as defined in the ANO.  

Missed Approach Point (MAP) is defined by ICAO as ‘that point in an instrument 

approach procedure at or before which the prescribed missed approach procedure 

must be initiated in order to ensure that the minimum obstacle clearance is not 

infringed’. 

2 

TAKE OFF MINIMA - AEROPLANES IN PERFORMANCE GROUPS A, B, 

C, E, F AND X 
2.1 

This paragraph is designed to assist operators in the preparation of Take-Off Minima 

(TOM) for inclusion in operations manuals. 

2.2 

Each airfield and runway on that airfield that is used regularly for take-offs should 

be allocated TOM which take into account the Performance Group of the aeroplane 

and the runway lighting and markings available. Where an airfield is little used, 

operators should either issue TOM for that airfield or provide the aeroplane 

commander with guidance on how to calculate the minima. TOM that are not 

published in the manuals should be retained with the aeroplane documentation for a 

period of 3 months subsequent to the flight. 

2.3 

The figures published in the Table are considered the minimum to which aeroplanes 

can operate with a reasonable degree of safety. Operators may calculate the TOM 

for their aeroplane by whatever means they wish, but the figures arrived at should 

not be less than those listed, except when provided for in Notes 1, 2 and 3 below.  

The values given for aeroplanes in Groups C, E and F assume that sufficient runway 

remains for an immediate re-land ahead prior to the engine inoperative net flight 

path or en-route climb configuration and speed being achieved, or that no obstacles 

are in the take-off direction of the aeroplane.  
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TAKE-OFF MINIMA 
Airworthiness 

Performance 

Group 

Performance 

Groups ‘A’ ‘B’ and 

‘X’ 

Performance 

Group ‘C’ 

See Note 1 

Performance  

Groups ‘E’ and ‘F’ 
See Note 4 

Rwy lighting and 

marking available 

CC/RVR 

(feet/metres) 

CC/RVR 

(feet/metres) 

CC/RVR 

(feet/metres) 



High intensity centre 

line lighting 

0/150 

See Note (7) 

200/500 

See Note (2) 

300/500 

See Note (3) 

High intensity edge 

lighting and rwy centre 

line marking 

0/200 

200/500 

See Note (2) 

300/500 

See Note (3) 

High intensity edge 

lighting (day/night) 

Low intensity edge 

lighting (night only) 

and no centre line 

marking 

0/300 

200/500 

300/600 

Rwy centre line 

marking with or 

without low intensity 

edge lighting (day) 

0/350 

200/600 

300/800 

No lighting or marking 

(day), low intensity 

edge lighting and no 

rwy centre line marking 

(day) 

0/500 

200/1000 

300/1000 

NOTES (1) Aeroplanes which have data in the Flight Manual that allows the 

engine-inoperative net flight path to be constructed from 100 ft or which have 

flaps up take-off data scheduled in the Flight Manual, may reduce the cloud 

ceiling (cc) minimum to 100 ft, with the approval of the Assigned Inspector. 

(2) In circumstances when the emergency distance available is greater than twice 

the take-off distance required as specified in accordance with AN(HK)O 

Schedule 15, the minima may be reduced to 300 metres RVR and, when 

reported, 100 ft cloud ceiling. 

(3) In circumstances when the emergency distance available is greater than twice 

the take-off distance required as specified in accordance with AN(HK)O 

Schedule 15, the minima may be reduced to 400 metres RVR and, when 

reported, 200 ft cloud ceiling. 
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(4) These minima are only valid for multi-engined aeroplanes which can achieve a 

one-engine-inoperative en route climb of at least 150 feet per minute (fpm); 

otherwise the take-off limit applicable to single-engined public transport 

operations of 1000 ft cloud ceiling and 1800 m visibility will apply. 

(5) Commanders of aeroplanes in Groups C, E, F and X with less than 50 hours on 

type must increase any quoted minima by 100 ft and 200 metres. 

(6) Minima for aeroplanes having no performance group classification shall be 

agreed on an individual basis with the Authority. 

(7) Reductions below a take-off minima of 150 metres RVR may be authorised for 

some aircraft. 

2.4 

Experience has indicated that it is unlikely that sufficient runway will be available for 

a successful landing straight ahead unless the Emergency Distance Available (EDA) is 

at least twice the Take-Off Distance Required (TODR) from the start of the take-off 

roll. 

2.5 

When the RVR is not reported, aeroplane commanders should assess the apparent RVR 

by noting the number of runway lights visible from the aircraft providing the relevant 

light spacing is known. This procedure is only to be used for the purposes of RVR 

assessment for take-off and in conditions when the assessment is greater than 150 

metres. 

3 

AIRCRAFT 

CATEGORIES 

AND 

OBSTACLE 

CLEARANCE 

HEIGHTS/ALTITUDE 
3.1 

The OCH/A is calculated, in part, relative to an Aircraft Category which is defined as 

follows: 

AIRCRAFT CATEGORIES 

Aircraft Category 

Nominal Speed at Threshold 

VAT or VREF (kts) 
A 

Less than 91 

B 

91 - 120 

C 

121 - 140 

D 

141 - 165 

E 

166 - 210  
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3.2 



The nominal VAT, which is calculated by multiplying the indicated stalling speed in the 

approach configuration at maximum certificated landing weight by 1.3, is taken to be a 

fixed value for categorisation purposes. Therefore there is no need to consider 

changing the category should it be necessary to change the actual VAT for a particular 

approach. For this purpose all helicopters fall into Category A. 

4 

DECISION HEIGHT, PRECISION APPROACHES 
4.1 

Minimum decision heights for approaches using Precision Approach Radar (PAR), 

Microwave Landing System (MLS) or Instrument Landing System (ILS) with in-line 

localiser and a glide slope between 2.5° and 3.5° should be determined by selecting the 

published OCH for the category of aircraft and comparing it with the system minimum 

given at paragraph 9 to this Chapter. The higher of these two values should then be 

taken and the position error correction applied before entering the value in the manual. 

4.2 

Before specifying decision heights based on the use of radio/radar altimeters, operators 

should consult their assigned Operations Inspector. 

4.3 

Precision approach OCH includes an aircraft height loss allowance to cover the 

initiation of a missed approach. 

4.4 

Operators should note and action as necessary that a special (increased) Category D 

OCH will be given for certain Instrument Approach Procedures (IAPs) for aeroplanes 

with greater than the standard dimensions used for the calculation of OCH. The 

standard dimensions are a semi-span of 31 metres and a vertical distance of 6 metres 

between the flight paths of the lowest part of the wheels and the glide path antenna, 

when the aircraft is in the final approach attitude. 

4.5 

With offset localisers, the specified OCH/A should not be less than the height/altitude 

on the nominal glide path at which the localiser intersects the runway extended 

centreline, plus 20m (66 ft). See ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation Services - 

Aircraft Operations, Volume 11 (PANS-OPS), Chapter 23. 

5 

MINIMUM DESCENT HEIGHT (MDH), NON-PRECISION APPROACHES 
5.1 

For approaches using an aid other than full ILS, MLS, or PAR, the MDH should not be 

less than the published OCH for the Category of the aircraft or the system minimum, 

whichever is the higher. In this case there is normally no need to apply a Position Error 

Correction (PEC) since this OCH includes an altimeter correction allowance of 50 ft.  

When however, the PEC is greater than 50 ft, the difference between this value and the 

Flight Manual figure will need to be added to the published OCH.  
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5.2 

It must be noted that the aircraft is assumed to be in level flight when it arrives at 

the Missed Approach Point (MAP) for the calculation of obstacle clearance in the 

missed approach area. The implications of not being in level flight on the initiation 

of a missed approach are clear. 

5.3 

The ILS glide-path-inoperative procedure is non-precision but occasionally it will 

be found that the decision height for full ILS derived in accordance with paragraph 



4.1 will be higher than the MDH for the glide path inoperative procedure. In such 

a situation, the lower MDH for the non-precision procedure must not be used as the 

decision height for the full ILS procedure. 

6 

VISUAL MANOEUVRING 
6.1 

The visual circuit height or the visual manoeuvring (circling) OCH specified for 

visual manoeuvring after an instrument approach and associated visibility, should 

never be less than the values tabulated below: 

A/C Category 

Min Circling 

In-Flt Circling 

Height 

Min. Vis (km) 

A 

400 ft  

1.9 

B 

500 ft  

2.8 

C 

600 ft  

3.7 

D 

700 ft  

4.6 

NOTE: These values are only valid within the visual manoeuvring area calculated 

in accordance with ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation Services - 

Aircraft Operations (PANS OPS). 

6.2 

The value of the RVR for a visual approach should be 800 metres or the lowest 

non-precision IAP RVR for the runway of intended landing when this is listed, 

whichever is the greater, regardless of approach lighting, time of day, or type of 

aircraft. 

7 

DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR) 
The minimum RVR to be associated with decision/minimum descent height can be 

determined from Table 1 or 2.  
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TABLE 1 

PRECISION APPROACH TABLES 

Minimum RVR for all aeroplane categories 
Approach lighting length (metres) 
and type (key below) 

DH (feet) 

LA 

LB 

LC 

LD 

200-250 



600 (note 1) 

700 

800 

900 

251-300 

650 

800 

900 

1000 

301-350 

700 

900 

1000 

1100 

351-400 

750 

1000 

1100 

1200 

401-450 

800 

1100 

1200 

1300 

451-500 

900 

1200 

1300 

1400 

501-550 

1000 

1300 

1400 

1500 

551-600 

1100 

1400 

1500 

1500 

601-650 

1200 

1500 

1500 

1500 

651-700 

1300 

1500 

1500 

1500 

Over 700 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

NOTES: 

(1) 

If runway centre line, touchdown zone and threshold lighting 



is in use, an RVR of 550m is permitted when the DH is 200 ft. 

(2) 

Table 1 is only applicable to conventional approaches in the 

order of a 3° glide slope. Greater glide slope angles will 

usually require that visual glide slope guidance (e.g. PAPI) is 

also visible at DH. 

LA: 720m or more High Intensity (HI) 

At least 4 X-bars with coded CL or 1 X-bar with centreline barrettes 

LB: 400m to 719m HI 

At least 1 X-bar with coded CL or centreline barrettes 

LC: Up to 399m HI 

At least 1 X-bar or centreline barrettes 

LD: No approach lighting or for any system not meeting the above specifications  
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TABLE 2 

NON-PRECISION APPROACH TABLES 

Minimum RVR for all aeroplane categories 
Approach lighting length (metres) 

and type (key below) 

MDH (feet) 

LA 

LB 

LC 

LD 

250 

650  

800 

900 

1000 

251-300 

700 

900 

1000 

1100 

301-350 

800 

1000 

1100 

1200 

351-400 

900 

1100 

1200 

1300 

401-450 

1000 

1200 

1300 

1400 

451-500 



1100 

1300 

1400 

1500 

501-550 

1200 

1400 

1500 

1500 

551-600 

1300 

1500 

1500 

1500 

601-650 

1400 

1500 

1500 

1500 

651-700 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

Over 700 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

LA: 720m or more High Intensity (HI) 

At least 4 X-bars with coded CL or 1 X-bar with centreline barrettes 

LB: 400m to 719m HI 

At least 1 X-bar with coded CL or centreline barrettes 

LC: Up to 399m HI 

At least 1 X-bar or centreline barrettes 

LD: No approach lighting or for any system not meeting the above specifications  
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8 

CONVERSION OF REPORTED METEROLOGICAL VISIBILITY TO RVR 
Table 3 provides factors that should be applied when converting meteorological 

visibility to equivalent RVR. 

Lighting Elements Available 

RVR = Reported Met 
Visibility x 

Day  
Night 

High Intensity Approach and Runway Lighting 

1.5  

2.0 

Any type of lighting installation other than 



above 

1.0  

1.5 

No lighting 

1.0  

- 

NOTE: Factoring of meteorological visibility for calculating Category II or III 

minima, or when a reported RVR is available, is not permitted. 

9 

LOWEST ACCEPTABLE AERODROME OPERATING MINIMA 
Specified minima should not be less than the highest of: 

(a) 

Minima determined in accordance with the method described in this document. 

(b) 

Minima notified or accepted by the regulating authority of the State in which 

the aerodrome is located (State minima). 

(c) 

The Decision/Minimum Descent Heights listed below. 

9.1 

Precision Approach Aids 
DH (ft) 

ILS  

200 

PAR  

200 

MLS  

200 

NOTES: Lower minima may be authorised by the Authority. 

9.2 

Non-Precision Approach Aids 
MDH (ft) 

ILS (no glide path) 

250 

SRA (terminating at 2 nm) 

250 

SRA (terminating at 1 nm) 

300 

SRA (terminating at 2 nm) 

350 

VOR  

300 

NDB  

300 

VDF (QDM or QGH)  

300 

NDB/DME  

300 

VOR/DME  

300 

GPS PRIMARY  

250  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX C - RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING SERVICES (RFFS) 

LEVELS 
Note: The contents of this Appendix are reproduced from ICAO Annex 6 Part I Attachment K. 

ATTACHMENT K. RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING  

SERVICES (RFFS) LEVELS 
1. Purpose and scope 
1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this Attachment is to provide guidance for assessing the level of RFFS deemed 

acceptable by aeroplane operators using aerodromes for different purposes. 

1.2 Basic concepts 

1.2.1 While all aeroplane operators should aim to have the level of RFFS protection required by 

Annex 14, Volume I, Chapter 9, 9.2, some of the aerodromes currently used do not meet these 

requirements. Furthermore, Annex 14, Volume I provisions relate to the level of aerodrome RFFS to be 

provided for aeroplanes normally using an aerodrome. 

1.2.2 If an aerodrome is exposed to a temporary reduction of its RFFS capability, Annex 14, Volume 

I, 2.11.3, requires that: “Changes in the level of protection normally available at an aerodrome for rescue 

and fire fighting shall be notified to the appropriate air traffic services units and aeronautical information 

services units to enable those units to provide the necessary information to arriving and departing aircraft. 

When such a change has been corrected, the above units shall be advised accordingly.” 

1.2.3 The following guidance is intended to assist operators in making the assessment required by 

Chapter 4, 4.1.4. It is not intended that this guidance limit or regulate the operation of an aerodrome. 

2. Glossary of terms 
Aerodrome RFFS category. The RFFS category for a given aerodrome, as published in the appropriate 

Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP). 

Aeroplane RFFS category. The category derived from Annex 14, Volume I, Table 9-1 for a given 

aeroplane type. 

RFFS category. Rescue and fire fighting services category as defined in Annex 14, Volume I, Chapter 

9. 

Temporary downgrade. RFFS category as notified, including by NOTAM, and resulting from the 

downgrade of the level of RFFS protection available at an aerodrome, for a period of time not 

exceeding 72 hours. 

3. Minimum acceptable aerodrome RFFS category 
3.1 Planning 

3.1.1 In principle, the published RFFS category for each of the aerodromes used for a given flight 

should be equal to or better than the aeroplane RFFS category. However, if the aeroplane RFFS category 

is not available at one or more of the aerodromes required to be specified in the operational flight plan, 

an operator should ensure that the aerodrome has the minimum level of RFFS which is deemed 

acceptable for the intended use in accordance with the instructions contained in the operations manual. 

When establishing acceptable levels of minimum RFFS for these situations, the operator may use the 

criteria in Table K-1.  
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3.1.1.1 Intended operations to aerodromes with RFFS categories below the levels specified in Annex 

14, Volume I, Chapter 9, 9.2, should be coordinated between the aeroplane operator and the aerodrome 

operator. 

Table K-1. Minimum acceptable aerodrome category for rescue and fire fighting 

Aerodromes 
(Required to be specified in 

the operational flight plan) (1) 

Minimum acceptable aerodrome RFFS category 
(Based on published aerodrome RFFS category) 

Departure and destination 

aerodrome 

RFFS category for each aerodrome should be equal to or better than 

the aeroplane RFFS category. 



One category (2) below the aeroplane RFFS category may be 

accepted where provided as a remission in accordance with Annex 

14, Volume I, 9.2, but not lower than Category 4 for aeroplanes with 

maximum certificated take-off mass of over 27 000 kg and not lower 

than Category 1 for other aeroplanes. 

Departure and destination 

aerodrome in case of 

temporary downgrade and 

Take-off alternate, destination 

alternate and en-route 

alternate aerodromes 

Two categories below the aeroplane RFFS category, but not lower 

than Category 4 for aeroplanes with maximum certificated take-off 

mass of over 27 000 kg and not lower than Category 1 for other 

aeroplanes. 

ETOPS en-route alternate 

aerodrome 

RFFS Category 4 for aeroplanes with maximum certificated take-off 

mass of over 27 000 kg or not lower than Category 1 for all other 

aeroplanes, under the condition that at least 30 minutes’ notice will 

be given to the aerodrome operator prior to the arrival of the 

aeroplane. 

Notes.— 
(1) If an individual aerodrome serves more than one purpose, the highest required category 

corresponding to that purpose at the time of expected use applies. 

(2) Annex 14, Volume I, determines the aerodrome category for rescue and fire fighting according to 

9.2.5 and 9.2.6 except that, where the number of movements of the aeroplanes in the highest category 

normally using the aerodrome is less than 700 in the busiest consecutive three months, the category 

provided may be one lower than the determined category. 

3.1.2 For all-cargo operations, further reductions might be acceptable provided that the RFFS 

capability is adequate to arrest fire around the flight deck area long enough for the persons on board to 

safely evacuate the aeroplane. 

3.2 In flight 

3.2.1 In flight, the pilot-in-command may decide to land at an aerodrome regardless of the RFFS 

category if, in the pilot’s judgement after due consideration of all prevailing circumstances, to do so 

would be safer than to divert. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX D - ONE-ENGINE-INOPERATIVE FERRY FLIGHTS - 3 

OR 4 ENGINED AEROPLANES 

1 

GENERAL 
1.1 

A one-engine-inoperative ferry flight should never be seen as a 'normal operation' 

since the margins for control and performance, especially in the approach and climb 

phase, can be significantly different from those associated with normal operations, 

and in particular, landing distance requirements. The use of such a procedure should 

be considered only when no reasonable alternative course of action is available and 

should apply only to three or four engined aircraft. Operators, therefore, must 

always consider and favour bringing the spares and rectification team to the aircraft 

to render it serviceable rather than conducting an engine inoperative ferry flight. 

1.2 

Companies who consider that they may need to resort to one-engine-inoperative 

ferry flights should set up procedures in advance of such an operation, in order to 

ensure that it is planned and handled in a considered manner.  

One-engine-inoperative ferry flights should not be considered unless the limitations, 



performance and operational procedures are specified in the approved Aircraft 

Flight Manual (AFM). 

1.3 

No Public Transport or Aerial Work operations are permitted for 

one-engine-inoperative ferry flights. 

2 

PROCEDURES 
The following are items which should be considered, and included as instructions in 

the operations manuals (OM) and Engineering Instructions prepared by the operator. 

(a) 

Procedures to ensure that all AFM and Maintenance Manual (MM) 

requirements are strictly adhered to. 

(b) 

A requirement for a formal statement by a responsible engineer that the 

aeroplane has been prepared for an engine-inoperative ferry flight with 

specified minimum equipment. In making such a statement, consideration 

should be given to the other sources available for hydraulics, electrics, air 

conditioning and other essential services. For example, in the case of the 

BAe 146, the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) must be serviceable to provide 

added hydraulic/electrical power in the event of the subsequent failure of a 

paired engine. 

(c) 

The nomination of commanders and co-pilots authorised to carry out such 

flights; special authorisations needed from management before each flight; 

persons on board to be limited to nominated essential crew only.  
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(d) 

A programme specified in the Training Manual (TM) which identifies the 

minimum necessary training that is required before a commander or co-pilot is 

considered authorised. As a minimum this should include satisfactory 

completion of an engine-inoperative take-off and two engine out go-around 

procedures in a simulator approved for such training, together with pre-flight 

planning of such an operation. Ideally the exercise should have been practised 

on two separate occasions before a crew is cleared to operate 

one-engine-inoperative ferry flights. The required experience should, 

depending on the complexity of techniques involved, include one 

engine-inoperative techniques training, or practice in an approved flight 

simulator, within a period not exceeding 13 months prior to the flight. The 

crew should be certificated as competent by the operator. 

(e) 

The requirements for actual and forecast weather conditions to be at least a 

minimum cloud base of 1000 ft agl and 2 km visibility, or as specified in the 

AFM for one-engine-inoperative take-off and landing procedures, whichever 

is the greater. A conservative maximum crosswind limit should also be 

applied; it is recommended to be not more than 7 kts if from the same side as 

the inoperative-engine, unless otherwise quoted in the AFM. One-engine 

inoperative ferry take-offs are permitted from a dry or wet runway unless 

otherwise stated in the AFM, but are not permitted from a slippery runway or 

from a runway contaminated by standing water, snow or slush. 

(f) 



Consideration should be given to fuel planning requirements for flight with 

one-engine-inoperative, giving particular attention to consumption rates. 

(g) 

Flight crews should be thoroughly familiar with the handling techniques to be 

used during take-off and the procedures to be followed in the event of a further 

engine or other system failure. These aspects should be fully covered during 

the take-off briefing. The AFM provides full details applicable to each 

aeroplane type, and the handling technique may vary depending upon whether 

the inoperative engine is inboard or outboard (4-engined types), or is centreline 

or non-centreline mounted (3-engined types). The procedure may specify 

setting rudder trim away from the inoperative engine. Generally, it will not be 

possible to set take-off power on an asymmetric serviceable engine from the 

start of the take-off run; the asymmetric thrust will need to be progressively 

increased as the aeroplane accelerates. It is likely that the AFM procedure will 

call for use of nose wheel steering, in addition to rudder, to maintain 

directional control initially. While the thrust setting technique is intended to 

ensure that the thrust asymmetry always remains within the directional control 

capability of the aeroplane, it is also important that the asymmetric thrust 

setting is not delayed so as to erode the margin allowed in the scheduling of the 

take-off distance.  
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(h) 

It is important that flight crews appreciate the handling and performance 

requirements on which the limitations for one-engine-inoperative ferry take- 

offs are based, as these are significantly different from normal operations.  

The major consideration is that the scheduled take-off distance and the 

handling characteristics on which the associated operating speeds are based, 

take no account of the possible failure of a further engine prior to the 

aeroplane becoming airborne. It is accepted, therefore, with such operations 

that a period of risk may exist during which, in the event of a further engine 

failure, the aeroplane can neither stop in the remaining distance available nor 

continue the take-off. The AFM may provide advisory data on accelerate stop 

distances from various stop speeds. However, such stop speeds cannot be 

considered as equivalent to a normal V1 as a continued take-off capability in 

the event of a further engine failure above this speed is not guaranteed and the 

scheduled take-off distance need not take account of the accelerate stop 

distance. This risk period can only be eliminated totally if, at the planned 

take-off weight, the runway is of sufficient length that there is adequate 

runway remaining to permit a stop at a speed of not less than VR. However the 

situation will still be influenced, one way or another, by the particular 

characteristics of the aeroplane type concerned and whether the second engine 

failure adds to or reduces the thrust asymmetry. Once the aeroplane is 

airborne, continued flight will be possible following the failure of a further 

engine, but the directional control margins and climb gradient capability will 

be considerably less. 

(i) 

Operators should assess their OMs to ensure that all the points discussed in 

subparagraphs (g) and (h) above, and as elaborated in the particular AFM, are 

covered and are strictly adhered to before flight crews undertake any 

one-engine-inoperative ferry flights.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX F - STORAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS 

1 

GENERAL 
1.1 

The worldwide requirements for the carriage by air of Dangerous Goods (DG) are 

comprehensively addressed in the International Civil Aviation Organisation’s 

‘Technical Instructions for the Safe Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Air’ 

(ICAO TIs). By comparison, requirements for pre or post-flight storage of DG at 

airports are mostly the responsibility of each state’s Fire Services authority; in 

consequence, there is no worldwide standardisation of storage requirements with the 

result that standards enforced by individual Fire Services vary widely. 

1.2 

As there have been a number of accidents or major incidents worldwide in recent 

years involving DG, either when in storage at airports or during carriage by air, it is 

important that the relevant storage and carriage requirements are clearly understood 

by operators and their cargo agents. Insofar as storage requirements are concerned, 

Hong Kong AOC holders and their agents are expected to comply with the standards 



set by the Hong Kong Fire Services Department (FSD) in Hong Kong or competent 

authorities outside Hong Kong for outstations. 

1.3 

The FSD’s DG storage requirements can be summarised as follows for reference.  

However, operators should consult FSD about the latest requirements: 

(a) 

DG should be stored in a delineated, well ventilated area, separated from 

non-DG cargo. 

(b) 

The storage area should display clearly visible signs indicating 

‘DANGEROUS GOODS’ or ‘CAT 2/3/4/5* DG’ or ‘ICAO CLASS 1-9* 

DG’ and ‘NO SMOKING’. 

* appropriate class or category 

(c) 

The DG acceptance area should display a notice giving information about the 

transport of DG, as per ICAO TI. 

(d) 

Suitable fire extinguishing equipment should be provided immediately 

adjacent to the DG storage area. 

(e) 

DG items should be segregated from non-DG cargo, and certain classes / 

divisions of DG must be segregated from each other as required by the ICAO 

TI. 

(f) 

DG items should be stored and handled in accordance with the orientation 

label displayed on the item. 

(g) 

Radioactive items should be stored in accordance with local state 

requirements, preferably in a separate and secure Radioactive store. 

(h) 

Cargo agent’s staff should be provided with written responsibilities in respect 

of DG, in particular the need for careful handling at all times, and for a sound 

knowledge of the relevant emergency procedures.  
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1.4 

At those airports where DG is ‘accepted’ for transportation, operators should ensure 

that adequate numbers of their own or their agent’s staff hold IATA DG Licences to 

provide the requisite standards of handling and supervision. 

1.5 

Where little DG is handled at a particular outstation, dedicated DG storage facilities 

need not be provided. However, in this situation, specific one-off arrangements must 

be made between the operator, the cargo agent and the shipper to ensure that the 

required procedures are followed.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX G – MIXED FLEET FLYING (MFF) 

1. 

General 
1.1 

MFF will only be considered for those aircraft types which are conducive to Cross 

Crew Qualification (CCQ) training, as recommended by the aircraft manufacturer. 

1.2 

CCQ is the process of training and testing whereby the similarities of two or more 

aircraft are such that substantial credit for training and testing on Type A can be 

credited to Type B, within the same ‘Family’ of aircraft. 

1.2.1 The minimum experience level to commence CCQ Training Type A to Type B is as 

follows: 

(a) 

Minimum four months after Aircraft Line Check on Type A, and; 

(b) 

Minimum 200 hours on Type A, and; 

(c) 

Minimum 20 sectors on Type A. 

1.2.2 On completion of CCQ from Type A to Type B, the first take-off and landing in Type B 

must be completed within 21 days of completion of the box items required by the 

appropriate Blue DCA528 Form. 

1.2.3 The minimum experience level on Type B prior to clearance to MFF is as follows: 

(a) 

Minimum 50 hours on Type B or; 

(b) 

10 Sectors on Type B. 

1.3 

In order to qualify for MFF, on completion of the consolidation period on Type B, the 

candidate must hold a valid Proficiency Check (PC) and Aircraft Line Check on Type 

A at the time he/she completes the Aircraft Line Check on Type B. 

1.4 

Rostering MFF Crews 
MFF crews may be rostered for the MFF qualified types within the same FDP. 

1.5 

Scheduled 9 and Schedule 11 Requirements − MFF Crews 

1.5.1 Schedule 9 

(a) 

On completion of the CCQ course and within 6 months of the last PC renewal 

on Type A, an initial PC test on Type B must be completed.  
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(b) 

Subsequent PCs must alternate, and must be conducted such that there is never 

more than 13 months between same Type PCs, nor less than 4 months between 

alternate Type PCs. 

(c) 

Should two different Type PCs be conducted within 4 months of each other, the 

first of these two must be renewed no later than 6 months after the date of the 

second PC renewal. 



(d) 

Should either Type PC expire, then both Type PCs are deemed to have expired, 

and BOTH must be renewed before MFF qualification is restored. Once the 

first PC has been renewed, the pilot may then operate that Type only until the 

PC for the other Type has been renewed. After both PCs have been renewed, 

subsequent renewals must be in accordance with sub para’s (b) and (c) above. 

1.5.2 Schedule 11 – Line Check (LC) 

Requires an Exemption from AN(HK)O 1995 
(a) 

Having completed a LC on Type B during the CCQ process, a renewal of the 

Type A Line Check must be completed no later than 13 months after the LC on 

Type B. 

(b) 

Subsequent Line Checks must alternate, and must be conducted such that there 

is never more than 13 months between different Type LCs, and never more 

than 25 months between same Type LCs. 

(c) 

Should either Type LC expire, then both Type LCs are deemed to have expired, 

and BOTH must be renewed before MFF qualification is restored. Once the 

first LC has been renewed, the pilot may then operate that Type only until the 

LC for the other Type has been renewed. After both have been renewed, 

subsequent renewals must be in accordance with sub para (b) above. 

1.5.3 Emergency Manoeuvres and Procedures 

Requires an Exemption from AN(HK)O 1995 
(a) 

Validity is in accordance with the PC stated in para 1.5.1 above. 

(b) 

Emergency Manoeuvres and Procedures on Type A are valid on Type B and 

vice versa. 

1.6 

MFF Licence Procedures 
On completion of the CCQ course for aircraft Type B the completed CCQ Blue 

DCA528 Form, together with the pilot’s licence, should be submitted to the CAD 

Personnel Licensing Office (PLO) for the issue of a standard C of T. The C of T pages 

will be endorsed for both Types A and B and signed by a PLO Officer. The pilot’s 

licence, together with the new C of T page will be returned to the said pilot. It is to be 

noted that the MFF C of T is not valid until the said pilot has 50 hours or ten sectors on 

type B (see para 1.2.3 above).  
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1.7 

MFF Recency Requirements 
1.7.1 35 Day Recency 

A pilot may not fly as a MFF Commander unless he has carried out at least one Take-off 

and one Landing in either aircraft Type A or B during the previous 35 day period.  

Revalidation may be carried out in either the simulator or aircraft. 

1.7.2 3 Months Recency  

Requires an Exemption from AN(HK)O 1995 
A Commander or Co-pilot, to maintain the three months MFF recency, must complete 

a minimum of two take offs and two landings in either aircraft Type A or Type B. A 

minimum of one take off and one landing must then be completed in the other Type. 



Recency may be re-validated in a simulator approved for the purpose (see General 

Exemption − Recency Re-validation).  
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CHAPTER 5 - TRAINING AND TESTING 

1 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT FLIGHT CREW TRAINING 

AND TESTING 
1.1 

All training courses require CAD approval. 

1.2 

The statutory requirements relating to the training and periodical testing of aircraft 

flight crews are specified in the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order [AN(HK)O]. The 

primary purpose of this chapter is to indicate the nature of the arrangements considered 

necessary to secure an adequate standard of compliance and to specify those tests 

which form part of that compliance. 

1.3 

Under normal circumstances, a person administering any periodic check specified in 

Schedule 11 to the AN(HK)O should be currently qualified to at least the standard that 

the person being examined is required to demonstrate during that check. 

1.4 

The training and periodic tests of all crew members are required to be conducted in 

accordance with syllabi agreed with the Department and published in the operator’s 

training manual. Proposed changes to syllabi or departures from training programmes 

must be agreed by the Department before implementation. 

1.5 

Operators, who wish to outsource initial, recurrent and conversion training, must 

ensure that CAD approves the training courses. Approved training organisations or the 

equivalent that have State regulatory approval, may be accepted by CAD to conduct 

training for Hong Kong operators, however, courses still require CAD approval. The 

qualification, training and approval of training and examining personnel utilised by an 

organisation, will normally be required to be in accordance with paragraphs 4.1 - 4.8 

of this Chapter. Additional requirements for the personnel utilized by organisations 

approved by other States are detailed in paragraph 4.9 of this Chapter. The training 

provided and flight documentation used should reflect the operators’ flight safety 

documents system. 

1.6 

Operators, who outsource training to training organisations that do not have formal 

State approval, will need to consult CAD on an individual basis to establish the 

approval requirements for their courses, the adequacy of training facilities, 

qualification requirements and approval of personnel. 



2 

TRAINING MANUAL 
2.1 

It is a statutory requirement that a training manual shall contain all such information 

and instructions as may be necessary to enable persons appointed by the operator to 

give or supervise the training, practice and periodical tests to perform their duties. 

2.2 

Care must be taken not to interpret 2.1 as meaning that a training manual should 

contain technical and operating information for general instructional purposes. Rather, 

it should remain concise in its purpose of giving formal expression to the operator’s 

training policy and requirements, together with adequate guidance on these matters to 

instructors and examiners. 

2.3 

The training manual is regarded by the Department as the primary indication of the 

standards of training and testing likely to be achieved by the operator. One copy must 

be submitted to the Department, together with any later amendments or additions.  
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2.4 

Each copy of a manual must bear a serial number and a distribution list must be held by 

a person responsible for issuing amendments. Each volume of the manual must be 

numbered, bear a title and a list of contents giving a clear indication of its scope. The 

title of the person or department responsible for the issue of the manual must also be 

included. At the front of each volume there must be an amendment page to record 

amendment number, date of incorporation, signature of person amending and page(s) 

or paragraph(s) affected. The numbering of pages, sections, paragraphs etc should be 

orderly and systematic so as to facilitate immediate identification of any part of the 

subject matter. The standard of printing, duplication, binding, section dividers, 

indexing of sections etc should be of sufficient quality to enable the document to be 

read without difficulty and to ensure that it remains intact and legible during normal 

use. 

2.5 

The amendment of a manual in manuscript is not acceptable. Changes or additions, 

however slight, must be incorporated by the issue of a fresh or additional page which 

must be dated and on which the new or additional material is clearly marked. It is 

therefore recommended that items likely to be the subject of frequent change, such as 

lists of appointments, are shown on pages that do not include more permanent text. 

2.6 

Although the training manual is part of the general operations manual, it should be a 

separate document addressed to the training staff, each of whom should have a personal 

copy. The form that the manual takes will vary considerably according to the size and 

complexity of the operator’s organisation and the aircraft used; its adequacy will be 

assessed solely on the basis of its suitability for the operator’s particular needs and 

circumstances. It is therefore important that all training staff are aware of the need to 

keep the document under review and ensure that it accurately reflects the operator’s 

circumstances at the time. 

2.7 

In addition to the more general matters of policy, the following in particular must be 

included in the manual: 

(a) 

operator’s requirements in respect of qualifications, training and experience of 



training staff; 

(b) 

the name and title of the person ultimately responsible for flight crew training 

and testing and lines of reporting to and from that person’s post; 

(c) 

a comprehensive statement of the duties and responsibilities of all training 

staff, which should include their names, the type of training and/or testing 

which they may conduct and the types of aircraft on which they are authorised; 

(d) 

minimum standards of experience and qualification, and of initial and 

periodical training to be met by all aircraft flight crews for each type of aircraft 

used by the operator; 

(e) 

detailed syllabi for both ground and flying training and specimen record forms 

in respect of all training and tests; the minimum hours/sectors necessary to 

meet flight training requirements; 

(f) 

a list of the required competency tests and their frequency; 

(g) 

arrangements for administering and recording the periodical tests of all flight 

crew;  
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(h) 

limitations on flying more than one type or variant; 

(i) 

policy with regard to crewing together of crew members under training; 

(j) 

training of pilots to act as relief crew occupying other than their normal crew 

positions;  

(k) 

syllabus covering training requirements for promotion of co-pilot to Captain; 

(l) 

checking of pilots in handling and non-handling pilot duties; 

(m) chain of command in an emergency, when training captain not occupying a 

pilot’s seat; 

(n) 

methods of simulating instrument flight conditions; methods of simulating 

engine failure and the form of words to be used; 

(o) 

practice of abandoned take-off during training flights, normally a restriction to 

speeds not in excess of 50% of V1; 

(p) 

procedures for touch-and-go or stop-go landings with particular emphasis on 

division of duties, considerations of flap settings, runway length, brake cooling 

and terrain; 

(q) 

syllabus covering engineering perspectives including MEL/CDL, technical log, 

airworthiness defects; 

(r) 

proper flight crew coordination and training in all types of emergency and 



abnormal situations or procedures caused by power plant, airframe or systems 

malfunctions, fire or other abnormalities. 

(s) 

instructions and guidance on how Predictive and Low Level Windshear initial 

and recurrent training should be conducted, with emphasis on the positive 

action required to minimise the effect of these conditions if encountered during 

take-off, on the approach and landing. Advice must also be given on the 

avoidance of these conditions; 

(t) 

limitations on training and testing in the course of flights for the purpose of 

public transport. Note particularly that the simulation of instrument flight 

conditions and of emergencies affecting the flight characteristics of the aircraft 

is prohibited in the course of flights for the public transport of passengers; 

(u) 

instructions covering retesting and retraining after unsatisfactory performance 

or periods of non flying due to illness or other causes; 

(v) 

the use of full flight simulators, other training devices and copies of Approval 

documents held; 

(w) 

special equipment training: FMS, INS, E/GPWS, ACAS, HUD/EVS, etc.; 

(x) 

Human Factors (HF) and Crew Resource Management (CRM) training;  
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(y) Safety Management System training; 

(z) instructions and procedures covering pilot incapacitation and the roles of all crew 

members; 

(aa) aviation security training; 

(bb) guidance on the carriage of dangerous goods in accordance with the current 

edition of the ICAO Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous 

Goods by Air Doc 9284; and 

(cc) prevention of runway incursion in accordance with the current edition of the 

ICAO Manual on the Prevention of Runway Incursions (Doc 9870). 

3 

TRAINING AND TESTING STAFF 
3.1 

A person, whose qualifications and experience are agreed by the Department to be 

suitable, must be designated to take general and overall charge of arrangements for the 

training and testing of aircraft flight crews. This person’s name, authority, 

responsibilities and reporting routes must be clearly defined in the operations manual. 

3.2 

Under the control of the person in charge of training, the operator will need to appoint 

examiners and instructors to conduct periodical tests and give the practical training, as 

necessary, to satisfy the requirements of the AN(HK)O. The number of training staff 

employed is expected to be consistent with the operator’s task and their qualifications 

and experience are expected to reflect the role and types of aircraft used. 

3.3 

It is important that examiners and instructors are experienced and qualified for their 

task, and operators are to ensure that they are adequately trained in teaching and 

examining techniques. Where it is intended that they will carry out tests required under 



Schedules 9 and/or 11 of the AN(HK)O in an approved flight simulator, they 

themselves must be duly approved by the Department for that purpose. 

3.4 

Exceptionally, operators may need to use the services of manufacturers’ pilots or those 

from foreign operators for flight training, testing and route Line Flying Under 

Supervision (LFUS). Such training staff must be familiar with the operations manual 

and the training manual of the operator to whom they are temporarily attached. The 

operator must obtain certified copies of duty and rest period records for the 28 days 

prior to the crew members being rostered for duty; appropriate flight/duty records must 

be maintained for the period that the crews are assigned to the operator. As a general 

rule, a Hong Kong licence or a temporary validation of a foreign licence will have to 

be obtained. The operator should contact the CAD Personnel Licensing Office to 

obtain the necessary Certificate of Validation for the foreign pilots. The Department 

will specify requirements in individual cases. When such pilots are used for training 

they must be properly licensed and authorised to conduct initial type ratings, 

instrument rating renewals and competency checks. To conduct LFUS, pilots are 

required to hold full company command qualification for public transport flights and to 

meet all Schedule 11 competency check requirements.  
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4 

TRAINING AND EXAMINING STAFF QUALIFICATIONS 
4.1 

Schedule 9 (Flight Crew Licences) 
4.1.1 Flight tests for the initial issue or renewal of Aircraft Ratings and renewal of 

Instrument Ratings may only be conducted by examiners so authorised by the 

Director-General of Civil Aviation. Applicants for appointment as Authorised 

Examiners (AE) must be sponsored by their employer. Any authority becomes 

automatically invalid the moment the examiner leaves the sponsor’s employment. 

4.1.2 The applicant for appointment as an AE for aeroplanes shall hold an appropriate 

licence and ratings and a valid medical certificate. As a general guideline, the applicant 

is expected to have a minimum of 2,000 hours flight time as a pilot of multi-engined 

aeroplanes and has achieved high standards in flying ability as evidenced by at least 

two Proficiency Checks being separated by an interval of not less than 4 months with 

his current employer sponsoring his AE application. An applicant for AE for 

helicopters is expected to have at least 500 hours as the pilot-in-command and at least 

250 hours as a flight instructor/training captain.  

4.1.3 Prior to granting authorised status as an Instrument Rating Examiner (IRE) and/or a 

Type Rating Examiner (TRE), the Department must be satisfied that the applicant is a 

fit person to hold the authorisation and qualified to do so by reason of his knowledge, 

experience, competence and skill. 

4.1.4 In assessing the above criteria the applicant’s previous conduct will be taken into 

consideration. The applicant must meet certain experience levels, have completed the 

CAD Authorised Examiner’s Course (CAD AE course) and have satisfactorily 

conducted a test whilst observed by an Operations Inspector. 

4.1.5 The CAD AE course is undertaken using facilities provided by approved Hong Kong 

operators. It consists of briefings, facilitation and de-briefings utilising English as 

conversational as well as aviation technical language. Therefore applicants, in addition 

to meeting the high standards referred to in the above paragraphs, should also have 

attained the requisite language skills in order to ensure a successful course outcome. 

4.1.6 The AEs who have previously successfully completed the CAD AE course and who 



have not exercised the privileges of their authority within the preceding five years will 

be required to attend the first two-day CAD briefings of the CAD AE course prior to 

being considered for reappointment. 

4.1.7 A TRE (simulator) must be qualified on type under the provisions of the AN(HK)O. 

His ability to perform the functions while occupying the co-pilot’s seat must be 

checked and recorded by the operator.  

4.1.8 An examiner's authority will be valid for three years in the case of Hong Kong based 

examiners and shorter than three years for non-Hong Kong based examiners at 

approved training establishments. The tests that an AE is authorised to conduct are 

stipulated on the Letter of Authority (LoA) granted by CAD. The AE must ensure that 

he exercises the privileges in accordance with the LoA at all times.  
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4.1.9 A CAD Flight Operations Inspector (FOI) or a person properly delegated by the 

Director-General of Civil Aviation will renew an examiner's authority at the 

appropriate period. In the event that a satisfactory standard is not achieved, then the 

examiner's authority will be revoked by the CAD. Further assessment for 

re-appointment may be made after further training, agreed between his company and 

HK CAD, has been undertaken. 

4.1.10 All applications for appointment as an AE must include the following particulars: 

(a) 

full name; 

(b) 

licence type, number and expiry date; 

(c) 

aircraft types endorsed in Part 1 of the licence; 

(d) 

date of last Certificate of Test (Aircraft Rating) for aircraft type to which the 

application relates, and whether annotated P1, P2 or E1; 

(e) 

date of last Certificate of Test (Instrument Rating) and type of aircraft on 

which tested; 

(f) 

date of last medical; 

(g) 

total hours P1 or E1 - all types; 

(h) 

total hours P1 or E1 - in previous 12 months on type to which the application 

relates; 

(i) 

total hours PI or E1 - all turbo-jet aircraft, if application relates to a turbo-jet 

aircraft; 

(j) 

total hours P1 or E1 - all turbo-prop aircraft, if application relates to turbo-prop 

aircraft; 

(k) 

details and result of any courses in instructional or examining techniques 

undertaken; 

(l) 

details, with supporting documentation, of any examining authority held, or 

previously held, from any other regulatory authority; 



(m) 

any other relevant information. 

4.2 

Schedule 11 (Public Transport) 
4.2.1 An operator is responsible for ensuring that all persons have the training, experience 

and practice and have undergone the periodical tests specified in Part B of Schedule 11 

to the AN(HK)O, before acting as crew members on any flight for the purpose of public 

transport.  

4.2.2 In practice, the Schedule 9 tests for renewal of Instrument and Aircraft Ratings are 

integrated within the operator’s bi-annual competency checks (proficiency checks).  

Operators are therefore required to train and subsequently appoint pilots from within 

the Company as AEs and Approved Persons (Simulator Instructors). The following 

appointment and subsequent career progression is therefore recommended for training 

and check personnel: 

(a) 

Line Training Captain 

(b) 

Type Rating Instructor – Simulator (TRI – Simulator)  
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(c) 

Type Rating Examiner/Instrument Rating Examiner - Simulator Only 

[TRE/IRE - Simulator Only (Exclude Simulator Base Training (SBT)] 

(d) 

Type Rating Examiner/Instrument Rating Examiner - Simulator Only (Include 

SBT) [TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)] 

(e) 

Type Rating Examiner/Instrument Rating Examiner – Aircraft and Simulator 

(TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator) 

4.3 

Line Training Captain 
4.3.1 The role of the line training captain is vitally important in a balanced training regime.  

Much of the responsibility for the standardisation of operating procedures and for 

sound flight deck management will depend on the observations and analytical skills of 

the line training captains. The importance of line training and testing cannot be over 

emphasised and the calibre of the staff should reflect this. Specific responsibilities may 

include sectors operated under supervision following type conversion, final line checks, 

annual line checks and renewal of Captain’s 35 day recency. 

4.3.2 A line training captain shall hold an appropriate licence and ratings and a valid medical 

certificate. As a general guideline, a line training captain is expected to have a 

minimum of 2,000 hours flight time as a pilot of multi-engined aeroplanes or as a 

helicopter pilot, of which at least 500 hours as the pilot-in-command and completed 

training specified in the company manual for the appointment.  

4.4 

TRI – Simulator 
4.4.1 The duties of a “TRI – Simulator” include the conduct of simulator training exercises 

during initial type conversion including low visibility operations. They may also 

include Schedule 11 bi-annual competency and instrument approach-to-land 

(including low visibility operations) tests, and renewal of three monthly recency in 

simulators approved for that purpose. 

4.4.2 Prior to appointment, a “TRI – Simulator” must complete an approved course in 



instructional techniques, and also induction training in his duties. He is to be observed 

by an Operations Inspector while conducting Schedule 11 items prior to appointment 

as an Approved Person, and again on renewal. However the renewal of this 

appointment may be delegated to a company AE, in which case the airline is to advise 

the Department when the renewal is complete so that a renewed certificate can be 

issued. 

4.5 

TRE/IRE - Simulator Only (Exclude SBT) 
4.5.1 Persons nominated to be “TRE/IRE - Simulator Only (Exclude SBT)” must complete 

an approved course in instructional and examining techniques, and also induction 

training in their duties. They will then be observed by an FOI while conducting 

simulator tests for Schedule 9 and Schedule 11 ratings prior to appointment as 

Authorised Examiners (Simulator). However the “TRE/IRE – Simulator Only 

(Exclude SBT)” may not conduct SBT.  
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4.6 

TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT) 
4.6.1 Persons nominated to be “TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)” must complete 

induction training in their duties. For the initial appointment as a “TRE/IRE – 

Simulator Only (Include SBT)” and on each subsequent type change, they must be 

observed by an FOI while conducting Base Training (BT) in the simulator for the 

appointment as “TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)” for that type. The FOI 

will observe the TRE operating from both control seats.  

4.7 

TRE/IRE - Aircraft and Simulator 
4.7.1 Persons nominated to be “TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator” must complete induction 

training in their duties. For the initial appointment as a “TRE/IRE – Aircraft and 

Simulator” and on each subsequent type change, they must be observed by an FOI 

while conducting tests in an aircraft for the issue of aircraft ratings prior to appointment 

as Authorised Examiners (Aircraft) for that type. The FOI will observe the TRE 

operating from both control seats. However when the TRE subsequently endorses on 

an additional family type with the same number of power plants i.e. A320/A330, then 

the aircraft check may be completed from either control seat. The authority to conduct 

tests by the “TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator” also includes SBT and Aircraft Base 

Training (ABT). 

4.7.2 AEs who fly two aircraft types that are classified for mixed fleet flying (MFF), will be 

observed on each type for initial CAD authorisation. Subsequent AE renewal may be 

undertaken on either type and will be valid for both, provided the AE maintains 

recency on both types. 

4.8 

Validity of Appointments and Recency Requirements 
4.8.1 Validity of appointments 

TRE/IREs and Approved Persons will normally be appointed by the Department for a 

maximum period of 3 years, and normally a shorter period for those employed by 

training organisations and manufacturers based outside of Hong Kong. Both may be 

subject to review at more frequent intervals by the Department and additional 

requirements under paragraph 4.9 of this Chapter. Operators are responsible for 

ensuring that the competence of training staff appointed by them to discharge the 

operator’s responsibilities under Schedule 11 of the AN(HK)O is kept under regular 

review. 



4.8.2 Recency Requirements 

An AE is required during each and every 12-months period to conduct the following 

minimum number of aircraft/simulator details, in order to retain validity: 

(a) 

TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Exclude SBT)  

Four separate simulator sessions, which include Instrument Rating Renewal 

(IRR)/Aircraft Rating Renewal (ARR) or Aircraft Rating (AR) tests during 

each session.  
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(b) 

TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)  

Four separate simulator sessions, two of which will consist of Zero Flight Time 

(ZFT) training and testing and two separate simulator sessions, which include 

AR and/or Instrument Rating (IR) test. 

(c) 

TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator 

A minimum of two Base Training sessions, one of which may be a simulator 

ZFT session and a minimum of two simulator sessions that include tests for 

IRR/ARR or initial AR tests.  

Note: An AE who has not met the minimum requirements must report the 

circumstances to the CAD so that the continued validity of his appointment can be 

considered. The TRE/IRE may then be advised of any recency revalidation 

requirements and/or the reissue of the LoA. Failure to make such a report may 

invalidate subsequent tests.  

4.8.3 Waivers may be given by the Department to the instructional and examining 

techniques requirements for nominees with acceptable previous experience and 

qualifications. On conversion to a new type, TRE/IREs must normally complete the 

induction training and observation requirements specified in paragraphs 4.6 and 4.7. 

4.9 

Training Organisation Approved by a Foreign National Aviation Authority 

(NAA) 
4.9.1 This paragraph must be read in conjunction with paragraph 1.5 of this Chapter, which 

contains the general requirements for an operator to outsource the training to a training 

organisation or manufacturer.  

4.9.2 In general, personnel utilised by a training organisation or manufacturer acceptable to 

CAD will normally be required to meet the qualification, training, approval and 

validity requirements listed in the paragraphs 4.1 - 4.8. For personnel utilised by a 

foreign approved training organisation, certain differences to qualification and validity 

requirements are listed below. 

(a) 

An examiner from an organisation nominated by an operator for appointment 

as an AE will require authorisation by CAD. This examiner shall possess a 

valid examiner approval issued by a foreign NAA acceptable to CAD. An 

authorisation will have a validity to be determined by CAD which may be 

shorter than 3 years from the month of appointment or renewal. Operators are 

reminded that they must submit a request for the appointment of an AE in 

accordance with paragraph 4.1.10.  

(b) 

For an operator who has obtained CAD’s approval to use a foreign approved 

organisation for recurrent training and checking and has obtained CAD’s 



agreement to undertake bi-annual testing in aircraft, appointment of AEs for 

“TRE (aircraft only)” or “TRE/IRE (aircraft only)” may be considered. Their 

qualification, training, appointment requirements must be agreed with the 

operator’s FOI. Their recency requirements are as follows :-  

(i) 

TRE – Aircraft Only 

Two separate aircraft training sessions of which at least one must 

include a test for a Hong Kong licence rating.  
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(ii) 

TRE/IRE – Aircraft Only 

Two separate aircraft training sessions, one or both of which include an 

IRR/ARR or AR test. 

The authority for the above AE will be considered case-by-case.  

(c) 

TRI – Simulator. A TRI employed by an approved organisation outside Hong 

Kong, may be qualified to conduct simulator training without the necessity of 

formal CAD approval. 

(d) 

A TRI required to conduct tests in accordance with AN(HK)O Schedule 11, 

will need CAD approval.  

(e) 

Personnel used for Safety Equipment and Procedure training will require CAD 

approval if required by the operator to conduct AN(HK)O Schedule 11 tests. 

4.9.3 Course Completion Certificate. Upon completion of any outsourced training, an 

operator must obtain a certificate from the contractor, confirming that the ground 

and/or simulator training course has been completed to the satisfaction of the approved 

organisation. 

5 

SUPERVISION OF EXAMINERS 
The procedures to be followed and standards to be applied by AEs are set out in CAD 

170 “Authorised Examiners Handbook”. Inspectors will observe the conduct of tests 

by AEs, and of crew training generally, during the currency of an Air Operator’s 

Certificate. The purpose of these inspections is to ensure that training and testing is in 

compliance with the operator’s training manual and within the terms and conditions of 

the appointment of CAD AEs. 

6 

PROBLEMS OF SMALL OPERATORS 
The arrangements discussed in the foregoing paragraphs may not be practicable in the 

case of a very small organisation operating one or two aircraft and employing a small 

number of aircraft flight crews. In larger organisations employing several pilot 

examiners, one can test the other and there is no real difficulty. However, where the 

total complement of pilots warrants only one examiner, arrangements should be made 

for his periodical tests to be conducted by an independent examiner outside the 

operator’s organisation; in such cases the Department should be notified. The 

Department will then assess the suitability of the nominated independent examiner and, 

if acceptable, make arrangements for the issue of the appropriate LoA. Once the 

identity of the independent examiner has been agreed upon, the operator must send a 

letter of agreement to the Department covering the arrangement made.  
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7 

PART TIME AND ‘FREELANCE’ CREW MEMBERS 
7.1 

Operators should ensure the competence of any part-time or ‘free-lance’ pilots they 

employ. Schedule 11 tests carried out to establish the competence of an operator’s 

pilots, must be conducted either by the operator himself or by another operator, under 

arrangements detailed in the company’s training manual and agreed by the Department, 

which ensure that the pilot is competent to perform all the duties and responsibilities 

laid upon him by the operator.  

7.2 

Additionally, the operator must satisfy himself that the flight crew member is fully 

conversant with the company’s operations manual and flight procedures. In the case of 

Captains, route competency must also be established and certified. In all cases, flight 

and cabin crew must be tested as to their knowledge of emergency/survival drills and 

equipment. Operators must obtain certified copies of duty and rest period records for 

the 28 day period prior to the rostering of the crew members concerned, and 

appropriate flying duty records must be maintained for the period that the operator 

employs such crews. 

8 

OPERATION ON MORE THAN ONE TYPE OR VARIANT  
(See Appendix B to Chapter 5) 

8.1 

Aeroplanes 
(a) 

An operator shall ensure that a flight crew member does not operate on more 

than one type or variant, unless the flight crew member is competent to do so. 

(b) 

When considering operations of more than one type or variant, an operator 

shall ensure that the differences and/or similarities of the aeroplanes concerned 

justify such operations, taking account of the following: 

(i) 

The level of technology; 

(ii) 

Operational procedures; 

(iii) Handling characteristics. 

(c) 

An operator shall ensure that a flight crew member operating more than one 

type or variant complies with all of the requirements prescribed in Schedules 

9 and 11 for each type or variant unless the Department has approved the use 

of credit(s) related to the training, checking and recency requirements. 

(d) 

An operator shall specify appropriate procedures and/or operational 

restrictions, approved by the Department, in the operations manual, for any 

operation on more than one type or variant covering: 

(i) 

The flight crew members’ minimum experience level; 

(ii) 

The minimum experience level on one type or variant before 

beginning training for and operation of another type or variant; 

(iii) The process whereby flight crew qualified on one type or variant will 



be trained and qualified on another type or variant; and 

(iv) All applicable recency requirements for each type or variant.  
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8.2 

Helicopters and Aeroplanes 
(a) 

When a flight crew member operates both helicopters and aeroplanes: 

(i) 

An operator shall ensure that operations of helicopter and aeroplane 

are limited to one type of each. 

(ii) 

The operator shall specify appropriate procedures and/or operational 

restrictions, approved by the Department, in the operations manual. 

8.3 

Cross Crew Qualified 
If a flight crew member is to qualify on a type which is similar to a type on which he is 

currently qualified, his conversion training to the second type may be suitably 

abbreviated, subject to agreement with the Department. The crew member is then 

‘Cross Crew Qualified (CCQ)’. Details of the agreed abbreviated training course, and 

subsequent recurrent training, are to be specified in the operations manual. 

8.4 

Mixed Fleet Flying 
A flight crew member who is Cross Crew Qualified may be allowed to operate both 

types (‘Mixed Fleet Flying’ or ‘MFF’) subject to agreement with the Department.  

Details of the agreed recency and recurrent training and testing requirements to enable 

the crew member to operate both types are to be specified in the operations manual. 

9 

RECURRENT TRAINING AND CHECKING 
9.1 

General 
9.1.1 Line checks, route and aerodrome competency and recent experience requirements are 

intended to ensure the crew member’s ability to operate efficiently under normal 

conditions, whereas other checks and emergency and safety equipment training are 

primarily intended to prepare the crew member for abnormal/emergency procedures. 

9.1.2 The line check is normally performed in the aircraft. All other training and checking 

should be performed in the aircraft or an approved flight simulator or, in the case of 

emergency and safety equipment training, in a representative training device. The type 

of equipment used for training and checking should be representative of the 

instrumentation, equipment and layout of the aircraft type operated by the flight crew 

member. 

9.1.3 The line check is considered a particularly important factor in the development, 

maintenance and refinement of high operating standards, and can provide the operator 

with a valuable indication of the usefulness of his training policy and methods. Line 

checks are a test of a flight crew member’s ability to perform a complete line operation 

satisfactorily, including pre-flight, taxi operations and active runway identification, 

and post- flight procedures and use of the equipment provided, and an opportunity for 

an overall assessment of his ability to perform the duties required as specified in the 

operations manual. The route chosen should be such as to give adequate representation 

of the scope of a pilot’s normal operations. When weather conditions preclude a 

manual landing, an automatic landing is acceptable. The line check is not intended to 



determine competence on any particular route.  
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9.1.4 In addition to the above duties, flight crew members should be assessed on their crew 

resource management skills. The Captain, or co-pilot acting as the Captain, should also 

demonstrate his ability to “manage” the operation and take appropriate command 

decisions. When assessing crew resource management skills, the examiner should 

occupy an observer’s seat. 

9.1.5 When a flight simulator is used for proficiency training and checking, the opportunity 

should be taken, where possible, to use Line Orientated Flight Training (LOFT).  

9.1.6 Emergency and safety equipment training should, as far as is practicable, take place in 

conjunction with cabin crew undergoing similar training, with emphasis on 

co-ordinated procedures and two-way communication between the flight deck and the 

cabin. 

9.2 

Periodic Competency Tests 
9.2.1 The following is a full list of periodic competency training and tests which cover all 

Schedule 9 and 11 requirements, the results of which must be recorded on operators’ 

forms: 

(a) 

proficiency check (includes the aircraft Rating and Instrument Rating); 

(b) 

line check; 

(c) 

instrument approach-to-land proficiency check, including low visibility 

operations procedures where applicable; 

(d) 

Captain’s route and aerodrome competence; 

(e) 

handling recency; 

(f) 

safety equipment and procedures; 

(g) 

Crew Resource Management (CRM) training. 

9.3 

Proficiency Check (PC) 
9.3.1 Although the PC is a test, it provides an opportunity for exercising emergency drills 

which rarely arise in normal operations. The statutory Schedule 9 requirement is that 

pilots are tested and their competence be verified and certified. The PC is undertaken in 

an approved flight simulator and shall include testing of the Aircraft Rating (AR) and 

Instrument Rating (IR) (Schedule 9) together with relevant Schedule 11 items 

including the Instrument Approach to Land (IAL). Both Certificates of Test for the 

aforementioned Schedule 9 items shall be signed on satisfactory completion of the PC. 

When a simulator is not available, the operator should propose to CAD a system for 

completing the PC. However, it is CAD policy that in this event, a flight simulator 

should be used for each alternating PC. An example PC form is included in 

Appendix E.  
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9.3.2 PC – Initial. Prior to commencing public transport Line Flying Under Supervision 

(LFUS), the operator must be assured that a pilot is competent and has reached the 

required standards during his conversion course. Therefore, there must be a valid PC 

form included within the pilots training file. The senior management signed 

competency statement on the PC form is the culmination of a pilot’s conversion 

training and is verification that the type technical ground phase, simulator phase and 

the aircraft Base Training if applicable have been completed satisfactorily and tested 

accordingly. It is confirmation that training has been undertaken during the conversion 

for all Schedule 11 items as listed below in 9.3.5 (b) and that the pilot has demonstrated 

competence in the use of all IAL systems that could be encountered either at 

destination or alternate airports. In particular, if circling approach procedures are 

approved for use, then these must be covered and competence demonstrated during the 

conversion. In the case of pilots who are required to be qualified in both control seats, 

they must demonstrate competence in both seats (DCA528 boxed items). 

9.3.3 PC – Recurrent. The recurrent PC is required for the testing of Schedule 9 and 

Schedule 11 items within the relevant period. Because the items listed in paragraph (b) 

below may be undertaken over a three year period, operators should structure the PC 

with a defined program of six PCs over a three year period. The “structured” PC can 

result in more efficient use of simulator time. For example, with agreement with the 

operator’s FOI, practice of LVO failures and reversions may be spread over the three 

year period. The Aircraft Rating Renewal (ARR) is normally a manually flown 

exercise however, in one or two of the six PCs it should be undertaken making 

maximum use of the aircraft automation in accordance with company SOP. The 

AN(HK)O requires that a pilot is tested for the types of instrument approaches to be 

used at destination or alternate airfields. The IAL tests for VOR/DME, LOC only, ILS 

BB, ADF, GPS and circling approaches can be covered over the three year period. 

However, if an operator’s route structure involves operations to airfields where it is 

likely that circling approaches will be required, it is CAD policy that they shall be 

tested on at least three occasions during the three year PC cycle. On satisfactory 

completion of the PC, senior management must sign the competency certificate 

accordingly. 

9.3.4 The avoidance of Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) must be briefed and considered 

throughout each PC. The crew's situational awareness and recognition of their 

responsibility for terrain clearance despite conflicting ATC instructions must be 

emphasized during both the departure and arrival phases of the flight. The additional 

threats imposed by non-precision approaches must be covered. 

9.3.5 The scope of the practice and check may be divided into three categories, as follows: 

(a) 

Emergency manoeuvres in Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) 

which must be carried out on each bi-annual check: 

(i) 

a take-off with engine failure between V1 and V2 or as soon as safety 

considerations permit. When the check is carried out in an aircraft, 

instrument flight conditions should be simulated as soon as possible 

after becoming airborne; 

(ii) 

a precision instrument approach to minima with one engine 

inoperative, followed by a missed approach; 

(iii) 

landing with one engine inoperative. For single-engined aeroplanes a 

practice forced landing is required;  
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(iv) where the emergency drills require action by the non-handling pilot, 

the check must also cover knowledge of such drills. 

Note: When engine out manoeuvres are carried out in an aeroplane, the 

engine failure must be simulated. 

(b) 

Selected items from the following list should be covered on each PC, ensuring 

that all items are covered and recorded at least once within a three year period: 

(i) 

A rejected take-off (initiated at a speed no greater than 50% of V1 

when conducted in an aircraft); 

(ii) 

engine fire; 

(iii) engine or propeller overspeed; 

(iv) fuselage fire (pilot operated extinguishing system); 

(v) 

emergency operation of landing gear and flap; 

(vi) pressurisation failure; 

(vii) fuel jettison; 

(viii) low fuel contents; 

(ix) engine relight/restart; 

(x) 

hydraulic failures; 

(xi) electrical failures; 

(xii) engine and engine control malfunction; 

(xiii) action following E/GPWS and TCAS warnings; 

(xiv) action following predictive and windshear warnings; 

(xv) pilot incapacitation - to be carried out annually; 

(xvi) approach and landing with flying control or flight director system 

inoperative; and 

(xvii) circling approaches. 

Notes: 1. Some of the above items will need to be carried out by ‘touch drills’ and, 

if the check is carried out in an aircraft (rather than a simulator), they are 

normally best attended to on the ground. 
2. 

ACAS training for flight crew shall be established in accordance with 

ICAO Doc 8168 Part III Section 3 Chapter 3 and Attachment A. 

(c) 

A supplementary questionnaire on technical matters and operating procedures 

which, although not falling within the category of emergencies, are matters on 

which pilots should be tested at regular intervals. Typical items to be covered 

include: 

(i) 

recognition and diagnosis of aircraft system faults for which there are 

no set drills;  
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(ii) 

radio failure procedures; 

(iii) use of operations manuals, including Aerad/Jeppesen route guides; 

(iv) familiarity with latest operations manual amendments, information 

circulars and aircrew instructions; 

(v) 

loading instructions; 

(vi) knowledge of internal and external check lists; 

(vii) aircraft equipment such as Flight Management System (FMS), 

navigation systems, E/GPWS, flight directors, weather radar etc; 

(viii) noise abatement procedures; 

(ix) precautions for winter operations, anti-icing procedures and 

operations from contaminated runways; 

(x) 

engine failure during stages of flight other than on take-off, especially 

critical phases such as noise abatement, a Standard Instrument 

Departure (SID) or over high ground or on approach; 

(xi) wind shear recognition and avoidance. 

NOTE: On most of the larger modern aircraft the list of items that might usefully be 

discussed is likely to be extensive and operators may prefer to deal with only 

a selection of items on a particular PC. In this event, a plan of items to be 

covered should be drawn up to ensure that all are dealt with over a three year 

period and records should be maintained accordingly. Some items may 

equally well be covered in the course of the line check. Advantage should also 

be taken of the opportunity to give pilots experience in the simulator of such 

rare occurrences as windshear, flapless landings and all engines out landings. 

9.3.6 Training Records 

9.3.6.1 An operator must ensure that flight crew are properly trained and tested in accordance 

with Schedules 9 and 11 of the AN(HK)O. It is therefore essential that proper, accurate 

and relevant records are kept of a pilot’s initial training and testing. 

9.3.6.2 The training records must be kept in the pilot’s training file and securely retained in the 

operator’s training department.  

9.3.6.3 Prior to operating a public transport flight, and commencement of LFUS, the records 

must show that a pilot has satisfactorily completed the appropriate approved ground 

and flight simulator course and if applicable aircraft base training. It therefore follows 

that a valid PC form shall be part of the training records. They must show that the pilot 

is properly licensed with a Group 1 or P2X endorsement on his Hong Kong License 

and that all Schedule 9 and 11 and CAD 360 requirements have been met including 

evidence of competence in AEP/SEPT, RVSM, LVO, GPS approaches, RNP and any 

special airspace qualification, CRM, route and airfield qualification.  
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9.3.6.4 Once a pilot commences LFUS, appropriate line sector records and the Final Line 

Check form must be in the training file. 

9.3.6.5. After a pilot has completed his first recurrent PC, his conversion training records may 

be archived. However, the training file must always include a valid PC, Line Check and 

certificates to confirm qualification in accordance with Schedule 9 and 11 

requirements. 



9.3.6.5 It is acceptable to maintain all training records in an electronic format provided it is 

secure, with a satisfactory backup system and it has been agreed with CAD. 

9.4 

Proficiency Check – Cruise Only Co-Pilots (P2X) 
9.4.1 P2X pilots must complete all Schedule 11 items for their respective aircraft types 

during the relevant period. In addition the Schedule 9 items namely the “boxed” items 

of the DCA 528 (AR) and the Instrument Rating (IR) must be completed to ensure that 

a P2X pilot is properly rated for his respective aircraft type(s). Both the AR and IR 

certificates are to be signed on satisfactory completion of the PC. 

9.4.2 P2X pilots will not normally be exposed to aircraft handling below cruise altitude, 

therefore it is important that simulator training and refresher details cover all aspects of 

the normal and emergency operation of the aircraft. 

9.4.3 Where an examiner judges the quality of any exercise to be only just acceptable, the 

operator should expose the subject to more frequent PCs and training. This is 

particularly true of young inexperienced pilots who may need reassurance that such 

training and checks are a normal part of operating life. 

9.5 

Line Checks - All Pilots 
9.5.1 The annual line check is not intended to determine competence on any particular route. 

The requirement is for a test of ability to perform satisfactorily a complete line 

operation from start to finish, including pre-flight and post-flight procedures and use of 

the equipment provided. The route chosen should be such as to give adequate 

representation of the scope of a pilot’s normal operations. The line check is considered 

a particularly important factor in the development, maintenance and refinement of high 

operating standards and can provide the operator with a valuable indication of the 

efficacy of his training policy and methods. 

9.5.2 The operator has a statutory obligation to check that his pilots are competent to perform 

their duties. If it is company policy that both pilots may carry out either the handling 

or the non-handling duties, both Captains and co-pilots should be checked in both roles. 

Captains who also operate as co-pilots must be checked in both left and right hand 

seats. 

9.5.3 In addition to the above duties, the flight crew should be assessed in CRM techniques, 

including command decision making. This is most readily achieved if the examiner 

occupies the jump seat.  
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9.5.4 When line checks are carried out on sectors which terminate away from base, the 

operator should allow for the possibility that on subsequent sectors the examiner may 

have to act as substitute for either the Captain or co-pilot. The examiner should 

therefore be fully qualified to operate at any crew station over which he acts in an 

examining capacity. 

9.5.5 Line checks fall into two categories as follows: 

(a) 

FINAL line check: Following completion of route flying ‘under supervision’, 

a two sector line check, one handling and one non-handling (one combined 

sector for holders of P2X ratings) will be flown with a training captain at the 

controls. If successful, the ‘under supervision’ restriction is removed and 

re-certified as such on the candidate’s records. 

(b) 

ANNUAL line check: This will normally take the form of a two sector line 

check, one handling and one non-handling check (one combined sector for 



holders of P2X ratings) and may be accomplished in one of two ways. Firstly, 

the training captain may occupy a seat at the controls and fly as Captain; 

secondly, he may occupy the jump seat and run a concurrent check on the 

operating crew (but see paragraph 9.5.6 below). He could not in this case be 

PIC. It should be noted that a Training Captain’s Line Check must consist of 

a minimum of three sectors – one handling in each of the left and right seat and 

one non handling. 

9.5.6 Should a pilot run out of check or fail a line check, he may not operate on a public 

transport flight except ‘under supervision’ until he is again fully qualified. All such 

supervised flying, and the line check required for requalification, requires a training 

captain to be at the controls. 

9.6 

Captains and Co-Pilots - Instrument Approach Proficiency 
9.6.1 A further separate requirement to be met in respect of the Captain and copilot is that 

they must have been tested as to their proficiency in using instrument approach systems 

of the type in use at the aerodrome of intended landing and any alternate aerodrome; 

this will also include Low Visibility Operations (LVO) procedures, where applicable.  

The tests may be carried out in a flight simulator approved for the purpose. The 

instrument approach to land tests (non-LVO) may also be carried out in flight in actual 

or simulated IMC. 

9.6.2 To comply with this requirement, operators may find it convenient to ensure that 

Captains and co-pilots are tested on their proficiency to carry out instrument approach 

procedures using all the pilot interpreted aids provided in the aircraft they operate. A 

separate test or record to cover the requirement may not be necessary, as it is possible 

to meet the regulation in the course of the bi-annual Proficiency Check by the inclusion 

of an NDB, VOR, GPS, LOC only or ILS Back Beam approach. 

9.6.3 On suitable aircraft types where electronic instrumentation allows portrayal of both the 

NDB and the VOR angular deviation as either a needle or a beam bar presentation, the 

requirement for VOR and NDB can be combined and satisfied on conversion, provided 

the pilot has been tested performing one non-precision approach using a beam bar, and 

another using the needle.  
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9.6.4 The Constant Descent Final Approach (CDFA) is the preferred method for conducting 

a non-precision instrument approach. This technique should be utilised whenever 

possible in high performance transport aircraft as it is conducive to a stabilised 

approach and landing. 

9.7 

Captains - Route and Aerodrome Competence 
9.7.1 An operator must ensure that the pilot designated as Captain of an aircraft has 

demonstrated to the operator’s satisfaction adequate knowledge of the route to be 

flown and of the aerodromes (including alternates), facilities and procedures to be used. 

The period of validity of the route and aerodrome competence qualification is 13 

months. However, the qualification may be re-validated during that period by operating 

on the route or to the aerodrome concerned. 

9.7.2 Route competence training should include knowledge of: 

(a) 

terrain and minimum safe altitudes; 

(b) 

seasonal meteorological conditions; 

(c) 



meteorological, communication and air traffic control facilities, services and 

procedures; 

(d) 

navigational facilities associated with the intended route of flight; 

(e) 

search and rescue procedures. 

9.7.3 Depending on the complexity of the route, as assessed by the operator, the following 

methods of familiarisation may be used: 

(a) 

for the less complex routes, familiarisation by self briefing with route 

documentation or by means of programmed instruction; and 

(b) 

for the more complex routes, in addition to (a) above, in flight familiarisation 

as a co-pilot, observer or Captain under supervision, or familiarisation in an 

approved flight simulator using a data base appropriate to the proposed route. 

9.7.4 The operations manual should specify a method of categorisation of aerodromes and 

specify the qualification requirements for each of these categories. If the least 

demanding aerodromes are Category A, Category B and C should be applied to 

progressively more demanding aerodromes. The operations manual should specify the 

parameters which qualify an aerodrome to be considered as Category A and then 

provide a list of those aerodromes categorised as B and C.  

9.7.5 All aerodromes an operator intends to use should be categorised in one of those three 

categories. Such categorisation must be acceptable to the Department and based on the 

following guide lines. 

9.7.6 Category A. An aerodrome which satisfies all of the following requirements: 

(a) 

an approved instrument approach procedure;  
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(b) 

at least one runway with no performance limited procedure for take-off and/or 

landing; 

(c) 

published circling minima not higher than 1000 feet above aerodrome level; 

and 

(d) 

Night operations capability. 

9.7.7 Category B. An aerodrome which does not satisfy the Category A requirements or 

which requires extra considerations such as: 

(a) 

non-standard approach aids and/or approach patterns; or 

(b) 

unusual local weather conditions; or 

(c) 

unusual characteristics or performance limitations; or 

(d) 

any other relevant considerations such as obstructions, physical layout, 

lighting etc. 

9.7.8 Category C. An aerodrome which requires additional considerations to a Category B 

aerodrome. 

9.7.9 Prior to operating to a Category B aerodrome, a Captain should be briefed, or self 



briefed by means of programmed instruction, on the Category B aerodrome(s) 

concerned and should certify that he has carried out these instructions. 

9.7.10 Prior to operating to a Category C aerodrome, a Captain should be briefed and visit the 

aerodrome as an observer and/or undertake instruction in a flight simulator approved 

by the Department for the purpose. The instruction should be certified by the operator. 

9.8 

Recent Type Experience (Handling Recency) 
9.8.1 A pilot whose Hong Kong Licence includes a valid and appropriate aircraft rating 

Certificate of Test for the aircraft type, and who has been certified by the said pilot’s 

Hong Kong AOC operator as being competent to perform duties as commander or 

co-pilot shall have maintained take off and landing recency if within the 3 months, 

which immediately precedes the commencement of the public transport flight, the said 

pilot has completed a minimum of 3 take offs and 3 manual landings, in the aircraft of 

the type to be used on the flight. For revalidation of the 3-month take-off and landing 

recency, operators shall refer to Appendix F of this Chapter. 

9.8.2 A Captain shall also have made, in the preceding 35 days, at least one complete flight 

involving one take-off and landing in an aircraft of the type to be used on the flight. In 

some cases, approved flight simulators may be used, but operators should consult their 

assigned Inspector before using flight simulators for this purpose. A Captain may 

revalidate his 35 day recency by carrying out a take-off and landing during a public 

transport flight provided he is not operating as Captain on that flight.  
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9.8.3 Helicopter pilots require 2 hours simulated or actual instrument flight in the preceding 

60 days to achieve instrument recency; this may be extended to 90 days if the pilot has 

undergone, during the preceding 30 days, at least one hour in a simulator approved for 

the purpose of instrument rating renewal. Four approaches, appropriate to company 

operations, which may include flight simulator approaches in a simulator approved for 

instrument rating renewals, must be flown during the preceding 90 days. 

9.8.4 Instrument rated helicopter pilots who are predominantly used on VMC operations 

require 2 hours simulated or actual instrument flight during the preceding 60 days; 2 

instrument approaches during the preceding 60 days, which should include at least 1 

instrument approach during the preceding 30 days. 

9.9 

Pilot Qualification for Operations in Either Seat 
9.9.1 Pilot Flying duties (PF) including take offs and landings, may only be completed from 

the seat in which the PC was completed. Any Captain required to complete PF duties 

from the right-hand seat must complete additional training and testing as specified in 

CAD 360 and in the operator’s training manual, concurrent with the operator’s 

competency checks prescribed in Schedule 11. This additional training which normally 

will be conducted during the PC must include at least the following: 

(a) 

an engine failure during take-off; 

(b) 

a one engine inoperative approach and go-around; and 

(c) 

a one engine inoperative landing. 

Note: The designated Captain for the flight will operate from the left-hand seat 

except when as a Training Captain he/she is required to conduct LFUS sectors 

from the right-hand seat. 

9.9.2 When operating in the right-hand seat, the checks required by Schedule 11 for 



operating in the left-hand seat must, in addition, be valid and current. 

9.9.3 A pilot relieving the Captain must demonstrate practice of drills and procedures, 

concurrent with the operator’s competency checks prescribed in Schedule 11, which 

would otherwise have been the Captain’s responsibility. Where the differences 

between left and right seats are not significant (for example because of use of autopilot) 

then practice may be conducted in either seat. 

10 

USE AND APPROVAL OF FLIGHT SIMULATORS AND TRAINERS 
10.1 Provision is made in the AN(HK)O for use of apparatus such as flight simulators, flight 

trainers and fuselage ‘mock-ups’ for certain periodical tests. These devices must be 

individually approved by the Department and may be used only under the supervision 

of a person approved for the purpose. Approvals normally restrict the use of such 

devices to the particular company’s own flight crews. Examiners’ simulator authority 

extends only to the device(s) for which the company named on this authority holds a 

specific written approval.  
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10.2 All training staff should be instructed that training and checking exercises conducted in 

simulators and flight trainers should be treated from a flight safety aspect as if they 

were being carried out on an actual aircraft. Therefore, close adherence to established 

operating procedures and practices, particularly crew monitoring, call-outs and 

incapacitation procedures should be emphasised. Practising or continuing unsafe 

manoeuvres should be strongly discouraged. 

10.3 Prior to each simulator session, examiners should check the serviceability in the 

technical log and the level to which the simulator is cleared, as it may change from time 

to time and at short notice. Additionally, a careful check should be made of the F528 

attached to the approval document to confirm the simulator’s validity for checks and 

tests. 

11 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR TESTS 
11.1 Any method of simulating instrument flight conditions for the purpose of testing pilots 

must be approved by the Flight Operations Inspectorate and, in the case of screens 

attached to the structure of the aircraft, approval must also be obtained from the 

Airworthiness Office of the CAD. 

11.2 Instrument flight conditions may not be simulated on any flight for the purpose of 

public transport of passengers, nor may any emergency manoeuvres be simulated on 

such a flight. 

11.3 Stopping of engines in flight should be subject to the recommendations and advice 

issued by the Department. Guidance can be obtained from the assigned inspector. 

12 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES (SEP) 
12.1 The purpose of emergency and survival training and testing is to provide flight deck 

crews with the necessary skills and knowledge to deal with different types of 

emergency and survival situations. A successful aircraft evacuation depends heavily on 

effective communications between the flight crew and the cabin crew. 

12.2 Operators are to ensure that they have an established procedure for all flight deck crew 

to receive instruction on any new emergency and survival equipment that is introduced. 

12.3 Operators may use either an aircraft or a ‘mock-up’ for emergency training and testing. 

Details regarding the approval of training apparatus and the approval of personnel 

responsible for conducting the training and testing on the equipment are contained in 

Chapter 6 ‘Emergency and Survival Training Practice and Testing Requirements for 



Flight Crew and Cabin Attendants’. 

12.4 Suitable training aids will facilitate the presentation of both classroom and practical 

sessions. Inspectors may wish to observe the training, practice and tests in progress.  

12.5 Before flying training commences on an actual aircraft, flight crew are to complete 

successfully the training, tests and practice described in Chapter 6 which must have 

been certified in the trainee’s records.  
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13 

RECORDS OF TRAINING AND TESTS 
13.1 Records showing a trainee’s progress through each stage of training must be 

maintained. These should indicate the number of times each exercise in base and line 

training was covered and should include information about the results of tests. Records 

must incorporate certificates indicating the competence of examinees to perform the 

duties in respect of which they have been tested. Inspectors will advise operators on 

the form of records and certificates. 

13.2 Operators must keep records for all aircraft flight crew members showing the dates on 

which tests, ratings, medical certificates, licences etc are all due for renewal. There 

should also be an effective system to guard against aircraft flight crews being rostered 

for duty, when checks etc are overdue, and for verifying that licences etc have been 

renewed at the appropriate time. 

13.3 Where Schedule 9 and Schedule 11 tests are integrated as described in paragraph 4.2.2, 

the operator may use combined report forms subject to agreement of the format by the 

Department. 

13.4 Records of all conversion courses and recurrent training and testing must be made 

available, on request, to the flight crew member concerned. 

13.5 A person must be nominated as responsible for the maintenance of training records and 

be identified as such in the operations manual. 

NOTE: A full list of Schedule 9 & 11 tests, their sources and periods of validity is at 

Appendix A to this Chapter. 

14 

RETRAINING AND RETESTING 
14.1 Operators must ensure that training staff are adequately instructed on the action to be 

taken when unsatisfactory performance by a crew member, either during training or 

line operations, leads to retesting or further training. For example, following an 

unsatisfactory base check, a crew member should not be immediately subjected to a 

series of retests in the item(s) concerned until an acceptable standard is achieved. If the 

failure points to a fundamental weakness in ability or technique, adequate remedial 

training should be given before further testing. 

14.2 If a crew member is found to be unsatisfactory during the course of line operations, the 

Captain should report the circumstances without delay and the crew member should be 

withdrawn from further duty until retraining and/or retesting has been carried out. A 

record should be kept of any action taken.  
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15 

FLIGHT CREW CONVERSION TRAINING 
15.1 Syllabi 

All type conversion training should be conducted in accordance with detailed syllabi 

included in the training manual. The syllabi should be designed to reflect the 

experience level of the trainee. This could be low and therefore provision should be 

made to give sufficient training by allowing extra time, when necessary, to reach and 

maintain a safe operating standard. When considering programmes and syllabi for 

newly acquired aircraft types, operators are strongly urged to consult the Flight 

Operations Inspectorate at the outset. Early consultation will help to prevent 

difficulties and inconvenience to the operator. 

NOTE: Amendments or additions to the training manual relating to training 

experience, practice and periodical tests on a newly acquired aircraft type 

must be submitted to the Department before the aircraft may fly for the 

purpose of public transport. 

15.2 Minimum Experience Requirements 

The minimum standards of qualifications and experience required of flight crews 

before being rostered for conversion training should be specified in the training 

manual. 

15.3 Ground Training 

15.3.1 Great importance is attached to technical training and there should be a properly 

organised programme of ground instruction by competent tutors with adequate 

facilities, including any necessary audio, mechanical and visual aids. If the aircraft 

concerned is relatively simple, private study may be adequate, if the operator provides 

suitable manuals and/or study notes. Inspectors will wish to examine premises and 

equipment to be used for ground training. They are also authorised to be present while 

tuition and lectures are in progress. 

15.3.2 Courses of ground instruction for flight crews should incorporate written progress tests 

at the end of each distinct phase. Pilots, for example, should be examined on such 

matters as engines, airframes, flight director systems, radio and electrics, performance 

and flight planning, as each phase of ground training is completed. 

15.3.3 For all flight crews, the ground course should include comprehensive instruction on the 

location and use of all emergency equipment carried in the aircraft and practice in the 

procedures for emergency evacuation, and procedures on taxi operations and active 

runway identification. 

15.3.4 The annual ‘emergency/survival’ test detailed in Chapter 6 should be undertaken 

before any flying training is started. 

15.3.5 Once an operator’s conversion course has been commenced, a flight crew member 

should not undertake flying duties on another type or class of aircraft until the course is 

completed or terminated.  
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15.4 Aircraft/Flight Simulator Training 

15.4.1 Flying training should be structured and sufficiently comprehensive to familiarise the 

flight crew member thoroughly with all aspects of limitations and normal/abnormal 

and emergency procedures associated with the aircraft, and should be carried out by 

suitably qualified TRIs and/or TREs. For specialised operations such as ETOPS, LVO 

or steep approaches, additional training should be carried out. 

15.4.2 In planning training on aircraft types with a flight crew of two or more, particular 

emphasis should be placed on the practice of LOFT with emphasis on CRM. 



15.4.3 Normally, the same training and practice in the flying of the aircraft should be given to 

co-pilots as well as Captains. The ‘flight handling’ sections of the syllabus for 

Captains and co-pilots alike should include all the requirements of the appropriate type 

rating tests together with the following items, if appropriate to the aircraft type. For 

co-pilots holding a P2X type rating whose duties are to be limited to ‘cruise only’, ie 

above FL 200, training is to be limited to an approved flight simulator. 

(a) 

aeroplanes: 

(i) 

visual circuits and landings by day and by night, including approaches 

without glideslope guidance and correction of displacement in 

azimuth and elevation on final approach; 

(ii) 

visual ‘go around’ from not more than 200 ft agl; 

(iii) engine failure before V1; 

(iv) take-off with engine failure between V1 and V2, or as soon as safety 

considerations permit; 

(v) 

in instrument flight conditions with an outboard engine inoperative, a 

full manual ILS procedure, including a holding pattern, to decision 

height followed by a go-around; 

(vi) landing with one engine inoperative; 

(vii) landing with asymmetric reverse thrust;  

(viii) failures of flight director system, including ILS approach without 

flight director; 

(ix) a typical noise abatement procedure; 

(x) 

approach to the stall and recovery, including operation of any stall 

warning devices and/or stick pusher; 

(xi) emergency decent with and without use of autopilot; 

(xii) automatic approach/landing training including disconnects at critical 

stages of approach and landing; 

(xiii) use of autothrottle in manually controlled flight; and  
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(xiv) taxi operations and active runway identification. 

(b) 

helicopters: 

(i) 

practice of appropriate type rating test items under instrument flight 

conditions, including failure of flight instruments and flight directors; 

(ii) 

recovery from unusual attitudes under instrument flight conditions.  

15.4.4 Each exercise should be practised until a satisfactory standard is achieved. The various 

take-off, ‘go-around’ and landing exercises should be performed at least twice.  

Records kept by the operator should show the number of times that each exercise was 

covered. Unless the type rating training programme has been carried out in an 

appropriate flight simulator approved for zero flight time conversion, the training must 

include at least 3 take-offs and landings in the aircraft.  

15.4.5 Particular emphasis should be placed on the practice of correct flight crew procedures 

for take-off, approach, landing and ‘go-around’ plus, for helicopter pilots, the 



procedures for IMC descent en-route in conditions of low cloud and poor visibility. 

15.4.6 Pilots undergoing conversion training should at some stage be given an exercise in 

coping with incapacitation of another flight crew member.  

15.5 Additional Requirements for Captains 

15.5.1 Without prejudice to any of the requirements of a particular type rating test, the 

conversion training of Captains should include the following items insofar as they may 

be appropriate to the aircraft type: 

(a) 

landing with two engines inoperative; 

(b) 

landing without flap/slat or with restricted flap; 

(c) 

landing with flying control system malfunction; 

(d) 

instrument approach and ‘go-around’ with flight director malfunction; 

(e) 

landing at night with one engine inoperative; 

(f) 

crosswind take-off and landing. 

15.5.2 Captains must also be given practice in the stopping and starting of engines in flight 

and in any emergency drills that might fall to them while the co-pilot is handling the 

aircraft. 

15.6 Additional Requirements for Co-Pilots 

It is essential that co-pilots (in addition to the handling practice already referred to) 

should be given adequate training, during the simulator conversion course, in the 

execution of all emergency drills that might fall to them while the Captain is flying the 

aircraft. Co-pilots should also be given practice in the operation of aircraft systems and 

radio equipment normally managed by the co-pilot, while the Captain is handling the 

aircraft.  
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15.7 Tests After Flying Training 

15.7.1 Before they are assigned to line duty (whether under supervision or not) all flight crew 

must be certified as competent by the operator in accordance with the requirements of 

Schedule 11 Part B of the AN(HK)O. Testing in these functions and duties must not 

be conducted in the course of normal operations. All conversion flying training must 

therefore incorporate a PC and an instrument approach-to-land PC before a flight crew 

member is assigned to line duty. 

15.7.2 Before they are assigned to line duty all flight crew must complete LFUS and a line 

check on the new type. It is accepted, however, that this check could begin and end at 

the same aerodrome, may be of relatively short duration and may be made as part of the 

conversion training. It is essential, nevertheless, that pilots should demonstrate 

proficiency in the flight planning procedures for the new type, ability to operate in 

accordance with an IFR air traffic clearance whilst performing normal functions on the 

flight deck, as well as proficiency in the use of the installed radio and radar aids. 

Furthermore, all flight crew members must demonstrate their proficiency in operating 

the aircraft as both PF and PNF from the control seat in which they completed their PC. 

However, a Line Training Captain, need complete only one PNF sector. Following a 

satisfactory line check the operator must certify the pilot’s competence, to operate as 

Captain or co-pilot. 

15.8 Line Flying Under Supervision (LFUS) 



15.8.1 For all aircraft conversion courses (non ZFT), the first LFUS flight must be within 

three months of the completion of the simulator course. Each flight crew member 

should operate a minimum number of sectors and/or flying hours under the supervision 

of a flight crew member nominated by the operator and acceptable to the Department. 

15.8.2 The minimum sectors/hours should be specified in the operations manual and should 

be determined by the following: 

(a) 

previous experience of the flight crew member; 

(b) 

complexity of the aircraft; and 

(c) 

the type and area of operation. 

15.8.3 The ‘under supervision’ period should not be used for the completion of the basic 

conversion syllabus. Its purpose is twofold. Firstly, it will enable the newly converted 

crew member to settle down to his duties on the new type in the company of an 

experienced and suitably qualified crew member specially designated for the purpose 

and to turn to him for advice, if necessary. Secondly, it will enable the training staff to 

assess and verify the adequacy of the conversion training and to ensure that proper 

operating standards are achieved at the outset, in the course of normal and varied 

operations.  
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15.8.4 ‘Under supervision’ means: 

(a) 

for a Captain flying with an experienced pilot, qualified to act as the aircraft 

Captain and specially designated by the operator to act as a supervising pilot, 

who should occupy the seat and perform the duties of co-pilot. Some 

operators may wish the newly converted Captain to operate a few sectors in the 

co-pilot’s seat; this is acceptable, if the supervising Captain is in the Captain’s 

seat and the new Captain carries out the additional requirements detailed in 

paragraph 9.9 of this Chapter; 

(b) 

for a co-pilot: flying in the co-pilot’s seat with a qualified Captain, specially 

designated for the purpose, occupying the Captain’s seat. 

15.8.5 In some types of aircraft it may be necessary, while a co-pilot is flying his sectors under 

supervision, to carry a fully qualified co-pilot in addition. It must be clearly understood, 

however, that to meet the statutory requirements relating to the minimum flight crew to 

be carried, a pilot occupying the co-pilot’s seat must be qualified for all the duties to be 

performed in that seat. As in the case of line checks, supervisory staff should be 

qualified to take over in any crew role over which they exercise supervision. 

15.8.6 On completion of the sectors under supervision a further line check is to be 

administered. If no flying ‘under observation’ is required (see paragraph 15.8.7), 

successful completion of the line check and acceptance by the operator of such a check 

will release a pilot to the line. The subsequent rostering together of two newly qualified 

pilots should be avoided wherever possible. 

15.8.7 The ‘under supervision’ sectors carried out by a newly qualified Captain will have been 

completed with an experienced supervisory Captain acting as co-pilot. Some operators 

may therefore wish to carry out a further period of flying under observation after the 

final line check, teaming the new Captain with a standard crew and with a suitably 

qualified pilot, specially designated for the purpose, occupying the jump seat and 

acting only in an advisory capacity. It should be made clear that in this situation the 



newly qualified Captain is the Captain of the aircraft and will be certified as having 

passed a final line check. Similarly, operators may wish to consolidate a co-pilot’s 

training subsequent to his final line check, by using a qualified supervisory co-pilot or 

Captain in the jump seat and a Captain who has passed his final line check as the 

Captain of the aircraft, in the left hand seat. To avoid confusion, all such flying should 

be called ‘sectors under observation’. Before being released to the line, a 

post-observation check shall have been passed, and accepted by the operator. 

15.8.8 Where the operator wishes to deviate from any of the minimum requirements in his 

training manual (perhaps because of a pilot’s previous experience on type with another 

operator), this must not be authorised by the operator before consulting the Department 

In any such case, training documentation should be annotated accordingly. 

15.9 Cruise Relief Co-pilots (P2X - rated) 

15.9.1 Co-pilots trained only for relief duties in the cruise may occupy a control seat above 

FL200. Minimum training and checking requirements are as follows:  
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(a) 

conversion training and checking should follow the syllabus for a co-pilot, but 

excluding take-offs and landings in an aircraft. The Form DCA 528 items for 

a P2X aircraft type rating should be completed. 

(b) 

recurrent training and checking should be as prescribed in Schedule 11, but 

excluding take-off and landing proficiency. The items for a P2X Certificate of 

Test should be completed. 

(c) 

Take-off and landing recency as prescribed in Schedule 11 is not required. The 

pilot must, however, carry out flight simulator recency and refresher flying 

skill training at intervals not exceeding 90 days. This refresher training may be 

combined with recurrent training if desired. 

15.10 Use of a Flight Simulator for Conversion Training 

15.10.1 The extent to which a flight simulator may be used for conversion training will be 

considered according to individual circumstances. 

15.10.2 It is essential that there is commonality of instrumentation and controls between the 

aircraft and the flight simulator used for conversion and recurrent training and testing. 

Where differences exist they will be subject to an agreement between the operator and 

the Department. 

15.11 Variants of the Same Aircraft Type 

A company may operate a number of aircraft which, though of the same type, are not 

identical. They may differ in engines, systems, equipment, flight deck lay-out, 

operating procedures, performance or in other respects. In such circumstances the 

operator must conduct a ‘differences course’ for his crews to ensure they are 

adequately trained on each variant. Operators should consult their assigned Inspector 

for advice on the form and content of such a course. 

16 

UPGRADE TO CAPTAIN  
16.1 An operator shall ensure that for upgrade from co-pilot to Captain and for pilots joining 

as direct entry Captains: 

(a) 

a minimum level of experience acceptable to the Department is specified in the 

operations manual; 

(b) 



for multi-crew operations, the pilot completes an appropriate command 

course. 

16.2 The content of the command course must be specified in the operations manual and 

should include at least the following: 

(a) 

flight simulator and/or flying training, including LOFT; 

(b) 

CRM training and Captain’s responsibilities; 

(c) 

completion of an operator’s PC acting as Captain;  
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(d) 

line training in command under supervision. A minimum of 10 sectors is 

required for pilots already qualified on aircraft type; 

(e) 

completion of a Captain’s line check and route and aerodrome competence 

qualifications. 

17 

BASE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
17.1 Pilots undergoing CCQ conversion courses do not require ABT. In this case, the Blue 

DCA528 Form for Airbus “Family Aircraft” A320/330/340 CCQ Simulator Course 

shall be completed. 

17.2 For non-CCQ conversion courses, the following Hong Kong Pilot Licence procedures 

will require ABT and the completion of the White DCA528 Form: 

(a) 

The initial application for a Hong Kong Professional Pilot’s Licence; 

(b) 

P2X Upgrade to P1; 

(c) 

Application for an additional P1 aircraft rating in a Hong Kong Professional 

Pilot’s Licence; and 

(i) 

The aircraft type from which he is transferring (“the previous type”) 

and the aircraft type being applied are not of a “similar type”.  

(Aircraft types for which the Hong Kong AOC holder had CAD 

approval for ZFT, are classified as “similar types”; or 

(ii) 

When the aircraft are of a similar type but: 

(1) 

The said pilot has less than 500 hours or less than 100 sectors 

on the previous type; and/or 

(2) 

The said pilot has not retained recency in any Hong Kong 

registered multi-engine turbojet aircraft for a period of 24 

months or more. 

17.3 For ZFT Simulator Conversion Courses, except as indicated in paragraphs 17.1 and 

17.2 above, SBT is to be completed in accordance with the Yellow F528 Form.  

Operators shall refer to Appendix C for detailed information and requirements on 

simulator conversion courses. 

17.4 By achieving 3 take-offs and 3 landings in the aircraft, either during base training (as 



required by paragraph 17.2 above) or during LFUS as permitted under paragraphs 17.1 

and 17.3 above, the 3-month take-off and landing recency described in paragraph 9.8.1 

of this Chapter is deemed to be established.  
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18 

CREW RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (CRM) TRAINING  
18.1 General 

18.1.1 CRM is the effective utilisation of all available resources (e.g. crew members, aircraft 

systems and supporting facilities) to achieve safe and efficient operation. The objective 

of CRM is to enhance the communication and management skills of the crew member 

concerned. The emphasis is placed on the non-technical aspects of crew performance. 

18.1.2 CRM training should include the following elements: 

(a) 

statistics and examples of human factor related accidents; 

(b) 

human perception, learning process, situational awareness; 

(c) 

management of workload, tiredness or fatigue, and vigilance; 

(d) 

management of stress; 

(e) 

personality type, delegation, leadership, effective communication skills; 

(f) 

the CRM loop ( notion of synergy): 

inquiry - advocacy - conflict resolution - decision making - critique - feedback; 

(g) 

operator’s standard operating procedures; 

(h) 

effective communication and co-ordination within the crew, and between crew 

members and other operational personnel (air traffic controllers, maintenance 

personnel etc.); 

(i) 

error chain and actions to break the error chain; 

(j) 

implications of automation on CRM. 

18.1.3 CRM training should also address the nature of the company’s operations as well as the 

associated crew operating procedures. This will include areas of operations which 

present particular difficulties, adverse climatological conditions and any unusual 

hazards. 

18.1.4 CRM training should include both classroom training and practical exercises including 

group discussions and accident reviews to analyse communication problems and 

instances of a lack of information or crew management. 

18.1.5 Ideally, a CRM training course should last a minimum of 3 days, but, providing the 

whole syllabus is covered, a 2 day course is acceptable. An operator may use a course 

provided by another operator if that course is acceptable to the Department.  
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18.2 Initial Conversion Training 

Operators should ensure that all flight crew complete a CRM course with a full length 

syllabus within 12 months of commencing airline operations. If a flight crew member 

undergoes a subsequent conversion course with the same or a change of operator he 

should complete the appropriate elements of the CRM course. The flight crew member 

should not be assessed either during or on completion of such a course. 

18.3 Recurrent Training 

18.3.1 Where an operator utilises LOFT in the recurrent training programme the flight crew 

member should complete elements of CRM training. Where an operator does not 

utilise LOFT, the flight crew member should complete elements of CRM training 

every year. The flight crew member should not be assessed. 

18.3.2 An operator should ensure that flight crew members complete the major elements of 

the full length CRM course over a four year recurrent training cycle. This refresher 

training should not be assessed. 

18.3.3 When a flight crew member undergoes an operator’s competency check, line check or 

command course, then CRM skills should be included in the overall assessment. 

18.4 Combined Training 

18.4.1 Operators should, as far as is practicable, provide combined training for flight crew 

and cabin crew. There should be effective liaison between flight crew and cabin crew 

training departments, and provision should be made for flight and cabin crew 

instructors to observe and comment on each other’s training. 

18.4.2 The successful resolution of aircraft emergencies requires interaction between flight 

crew and cabin crew, and emphasis should be placed on the importance of effective 

co-ordination and two-way communication between all crew members in various 

emergency situations. Initial and recurrent CRM training should include joint practice 

in aircraft evacuation, so that all who are involved are aware of the duties other crew 

members should perform. When such practice is not possible, combined training 

should include joint discussion of emergency scenarios. 

19 

HELICOPTER PILOTS’ PERIODIC TESTS 

Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 

20 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS OFFICER / FLIGHT DISPATCHER 
20.1 A flight operations officer / flight dispatcher should not be assigned to duty unless that 

officer has: 

(a) 

made within the preceding 12 months, at least a one-way qualification flight on 

the flight deck of an aeroplane over any area in which that individual is 

authorised to exercise flight supervision. The flight should include landings at 

as many aerodromes as practicable;  
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(b) 

demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of: 

(i) 

the contents of the operations manual of the operator; 

(ii) 



the radio equipment in the aeroplanes used; and 

(iii) 

the navigation equipment in the aeroplanes used; 

(c) 

demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of the following details concerning 

operations for which the officer is responsible and areas in which that 

individual is authorised to exercise flight supervision: 

(i) 

the seasonal meteorological conditions and the sources of 

meteorological information; 

(ii) 

the effects of meteorological conditions on radio reception in the 

aeroplanes used; 

(iii) 

the peculiarities and limitations of each navigation system which is 

used by the operation; and 

(iv) 

the aeroplane loading instructions; 

(d) 

demonstrated to the operator knowledge and skills related to human 

performance relevant to dispatch duties; and 

(e) 

demonstrated to the operator the ability to perform the duties specified in 

ICAO Annex 6 Part I Para. 4.6. 

20.2 A flight operations officer / flight dispatcher assigned to duty should maintain 

complete familiarization with all features of the operation which are pertinent to such 

duties, including knowledge and skills related to human performance. 

20.3 A flight operations officer / flight dispatcher should not be assigned to duty after 12 

consecutive months of absence from such duty, unless the provisions of para. 20.1 are 

met.  
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF TEST REQUIREMENTS  
AN(HK)O - SCHEDULE 9 

(LICENCES & RATINGS) 
ITEM 

REFERENCE 

VALIDITY 

NOTES 
Instrument Rating 



Certificate of Test 

(Renewal) 

PART C 

para 3 & 4 

13 Months 

May be type specific. 

Valid from date final item completed. 

Refer CAD if expired more than 5 years. 

Aircraft Type Rating 

Certificate of Test 

(Initial Grant) 

PART C 

para 3 & 4 

6 Months 

All F528 items within 6 month period. 

Valid from date final C of T item complete. 

Aircraft Type Rating 

Certificate of Test 

(Renewal) 

PART C 

para 3 & 4 

*# 6 Months 

F528 “Boxed items” only 

Valid from date final item completed. 

Refer CAD if expired more than 5 years. 

Certificate of Experience 

PART C 

para 5 & 6 

6 Months 

(Aerial Work) 

Signed by “Authorised Person” 

Validity for PPL - 13 Months 

AN(HK)O - SCHEDULE 11 

(PUBLIC TRANSPORT) 
ITEM 

REFERENCE 

VALIDITY 

NOTES 
Proficiency Check 

(Pilots) 

PART B 

1(2)(a)(ii) 

*# 6 Months 

Valid from date first item completed. 

Line Check 

(Pilots) 

PART B 

1(2)(a)(i) 

*13 Months 

Initial check reqd before line flying. 

Handling & Non-handling sectors. 

Instrument Approach to 

Land 

PART B 

1(2)(c)(i) 

# 6 Months 

May be combined with IR renewal test. 

LVO procedures may also be required. 

Commander’s 

Route Competence 

PART B 

1(5)(a) & (b) 

13 Months 

Briefing, simulator or visit. 

No formal test requirement. 

Handling Recency 



PART B 

1(2)(c)(ii) 

3 Months 

3 Take-offs & 3 Landings. 

In Approved Simulator by Exemption. 

Safety Equipment 

& Procedures 

PART B 

1(1)(a) & (b) 

13 Months 

Must be completed and certified prior to any 

flying training. 
Notes   # Valid 13 months from date of first test, if 2 tests, separated by not less than 4 months, are conducted in the period. 

  * Tests alternate where Mixed Fleet Flying is approved on similar types. 
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX B 

OPERATION ON MORE THAN ONE TYPE OR VARIANT 
1. 

Single Pilot 
1.1 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane class, type or variant, but 

not within a single licence endorsement, an operator must comply with the following: 

A flight crew member shall not operate more than: 

(a) 

Three piston engined aeroplane types or variants; or 

(b) 

Three turbo-propellor aeroplane types or variants; or 

(c) 

One turbo-propellor aeroplane type or variant and one piston engined aeroplane 

type or variant; or 

(d) 

One turbo-propellor aeroplane type or variant and any aeroplane within a 

particular class. 

1.2 

All Schedule 9 and 11 requirements for each type or variant operated unless the operator 

has demonstrated specific procedures and/or operational restrictions which are acceptable 

to the Authority. 

2. 

Multi Pilot 
2.1 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane type or variant within one 

or more licence endorsements, an operator shall ensure that: 



(a) 

The minimum flight crew complement specified in the operations manual is the 

same for each type or variant to be operated; 

(b) 

A flight crew member does not operate more than two aeroplane types or variants 

for which a separate licence endorsement is required; and 

(c) 

Only aeroplanes within one licence endorsement are flown in any one flight duty 

period unless the operator has established procedures to ensure adequate time for 

preparation. 

Note: In cases where more than one licence endorsement is involved, see sub-paragraphs 2.2 and 

3.1 below. 

2.2 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane type or variant, but not 

within a single licence endorsement, an operator must comply with the following: 

2.2.1 Subparagraphs 2.1(a),(b) and (c) above; 

2.2.2 Before exercising the privileges of two licence endorsements:  
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(a) 

Flight crew members must have completed two consecutive operator proficiency 

checks and must have 500 hours in the relevant crew position in commercial air 

transport operations with the same operator; 

(b) 

In the case of a pilot having experience with an operator and exercising the 

privileges of two licence endorsements, and then being promoted to command 

with the same operator on one of those types, the required minimum experience 

as commander is six months and 300 hours, and the pilot must have completed 

two consecutive operator proficiency checks before again being eligible to 

exercise two licence endorsements. 

2.2.3 Before commencing training for and operation of another type or variant, flight crew 

members must have completed three months and 150 hours flying on the base aeroplane 

which must include at least one proficiency check. 

2.2.4 After completion of the initial line check on the new type, 50 hours flying or 20 sectors 

must be achieved solely on aeroplanes of the new type rating. 

2.2.5 Schedule 11 recency requirements for each type operated unless credits have been allowed 

by the Department in accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 below. 

2.2.6 The period within which line flying experience is required on each type must be specified 

in the operations manual. 

2.2.7 Where credits are sought to reduce the training and checking and recent experience 

requirements between aeroplane types, the operator must demonstrate to the Department 

which items need not be repeated on each type or variant because of similarities. 

(a) 

Schedule 9 requires two operator proficiency checks every year. When credit is 

given in accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 above for operator proficiency 

checks to alternate between the two types, each operator proficiency check 

revalidates the operator proficiency check for the other type. Provided that the 

period between Licence proficiency checks does not exceed that prescribed for 

each type, the above requirements will be satisfied. In addition relevant and 

approved recurrent training must be specified in the operations manual. 

(b) 



Schedule 11 requires one line check every year. When credit is given in 

accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 above for line checks to alternate between 

types or variants, each line check revalidates the line check for the other type or 

variant. 

(c) 

Annual emergency and safety equipment training and checking must cover all 

requirements for each type. 

2.2.8 Schedule 9 for each type or variant operated unless credits have been allowed by the 

Department in accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 above. 

2.3 

When a flight crew member operates combinations of aeroplane types or variants (class - 

single pilot and type - multi pilot), an operator must demonstrate that specific procedures 

and/or operational restrictions are approved in accordance with Chapter 5 paragraph 8.  
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3. 

Single Pilot and Multi Pilot 
3.1 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane type or variant, but not 

within a single licence endorsement, an operator must comply with: 

(a) 

Subparagraphs 2.1(a), (b) and (c) above; 

(b) 

Subparagraph 2.2 above. 

4. 

Helicopters 
When a flight crew member operates more than one helicopter type or variant, an 

operator shall ensure that appropriate procedures approved by CAD are included in the 

company operations manual. 

5. 

Type conversion training 
Once an operator’s conversion course has been commenced, a flight crew member shall 

not undertake flying duties on another type until the course is completed or terminated. 
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX C 

ZERO FLIGHT TIME - SIMULATOR CONVERSION COURSE 
1. 

This appendix is not applicable to conversion courses under Cross Crew Qualification 

CCQ arrangement. 

2. 

SBT will be conducted by an IRE/TRE qualified for SBT or ABT who must meet the 

qualification and recency requirements in accordance with paragraph 4.8 of this 

Chapter. 

3. 

SBT requires the candidate to complete a minimum of 6 satisfactory take-offs and 6 

satisfactory landings in a level D simulator approved for the purpose. The examiner is 

to occupy the other control seat.  

4. 

SBT is to include the following:  

(a) 

Take-off rotation technique.  

(b) 

Approach to land, the landing flare, thrust reduction/reverse thrust technique 

and braking technique. 

(c) 

Cross wind and tail wind techniques for take-off and landing. 

5. 

On satisfactory completion of the SBT, the candidate proceeds to LFUS. This LFUS 

requires a IRE/TRE qualified for SBT or ABT to occupy the other control seat and the 

candidate must complete a minimum of 4 sectors which include a minimum of 

3 satisfactory take-offs and landings and 1 Pilot Monitoring (PM) sector.  

6. 

The first take-off and landing must be completed within 21 days of completion of the 

SBT. The remaining take-off and landing manoeuvres, as stated in paragraph 5 above, 

shall be completed within 3 months of the completion of the SBT. 

7. 

In the event of an unsatisfactory take-off or landing at any time during the LFUS, the 

candidate must immediately revert to PM duties only. On return to Base the said pilot 

shall fulfill, as a minimum, the following, or as additionally recommended by the 

Training Captain: 

(a) 

Either completes a minimum of 6 satisfactory take-offs and landings in a level 

D simulator approved for SBT, or a minimum of 3 satisfactory take-offs and 3 

satisfactory landings in ABT. All the aforementioned take-offs and landings 

are to be under the supervision of a IRE/TRE qualified for ABT. 

(b) 

Completes the LFUS requirements as per paragraph 5 of this Appendix, except 

under the supervision of a IRE/TRE qualified for ABT, and the LFUS sectors 

shall be completed within 3 months of the completion of the SBT or ABT 

referred to in sub-paragraph (a) above.  
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Chapter 5 - APPENDIX D 

HELICOPTER PILOT’S NIGHT QUALIFICATION CHECK (NQC) 

Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement  
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX E 

Sample Form for Proficiency Check 
AIRLINE 

:  

AIRCRAFT TYPE 

:  

CANDIDATE 

NAME  

: 

SIMULATOR CODE / 

AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION : 

DATE 

:  

AUTHORISED EXAMINER :  

PROFICIENCY CHECK NUMBER: 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3 Year Rotation 

ASSESSMENT 
Satisfactory 

(SAT) 

Unsatisfactory 

(UNSAT) 

Retest 

(SAT / UNSAT) 

Instrument Rating 
Pre-departure Checks / Use of Checklists: 

Take Off / SID: 

Enroute: 



Hold: 

ILS / MAP: 

Aircraft Rating – LHS / RHS 
LHS RHS  

LHS RHS 

V1 Cut: 

ILS Approach (one engine inop): 

MAP (one engine inop): 

Land (one engine inop): 
Note: When engine out manoeuvres are carried out in an aeroplane, the engine failure must be simulated. 

Non Precision Approach / IAL: 
LVO Procedures: 

General 
Automation Management: 

Normal Procedures: 

Non Normal Procedures: 

PNF Duties: 

TEM / CRM: 

Items in accordance with CAD 360 Part One Chapter 5 Paragraph 9.3.5(b)  
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Remarks: 
Submission Details 

Management Confirmation 
Examined By: 

Confirmed 

By: 

I certify that _____________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

has passed the Proficiency Check. 

(1) Considering this and previous reports, I certify that 

__________________________________________ 

is competent to perform the duties of 

Capt*/FO*/SO*. 

Signed: 

Signed: 

ATPL No: 

Rank / Post: 

Date: 

Date: 
* Delete as appropriate 

Notes: 
(1) 

For the initial PC this statement may also apply to Aircraft Base Training. 

(2) 

The above ‘signature blocks’ are also required for the company Annual Line Check Form.  
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CHAPTER 5 – APPENDIX F 
REVALIDATION OF THE 3-MONTH TAKE OFF AND LANDING RECENCY 

1. 

If the pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

of SIX MONTHS OR LESS then the said pilot’s recency may be re-validated by 

completing the following: 

(a) 

Completes a minimum of THREE satisfactory take offs and a minimum of 

THREE satisfactory landings(1) in a Simulator(2) and (3), or a minimum of 

THREE satisfactory take offs and a minimum of THREE satisfactory landings 

in ABT, either being within the period of THREE months which immediately 

precedes the commencement of the public transport flights. 

(b) 

The said pilot is accompanied by a Line Training Captain at the flying controls 

for the purpose of LFUS for the first take off and landing(1) and (5). 

(c) 

Completes a minimum of THREE take offs and a minimum of THREE 

landings in the aircraft(4) on Line Flying. 

2. 

If the pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

EXCEEDING 6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 12 MONTHS, then the said pilot’s 

recency may be re-validated by completing the following: 

(a) 

Minimum one familiarization session in a simulator. 

(b) 

One Recurrent Training (RT) simulator session. 

(c) 

PC. 

(d) 

Completes a minimum of SIX satisfactory take offs and a minimum of SIX 

satisfactory landings(1) in a simulator(2) and (3), or a minimum of THREE 

satisfactory take offs and a minimum of THREE satisfactory landings in ABT, 

either being within the period of THREE months which immediately precedes 

the commencement of the PTF and under the instruction of a Training Captain 

authorised to conduct SBT or ABT respectively. 

(e) 

The said pilot is accompanied by a Line Training Captain at the flying controls 

for the purpose of LFUS for a minimum of THREE take offs and a minimum 

of THREE landings(1), (4), (5) and (6). 

3. 

If a pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

of 12 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 24 MONTHS, then the said pilot’s recency may 

be re-validated by completing the following: 

(a) 

Sufficient simulator sessions to ensure that the pilot has completed within his 

3-year cycle the items as stated in CAD 360 Part One Chapter 5 paragraph 

9.3.5(b).  
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(b) 



Items indicated at paragraphs 2(a), (b), (c) and (d) above. 

(c) 

The said pilot is accompanied by a Training Captain, authorised to conduct 

SBT or ABT, at the flying controls for the purpose of LFUS for a minimum of 

THREE take offs and a minimum of THREE landings(1), (4), (5) and (6).  

(d) 

Sufficient Aircraft LFUS to complete the Annual Line Check. 

4. 

If a Pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

of 24 MONTHS OR MORE then the pilot will be required to complete ABT in 

addition to the relevant items required by paragraph 3. 
______________________  

Notes: (1) 

A satisfactory take off or satisfactory landing in the simulator or aircraft means 

the candidate was in full control at all times and without major prompting or 

physical input to the flying controls or thrust levers by the Training Captain. 

(2) 

Simulator means a ‘simulator so approved’. 

(3) 

The minimum specified take offs and landings in the simulator shall be 

completed in ‘real time’ between each take off and subsequent landing. 

(4) 

The three take offs and three manual landings in the aircraft are to be 

completed within THREE MONTHS of the completion of the simulator or 

ABT sessions. 

(5) 

One unsatisfactory take off or landing in the aircraft shall necessitate the 

termination of all further take offs and landings and the pilot concerned shall 

revert to PM duties only. On return to Base the said pilot shall complete as a 

minimum the requirements as outlined in paragraphs 2(d) and 3(c) above, or as 

additionally recommended by the Training Captain. 

(6) 

The LFUS shall consist of a minimum of 4 LFUS sectors to include the three 

take offs and three landings and one Pilot Monitoring (PM) sector.  
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CHAPTER 6 - EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL TRAINING, PRACTICE AND 

TESTING REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT CREW AND CABIN 

CREW 

1 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1.1 

Statutory Requirements 
Statutory requirements relating to the training and periodical testing of crews are 

prescribed in the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order (AN(HK)O).  

The primary purpose of this chapter is to indicate the nature of arrangements 

considered necessary to secure an adequate standard of compliance with the statutory 

provisions. 

Requirements for cabin crew acting as members of the crew of business jet / general 

aviation flights are to be found in Appendix B of this chapter. 

1.2 



Crew Co-ordination and Combined Training 
1.2.1 The successful containment of aircraft emergencies depends heavily upon effective 

co-ordination and two-way communication between flight crew and cabin crew. 

1.2.2 Operators are expected to make every effort to provide combined training for flight 

crew and cabin crew. Much of the training that both must receive prior to operating 

public transport aircraft covers common ground; paragraphs 3 (Initial Training) and 4 

(Aircraft Type Training) of this Chapter specify training that all crew members must be 

given. 

1.2.3 Additional training that cabin crew must receive is listed in paragraphs 6 and 7. Flight 

crew should be made aware of such additional training as is provided to cabin crew in 

compliance with this requirement. 

1.2.4 Particular emphasis should be placed on the provision of joint practice in aircraft 

evacuations so that all who are involved learn of the duties other crew members must 

perform before, during and after the evacuation, thereby appreciating the necessity for 

effective two-way communications in such an emergency. 

1.2.5 When combined training cannot be arranged, an operator’s instructor should adopt the 

role of flight crew or cabin crew, as appropriate. 

1.2.6 To facilitate training, it is essential that there is effective liaison between flight crew 

and cabin crew training departments; to promote consistency of drills and procedures, 

provision should be made for flight crew instructors to observe and comment on cabin 

crew training and vice versa.  
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1.3 

Training Syllabus 
A detailed emergency and survival training and testing syllabus is to be specified in the 

training manual. The syllabus should differentiate between initial training, aircraft 

type training, the annual emergency survival test and three yearly practice. The 

training programme shall be stated and approved by CAD. 

1.4 

Training Staff and Examiners 
1.4.1 A suitably qualified person should be appointed to manage cabin safety training and 

testing; additionally instructors and examiners will need to be appointed to provide 

instruction, supervise practice and conduct tests. The practical training must be under 

the supervision of an instructor who has the knowledge, ability and experience to 

conduct such training. Details of all such appointments should be sent to the CAD not 

more than 14 days after the appointment becomes effective. 

1.4.2 A training instructor should have a minimum of one year experience as a crew member 

or previous experience as safety training instructor. A training examiner should be an 

instructor who has an in-depth knowledge on the operator’s training standards and 

requirements. 

1.4.3 A person without the experience in as stipulated in 1.4.2 may still be considered for 

appointment provided adequate training and exposure to operational duties are given. 

1.4.4 The training personnel conducting the instructor training must have current knowledge, 

ability and recent experience as an instructor and examiner. The appointment of these 

training personnel shall be subject to the approval of the Authority. 

1.4.5 A safety Instructor / Examiner is required to: 

(a) 

be checked by a CAD inspector or an appointed operator’s examiner every 36 

months on their competency as instructor and/or examiner; 

(b) 



carry out a minimum of three observation flight sectors on the operator’s flight 

within the last 36 months. 

1.4.6 An operator is required to maintain the following records of their instructors and 

examiners: 

(a) 

training records; 

(b) 

training classes conducted; 

(c) 

examinations conducted; 

(d) 

observation flights; 

(e) 

checks as carried out by CAD inspector or an examiner appointed by CAD. 

1.5 

Training and Approved Instructors and Examiners 
1.5.1 Training programme for cabin crew instructors and examiners should be submitted by 

operator to the Authority for approval. The application should include the 

qualifications, experience requirements, and the proposed training programme.  
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1.5.2 To conduct emergency procedures training, the cabin crew instructor and examiner 

needs to demonstrate a wide range of skills and knowledge to be able to train cabin 

crew and to be able to assess their competency regarding regulatory requirements and 

their airlines approved training course. 

1.5.3 Additionally, an instructor and examiner may well be required to train crew in several 

different teaching environments, including classroom, evacuation trainer, swimming 

pool, door trainer and aircraft. This will require a high degree of subject knowledge, 

instructional skills, communication skills and people management skills to be 

demonstrated. 

1.5.4 The competency of an instructor and examiner should ensure sufficient specific 

competencies that all cabin crew instructors and examiner should possess, regardless 

of the nature of their operations. This would include a complete assessment of the 

following: 

(a) 

Instructional Techniques – Classroom instruction and conducting of exams 

(b) 

Instructional Techniques – Practical exercises, demonstration and assessment 

(c) 

Subject knowledge 

(d) 

Leadership / People Skills 

(e) 

Course Administration 

1.5.5 The conduct of crew training and of tests carried out by operators’ instructor and 

examiner to be approved by CAD will be observed by appropriately qualified 

Inspectors to ascertain their competency. 

1.5.6 An operator shall ensure that initial training (and refresher training at regular interval 

will be provided for each cabin crew instructor which includes at least the following: 

(a) 

Pedagogy course; 



(b) 

Cabin Crew Induction course; and 

(c) 

Cabin Crew Conversion and Annual Emergency Procedure Course. 

1.6 

Records of Training and Tests - Emergency and Survival 
1.6.1 Records must be maintained to show trainees’ progress through each stage of training 

and include information about the results of tests. Records should incorporate 

certificates indicating the competence of trainees to perform the duties on which they 

have been tested. Inspectors will advise operators on the form of records and 

certificates, 

1.6.2 Operators must keep records for all crew members to show when practices and tests are 

due for renewal. There should also be an effective system to guard against crews being 

rostered for duty when practices and tests are overdue. The annual emergency survival 

test is valid for 13 months.  
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1.6.3 Records of all initial, conversion and recurrent training and testing must be made 

available, on request, to the cabin crew member concerned. 

1.7 

Use and Approval of Aircraft Emergency Training Apparatus 
1.7.1 Provision is made in the AN(HK)O for use of ‘mock ups’ for certain periodical tests.  

These devices must be individually approved for test purposes and may be used for 

such purposes only under the supervision of a person approved for that purpose.  

Approvals normally restrict the use of such devices to the particular operator’s crews. 

1.7.2 Details regarding the approval of training apparatus and the approval of personnel 

responsible for conducting the training and testing on this equipment are contained at 

paragraph 9 of this Chapter. 

2 

PURPOSE AND PROVISION OF TRAINING 
2.1 

Applicability 
The requirements of this Chapter are applicable to all operating flight crew and cabin 

crew carried on board an aircraft. 

2.2 

Purpose 
The purpose of emergency and survival training, practice and testing is to provide 

crews with the knowledge, skills and confidence needed to ensure that they deal 

efficiently with different types of emergency and survival situations. 

2.3 

Arrangements 
Operators are to ensure that organised courses of instruction are given by designated 

instructors on the use of all emergency and survival equipment, and on all emergency 

procedures and drills, including aircraft emergency evacuation. 

2.4 

Cabin Crew - Service Duties 
Cabin crew should also receive instruction in their normal flying duties, including the 

location and use of all cabin and galley equipment. 

2.5 

Training Aids 
Suitable training aids will enhance the presentations in both classroom and practical 



instruction sessions. 

2.6 

First Aid Training 
First aid training is to be given only by instructors qualified for the purpose. In case of 

doubt about the adequacy of an instructor’s qualifications the CAD should be consulted. 

Training is to be followed by the successful completion of the appropriate first aid test.  
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2.7 

Before Flying on Aircraft 
Before flying training commences on an actual aircraft, flight crew are to complete 

successfully the training, practice and tests described in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this 

Chapter. 

2.8 

Supernumerary Flying 
A later stage of aircraft type training will include cabin crew flying in a supernumerary 

role on a passenger flight. Passengers may not be able to distinguish between such 

trainees and fully trained cabin crew and in an emergency may expect to receive 

guidance and assistance from anyone wearing a crew uniform. Operators must 

therefore ensure that before undertaking supernumerary duties cabin crew have 

successfully completed the training and testing specified in paragraphs 3, 4, 6 and 7 of 

this Chapter. 

2.9 

Introduction of New Equipment 
Operators are to ensure that they have an established procedure for all crew to receive 

training and practice on any new emergency and survival equipment that is introduced. 

2.10 Inspectors 

Inspectors may wish to observe the training, practice and tests in progress. 

3 

INITIAL TRAINING - ALL CREW 
3.1 

Introduction 
Crew are to be trained in the following subjects which are of a general nature and not 

necessarily related to a specific aircraft type. 

3.2 

Crew Co-ordination 
Emphasis is to be placed on the importance of effective co-ordination and two-way 

communication between flight crew and cabin crew in various emergency situations.  

Cabin crew should be trained to be alert, and to identify unusual situations that might 

occur inside the passenger compartment, as well as any activity outside the aircraft that 

could affect the safety of the aircraft or its occupants. The need for effective 

communication of accurate information between flight crew and cabin crew must be 

stressed. 

3.3 

Aeromedical and First Aid Topics 
3.3.1 Instruction should be given on aeromedical topics such as: 

(a) 

first aid subjects appropriate to the aircraft type, ie its size and the number of 

flight crew carried;  
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(b) 

guidance on the avoidance of food poisoning, with emphasis on the choice of 

a pre-flight meal and the importance of the commander and co-pilot eating 

different food at different times during the flight, especially on long sectors; 

(c) 

the possible dangers associated with the contamination of the skin or eyes by 

aviation fuel and other fluids and their immediate treatment, 

(d) 

the recognition and treatment of hypoxia and hyperventilation; and 

(e) 

first aid associated with survival training, appropriate to the routes operated. 

3.3.2 Flight crew who operate on aircraft where cabin crew are not carried should undertake 

training in basic first aid that is to include the use and contents of first aid kits, and in 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

3.4 

Fire and Smoke Training 
3.4.1 Practical fire and smoke training must be under the supervision of an instructor who 

has the knowledge, ability and experience to conduct such training. Operators who 

have difficulty in providing the necessary facilities in respect of fire training and 

testing can approach the Inspectorate for assistance . 

3.4.2 Both theoretical and practical training should be given. This is to include: 

(a) 

an appreciation of the chemistry of fire as a preliminary to consideration of the 

choice of extinguishing agents for particular fire situations, the techniques of 

applying extinguishing agents, the consequences of misapplication and their 

use in a confined space; 

(b) 

a demonstration or film of fire extinguishers being used on various types of 

fires. Fires should be related to typical aircraft interior equipment and include 

galley fires, fire in toilets, upholstery, passenger service units and electrical 

installations. 

3.5 

Water Survival Training 
3.5.1 Where flotation equipment is carried, a comprehensive wet drill to cover all ditching 

procedures must be practised by aircraft crew. This wet drill is to include, as 

appropriate, practice of the actual donning and inflation of a life-jacket, together with 

a demonstration or film of the inflation of life-rafts and/or slide-rafts. Crews must 

board the same (or similar) flotation equipment from the water whilst wearing a 

life-jacket. Training must include the use of all survival equipment carried on board 

flotation equipment and any additional survival equipment carried separately on board 

the aircraft. 

3.5.2 Operators conducting intensive offshore helicopter operations will need to repeat wet 

drills every 2 years. Consideration should be given to the provision of further specialist 

training such as underwater escape training. 

NOTE: Wet drill practice is always to be given in initial training, unless the crew 

member concerned has received similar training provided by another operator and such 

an arrangement is acceptable to the current employer.  
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3.6 

Survival Training 
Operators are to provide survival training, including the use of any survival equipment 

carried, appropriate to their areas of operation e.g. polar, desert, jungle or sea. 

3.7 

Human Factors 
Training should address the physiological effects on the human body of flying, the 

problems associated with pressure change and hypoxia and the need for restrictions on 

underwater diving. Training should include information on flight time limitations, the 

effects of operating for extended periods of time and the effects of time zone changes. 

Operational limitations should include illness, use of alcohol and drugs, blood 

donations etc. Advice should be given on general health care, especially whilst 

operating overseas, and the need for preventative medicine such as immunisation, 

when operating to potentially infected areas. 

3.8 

Aerodrome Emergency Services 
The operational procedures of ground-based emergency services at aerodromes should 

be discussed. 

3.9 

Aviation Security 
Training is to be given in aspects of aviation security listed in Appendix A to this 

Chapter.  

4 

AIRCRAFT TYPE TRAINING - ALL CREW 
4.1 

General 
Operators should ensure that comprehensive training is given on the location and use 

of all emergency and survival equipment to be carried on the aircraft, and that all 

training is related to the aircraft type, series and configuration to be operated. Aircraft 

type training must be given to all newly employed aircraft crew and to those who are 

converting to a new aircraft type. 

4.2 

Emergency and Survival Equipment 
Training must be given in the location and use of all emergency and survival equipment 

together with the relevant drills and procedures. The following equipment must, if 

carried on board, be included: 

(a) 

emergency exits; 

(b) 

escape slides and, where non-self supporting slides are carried, the use of any 

associated ropes; 

(c) 

life-rafts and slide-rafts, including the equipment attached to and/or carried in 

the raft;  
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(d) 

life-jackets, infant life-jackets and flotation cots; 

(e) 

drop-out oxygen and its manual deployment;  

(f) 

emergency and therapeutic oxygen; 

(g) 

protective breathing equipment and protective clothing; 

(h) 

fire extinguishers; 

(i) 

fire axes; 

(j) 

portable lights, including torches; 

(k) 

emergency lighting systems, including floor proximity lighting systems; 

(l) 

communications equipment, including megaphones; 

(m) survival packs, including their contents; 

(n) 

pyrotechnics; 

(o) 

first aid kits and their contents; 

(p) 

toilet compartment smoke detector systems; 

(q) 

evacuation alarm systems; and 

(r) 

non-mandatory or special equipment fitted or carried. 

4.3 

Fire Training 
Training must be given in extinguishing a fire, representative of an interior aircraft fire 

using the relevant type of fire extinguisher carried on the aircraft. Emphasis is to be 

placed on the characteristics of different types of extinguishers, including their 

effective range and duration and the effectiveness of their use on differing types of 

fires. 

4.4 

Protective Breathing Equipment and Protective Clothing 
On aircraft types in which it is provided, crews must be trained in the use of protective 

breathing equipment and protective clothing. Donning and wearing of such equipment 

and clothing should be practised in an enclosed, simulated smoke-filled environment.  
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5 

RECURRENT TRAINING - ALL CREW 
5.1 

Refresher Training 
Operators must ensure that an annual organised course of refresher training is provided 

for their crews; this training should prepare them for the emergency survival test. Such 

training will have the additional advantage of allowing crews to discuss recent 



incidents, difficulties and emergencies which have been experienced. If none have 

arisen, operators should discuss possible scenarios with emphasis on what actions 

should be taken. Time must be allocated for this purpose. This discussion is 

particularly important when cabin crew are assigned to more than one type of aircraft. 

First aid and aviation security refresher training must also be included (see also 

Appendix A). 

5.2 

The Annual Emergency Survival Test 
5.2.1 The AN(HK)O requires that all crew shall be tested on aspects of emergency and 

survival appropriate to the aircraft type to be operated. The maximum period of 

validity of this test is 13 months. Schedule 11 makes a distinction between tests and 

practice, and operators should apply a similar distinction in their crew training records. 

5.2.2 All crew must pass a test on their knowledge of the location and use of emergency 

survival equipment, and the appropriate drills and procedures. The test will be related 

to the aircraft type and cover every series and configuration. Appropriate written tests 

are required and must include first aid topics. 

5.2.3 To demonstrate their proficiency in carrying out emergency duties, crew should 

practice - insofar as it is practicable and reasonable to do so - the actual movements and 

operations assigned to them in evacuation and other emergency drills. The donning of 

life-jackets, oxygen masks and protective breathing equipment and touch drills for 

opening emergency exits should be included 

5.3 

Periodic Practice 
Once every 3 years aircraft crew are to carry out the following practice: 

(a) 

the operation and actual opening of all normal and emergency exits used for 

passenger evacuation; 

(b) 

extinguishing a fire, representative of an aircraft interior fire, with each type of 

fire extinguisher carried on board the aircraft except that, in the case of 

Halogen extinguishers, an alternative extinguishing agent may be used; and 

(c) 

the donning and use of protective breathing equipment by each crew member 

in an enclosed, simulated smoke-filled environment.  
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6 

INITIAL TRAINING - ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CABIN CREW 
6.1 

General 
Cabin crew are to be trained in the following subjects which are of a general nature and 

not necessarily related to a specific aircraft type. 

6.2 

Discipline and Responsibilities 
Operators must ensure that during cabin crew initial training, the following items are 

included in the cabin crew training syllabus: 

(a) 

the importance of performing their duties in accordance with the operations 

manual; 

(b) 

maintaining competence and fitness to operate as a cabin crew member with 



special regard to flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements; 

(c) 

aviation regulations relating to cabin crew and the role of the CAD; 

(d) 

the effects on the aircraft’s flight path resulting from a significant 

redistribution of passengers in flight; 

(e) 

basic aircraft icing, types of icing, the effects of icing on ground and in-flight 

operations and how to identify aircraft icing when viewed from the cabin; 

(f) 

pre-flight briefing of cabin crew and the provision of necessary safety 

information with regard to their specific duties; 

(g) 

the importance of ensuring that relevant documents and manuals are kept up to 

date with amendments provided by the operator; 

(h) 

the importance of identifying when cabin crew members have the authority 

and responsibility to initiate an evacuation and other emergency procedures; 

and 

(i) 

the importance of safety duties and responsibilities, and the need to respond 

promptly and effectively to emergency situations. 

6.3 

First Aid 
Instruction should be given on first aid and the use of first aid kits, together with the 

application of any drugs. The following subjects should be covered: 

(a) 

haemorrhage; 

(b) 

wounds; 

(c) 

fractures, including dislocation and sprains;  
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(d) 

burns; 

(e) 

care of the unconscious;  

(f) 

shock; 

(g) 

heart attacks; 

(h) 

stroke, epilepsy, diabetes; 

(i) 

artificial respiration and cardiopulmonary resuscitation; 

(j) 

use of therapeutic oxygen and oxygen sets; 

(k) 

poisoning; 

(l) 



emergency childbirth; 

(m) choking; 

(n) 

stress reactions and allergic reactions; 

(o) 

air sickness; and 

(p) 

asthma. 

NOTE: In order to complete satisfactory practical training in artificial respiration and 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, cabin crew must use a dummy specifically 

designed for the purpose. 

6.4 

Fire and Smoke Training 
It is particularly important that cabin crew should be given theoretical and practical 

training in dealing with emergency situations involving fire and smoke in the cabin.  

The training is to include: 

(a) 

the responsibility of cabin crew to deal promptly with emergencies involving 

fire and smoke. Emphasis should be placed on the importance of identifying 

the actual source of the fire; 

(b) 

the importance of informing the flight crew immediately fire or smoke is 

discovered and of keeping them informed as the situation develops. The 

importance of crew co-ordination and communication is to be emphasised, 

together with an established procedure for communicating with the flight deck; 

(c) 

the importance of ensuring that passengers are aware of no smoking areas and 

obey no smoking signs. Emphasis is to be placed on the frequent and 

systematic checking of toilets (including smoke detectors) and other areas 

which are not part of the seating accommodation; 

(d) 

a demonstration or film is required of fire extinguishers being used on various 

types of fires. Fires are to be related to typical aircraft situations including 

fires in galleys, toilets, upholstery, passenger service units and electrical 

installations.  
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6.5 

Abusive Passengers 
Operators are to give advice to cabin crew on the management of passengers who 

become abusive; this often arises from excessive consumption of alcohol or the effects 

of medication/drugs, or a combination of both. 

6.6 

Seat Allocation 
Cabin crew are to be given training on the importance of correct seat allocation with 

particular emphasis on the seating of disabled passengers and the necessity of seating 

able-bodied passengers adjacent to unsupervised exits. 

6.7 

Prohibited Items and Dangerous Goods (DG) 
Cabin crew should be given training in aspects of the carriage of prohibited items and 

DG. DG training must comply with the requirements specified in the current edition 



of the ICAO Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air. 

6.8 

Flight Time Limitations 
Cabin crew must be made familiar with the company flight time limitations scheme 

and the statutory requirements regarding crew fatigue. 

6.9 

Crew Resource Management ( CRM ) Training 
6.9.1 Operators must provide initial and recurrent CRM training for all cabin crew. Cabin 

crew training should be combined, as far as practible, with flight crew training, to 

promote awareness of flight crew management of various emergency situations and the 

consequential effects on aircraft operation. 

6.9.2 Combined training should include practice in aircraft evacuation and joint discussion 

of emergency scenarios. Wherever practible, SCCMs should participate in flight 

simulator Line Orientated Flying Training (LOFT) exercises. 

6.9.3 Emphasis should be placed on the importance of effective co-ordination and two-way 

communication between flight and cabin crew in various abnormal and emergency 

situations. Emphasis should also be placed on co-ordination and communication within 

the crew in normal operational situations including the use of correct terminology, 

common language and effective use of communications equipment. 

6.9.4 Cabin crew should be trained to identify unusual situations that might occur inside the 

passenger compartment, as well as any activity outside the aircraft that could affect the 

safety of the aircraft and/or passengers. 

6.9.5 There should be effective liaison between flight and cabin crew training departments, 

and provision should be made for flight and cabin crew instructors to observe and 

comment on each others’ training.  
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6.10 Senior Cabin Crew Member (SCCM) Training 

Senior Cabin Crew Members should be given additional training on the following 

topics: 

(a) 

items to be covered at pre-flight briefing of the operating cabin crew 

including: 

(i) 

allocation of cabin crew stations and responsibilities; 

(ii) 

aircraft type and equipment fit; 

(iii) area, route and type of operation e.g. ETOPS; and 

(iv) any special category passengers such as infants, disabled or stretcher 

cases etc. 

(b) 

co-operation within the crew: 

(i) 

discipline, responsibilities and chain of command; 

(ii) 

importance of co-ordination and communication; and 

(iii) action in the event of pilot incapacitation. 

(c) 

review of legal and operator’s requirements: 

(i) 

passenger safety briefing , safety cards; 



(ii) 

securing of galleys; 

(iii) stowage of Cabin baggage; 

(iv) restrictions on use of portable electronic equipment; 

(v) 

procedure during turbulence; 

(vi) procedures when fueling with passengers on board; and 

(vii) documentation. 

(d) 

Human Factors and Crew Resource Management, including participation in 

flight simulator LOFT exercises if practicable; 

(e) 

accident and incident reporting; and 

(f) 

flight and duty times limitations and rest requirements.  
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7 

AIRCRAFT TYPE TRAINING - ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CABIN CREW 
7.1 

Practical training 
7.1.1 The following is the minimum level of training necessary to satisfy the relevant 

requirements for cabin crew aircraft type training: 

(a) 

during ditching and evacuation drills, each trainee operates and actually opens 

all normal and emergency exits; removes and positions for use at least one 

escape rope; attaches escape slide fittings in their proper places; descends an 

escape slide from a height representative of the aircraft main deck sill height 

(not required for subsequent type training unless sill height is significantly 

higher); locates and operates the megaphone; and removes life-rafts from 

stowages and positions in the launching area. Additionally, the trainee must 

demonstrate the ability to locate and remove from stowage the aircraft first aid 

kits and hand fire extinguishers; 

(b) 

each trainee observes a practical demonstration of an escape rope being used 

as a means of emergency evacuation; the inflation or release, as applicable, of 

an escape slide; inflation of a life-raft; the survival equipment contained in the 

life-raft; the contents of the first aid kits; administering supplemental crew and 

passenger oxygen by portable equipment; 

(c) 

each trainee observes demonstrations of the use of the type of fire 

extinguishers carried on the aircraft on various types of fire including 

simulated galley, electrical and cabin furnishing fires. The demonstration 

should also show the effect of misapplication of agents; 

(d) 

each trainee handles and uses each type of fire extinguisher carried on the 

aircraft; 

(e) 

each trainee observes the inflation of an infant flotation cot; 

(f) 

each trainee practices the donning of oxygen masks carried in the aircraft; and 



(g) 

each trainee is familiarised with the use of the aircraft PA and interphone 

system. 

7.2 

Evacuation Procedures and Emergency Situations 
7.2.1 Emergency evacuation training is to include the recognition of particular types of 

emergency situations. Cabin crew will also need to recognise when exits are unusable 

or when evacuation equipment is unserviceable and to act accordingly to overcome 

these problems. Circumstances might arise, such as the incapacitation of the flight 

crew, where these drills might need to be initiated by cabin crew. 

7.2.2 Cabin crew are to be trained to deal with the following specific emergency situations: 

(a) 

an unpremeditated emergency on take-off or landing, including a ditching;  
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(b) 

a pre-warned emergency landing or ditching; 

(c) 

an in-flight fire, with particular emphasis on establishing the fire source; 

(d) 

sudden decompression, including the donning of portable oxygen equipment; 

and 

(e) 

severe turbulence. 

7.3 

Crowd Control 
7.3.1 Operators are to provide comprehensive training in the practical application of all 

aspects of crowd control in various emergency evacuation situations. Training is to 

emphasise the need for cabin crew to be assertive and, at times, aggressive during an 

emergency evacuation. Scenarios must be as realistic as possible and should include, 

as a minimum: 

(a) 

communications between flight crew and cabin crew and use of all 

communications equipment, including the difficulties of co-ordination in a 

smoke-filled environment; 

(b) 

verbal commands; 

(c) 

the physical contact that may be needed to encourage people out of an exit and 

on to a slide; 

(d) 

the re-direction of passengers away from unusable exits; 

(e) 

the marshalling of passengers away from an aircraft; 

(f) 

the evacuation of disabled passengers; and 

(g) 

authority and leadership. 

7.3.2 The executive order to initiate an emergency evacuation is to be given by the Senior 

Cabin Staff Member in English (‘Evacuate, Evacuate’) and in Cantonese (‘Saw Sarn, 

Saw Sarn’). Other cabin attendants should repeat the order in their native language 



where passenger demography so requires. 

7.4 

Pilot Incapacitation 
Where the flight crew consists of only 2 pilots, cabin crew are to be given training in 

recognising the signs of subtle incapacitation and practice the ways in which they can 

be of help in the event of pilot incapacitation. This should include: 

(a) 

use of the pilot’s oxygen equipment; 

(b) 

familiarity with the location and method of use of pilot check lists;  
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(c) 
fastening and unfastening pilots’ seat harness and, in the case of inertia reel harness, 

locking and unlocking the inertia device; and 

(d) 
using pilots’ sliding seat mechanism; training is to be given with the seat occupant 

simulating physical collapse. Emphasis is to be placed on ‘locking’ the pilot in his seat 

rather than on removing him from the seat, which may not in the event be possible. 

7.5 

Passenger Briefings 
7.5.1 Training and practice is to be given in the pre-flight briefing of passengers in normal 

and emergency situations, including emergency landings, ditching and turbulence.  

Training is also to include the in-flight briefing for the pre-warned emergency landing 

and ditching, demonstrating the brace position and the briefing of able-bodied 

passengers on how to operate exits. 

7.5.2 Briefings are to be given in English and Chinese (the language of Chinese can be either 

Cantonese or Mandarin, as justified by the operator and with the concurrence from 

CAD) and may include another language where passenger demography so requires.  

Where audio-video presentation is utilised, the audio text is to be in English and 

Chinese (promulgated as aforesaid) with each text accompanied by synchronised 

Chinese (traditional) characters and English sub-titles respectively. 

7.6 

Cabin Baggage and Cabin Clutter 
Cabin crew are to be instructed that cabin baggage, service items and other objects are 

only to be stowed in approved areas such that they are restrained against forward, 

lateral and vertical movement. They must not be stowed in such a way as to obstruct 

or damage emergency equipment or exits. Training is to include the areas of the cabin 

that are approved for the stowage of cabin baggage or other items and the areas where 

it would be unsafe to do so. 

7.7 

Brace Positions 
Training and practice is to be given in the correct brace positions for both cabin crew 

and passengers. Such training must take into account different seating configurations 

and orientation. 

7.8 

Supernumerary Sectors 
On completion of emergency and survival training and prior to operating as a required 

crew member, cabin crew must operate a minimum number of supernumerary or 

“under supervision” sectors on each aircraft type. The minimum number must be 

agreed with the CAD. The supernumerary cabin attendant is required to be in addition 



to the normal crew complement.  
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8 

RECURRENT TRAINING - ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CABIN CREW 
8.1 

The Annual Emergency Survival Test 
Cabin crew should show a satisfactory knowledge of crowd control techniques, if 

applicable, and of their role in the event of pilot incapacitation. Cabin crew should also 

undertake first aid refresher training and pass an appropriate written test. 

8.2 

Periodic Practice 
Cabin crew are to carry out the following practice once every three years: 

(a) 

pilot incapacitation drills, as specified at paragraph 7.4 of this Chapter; and 

(b) 

practical training in artificial respiration and cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

using a dummy specifically designed for the purpose. 

9 

APPROVAL OF AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY TRAINING APPARATUS AND 

OF PERSONNEL CONDUCTING TRAINING AND TESTING WITH SUCH 

APPARATUS 
9.1 

Operators may wish to conduct some of their emergency training and testing on 

training apparatus rather than on an actual aircraft, in accordance with Schedule 11, 

Part B 1. (1)(b) of the AN(HK)O. Where this is the case, the apparatus and the persons 

controlling the apparatus must be formally approved by the CAD. 

9.2 

Operators wishing to obtain approval for their apparatus and personnel should apply to 

the Flight Operations Inspectorate through their assigned Inspector to arrange an 

inspection. Upon satisfactory conclusion of the inspection, an approval will be issued. 

Renewal of the approval will be by similar inspection. 

9.3 

If it is proposed to use the apparatus for all practical emergency survival training and 

testing, it will need to meet all the items in paragraph 9.4. However, approval may be 

sought and given for limited use of apparatus, in which case only the relevant items 

need be met. 

9.4 

Subject to the proviso in paragraph 9.3, the apparatus should accurately represent the 

aircraft in the following particulars: 

(a) 

layout of the cabin in relation to exits, emergency exits, galley areas and safety 

equipment stowage; dimensions should be an accurate representation typical 

of aircraft in the fleet;  
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(b) 

both cabin attendant and passenger seat positioning - with particular accuracy 

where these are immediately adjacent to exits; 

(c) 

seat dimensions and seat pitch; 

(d) 

operation of exits and emergency exits in all modes of operation particularly in 

relation to method of operation and weight and balance; 

(e) 

extent of movement and associated forces of all controls for all equipment and 

services; 

(f) 

provision of emergency equipment of the type provided in the aircraft; 

(g) 

all cabin markings; 

(h) 

all cabin lighting; 

(i) 

cabin attendant communications equipment and associated control panels; 

(j) 

evacuation slides, including normal and standby methods of operation; and 

(k) 

height and angle of inflated evacuation slides. 

9.5 

Operators should nominate training personnel to be approved by the CAD for the 

control of training apparatus. Operators must satisfy themselves that nominated 

personnel have the qualifications and experience to conduct such training and that they 

have undergone a period of training which the assigned Inspector may wish to observe. 

All approved training personnel should be so nominated in the company training 

manual. 

9.6 

An operator may arrange to use the apparatus and/or personnel of another operator. A 

separate approval will be required in such cases. The training given must comply with 

the training manual and operating procedures of the operator whose crews are being 

trained and items covered in the apparatus may be restricted, if significant differences 

of cabin layout and equipment exist.  
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CHAPTER 6 APPENDIX A - AVIATION SECURITY TRAINING PROGRAMME 

- ALL CREW 

1. 

Training Programmes 
1.1 

Operators of Hong Kong registered aeroplanes shall establish and maintain an 

approved security training programme which ensures crew members act in the most 

appropriate manner to minimize the consequences of acts of unlawful interference. As 

a minimum, this programme shall include the following elements: 

a) 

determination of the seriousness of any occurrence; 



b) 

crew communication and coordination; 

c) 

appropriate self-defense responses; 

d) 

understanding of behaviour of terrorists so as to facilitate the ability of crew 

members to cope with hijacker behaviour and passenger responses; 

e) 

live situational training exercises regarding various threat conditions; 

f) 

flight deck procedures to protect the aeroplane; 

g) 

aeroplane search procedures and guidance on least-risk bomb locations where 

practicable; and 

h) 

post-incident concerns for crew. 

1.2 

Operators conducting helicopter operations shall establish and maintain a training 

programme to acquaint appropriate employees with preventive measures and 

techniques in relation to passengers, baggage, cargo, mail, equipment, stores and 

supplies intended for carriage on a helicopter so that they contribute to the prevention 

of acts of sabotage or other forms of unlawful interference.  
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CHAPTER 6 – APPENDIX B – BUSINESS JET / GENERAL AVIATION – CABIN 

CREW TRAINING 

1 

GENERAL  
1.1 

Under current legislation, aircraft registered in Hong Kong having 35 seats or less and 

carrying less than 20 passengers, flying for the purpose of public transport, are not 

required to have on board cabin crew for the purposes of performing duties in the 

interests of the safety of passengers. However, it is CAD policy that where cabin crew 

are boarded as members of the crew of such aircraft, operators are to ensure that these 

cabin crew receive training, both initial and recurrent, in the use of safety and medical 

equipment specific to their aircraft. 

1.2 

Crew Co-ordination 
As with aircraft carrying a greater number of passengers/seats, business jets and those 

of a similar category depend heavily upon well-integrated communication between the 

whole crew to effectively contain an aircraft emergency. Cabin crew are to be aware 



of the role that they can play in the bringing such an event to a successful conclusion.  

Aircraft safety training sessions should include, where possible, the whole crew. 

1.3 

Health and Safety 
The dangers inherent in many training situations should be well recognised by training 

staff and should be taken into account in the formulation and execution of training. 

1.4 

Training Syllabus 
A syllabus which covers familiarity with, and the use of, the equipment to be found on 

board the specific aircraft, along with those topics generally applicable to an aviation 

environment, should be specified in the appropriate manual. The syllabus should cover 

induction and new-to-type training, as well as annual recurrent training. 

1.5 

Training Staff 
Appropriately qualified staff should be chosen to act as training facilitators. Each 

should be a qualified crewmember on the aircraft type upon which they are instructing. 

On appointment a CAD inspector will observe a training session in order to approve 

that appointment. 

1.6 

Records of Training and Tests 
Records of all training and tests for each individual crewmember must be maintained 

and available for periodic inspection by CAD staff. Initial and new-to-aircraft training 

must be successfully completed prior to the first flight for the purpose of public 

transport in the aircraft. Recurrent training should be undertaken within 13 months of 

the previous qualification.  
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1.7 

Use of Training Aids 
The impracticability for companies in this category to provide aircraft-type ‘mock-ups’ 

is acknowledged by the CAD. Recognised aids which adequately fulfil the training 

requirement, would be acceptable to the CAD. This could include, but not be limited 

to, video and multimedia presentations and instructor briefing. Companies are 

encouraged, however, to utilise a dedicated training department where possible. 

2 

PURPOSE AND PROVISION OF TRAINING 
2.1 

Purpose 
The purpose of emergency and survival training, practice and testing is to provide 

crews with the knowledge, experience and confidence to deal effectively with 

emergency and survival situations that could possibly be encountered. 

2.2 

First Aid Training 
First aid training is to be given only by instructors qualified for the purpose. 

3 

INITIAL TRAINING – ALL CREW 
3.1 

Introduction 
Crews should be acquainted with those physiological conditions which could possibly 

be encountered in the course of a flight. In addition, they should be experienced in use 

of the safety equipment to be found on their aircraft and the uses and limitations of such 



equipment. 

3.2 

Aeromedical and First Aid Topics 
Cabin crew should have an awareness of basic aeromedical situations, including such 

aspects as the symptoms and treatment of hypoxia, hyperventilation, cardiac arrest, etc. 

In addition, they should have training in simple first aid techniques. Practical training, 

including the use and the limitations of both portable and fixed oxygen systems in the 

aircraft must be experienced, as well as familiarity with the contents and use of the 

aircraft first aid kit. 

3.3 

Fire Fighting Training 
Recognition of the type of fire, choice and use of fire fighting equipment should be 

taught, including the inappropriate nature of certain types of fire extinguisher with 

certain types of fire, in addition to the knowledge of the isolation of equipment in the 

case of an electrical fire. The absolute need for continual liaison with cockpit crew in 

the situation of a cabin fire must be emphasised.  
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3.4 

Aircraft Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Cabin crew must be conversant with the means by which passengers may be evacuated 

from the aircraft, both via emergency exits and through aircraft entry doors, and with 

all equipment related to evacuation. Where possible, removal of emergency exits 

should be experienced on initial training. Where liferafts are carried as permanent 

aircraft equipment, cabin crew should have instruction upon from where, and how, 

they are launched and the purposes and use of the safety equipment carried on board 

the rafts. 

3.5 

Pilot Incapacitation 
Training in the identification of pilot incapacitation and the actions to be taken in such 

a situation must be given. This should include use of related equipment in the cockpit 

and the ability to secure the incapacitated pilot and the function of the pilot’s seat 

controls. Practice in reading the cockpit checklist and its facilitation should be given. 

4 

RECURRENT TRAINING 
4.1 

All flight crew, including cabin crew, should undergo Aircraft Emergency Procedures 

training (AEP) on a recurrent basis. This should be done at not more than 13 month 

intervals and, as in the case of initial and new-to-type training, culminate in an 

examination. Records of such training and the results of examinations should be kept 

for the perusal of the CAD. 

4.2 

Activities such as the opening and removal of an emergency exit and the hands-on use 

of fire extinguishers should be carried out every three years.  
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CHAPTER 7 - CABIN SAFETY 

1 

CABIN CREW 
1.1 

Age/Medical Requirements 
1.1.1 A cabin crew member should be at least 18 years of age and have passed an initial 

medical examination or assessment and been found medically fit to discharge the duties 

specified in the operations manual. An operator must ensure that cabin crew members 

remain medically fit to discharge such duties. 

1.1.2 The initial medical examination or assessment, and any re-assessment, of cabin crew 

members should be conducted by a medical practitioner registered in Hong Kong.  

However, when necessary, the final authority rests with a Hong Kong AMA. 

1.1.3 The following medical requirements are applicable to cabin crew members: 

(a) 

good general health; 

(b) 

freedom from any physical or mental illness which might lead to incapacitation 

or inability to perform cabin crew duties; 

(c) 

normal cardiorespiratory function; 

(d) 

normal central nervous system; 

(e) 

adequate visual acuity - 6/9 with or without glasses; 

(f) 

adequate hearing; and 

(g) 

normal function of ear nose and throat. 

1.2 

Senior Cabin Crew members 
1.2.1 Whenever more than one cabin crew member is carried on a flight, the operator must 

nominate a senior cabin crew member. The senior cabin crew member will be 

responsible to the commander for the conduct and co-ordination of the cabin safety and 

emergency procedures specified in the operations manual. 

1.2.2 An operator shall not appoint a person to the post of senior cabin crew member unless 

that person has at least one year’s experience as an operating cabin crew member and 

has completed an appropriate course of training. 

1.2.3 An operator shall establish procedures to select the next most suitably qualified cabin 

crew member to operate as senior cabin crew member in the event of the nominated 

senior cabin crew member becoming unable to operate. Such procedures must be 

acceptable to the CAD and take into account the cabin crew member’s operational 

experience.  
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1.3 

Cabin Crew Complement 
1.3.1 It is incumbent on operators to ensure that passenger-carrying public transport aircraft 

do not fly with lesser numbers of cabin crew than the law prescribes. Furthermore, 

minimum numbers specified in operations manuals should take full account of all the 

factors detailed below. 

1.3.2 Required Complement 

The complement specified will be that calculated in accordance with Article 18(7)(c) 

of the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order 1995, or for wide bodied aircraft one Cabin 

Crew member per door that is designated an Emergency Exit, whichever is the higher. 

In exceptional circumstances the complement may be reduced and will become that 

specified in a Permission granted in accordance with the provision to Article 18(7). 

1.3.3 Minimum Complement 

The minimum complement specified in the operations manual will be not less than the 

required complement but may be greater. Factors that should be taken into account 

when calculating the minimum complement will include: 

(a) 

the number of exits; 

(b) 

the type of exits and their associated slides; 

(c) 

the location of exits in relation to cabin crew seats and cabin layout; 

(d) 

the location of cabin crew seats taking into account cabin crew duties in an 

emergency evacuation including: 

(i) 

opening floor level exits and initiating stair or slide deployment; 

(ii) 

assisting passengers to pass through exits; and 

(iii) directing passengers away from inoperative exits, crowd control and 

passenger flow management. 

(e) 

actions required to be performed by cabin crew in ditching emergencies, 

including the deployment of slide-rafts and the launching of life-rafts; and 

(f) 

the number of crew who actively participated in the cabin during the 

emergency evacuation demonstration for aircraft certification.  
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NOTE: Having regard to all the considerations listed above, the minimum acceptable 

complement of cabin crew will, in most circumstances, be not less than one 

cabin crew to serve every floor level exit. This number might not always be 

appropriate, for example, where the position of floor level exits in a cabin is 

such that it enhances the importance of non floor level exits e.g. overwing exits, 

when consideration should be given to seating cabin crew adjacent to the latter. 

Also, this number could even be excessive; for example when, as on some 



narrow-body aircraft, two floor level exits are very close together it is 

reasonable to expect one cabin crew to open both exits and initiate stair or slide 

deployment in turn before assisting evacuation from both simultaneously. 

1.3.4 Normal Complement 

The normal complement will be not less than the required complement and may be 

greater than the minimum complement. Its use would be to guide rostering staff to 

crew the cabin to a level required to provide a service to passengers that could not be 

achieved with lesser numbers. 

1.3.5 When scheduling cabin crew for flights, rostering procedures should take account of 

the experience of each cabin crew member such that the required cabin crew includes 

some cabin crew members who have at least three months operating experience as a 

cabin crew member. 

1.3.6 If operators should seek alternative solutions, it will be for them to satisfy the CAD that 

such lesser numbers of cabin crew as they wish to specify are so positioned throughout 

the aircraft and have such drills specified that they can reasonably be expected to 

manage any cabin emergency that might arise. In circumstances such as these, 

operators should pay particular attention to ensuring that cabin crew who have least 

experience of working in the aircraft or with the operator are paired with those who are 

well experienced. 

1.4 

Operation on more than One Type or Variant 
1.4.1 Cabin crew may not normally operate on more than three aircraft types except that, 

with the agreement of the CAD, they may operate on four types provided that safety 

equipment and emergency procedures for at least two of the types are similar. 

1.4.2 For the purposes of paragraph 1.4.1, variants of a particular aircraft type are considered 

to be different types if they are not similar in all of the following aspects: 

(a) 

emergency exit operation; 

(b) 

location and type of safety equipment; and 

(c) 

emergency procedures.  
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1.5 

Recency 
1.5.1 An operator shall ensure that any cabin crew member who has been absent from all 

flying duties for more than six months completes refresher training as specified in the 

operations manual. The training shall include at least the requirements listed in 

paragraph 1.6. 

1.5.2 An operator shall ensure that any cabin crew member who has not, during the 

preceding six months, operated on a type or variant, before undertaking duties on that 

type either: 

(a) 

completes refresher training on the type; or 

(b) 

operates two sectors under supervision. 

1.6 

Training 
An operator shall ensure that initial training (and refresher training at regular intervals) 

will be provided for each cabin crew member which includes at least the following; 



(a) 

emergency procedures including pilot incapacitation; 

(b) 

evacuation procedures including crowd control techniques; 

(c) 

the operation and actual opening of all normal and emergency exits for 

passenger evacuation in an aircraft or approved training device; 

(d) 

demonstration of the operation of all other exits; and 

(e) 

the location and handling of emergency and life-saving equipment, including 

oxygen systems, portable oxygen, protective breathing equipment, the donning 

of life-jackets, the use of first aid and, if carried onboard, universal precaution 

kit in case of suspected communicable disease. 

NOTE: Guidance on the types, number, location and contents of the medical 

supplies (including first-aid kits, and/or universal precaution kits, and 

medical kit when required) is given in Annex 6 Part I Chapter 6 

Attachment B. 

1.7 

Uniforms 
1.7.1 Operators should provide crew uniforms which readily distinguish the wearer as a 

member of the cabin staff. Uniforms should, whenever practicable, be manufactured 

from non-thermoplastic material, such as wool; particular attention should be paid to 

uniform linings and melt factors. 

1.7.2 Protective clothing for at least two crew members, such as a quick donning jump suit 

manufactured from a non-thermoplastic material, should be provided for aircraft being 

operated in a combined passenger and cargo role, i.e., Class ‘B’ compartments. 

1.7.3 Care should be exercised in the provision of cabin crew’s footwear. Appropriate shoes 

should be worn during take-off and landing, to cater for possible emergency situations 

etc., so as to avoid damage to slides.  
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1.7.4 All chains worn around the neck and unconcealed by clothing have the potential to 

snag and so hamper movement. At worst they can be a cause of injury to the wearer. 

Both the restriction of movement and the risk of injury that may occur when neck 

chains are worn have the potential to inhibit crews from carrying out their duties. 

Operators must therefore instruct crews to remove unconcealed neck chains when on 

board aircraft. If there is a requirement that ID cards must be displayed, other forms of 

attachment must be used, care being taken to ensure that this does not result in loose 

chains continuing to present a risk of snagging. 

2 

CABIN SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
2.1 

Pre-departure Procedures 
2.1.1 Operators should establish check-in and boarding gate procedures and, where 

applicable, training for their traffic staff and handling agents. Emphasis should be 

placed on the need for these personnel to identify and resolve potential difficulties in 

seat allocation (see also paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3), excess cabin baggage, the carriage of 

dangerous goods, drunken or unruly passengers, including boarding refusal, before 

passenger embarkation begins. This is of particular importance at overseas departure 

points. 



2.1.2 Similar instructions and training should also be given to cabin crew to deal with 

problems which may have been missed at check-in. 

2.2 

Seat Allocation 
2.2.1 The following types of passengers should not be seated where they could obstruct 

emergency exits, impede the crew in their duties, obstruct access to emergency 

equipment or hinder aircraft evacuation: 

(a) 

handicapped people, including the blind and deaf. Only one such passenger 

should be allocated to each floor level exit; 

(b) 

persons who are elderly or frail; 

(c) 

children and infants, whether accompanied or not; 

(d) 

deportees or prisoners in custody; and 

(e) 

obese passengers. 

2.2.2 Handicapped passengers should be seated as close to emergency exits as the above 

limitations allow. Operators should refer to FON 04/2008 for detailed guidance on the 

handling of passengers with disabilities. 

2.3 

Seat Allocation at Self-help ( Types III and IV ) Exits 
2.3.1 Seats which form the access route from the cabin aisle to these exits should only be 

allocated to passengers who appear capable of operating and/or assisting with the 

operation of the exit; check-in staff should identify likely candidates for these seats.  
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2.3.2 On no account should the types of passengers, listed in paragraph 2.2.1 be allocated 

seats which form the access route from the cabin aisle to these types of exit. Preference 

should be given, where possible, to seating non operating crew at these locations.  

2.4 

Drunken Passengers 
2.4.1 Article 49 of the AN(HK)O states that "A person shall not enter any aircraft when 

drunk or be drunk in any aircraft". 

2.4.2 Operators are to provide instructions, advice and training to all relevant staff on dealing 

with passengers who have been drinking excessively. Such advice should include 

when to deny boarding rights and reiterate the commander’s prerogative to exercise the 

powers, as conferred by the AN(HK)O, to protect the safety of the aircraft and 

passengers. 

2.4.3 Drunken passengers constitute not only a possible source of annoyance to fellow 

passengers but also a hazard to flight safety. Potentially hazardous incidents should be 

reported through the MOR scheme. 

2.5 

Stowage of Cabin Baggage 
2.5.1 Cabin baggage may only be stowed in approved locations. Operators should provide 

clear and unequivocal advice on which areas are approved. 

2.5.2 Overhead lockers and other stowages must be clearly placarded with weight limitations 

and enclosed by latched doors or load bearing nets as appropriate; cabin crew must be 

made aware of the need to ensure that limitations are not exceeded. 

2.5.3 Underseat stowages may only be used if the seat is equipped with a restraint bar and the 



baggage is of a size to fit under the seat. 

2.5.4 Baggage must not be stowed in toilets, immediately forward or aft of bulkheads, or in 

such a manner that it will impede access to emergency equipment. Particular attention 

must be paid to maintaining the integrity of all evacuation routes. 

2.6 

Stowage of Catering Supplies and Crew Effects 
2.6.1 All catering supplies, blankets, pillows, newspapers etc. are to be securely stowed in 

approved areas for take-off and landing. 

2.6.2 Similarly, crew effects, including baggage and clothing, must be stowed in approved 

areas. Particular care must be taken to ensure that doors and exits, including operating 

handles, are not obstructed nor ready access to emergency equipment precluded. 

2.7 

Carriage of Aerosols 
2.7.1 Advice and instructions should be provided to crew on the carriage of aerosols. In 

particular, the potential fire hazard posed, and how this may be obviated by careful 

stowage should be emphasised.  
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2.7.2 Unless it is unavoidable, aerosols should not be used for dispensing air fresheners, 

insecticides or other similar agents. 

2.8 

Portable Electronic Equipment 
The CAD has considered evidence that navigation equipment may malfunction as a 

result of interference from passengers’ portable electronic equipment. At the request 

of the commander, cabin crew may be required to check the cabin for portable 

electronic equipment being used by passengers. 

2.9 

Spillage of Drinks 
There is an obvious potential for a major incident to occur when such items as 

conductive liquids in open containers, cutlery etc are mishandled on aircraft flight 

decks. All operators are requested to review their procedures for handling drinks and 

other items in and around the flight deck, as appropriate. Clear advice should be given 

to all crew on how best to route drinks when passing them about, so as to avoid any 

risk of accidental spillage on to electrical equipment 

2.10 Security of Flight Crew Compartment 

2.10.1 Operational procedures must be in place to prevent unauthorized persons from entering 

the flight crew compartment. Particular attention must be paid to entering and exit 

procedures, monitoring of door area, and procedures for crew leaving the flight crew 

compartment. 

2.10.2 Operators shall also establish a policy and procedures with regard to cabin crew 

notification to flight crew in the event of suspicious activity or security breaches in the 

cabin. 

2.10.3 FON 04/2002 remains current and shall be referred to by operators.  

3 

SAFETY BRIEFING 
3.1 

Passenger Briefing 
3.1.1 Passengers are to be given a pre-departure briefing, without distraction by other cabin 

activities. The briefing should cover all relevant points appropriate to the aircraft type 

and operation being undertaken. The following points must be pointed out by 

demonstration or video: 



(a) 

seat belt operation; 

(b) 

location of emergency exits, including any unserviceabilities; 

(c) 

life-jacket operation, where required; and 

(d) 

operation of drop-out oxygen, where required. 

Passengers’ attention must be drawn to smoking restrictions; when appropriate, the 

availability of infant life-jackets and flotation cots; the need for children’s and babies 

oxygen masks to be fitted after those of their accompanying elders; and advice on 

wearing seat belts at all times.  
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3.1.2 The location of floor lighting systems must be included in the briefing and, where 

possible, the system should be activated for a few seconds. 

3.1.3 Passengers’ attention should be drawn to the safety card and mention made of the 

instructions for operating types III and IV exits, if appropriate. 

3.1.4 Attention should also be drawn to restrictions on the use of personal electronic 

equipment, including mobile telephones; this is to be repeated prior to landing. 

3.1.5 here briefings are given by the use of a video presentation, cabin crew must monitor 

screens to ensure that each passenger receives a full briefing and, particularly with 

larger aircraft, physically indicate the nearest available exit. Where passengers have 

not, or cannot (because of location), received a full briefing by video, individual 

briefings must be given. 

3.1.6 Operators should ensure that their crew drills include a procedure for passengers to be 

warned of impact so that they can adopt the brace position at the appropriate time 

before impact. 

3.2 

Passenger Safety Cards 
3.2.1 The passenger safety briefing must be supplemented with a pictorial safety notice 

relevant to the type of aircraft and its safety equipment (passenger safety card).  

Information contained in the card must be consistent with the briefing. A copy of each 

card currently in use must be lodged with the Flight Operations Inspectorate. 

3.2.2 The card is to be designed and produced as an entity separate from any other literature. 

It should be located so that the seated passenger can readily see and identify it; a 

distinctive message that it contains safety information should be placed at the top of the 

card. 

3.2.3 Equipment and operating methods should be depicted pictorially, using internationally 

recognised symbols wherever possible. Any wording, which should be kept to a 

minimum, is to be in English with equivalent Chinese characters. 

3.2.4 Passenger safety cards must provide the following information: 

(a) 

seat belts - instructions for fastening, adjusting and unfastening; 

(b) 

exit location - routes to exits should be indicated; 

(c) 

exit operation - for all types of exit fitted. Illustrations should depict a person 

operating the exit with the direction of the movement of handles clearly 

indicated; 

(d) 



use of evacuation slides - depicting the correct method of use, the manual 

inflation handle and discarding high heeled shoes; 

(e) 

brace positions - for all types of seat orientation and pitch in use on the aircraft; 

(f) 

oxygen masks - instructions on locating, donning and adjusting the mask; 

initiating oxygen flow. Instructions should be given that masks should be 

fitted to children only after their guardians have fitted their own;  
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(g) life-jackets - removal from stowage, removed from container and inflation.  

The card must show that, excepting children, the life-jacket must not be 

inflated within the cabin; and 

(h) 

life-rafts - location, removal, preparation for use. inflation and launching.  

Launching locations should be indicated. 

Additionally, operators may wish to include the following: 

(i) 

Smoking - restrictions; 

(j) 

Seatbacks and trays - upright and stowed for take-off and landing; and 

(k) 

Emergency floor path lighting systems. 

4 

CABIN CREW DUTIES 
4.1 

Pre-flight Briefings 
Cabin crew should be given a safety briefing prior to the commencement of any flight 

and, in a series of consecutive flights, after each full rest period. Consideration should 

be given to the following: 

(a) 

areas dedicated to pre-flight briefing usage that afford privacy should be 

provided; 

(b) 

copies of the relevant cabin safety manual and current safety notices must be 

available; 

(c) 

all cabin crew present should be required to answer satisfactorily at least one 

question on aircraft safety (emergency drills, safety equipment location and 

usage) or one on first aid; 

(d) 

the allocation of cabin crew to specific seats in the passenger compartment, 

where applicable, should take due account of the need to ensure that no area 

is devoid of persons who have experience in the conduct of safety-related 

duties; 

(e) 

safety ‘reminders’ that address any recent changes to safety-related issues or 

any perennial problems should be given; and 

(f) 

action to be taken by the Senior Cabin Crew Member (SCCM), if it becomes 

apparent that any crewmember displays inadequate knowledge of 



safety-related issues. 

4.2 

Allocation of Cabin Crew Stations 
4.2.1 General 

Arrangements should be made, preferably during rostering, to ensure an even spread of 

experienced cabin crew through the aircraft. SCCMs should allocate duties and 

positions on the day with this in mind. The SCCM must occupy an approved crew seat 

for all take-offs and landings.  
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4.2.2 Senior Cabin Crew Member Seating 

When the assigned crew station of the SCCM does not allow immediate access to the 

flight deck, operators must specify drills which reflect the following: 

(a) 

the cabin crew seated closest to the flight deck should be responsible for 

communicating with the flight deck crew in the event of any emergency on 

take-off or landing; and 

(b) 

emergency evacuation procedures should require the SCCM to remain at his or 

her station and to control and operate the emergency exits. 

4.3 

Embarkation and Disembarkation of passengers 
Instructions should be available to crews for marshalling of passengers at stations 

where ground handling staff are unavailable. 

4.4 

Arming and Disarming Slides 
Slides should be armed as soon as obstructions to their deployment (steps, jetties etc) 

are removed and clear. Slides should remain armed after landing until arrival ‘on 

stand’. Crews should be aware of the dangers of accidental deployment. 

4.5 

Duties Prior to Take-off and Landing 
4.5.1 Cabin crew carried in accordance with AN(HK)O requirements should remain at their 

stations with harnesses fastened, except when performing duties related to the safety of 

the aircraft and its passengers. 

4.5.2 All catering and other equipment is to be stowed prior to take-off. 

4.5.3 All items of galley electrical equipment should be switched off. 

4.5.4 Operators must ensure that at any time the aircraft is on the ground, provision for the 

safe and rapid evacuation of passengers in an emergency is maintained. 

4.6 

Cabin Lights for Take-off and Landing 
The dimming of interior cabin lights, particularly when taking-off and landing at night, 

is recommended. 

4.7 

Refuelling Operations with Passengers on Board 
When operators wish to refuel aircraft with passengers on board, instructions should be 

issued to crews. Instructions should cover at least the following points: 

(a) 

aircraft steps and jetties, and cabin crew positions; 

(b) 

smoking prohibition;  
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(c) 

restriction on use of electrical equipment and switch gear; and 

(d) 

slide arming and clearance area. 

Operators should discuss such proposals with their assigned Inspectors. 

4.8 

Flight Crew and Cabin Crew Liaison 
4.8.1 Operators’ instructions should be clear on the need for good liaison to exist between 

flight crew and cabin crew. 

4.8.2 A means must be established for the conduct of liaison. Such liaison should extend 

until after the aircraft has arrived at its final destination where, for instance, cabin 

safety equipment defects may need to be attended to. 

5 

SAFETY, EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT 
5.1 

Provision of Oxygen Equipment 
5.1.1 The amount of oxygen to be carried and the number of passengers for whom suitable 

masks must be made available vary with operating altitude, attainable rate of descent 

and Minimum Safe Altitude (MSA). 

5.1.2 Information and instructions must be provided by the operator to his operating staff to 

ensure that flights may be conducted in accordance with the relevant legislation. Any 

aircraft which is not correctly equipped must be appropriately restricted in its use, e.g. 

by imposition of operating altitude or route restrictions, until such time as an 

appropriate scale of oxygen and equipment is fitted or repairs effected. 

NOTE: Information on the dangers of explosion caused by the proximity of any 

oxygen equipment, including therapeutic oxygen, to any naked flame or 

incipient fire must be stressed. 

5.2 

Re-stowage of Oxygen Masks 
It is recommended that cabin crew do not attempt to re-stow oxygen masks after 

deployment. Damage to the equipment and possibly cabin crew injury may result.  

Re-stowage of such equipment should be undertaken by maintenance personnel only. 

5.3 

Portable Protective Breathing equipment 
5.3.1 Portable Protective Breathing Equipment (PPBE) must be approved by the CAD.  

Advice on which equipment has been approved may be obtained from the CAD’s 

Airworthiness Office. 

5.3.2 PPBE units are to be stowed as close to the crew station as practicable and must be 

readily accessible. Pre-flight serviceability checks must be capable of being readily 

achieved.  
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5.3.3 Operators should ensure that transportation security or any other seals are removed 



prior to installation on the aircraft. 

5.3.4 Failures or any problems associated with PPBE must be reported via the Mandatory 

Occurrence Reporting scheme (MOR) to the Airworthiness Office. 

5.4 

Carriage of Tropical and Polar Survival Equipment 
5.4.1 The AN(HK)O specifies the type and quantity of equipment which is required to be 

carried on flights over areas where, in the event of an emergency landing, tropical or 

polar conditions are likely to be met. Such areas are defined as follows: 

(a) 

Tropical Areas 

(i) 

those parts of Asia south of latitude 40°N; 

(ii) Africa; 

(iii) Central and South America; and 

(iv) New Guinea and the remote central areas of Australia. 

(b) 

Polar areas 

(i) 

areas north of latitude 66°33’N and south of latitude 66°33’S; 

(ii) 

that area of North America north of 60°N and between longitude 60°W 

and 175°W (Seasonal); 

(iii) that part of Asia north of latitude 40°N and east of longitude 45°E, but 

excluding mainland Japan (Seasonal); and 

(iv) that part of Europe, including the UK, north of latitude 56°N 

(Seasonal). 

5.4.2 Carriage of such equipment is not required if an aircraft flies within the areas detailed 

at paragraph 5.4.1 of this section and an emergency landing can be made where polar 

and tropical conditions are not likely to be encountered, provided the same range and 

performance criteria detailed in the ‘circumstances of flight’ column of paragraph 4 of 

Schedule 5 to the AN(HK)O, to establish whether sea survival equipment (scale K) 

needs to be carried, are not exceeded. 

5.4.3 Polar survival equipment will usually be required to be carried during the period 

November to April inclusive. Flights conducted north of the Arctic Circle are unlikely 

to be affected by seasonal variations in climate thus requiring the carriage of such 

equipment at all times of the year. 

5.4.4 Some States call for the carriage of particular survival equipment on flights over their 

territory. Operators should familiarise themselves with these requirements.  
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5.4.5 Special consideration should be given to the carriage of durable water containers to 

take advantage of fresh water supplies on board the aircraft. 

5.4.6 For operations by helicopters and small aeroplanes in desert areas, where Search and 

Rescue (SAR) facilities are known to be limited and climatic conditions are particularly 

inhospitable, tropical equipment will be considered necessary. Similarly for operations 

in wintry conditions, particularly by helicopters, consideration should be given to the 

carriage of polar equipment. 

5.5 

Search and Rescue 
5.5.1 The operations manual shall include the ground-air visual signal code for use by 

survivors, as contained in ICAO Annex 12. 



5.6 

Carriage of Life-jackets and Flotation Cots for Children and Infants 
5.6.1 Arrangements must be made to ensure that appropriate survival equipment is available 

for children and infants prior to the despatch of an aircraft. 

5.6.2 On flights where life-jackets are to be carried, the following equipment is required to 

be provided for each child and infant: 

(a)  

children of 3 years and over: 

an adult life-jacket which has been approved for use by children; 

(b) 

infants between 18 months and 3 years: 

an approved infant life-jacket; 

(c) 

infants under the age of 18 months: 

an approved flotation cot. 

NOTE: Infant flotation devices are approved solely for the purpose of protection and 

flotation on water and not as restraint devices prior to impact. ‘Approved’ in 

the above context refers to the approval obtained by the equipment’s 

manufacturer. 

5.6.3 Operators should establish procedures for the provision and re-provision of such 

equipment, when standard aircraft installations are supplemented by uplifts at route 

stations. 

5.7 

Waste Containment 
5.7.1 All receptacles for towels, paper and other waste are to be constructed of materials 

resistant to fire as required by the relevant airworthiness requirements. Their fire 

containment is to be demonstrated by test. 

5.7.2 Waste bags are not approved by the CAD. It is, however, the responsibility of the 

operator to control the quality of their waste bags in order that resistance to fire is 

maintained; the fire containment must be demonstrated by the test. For further 

information contact the Airworthiness Office.  
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5.7.3 Waste bags may only be stowed in toilet compartments during the final phases of flight, 

provided that they contain only low density waste such as paper and plastic cups. 

6 

ABNORMAL AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
6.1 

Turbulence 
6.1.1 If turbulence is forecast, the aircraft commander should brief the SCCM prior to 

departure. 

6.1.2 When turbulence is encountered, the commander should direct appropriate action via 

the SCCM. 

6.1.3 If in-flight service is to be discontinued, all trolleys, galleys and cabin equipment are to 

be secured and checks undertaken to ensure that passengers are seated with their 

seatbelts fastened. 

6.1.4 Cabin crew should take their seats and fasten harnesses as soon as is reasonably 

practicable. 

6.1.5 Operators should have in place procedures regarding the avoidance and handling of 

in-flight turbulence. Regular review should be carried out with respect to the 

following: 



(a) 

Preflight briefing by flight crew to the cabin crew and the passengers of the 

forecasted turbulence; 

(c) 

Proper and effective weather assessment before and during flight by all 

available means; 

(d) 

Commitment to SOP with regard to seat-belt usage, turbulence and weather 

avoidance techniques and effective communication during the flight; 

(e) 

CRM training for crew members; 

(f) 

Effective training to prevent or mitigate injuries to cabin crew caused by 

turbulence; 

(g) 

Establishment of policy and procedures as to when cabin crew should be seated 

taking into account the potential risk of turbulence in flight. 

6.2 

Cabin Fires 
6.2.1 Cabin attendants must continually survey the aircraft cabin and galley areas for 

potential and existing fires. 

6.2.2 Additionally, a frequent check of toilet areas must be undertaken, noting in particular 

that smoke sensors remain unblocked.  
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6.2.3 On detecting a fire and/or smoke, the flight crew must be informed immediately of its 

location, source and severity and be kept informed as the situation develops. 

6.2.4 After a fire has been extinguished, the area around it must be monitored for potential 

re-ignition. 

6.3 

Oven Fires 
6.3.1 Oven fires can be caused by a variety of factors the dangers of which would be 

minimised by thorough inspections of ovens both for cleanliness and for the presence 

of foreign objects. 

6.3.2 The primary hazard from an oven fire occurs when the door of a heated oven is opened. 

The introduction of outside oxygen can cause a flash fire. In dealing with an oven fire 

or oven overheat, the following procedure is recommended: 

(a) 

isolate the electrics and keep the door closed. In most incidents the fire will 

self-extinguish; 

(b) 

monitor the situation. Have a fire extinguisher, fire gloves and protective 

breathing equipment (PPBE) to hand; and 

(c) 

if the situation worsens, or it is thought that fire still exists in the oven, open 

the oven door just enough to insert the nozzle of the fire extinguisher. Insert 

the nozzle of the fire extinguisher and discharge a small amount of the 

extinguishant; consideration should be given to donning PPBE and fire 

gloves prior to opening the oven door. Close the oven door and monitor the 

oven. Repeat this procedure if necessary. 

6.4 



Ban on the use of Therapeutic Oxygen whilst Fire Fighting 
The use of therapeutic oxygen whilst fire-fighting is extremely hazardous since 

therapeutic oxygen may itself feed the fire, thus resulting in severe injuries to the crew 

member wearing the equipment. Additionally, therapeutic oxygen equipment only 

provides a low supplemental oxygen flow which will afford little relief in a 

smoke-laden atmosphere. 

6.5 

Bomb Warning Procedures 
On receipt of a bomb-on-board warning, the SCCM is to implement the procedures 

detailed in the Operations Manual and associated aircraft checklists, as directed by the 

aircraft commander.  
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8.5 

Fuel Alternates 
8.5.1 An aerodrome suitable in all respects for use as an alternate, if a landing cannot be 

made at the intended destination, must be identified on both the pilot navigation log 

(plog) and on the ATC flight plan. 

8.5.2 When the planned alternate aerodrome is in the same busy area as the destination, for 

instance Hong Kong and Macau, the track miles on which the fuel requirement for 

flying to the alternate is calculated should be realistically assessed taking account of 

the extended routeing which can reasonably be expected during busy periods. 

8.6 

Minimum Fuel 
8.6.1 Under ICAO terminology, ‘minimum fuel’ describes a situation in which an aircraft’s 

fuel supply has reached a state where little or no delay can be accepted. 

8.6.2 Minimum Fuel. For operations under a Hong Kong AOC, the minimum fuel with 

which the aircraft must land is an amount equal to 30 minutes holding at a height of 

1500 ft at the planned landing weight. Where it becomes apparent that a flight is likely 

to land with less than minimum fuel, the commander is to declare an emergency. 

8.7 

ETOPS 
Operations manuals should, if applicable, specify fuel planning requirements and 

procedures for flights operated under Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) 

rules.  

8.8 

Fuel Planning - Specific Requirements 
8.8.1 At the planning stage the quantity of fuel required to be on board before the aeroplane 

departs should be calculated and recorded. Only those procedures that are specified in 

operations manuals may be used.  
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8.8.2 Normal Planning. For most flights, the formula for calculating before flight the 

amount of fuel required is the sum of: 

(a) 

start-up and taxy fuel; 

(b) 

sector fuel; 

(c) 

alternate fuel, i.e. fuel for a missed approach procedure and then from 

overhead the intended destination airfield to a suitable alternate; 

(d) 

holding fuel, i.e. fuel to hold and make an approach at the most critical 

alternate aerodrome, calculated as follows: 

(i) 

in the case of propeller-driven aeroplanes, fuel to hold for 45 minutes 

and carry out an approach and landing; or 

(ii) 

in the case of turbo-jet aeroplanes, fuel to hold for 30 minutes at 1500 

feet above the aerodrome under International Standard Atmosphere 

(ISA) conditions and carry out an approach and landing; 

(e) 

contingency fuel, i.e. not less than 5% of the sum of Sector fuel and Alternate 

fuel. 

NOTE: Account should be taken also of additional amounts such as those listed in 

paragraph 8.3. 

8.8.3 Use of En-Route Alternate (ERA). The normally calculated contingency fuel can be 

reduced by use of a nominated ERA as follows: 

(a) 

The ERA must be an adequate aerodrome which is open. The forecast weather 

must be such that a landing can be assured. 

(b) 

5% of the fuel required to fly from overhead or abeam the ERA to the 

destination may be substituted for the contingency element of sector fuel, but 

cannot be less than that required to cruise from that position for 5 minutes at 

the then all-up weight of the aeroplane. 

8.8.4 Use of Remote Aerodromes. When the destination aerodrome is geographically 

isolated and has no suitable alternate within a reasonable range, the alternate and 

holding fuel can be substituted by a holding reserve. The following conditions shall be 

satisfied: 

(a) 

the holding reserve shall be not less than two hours fuel at normal cruise 

consumption at the all-up-weight applicable to arrival overhead the 

destination; 

(b) 

the holding reserve shall be related to statistical data on local weather 

conditions and sufficient for holding for a time period based on this data; 

(c) 

aerodromes designated ‘Remote’ shall be listed in the operations manual; and 

(d) 

the latest point of diversion between the remote aerodrome destination and a 

suitable en-route diversion shall be calculated.  
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8.8.5 Reclearance in Flight. When a flight cannot depart with the total fuel calculated in 

accordance with the normal planning formula, dispatch may be achieved by the 

operator nominating a suitable aerodrome en-route as the destination with the intention 

of obtaining a reclearance in flight to the original destination, if the commander is 

satisfied that: 

(a) 

the nominated destination aerodrome is both suitable and available with the 

weather forecast satisfactory for landing; and 

(b) 

the fuel on board, when passing over or abeam the nominated aerodrome 

en-route, is sufficient to satisfy the normal planning formula from that point to 

the original destination. 

NOTES:(1) 

Pilot navigation logs must show the name of the aerodrome en-route 

that is used for this planning purpose; the weather conditions relating 

to both destination and nominated en-route aerodromes must be 

recorded. 

(2) Some Authorities are not willing to have aerodromes in their 

jurisdiction nominated as a destination, if that is not the intention, as 

may be the case in this procedure. 

8.9 

Fuel Management - En-Route 
8.9.1 General Requirements. Airborne fuel usage must be monitored, with the aim of 

ensuring that throughout the flight the fuel on board remains sufficient to satisfy the 

requirements listed below. Clear instructions must be given on the action the 

commander must take i.e. range of options requiring consideration, if at any stage it 

appears that the fuel on board is less than required. 

8.9.2 Company Minimum Reserve (CMR). This is the minimum, normal fuel state on arrival 

at the destination missed approach point (MAP). It is the sum of: 
(a) 

The fuel required to proceed to the chosen alternate airport; and 

(b) 

Contingency fuel applicable to (a); and 

(c) 

Sufficient fuel to enable, in the case of turbojet-powered aircraft, the flight to 

hold for a period of 30 minutes at a height of 1500 ft at the aircraft’s planned 

landing weight at the alternate airport. 

8.9.3 Use of En-Route Alternate (ERA). For flights that use the ERA formula, on passing 

overhead or abeam the ERA, the fuel expected to remain at the MAP of the intended 

destination should not be less than CMR. 

8.9.4 Use of Remote Aerodromes. For flights that use the remote aerodrome conditions, on 

passing the latest point of diversion the fuel expected to remain overhead the intended 

destination should not be less than the holding reserve. Crews must, before passing this 

point, obtain the weather conditions existing at the destination and a current forecast 

for the time of expected arrival. 
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8.9.5 Reclearance in Flight. For flights that use the reclearance in flight procedure, when 

passing over or abeam the nominated destination aerodrome (reclearance point), the 

fuel expected to remain at the MAP of the original destination should not be less than 



CMR. 

8.9.6 Fuel Balancing. On multi-crew aircraft the instructions for fuel balancing must cover 

the following points: 

(a) 

if an abnormal fuel feed procedure is used to balance fuel, the aircraft 

commander must be informed and at least two flight crew members must 

monitor the operation; and 

(b) 

when balancing fuel on aircraft with more than two engines, one engine, where 

practical, should remain on direct feed from tank to engine. Preference should 

be given to an engine with an operative electrical generator and where 

applicable a hydraulic pump. 

8.10 Predicted Reduced Fuel State - Destination 
8.10.1 A fuel progress chart must be included as part of the CFP for each flight made for the 

purposes of public transport, in order to predict a flight’s arrival fuel at its destination. 

Periodic entries made at regular intervals by the crew, enable a perception to be made 

of how well the flight is doing in relation to the planned fuel progression and enables 

the crew, at some point along the route, to determine with fair accuracy, whether the 

flight will arrive at the destination with the required amount of fuel – the CMR – on 

board. 

8.10.2 General Requirements. If it becomes apparent that the fuel remaining is close to the 

CMR, the commander must have clear instructions on the actions he must take.  

Whilst en-route, options generally available are: 

(a) 

adjust aircraft speed; 

(b) 

obtain a more direct routing; 

(c) 

fly at a different flight level; 

(d) 

land and refuel; or 

(e) 

select an alternate aerodrome which is closer to the destination airfield than 

that specified in the ATC flight plan and so reduce the CMR. 

8.10.3 Where a flight has been despatched with less than the required fuel, for example when 

utilising an ERA, early fuel checks will naturally show that the predicted fuel 

remaining will be less than CMR. As the flight progresses, updated assessments of the 

fuel remaining at the destination will continue to be made. The decision, in the light of 

the fuel required, regarding continuing to the destination or diverting to an en route 

airport, should be made at a point where diversion is still feasible.  
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8.10.4 If en route it becomes obvious that a flight will not arrive at the destination with the 

required CMR, the flight may continue to the planned destination, provided that the 

fuel remaining on landing will be not less than an amount equal to that which would 

enable the aircraft to hold for 30 minutes at 1500 ft at the anticipated landing weight – 

i.e. Minimum Fuel – and ALL of the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) 

There must be at least two geographically separate runways available for use 

which meet the performance criteria for the aircraft; and  

(b) 



There must be no ATC delays forecast for the flight’s ETA at the destination; 

and 

(c) 

The actual weather and that forecast for the flight’s ETA at the destination must 

be at, or better than, the alternate planning minima for the non-precision 

approach aid with the higher minima serving the two runways being considered 

in (a) above and, in addition, the surface wind is within the normal crosswind 

limits for the aircraft type. 

Where these conditions are not satisfied, the flight must divert to an en route airport for 

refuelling. 

8.10.5 After Commencing Descent 

If, after commencing descent, an unforeseen situation develops which may prejudice 

arrival at the destination MAP with CMR fuel, the flight may continue to the 

destination airport provided that the fuel remaining on landing will be at least equal to 

Minimum Fuel. However, the commander must, in electing to continue rather than 

proceed to the alternate, ensure that all relevant factors are taken into consideration 

with particular reference to the reason for the delay, weather deterioration and runway 

availability at the destination and alternate. If at any time it becomes apparent that a 

flight cannot be completed with Minimum Fuel available upon landing, an emergency 

must be declared. 

8.10.6 Delays Exceed Expectation. Operators must make clear what action is to be taken by 

commanders, if the fuel remaining could reduce or has reduced below the amounts 

derived from the considerations listed 8.10.4 and 8.10.5. 

9 

FUEL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT - HELICOPTERS 

Cancelled - refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement  
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10 

CHECK-LISTS 
10.1 The drills and checks to be followed including those for emergency and abnormal 

conditions should be listed in full in the operations manual in the form of expanded 

check-lists. In addition, abbreviated working check-lists should be provided on the 

flight deck for the use of the flight crew. 

10.2 The check-lists and drill cards provided by an operator for use by his crews must 

correctly reflect the requirements, instructions, drills and procedures specified in the 

aircraft’s Flight Manual. 

10.3 Instructions on how to use the checklists and drill cards should be provided in the manual. 

For convenience in handling, the check-list for normal operations should be separate 

from the abnormal and emergency check-list. The colour of the emergency and 

abnormal check-lists should be sufficiently distinctive to avoid them being mistaken for 

other volumes. They must be stowed on the flight deck separately from other documents 

in such a manner as to be immediately ready for use. 

10.4 Separate check lists or drill cards must be provided for each flight crew member. In 

‘single pilot’ aircraft, check lists can be supplemented by placarding vital actions for 

final approach and landing. 

10.5 All check lists or drill cards must be of a quality sufficient to withstand heavy wear and 

remain legible. The design and utilisation of checklists shall observe Human Factors 

principles. 

10.6 Details of cabin crews’ ditching, crash landing and emergency evacuation drills should 

be readily available. This may be achieved either by issuing to each cabin crew a copy 



of their emergency drills - which they should be required to carry with them - or stowing 

the drill cards at appropriate positions in the cabin.  

10.7 On multi-crew aircraft, instructions must be given that check lists are always to be used. 

On single pilot aircraft the operator may allow in-flight drills to be carried out from 

memory but must ensure that a check list is readily available to the pilot. Memorised 

drills must be carried out strictly in accordance with the check list and emergency drills 

must be verified as soon as possible by reference to the check list. 

10.8 On multi-crew aircraft, drills should be so constructed that the handling pilot, as far as 

possible, has only to control the aircraft’s flight path and cross check the correct selection 

of a lever or a switch before it is used. The use of responses such as “SET” or “AS 

REQUIRED” should be avoided and are better replaced by a specific indication of what 

is required. 

10.9 Where emergency and abnormal drills do not include all the necessary items and actions 

to re-land, a clear instruction referring the crew back to the normal check-list must be 

made.  
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10.10 An abbreviated version of the normal check-list may be produced for use by training 

captains whilst on circuit training. This should retain the sequences of the normal 

check-list. 

10.11 Each page of a check-list must be dated and the amendment state of the check-list 

ascertainable by means of a simple amendment record. This record should be 

incorporated at a suitable place in the check-list. 

10.12 The following items, where applicable, must be included at the appropriate point in the 

normal check-list (the actual form of words may be varied): 

(a) 

crew seats, seat belts and harnesses fastened/locked for take-off and landing; 

(b) 

flying controls unlocked and checked for freedom of movement; 

(c) 

cabin prepared for take-off and landing; 

(d) 

reference speeds noted and/or bugs set and cross checked; 

(e) 

instruments checked before take-off and prior to commencing approach; 

(f) 

altimeters set and cross checked and required setting (QFE, QNH, QNE) at 

each stage of flight; 

(g) 

pre-take-off/landing signal to cabin crew - PA or chime; 

(h) 

radio aids set and identified (by more than one crew member on multi-crew 

operations) 

(i) 

RTOW and performance data checked valid for runway in use immediately 

before take-off; 

(j) 

performance data for approach and landing (normally before commencing 

descent); 

(k) 

MSA check prior to descent. 



10.13 There should be check-list prompts requiring the aircraft commander to brief the flight 

crew on the following topics:  

(a) 

Prior to take-off: 

(i) 

the actions to be taken if an emergency occurs during or immediately 

after take-off; 

(ii) 

special techniques for take-off in crosswinds and on wet or otherwise 

contaminated runways; 

(iii) noise abatement procedures; 

(iv) selection of radio aids; and 

(v) 

selection and checking of reduced thrust for take-off, when permitted.  
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(b) 

Prior to landing: 

(i) 

selection of radio aids; 

(ii) 

missed approach procedures; 

(iii) any special techniques or system configurations for landing; and 

(iv) selected alternate for diversion. 

NOTE: It is not necessary to include these items in detail if suitable instructions are 

provided elsewhere. The word ‘briefing’ is sufficient at the appropriate points 

in the check-lists. 

10.14 Abnormal operation check-lists should include such drills as: 

(a) 

hydraulic failures; 

(b) 

fuel system failures; 

(c) 

air-conditioning/pressurisation failures; and 

(d) 

electrical system failures. 

10.15 Examples of emergency drills to be covered are as follows: (Note - memory actions are 

annotated M) 

- 

engine failure on take off 

* rejected take off at or before V1 drill (M) 

* after V1 (instruction must be given that drills are not to be performed before 

reaching a minimum safe altitude) 

* engine fire/failure after V1 drills, could include after take off check 

- 

engine shut down 

- 

engine fires (M) 

- 

propeller malfunctions (M) 

- 



fuel filter de-icing 

- 

relighting of turbine engines and relight envelope graph 

* instant relight (M) 

* normal relight 

- 

restarting reciprocating engines and restart envelope graph 

- 

bus bar and other serious electrical failures (M) 

- 

pressurization failures 

- 

emergency descent (M) 

* to include use of oxygen mask and microphone (M) 

- 

malfunction of power control systems 

- 

cabin and hold fires  
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- 

smoke removal 

* to include maximum IAS for flight with direct vision window open if 

permissible 

- 

landing gear fires 

- 

landing 

* with gear asymmetry 

* with gear up 

* ditching 

- 

evacuation drills 

- 

pilot cockpit pre-evacuation drills (M) following 

* crash landing 

* ditching 

* rejected take off to be followed by evacuation 

* normal landing, or 

* at any other time whilst on the ground 

- 

imminent overrun of manoeuvring area drill (M) 

- 

bomb-on-board warnings. 

11 

USE AND CHECKING OF ALTIMETERS 
11.1 Operators must have a clear policy on altimeter setting procedures, particularly their use 

of QFE and QNH; this policy must be clearly described in operations manuals to cover 

all phases of flight. 

11.2 This policy must incorporate: 

(a) 



Pre-flight serviceability tests; 

(b) 

Flight crew altimeter setting procedures, including: 

(i) 

the setting to be used for each phase of flight; 

(ii) 

the correct challenge and response for altimeter cross-check(s), 

particularly during climb, descent and approach and when nearing an 

assigned altitude/level; 

(iii) alternative settings and procedures, if appropriate, for use when QFE 

is either not available or cannot be used e.g. at high altitude 

aerodromes; 

(iv) the manner of checking and of use of any radio altimeter(s) ; 

(v) 

special precautions to be taken if an altimeter is suspect or becomes 

unserviceable in flight;  
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(vi) confirmation that, unless special conditions exist, the standard setting 

procedure will be used irrespective of which seat the handling pilot 

occupies on take-off; 

(vii) the annotation of check lists with the actual setting to be used e.g. 

QNH/QFE; phrases such as ‘altimeters set’ should not be used; 

(viii) the correct report of altitude/level changes to ATC; such reports 

should not be made before reaching or leaving a particular 

altitude/level; 

(ix) provision for one altimeter to be set to the appropriate QNH, when 

flying at or near to the MSA; this has particular relevance to 

single-pilot unpressurised aircraft. 

(x) 

a check of aerodrome elevation during the approach phase; this is to be 

cross-checked to establish the difference between QFE and QNH, 

when QFE is used for landing; 

(xi) the procedure for indicating decision heights for landing, e.g. a figure 

in the navigation log, altimeter ‘bugs’ and/or landing data cards; 

(xii) the requirement for crews to inform ATC prior to its commencement 

if it is intended to use QNH settings throughout a radar approach 

procedure; 

(xiii) the calls to be made by monitoring pilots or auto calls during 

instrument approaches i.e. at the outer marker or equivalent, 500 feet 

above runway elevation, 100 feet above DA/DH or MDA and minima. 

The calls and responses required for approaches in Category 2 or 3 

weather minima conditions will need to be specified in greater detail; 

and 

(xiv) the procedures to be used when flying in airspace where metric units 

are in use. If no metric altimeter is fitted, detailed instructions must be 

provided on the method of cross-checking conversions from metres to 

feet and vice-versa. 

12 

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES 
Procedures for the evacuation of an aircraft and care of passengers following a forced 



landing, ditching or other emergency are to be specified. Much of the information will 

be descriptive but the basic drills to be followed by the various members of the aircraft 

crew must be summarised and tabulated. Particular attention should be paid to the 

following points: 

(a) 

the correct setting for pressurisation system controls prior to ditching; 

(b) 

the ground positioning of the aircraft relative to the wind, wherever possible, to 

allow for the safest possible evacuation in the event of an aircraft fire; 

(c) 

the use of emergency escape chutes and evacuation slides/rafts;  
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(d) 

the fitting of life-jackets to small children and the use of flotation cots; 

(e) 

the briefing of passengers and warning of impact;  

(f) 

flight deck drills should be memory drills and all flight deck crew members 

should carry them out in a coordinated manner, when ordered to do so by the 

captain; 

(g) 

cabin drills should nominate individual responsibility for initiating evacuation 

and detail cabin crews’ duties inside and outside of the aircraft; 

(h) 

the location and use of each item of emergency and survival equipment. Any 

variation between such equipment carried in individual aircraft of the same type 

must be shown; 

(i) 

the carriage of disabled passengers, how they are dealt with, should an 

emergency evacuation of the aircraft be necessary, and any need to carry 

additional cabin crew; the aircraft commander must be informed when severely 

disabled persons are on board; and 

(j) 

the procedure for warning the cabin crews of any emergency which might 

require the rapid evacuation of passengers from the aircraft. 

NOTES: (1) Operators may be required to arrange a demonstration emergency 

evacuation, if concern arises as to the effectiveness of procedures that 

are proposed. 

(2) If electrical power is maintained or re-applied after an accident or 

incident, the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) or Cockpit Voice Recorder 

(CVR) may continue to run and hence obliterate accident or incident 

data. Crews should wherever possible ensure electrical isolation of the 

FDR/CVR, particularly if re-applying power. 

13 

RADIO WATCH 
Radio watch instructions must contain the requirement for a continuous watch on 

operational frequencies not equipped with SELCAL and shall include the requirement 

for flight crews to monitor distress frequency 121.5 MHz at all times when operationally 

possible. 

14 



ROUTE GUIDE 
14.1 The route guide provided in accordance with the provisions in Schedule 11 of the 

AN(HK)O should be a volume or series of volumes separate from the rest of the 

operations manual. Information in the AIP, AIC, NOTAM and AIRAC shall be taken 

into account in the development of route guide. Aerad, Jeppesen or similar publications 

will normally meet the requirement, provided that flight crews are given adequate advice 

on the route to be followed. An operator providing his own guide should ensure that it 

meets the needs of crews in every respect. If flights are to be made only on airways or 

Advisory Routes (ADRs), it will be sufficient to include instructions to that effect; 

otherwise routes regularly flown should be specified in detail, normally on prepared 

navigation flight plans. For other flights, routes should be specified in a commander’s 

flight brief, a copy being retained at base.  
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14.2 Particular care should be taken to ensure that adequate information is provided on 

search and rescue facilities, obstructions in the approach pattern, radio failure 

procedures, prohibited and danger areas and standard Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

(TMA) routeings. Only recognised instrument approach or let-down procedures in 

general use should normally be included in the flight guide. Exceptionally, a special 

‘break cloud’ procedure proposed by the operator may be considered by the CAD, 

provided it is acceptable to the appropriate Airport Authority. Proposals to use such 

special procedures, accompanied by the associated aerodrome operating minima, 

should be submitted to the Flight Operations Inspectorate. 

14.2.1 Neither Jeppesen nor Aerad approach plates display the vertical limits of controlled 

airspace, although this information is available on some area and en-route charts. 

14.3 Normally, the cancellation of Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flight plans at night or in 

congested terminal areas should be prohibited and instructions to this effect included in 

the operations manual. If an operator does not wish to impose a total prohibition, 

detailed instructions should be included in the operations manual, setting out the 

minimum conditions that must be satisfied before cancellation of an IFR flight plan. 

NOTE: Aircraft are not permitted to fly under VFR at night in HK airspace. A visual 

approach does not require the cancellation of an IFR flight plan (see ICAO 

definition of visual approach). 

14.4 In some circumstances an abbreviated approach procedure may be adopted; the 

conditions under which this procedure may be followed should be detailed in the 

operations manual. 

14.5 In order to facilitate effective monitoring of an instrument approach by members of the 

flight crew, operators of multi-crew aircraft should provide for use on the flight deck 

at least two copies of the Instrument Approach charts to be used. 

15 

METEOROLOGICAL REPORTS FROM AIRCRAFT 
15.1 Reference to meteorological reports from aircraft in flight should be based on the 

information and guidance in the Hong Kong Aeronautical Information Publication 

(AIP) and/or on any special requirements of foreign authorities. 

15.2 Reference to reports on volcanic activities from aircraft in flight and report made after 

landing should be based on the information and guidance in the Hong Kong AIP and/or 

on any special requirements of foreign authorities. 

16 

MINIMUM SAFE ALTITUDES 
16.1 Minimum safe altitudes are to be prescribed by the operator for each sector from 

take-off, on each route to be flown, including routes to alternate aerodromes. For this 



purpose ‘sector’ means the intended track from a reporting or turning point to the next, 

until the aircraft starts the instrument approach procedure or joins the traffic pattern at 

the aerodrome to be used for landing. Minimum safe altitudes must be specified by the 

operator in the appropriate volume of the manual, in a prepared navigation flight plan 

or in the commander’s flight brief.  
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16.2 To provide the commander with guidance for the calculation of minimum safe altitudes, 

when he is obliged to depart from the planned or normal route, operators must include 

a formula in the manual, expressed as simply as possible, from which the minimum 

safe altitude can be calculated. The formula must secure at least the normal terrain 

clearance standards laid down by the operator, 

16.3 When specifying minimum safe altitudes, operators must take account of local 

regulations. 

16.4 The criteria upon which minimum safe altitudes are based, related to the track guidance 

facilities available to the commander. The minimum acceptable standards are as below; 

however such standards are modified when flying over high terrain or when the 

ambient air temperature is very low. These variations are covered in paragraphs 16.5 

and 16.7. 

16.4.1 For general application. Where the terrain or obstacle is 5000 feet Above Mean Sea 

Level (AMSL) or lower, the minimum safe altitude is 1000 feet above the highest 

terrain or obstacle within 20 nm of the route centre line. Where that terrain or obstacle 

is higher than 5000 feet AMSL, the minimum safe altitude is 2000 feet or more above 

the highest terrain or obstacle within 20 nm of the route centre line. 

16.4.2 For flight in controlled airspace. Where the track is well defined by two separate aids, 

the minimum safe altitude is 1000 feet above the highest terrain or obstacle within 10 

nm of the route centre line. Where the highest terrain or obstacle, within 10 nm of the 

route centre line, is higher than 5000 ft AMSL, the minimum safe altitude is 2000 feet 

or more above that terrain or obstacle. When the sector length between navigational 

aids which define turning points is such that the aircraft could be more than 5 nm from 

the centre line, due to inherent errors in the system used to define an airway, the limit 

of protection must be increased by the extent to which the divergence exceeds 5 nm. 

16.4.3 For radar controlled flight within 25 nm of the aerodrome of departure or intended 

landing. The minimum safe altitude is 1000 feet above the highest terrain or obstacle 

within 5 nm of the intended track. Commanders must be instructed to monitor all radar 

instructions by reference to other aids and be reminded that, when under radar control, 

it is their individual responsibility to ensure adequate terrain clearance. Minimum safe 

altitudes within 25 nm of aerodromes are referred to as minimum sector altitudes. 

16.4.4 Use of flight guides. An operator may use minimum safe altitudes and minimum sector 

altitudes given in a recognised Flight Guide, provided that the basis of the publisher’s 

calculations will give at least an equal standard to that required by this section. If 

necessary, corrections can be made and promulgated in the manual so that the 

prescribed vertical separation is maintained. 

16.5 Corrections to Planned Minimum Safe Altitudes for Flights Over High Ground 

When the selected cruising altitude or flight level or one-engine-inoperative stabilising 

altitude is at or close to the calculated minimum safe altitude and the flight is within 20 

nm of terrain having a maximum elevation exceeding 2000 feet, the previously 

calculated MSA must be increased as follows:  
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HEIGHT INCREASE FOR FLIGHT OVER HIGH GROUND 
Windspeed in Knots 

Elevation of terrain 

0-30 

31-50 

51-70 

Over 70 

2000-8000 ft 

500 ft 

1000 ft 

1500 ft 

2000 ft 

Above 8000 ft 

1000 ft 

1500 ft 

2000 ft 

2500 ft 

NOTE: Relevant instructions must be included in the Operations Manual. 

16.6 Manuals must include a reference to the effect of mountain waves on the maintenance 

of vertical separation and instruct commanders to take suitable precautions when such 

conditions are reported or forecast. 

16.7 Adequate allowances to calculated minimum safe altitudes must be made when the 

ambient temperature on the surface is much lower than that predicted by the standard 

atmosphere. When the ambient temperature is lower than International Standard 

Atmosphere (ISA) -15°C, the following additions to minimum safe altitude must be 

made: 

Lower than 

ISA -15°C 

Not less than 10%  

" " 

ISA -30°C 

Not less than 20%  

" " 

ISA -50°C 

Not less than 25% 

16.8 For any route the maximum altitude obtainable with all power units operating, or the 

appropriate stabilising altitude with one-engine-inoperative, must be greater than the 

calculated minimum safe altitude for that route. 

17 

AERODROME OPERATING MINIMA (AOM) - TAKE OFF AND LANDING 
17.1 Minima for airfields in regular use and associated alternates must be listed in the 

operations manual, for take-off, landing and visual manoeuvring. For airfields visited 

infrequently the minima may be listed in the commander’s brief; a copy must be 

retained for 6 months. 

17.1.1 Operators’ instructions on aerodrome operating minima are particularly important.  

They should be stated clearly for the benefit of flight crew members. The instructions 

and tables have two purposes: 

(a) 

to enable the commander to appreciate the operator’s intentions and 

requirements; and 

(b) 



to decide whether to commence or continue an approach.  
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17.2 Minima for take-off and landing must be specified for each type of aircraft and for each 

runway and associated approach aid at each aerodrome. Take-off minima will vary 

with the performance group of the aircraft. Minimum values acceptable to the CAD 

are shown at Appendix B of this Chapter. Landing minima, and the method of 

calculation, are also shown at Appendix B. Landing minima can be calculated using 

different methods from those detailed in this Appendix, but such minima must be no 

lower than those derived from the Appendix. Operators of helicopters should consult 

their assigned Inspector. 

17.3 It is the responsibility of operators to establish and specify appropriate minima. The 

CAD and its Inspectors cannot assume any responsibility for the minima specified and 

every instruction issued. The operator must designate a suitably qualified person to 

keep the instructions under review and amend, as necessary. 

17.4 For normal operations (non-LVO) and for Take Off, operators are permitted to use the 

minimum RVR, as amended by NOTAM, or as published on the appropriate approach 

or aerodrome charts forming part of their operations manual, whichever is the higher.  

Subject to the CAD’s acceptance, operator’s obligation to publish AOM may be 

fulfilled by use of aerodrome and approach charts that have been published using Pans 

Ops, Terps or other State criteria. 

17.5 Guidance on the calculation of landing minima for Category II and III operations is 

given in CAD 359. 

17.6 Minima and associated instructions must be presented so that the information is readily 

available to and easily interpreted by the flight crew. 

17.7 Only ‘notified’ or approved instrument approach procedures may be included in the 

tables. Runways or landing strips and approach aids which are not authorised for either 

take-off or landing must be specified either in the AOM tables or by a general 

instruction. 

17.8 For the guidance of commanders, who may be obliged to take off from or land at 

aerodromes for which values have not been specified, operators must give data and 

instructions which allow for the calculation of minima. The data and instructions 

should be expressed as simply as possible and secure, as a minimum the normal 

operating standards observed by the operator. In these circumstances it may not be 

practicable for the commander to give the same detailed consideration to all the 

relevant factors as the operator. Therefore, the minima calculated in this way will 

usually be higher than those which would have been precalculated. When an aircraft 

commander calculates AOM in accordance with these criteria, the calculations must be 

retained with other flight documentation. 

17.9 Operators must state that a commander is authorised to exercise discretion and apply 

minima higher than those prescribed by the operator, when it is necessary to secure the 

safety of the aircraft. 

17.10 Minima for commanders with limited experience on type shall be established.  
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17.11 Selection of Alternate Aerodromes 

17.11.1 Alternate aerodromes designated by the operator must be specified either in the manual 

or in the commander’s flight brief. Instructions must be given on the factors to be taken 

into account by commanders in the selection of alternates for particular flights. 

17.11.2 When the weather conditions are below landing minima at the departure aerodrome, 

take-off is prohibited unless a suitable return alternate is available within a specified 

time or distance, as set out below: 

Number/type of engines  

Time/distance at one-engine-inoperative speed  
4 turbine 

120 minutes or 500 nm ) whichever 

4 piston  

90 minutes or 400 nm ) is the less 

3 turbine 

90 minutes or 400 nm ) 

3 piston  

60 minutes 

2 turbine 

60 minutes 

2 piston  

30 minutes 

2 turbine (helicopters)  

60 minutes 

NOTE: For advice on limits for aircraft not included in the table the operator should 

consult their assigned Inspector. 

17.11.3 At the flight planning stage, operators using Category II and Category III equipped 

aircraft must consider the possibility of a failure preventing this operation and ensure 

that the alternate chosen, has weather that is forecast to be at or above Category I limits. 

17.12 Take-off Minima 

17.12.1 Minimum conditions for take-off must be specified in terms of Runway Visual Range 

(RVR) and, where State Minima requires, cloud ceiling, and full account taken of all 

relevant factors. See paragraph 2.5 of Appendix B to this chapter for procedure when 

RVR is not reported. Factoring of meteorological visibility for take-off is not 

permitted. 

17.12.2 Special rules applicable to certain types of aircraft are discussed in paragraph 17.16. 

17.13 Landing Minima 

17.13.1 The Approach Ban. A statement must be made setting out in what circumstances an 

approach may or may not be started or continued, based on the provisions of the 

AN(HK)O. The approach ban is applied to all intended approaches to land by a public 

transport aircraft. In effect, an aircraft making an approach to land may only descend 

below 1000 ft above the aerodrome elevation when the RVR, factored meteorological 

visibility or meteorological visibility reported for the intended runway or direction of 

landing is equal to or better than the minimum RVR or visibility specified for that 

runway or direction of landing, appropriate to the type of approach i.e. precision, 

non-precision or visual. The ban will apply even when the specified visual reference, 

as distinct from RVR, may have been achieved at or above 1000 ft above the aerodrome. 

Also an aircraft shall not continue an approach to land by flying below the relevant 

specified Decision Height/Altitude or the relevant specified Minimum Descent 

Height/Altitude, unless from that height/altitude the specified visual reference for 

landing is established and is maintained.  
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17.13.2 Decision Height/Altitude and Minimum Descent Height/Altitude. A Decision 

Height/Altitude (DH/A) or a Minimum Descent Height/ Altitude (MDH/A) must be 

specified for each precision and non-precision instrument approach procedure 

respectively for each runway or landing strip used. In determining the appropriate 

height or altitude, account must be taken of all relevant factors. The method of 

calculation is described at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.13.3 Runway Visual Range (RVR). Minimum values of RVR must be specified by the 

operator. For aerodromes and runways where RVR is not measured, operators must 

specify the minimum reported visibility below which an approach to land cannot be 

commenced or continued. The relationship between RVR and meteorological 

visibility is shown at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.13.4 Increments to minima. These are to be applied to specified values of DH/A, MDH/A 

and RVR for commanders with only limited experience on the type of aircraft. 

Appropriate increments must also be applied when any unserviceability of 

instrumentation or systems significantly affects the performance and/or handling of 

the aircraft. 

17.14 Minima for Visual Landing 

17.14.1 RVR or equivalent RVR or meteorological visibility must be established for all types 

of approaches to any runway; these minima apply also to partial or complete visual 

circuit and cloud break procedures. Details are given at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.14.2 Minima consisting of an MDH/A, flight visibility, RVR or equivalent and a visual 

reference are to be specified for an instrument approach procedure to be followed by 

visual manoeuvring (circling) for landing. These minima apply where a pilot uses a 

radio aid to position, to within sight of the aerodrome, and then makes a partial 

circuit or other significant manoeuvre to line up for the approach and landing, e.g. a 

change of track of more than 30°. 

17.14.3 The minimum height for all forms of circling is determined by reference to the 

relevant chart or AIP, consistent with the handling and performance characteristics 

of the aircraft. Absolute minima are given at Appendix B of this Chapter. 

17.14.4 At some aerodromes it is necessary to restrict circling to a particular segment of the 

circuit, e.g. north of the extended centreline only, because of major obstacles or high 

ground. Any such restriction must be clearly indicated in the lists of operating 

minima. 

17.14.5 For a visual circuit after a visual approach or when manoeuvring after an instrument 

approach, visual contact must be maintained with the ground. This will allow the 

aircraft to be positioned in relation to the aerodrome and remain within any notified 

visual manoeuvring area. Exceptionally, if visual reference is lost when circling to 

land from an instrument approach, the missed approach specified for that particular 

procedure must be followed. An initial climbing turn will be made towards the 

landing runway and, when overhead the aerodrome, establish the aircraft climbing 

on the missed approach track. As the circling manoeuvre may be accomplished in 

more than one direction and depending when visual reference is lost, different 

patterns will be required to establish the aircraft on the prescribed missed approach 

course.  
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17.15 Specification of Visual Reference 

17.15.1 For precision approaches, instructions must be given on the minimum visual reference 

required at Decision Height (DH) or Decision Altitude (DA) and thereafter. The visual 



reference segment must contain sufficient physical features so that the aircraft’s 

position relative to the desired flight path can be identified. It must include an element 

for lateral control, e.g. a cross bar of the Calvert approach lighting system or barrettes 

on approach lighting systems, where there are no cross bars. 

17.15.2 The specified visual segment of a full Category II or III approach should contain the 

appropriate number of runway or approach lights. 

17.15.3 For approaches using other aids and, when approach lighting is not available, the 

specified visual reference must include the desired point of touchdown, the “aiming 

point”, on the runway of intended landing. If approach lights are available, it is not 

essential that the aiming point is in view at the MDH/A but the segment of lighting 

specified must contain at least 7 lights, which may be approach lights or runway lights 

or a combination of both. 

17.15.4 Specifying visual references in diagrammatic form is permitted, provided that the 

specifications meet the above criteria. 

17.16 Special Rules for Certain Aircraft 

Certain groups of aircraft are subject to special statutory provisions in respect of 

aerodrome operating minima (see Schedule 15 of AN(HK)O). These limitations 

should be taken into account in establishing minima, which should be marked where 

necessary for operations by day only. If the operator’s limitations because of the effect 

of the Regulations - are based on a specially reduced take-off weight, this must be 

indicated clearly in the listed minima. 

17.17 Aerodromes Without Approach Aids 

A statement must be made in the operations manual that aeroplanes with a maximum 

total weight exceeding 5700 kg, engaged in the public transport of passengers, are 

prohibited from operating into and out of an aerodrome not equipped with radio and a 

radio navigation aid, either at the aerodrome or elsewhere, to assist in the location of 

and approach to the aerodrome. Operators wishing to develop an instrument approach 

procedure at an aerodrome without approved aids should contact their assigned 

Operations Inspector. 

17.18 State and Special Minima at Foreign Aerodromes 

17.18.1 Most foreign countries set mandatory operating minima which require compliance. In 

some instances, however, the authorities may permit the use of lower minima, on 

application by a Hong Kong operator and in consultation with the CAD. 

17.18.2 It is the responsibility of the operator to make a fresh application for special minima 

following changes in aerodrome facilities or other factors.  
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17.19 Heliport Operating Minima 

17.19.1 No approach to land under instrument flying conditions to any heliport when the 

visibility is below 800M should be carried out unless RVR information or other means 

of accurate information is available. 

18 

HELICOPTER OPERATIONS OVER WATER 

Cancelled –refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 

19 

LOADING 
19.1 Loading Instructions 

In order to carry cargo in what would normally be the passenger cabin an approved 

modification is usually necessary, taking into account the airworthiness requirements 

for the particular type of aircraft and the flight manual limitations. 

NOTE: The requirements to be satisfied in order to gain approval for the carriage of 



cargo in passenger compartments are given in CAD 360 Part 2 Chapter 4. 

19.1.1 The approval reference number of the appropriate approved modification must be 

shown in the operations manual or, if the CAD has deemed that a modification is not 

necessary, the basis for the CAD’s acceptance. 

19.1.2 Where no approval/acceptance has been granted and shown in the manual, cargo must 

not be carried other than in designated cargo compartments. 

19.1.3 Instructions must provide guidance for traffic staff, handling agents and aircraft crew, 

as appropriate, on the loading, weight and balance of an aircraft and include 

instructions on: 

(a) 

Controlling and promulgating the basic or Aircraft Prepared for Service (APS) 

weights and indices. Where used, all items of equipment that convert basic to 

APS weight must be listed; 

(b) 

regulating the carriage and stowage of baggage and cargo in passenger 

compartments, including instructions on the amount of hand baggage allowed 

and how it is to be stowed. Emergency exits, gangways and dinghy launching 

stations must be kept clear during taxying, take-off and landing; 

(c) 

carriage of Dangerous Goods; 

(d) 

limitations on floor loading, the strength and distribution of attachment points, 

use of weight spreading devices and positioning and securing of ballast; 

(e) 

checking that items of cargo or baggage allocated to particular compartments 

or holds are distributed and restrained correctly. The person responsible for 

the trim of the aircraft must give written instructions to the person responsible 

for loading the aircraft;  
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(f) 

advising the aircraft commander and cabin crew of seating restrictions; 

(g) 

the effect of the maximum zero fuel weight, landing weight restrictions at 

planned destination, take off and climb performance requirements at the 

departure aerodrome and en route performance requirements on Regulated 

Take-Off Weight (RTOW); 

(h) 

the care and maintenance of Unit Load Devices (ULD), responsibilities for 

ensuring their fitness for use prior to loading and the procedure for directing 

damaged units to an approved organisation for repair; 

(i) 

fuel loading limitations; 

(j) 

where appropriate, limitations on loading for ferrying aircraft with one engine 

inoperative, Certificate of Airworthiness (C of A) tests or any other 

non-standard flight; and 

(k) 

where applicable, the use of the standard weights or any notional weights given 

in exemptions granted by the CAD. 

19.2 Cargo Loading Instructions 



These instructions must include the following additional details: 

(a) 

diagrams and dimensions of cabin bays and cargo holds and compartments to 

facilitate the pre-planning of cargo distribution; 

(b) 

the strength and usable directions of all lashing points and/ or rings and details 

of the spacing between lashing points; 

(c) 

the types and working strengths of lashing provided, and stowage, when not in 

use; 

(d) 

instructions concerning the loading of stretchers, carriage of livestock or other 

unusual loads; 

(e) 

where appropriate, the handling, loading and securing of pallets or containers; 

(f) 

a care and maintenance programme for ULDs; these include cargo containers, 

nets and pallets. Guidance must be given to both loading and maintenance 

personnel on the division of duties in respect of ULD serviceability; 

(g) 

instructions on the use of passenger aircraft for the carriage of cargo; 

(h) 

guidance on the duties and responsibilities of individuals when making cabin 

configuration changes. These changes require a Certificate of Release to 

Service (CRS). Further information on these procedures can be obtained from 

the Airworthiness Office; 

(i) 

where appropriate, instructions on the loading and securing of mail bags or 

similar cargo, including checking for leakage or spillage and consequential 

aircraft contamination; and 

(j) 

a statement that a load/trim sheet cannot serve as a loading instruction and a 

trim slide rule does not dispense with the requirement to complete a load sheet.  
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19.3 The position of the laden centre of gravity must be given on the load sheet. For this 

purpose, a trim sheet may be regarded as part of the load sheet, even though it can be 

a separate document. The complete document must include particulars of how the load 

is distributed and special attention paid to the wording of the loading certificate. This 

may be met by establishing that the Centre of Gravity (C of G) lies within the permitted 

limits and it is not necessary to determine the precise position, unless it affects aircraft 

handling or other factors. The load sheet must bear the reference of the APS form used 

and, if standard weights have been used, an endorsement to that effect. 

19.4 Where a ‘loading plan’ method is used, the basic assumptions upon which the plan is 

formulated must be given and must specify C of G limits more stringent than those 

permissible under the C of A. It must also be stated that loading in accordance with the 

‘plan’ ensures that the laden C of G always falls within the restricted limits. If this is 

done, a simple statement on the load sheet that the laden C of G is between the 

operator’s more stringent limits is acceptable. 

19.5 Operators must provide traffic staff and handling agents, including agents at overseas 

aerodromes, with: 



(a) 

loading instructions, including the principles of effective cargo restraint; 

(b) 

current APS forms for all types, marks and variants of aircraft used; and 

(c) 

details of the RTOW and fuel load for each flight. 

19.6 Where traffic staff and handling agents are responsible for calculating the RTOW, 

operators must ensure that they are provided with all relevant information and are 

competent. 

19.7 Loadsheet Contents 

19.7.1 The load sheet, together with the APS form, must account for all items of the laden 

weight. Although they may not always be specified individually, the following are 

examples of items to be included: 

(a) 

Fuel, water methanol, oil, hydraulic fluid, drinking water, toilet water, de-icing 

fluid; 

(b) 

passenger seats, children’s cots, cabin floor covering, removable bulkheads; 

(c) 

galley equipment including urns, hot cups; 

(d) 

food and beverages to be consumed in flight; 

(e) 

bar stocks including the weight of the boxes or other containers; 

(f) 

navigation bag or aircraft library and navigation equipment, unless these items 

are included in the APS weight; 

(g) 

passengers’ hold baggage; 

(h) 

passengers’ cabin baggage, unless this is accounted for elsewhere; 

(i) 

flight spares and tools, spare hydraulic or de-icing fluid; 

(j) 

cargo;  
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(k) 

aircraft crew baggage; 

(l) 

dinghies, all life-jackets flotation cots, survival packs, blankets, pillows and 

similar equipment; 

(m) load spreading devices, lashing, ballast; 

(n) 

all items of removable equipment and removable radios carried; and 

(o) 

when livestock is carried, food and necessary equipment. 

19.8 Loadsheets must show whether actual, standard, or approved notional weights of 

passengers and their baggage are used. 

19.9 Helicopter Loading 

Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 



20 

DANGEROUS GOODS, WEAPONS AND MUNITIONS OF WAR 
20.1 Carriage of Dangerous Goods 

20.1.1 The Air Navigation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations set out the applicable 

requirements, including those relating to operators’ responsibilities. They require that 

a written permission be issued by the CAD before the operators are authorized to carry 

dangerous goods (DG) and such goods are carried in accordance with the International 

Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of 

Dangerous Goods by Air (Doc 9284).  

20.1.2 Such DG Permission is granted by the CAD Dangerous Goods Office when the CAD 

is satisfied as to the adequacy of staff training and procedures. Following the grant of 

DG Permission, the operator should also check their AOC to see if an AOC variation is 

required and contact the CAD Flight Standards and Airworthiness Office where 

needed. 

20.1.3 Detailed requirements of crew and staff training and procedures can be found in 

Appendix 2 to ICAO Annex 6, Schedule 16 to AN(HK)O, Annex 18, Doc 9284 and 

Emergency Response Guidance for Aircraft Incidents Involving Dangerous Goods 

(Doc 9481) [Remarks: The latter four are comprehensive requirements for the safe 

transportation of DG for all relevant personnel, e.g. staff of operators, shippers, and are 

being enforced by CAD Dangerous Goods Office]. 

20.1.4 Certain items described generally as DG do not require a Permission for carriage.  

These include aircraft equipment and stores, certain items carried by passengers or 

crew and items required for use in flight to provide veterinary aid to an animal or 

medical aid to a person. Guidance must be given on what items can be carried in all 

these circumstances.  
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20.1.5 Operations manuals must state whether or not a Permission for the carriage of DG is 

held. 

20.1.6 Where a Permission is not held, DG information and instructions in accordance with 

Schedule 11 to AN(HK)O and Appendix 2 to ICAO Annex 6 must still be included in 

the operations manual. Other relevant staff training and procedures applicable to these 

operators not authorized to carry DG (such as procedures to prevent the inadvertent 

carriage of undeclared DG on board aircraft specified under ICAO Doc 9284 or 

emergency procedures specified under Doc 9481) must be included in the appropriate 

manuals. 

20.1.7 Where a Permission for the carriage of DG is held, DG information must be given to 

enable operator’s staff or the ground handling agent to carry out their responsibilities. 

The instructions apply from the time DG are accepted for carriage until they cease to 

be in the care of the operator or ground handling agent. Operators and their handling 

agents are expected to observe other relevant DG storage requirements as stipulated by 

the Fire Services Department in Hong Kong or other competent authorities at 

outstations. The general guidelines on DG storage in Hong Kong are in Appendix F to 

this chapter. 

20.1.8 Accidents and incidents arising from the carriage of dangerous goods are reportable 

under the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting Scheme (see paragraph 24). 

20.1.9 Detailed DG requirements are stipulated in Schedule 16 to the AN(HK)O, ICAO Doc 

9284 and ICAO Doc 9481. Please contact the CAD Dangerous Goods Office for 

further advice. 

20.2 Carriage of Weapons and Munitions of War (MUW) 

20.2.1 Munitions of war shall only be carried with the written permission of the CAD.  



Munitions of war are any weapon, ammunition or article containing an explosive or 

noxious liquid, gas or other thing which is designed or made for use in warfare or 

against persons, including parts, whether components or accessories, for such weapon, 

ammunition or article. In Hong Kong, MUW on board aircraft are mostly arms and 

ammunition for law enforcement, sporting and filming use. 

20.2.2 Accidents and incidents arising from the carriage of weapons and munitions of war are 

reportable under the Mandatory Occurrence Reporting Scheme (see paragraph 24). 

21 

CARRIAGE OF ANIMALS 
21.1 General 

21.1.1 Operators who intend to carry animals must hold a current edition of the International 

Air Transport Association (IATA) Live Animals Regulations. The Regulations give 

guidance on such matters as the types of containers that should be used, labelling and 

marking of containers, animal health and hygiene, feeding, loading and sedation.  
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21.2 Livestock, Horses and Other Large Animals 

21.2.1 Where livestock or other large animals are carried, the information must be given on 

action in emergencies, as well as the carriage and use of animal first aid and emergency 

kits, including the use of the captive bolt humane killer. 

21.2.2 The determination of the weight of the consignment and where this weight is recorded 

on the load-sheet must be given. Guidance on loading should include: 

(a) 

the weight, dimensions, construction, method of attachment and required 

restraint for horse boxes or animal pens; 

(b) 

the checks necessary, before loading horse boxes or animal pens, on the 

general condition and serviceability of fitting and lashing points; 

(c) 

the loading of horse boxes and the tethering of horses; 

(d) 

the stowage of loose equipment such as food and water containers and horse 

paraphernalia; and 

(e) 

the number and type of food and water containers and the quantities of food 

and water required, based on the duration of the flight and the number of 

animals carried. 

21.2.3 Instructions must be given on checking an aircraft after a flight on which livestock, 

horses or other large animals have been carried for damage to the structure, fittings, 

wiring etc and for any adverse effects resulting from high humidity and urination. 

21.2.4 When horses are carried, the minimum number of grooms for particular loading 

configurations must be specified. 

22 

GROUND HANDLING AND AIRCRAFT DISPATCH 
22.1 Operators are responsible for the safe dispatch of their aircraft following cargo and 

passenger loading, refuelling, cleaning, catering and the completion of preflight 

maintenance and servicing. Any damage to the aircraft must be reported and assessed 

for airworthiness significance prior to flight. 

22.2 Instructions must be given to ensure that dispatch tasks are carried out in a standard 

manner, that each task is fully and correctly completed, and that any damage is reported 

immediately. 



22.3 Instructions on training requirements, subcontracting policies, handling processes, 

procedures and practices for all ground handling operations should be developed in the 

form of a Ground / Aircraft Handling Manual. 

22.4 Where dispatch tasks are contracted out to other organisations, contracts must include 

the operator’s requirements for safe conduct of the task and the performance of the 

contractor, in respect of safety, must be monitored regularly. Even when all or part of 

the functions and tasks have been contracted to contractor, operators' ground handling 

responsibility must be permanently maintained.  
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23 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND FLIGHT SAFETY 
23.1 Operators are to establish and maintain accident prevention and flight safety 

programmes under the supervision of a person specifically nominated for the purpose. 

Operators should refer to CAD 739, which contains information and guidance on Flight 

Data Analysis Programmes. 

Note: Guidance on accident prevention is also contained in ICAO Doc 9422 - 

‘Accident Prevention Manual’. 

24 

ACCIDENT REPORTING 
24.1 Provision must be made for all operating staff to have ready access to the prescribed 

requirements for the reporting and investigation of accidents. In particular, operating 

staff should be familiar with the definitions used in the legislation, the duty to furnish 

information, and the rules governing the removal of damaged aircraft. 

24.2 Instructions must be issued on the reporting of accidents occurring overseas to the 

regulating authority of the country concerned and the action necessary to prevent 

removal or interference with any part of the aircraft without proper permission. This is 

in addition to operators’ existing responsibility to inform the Chief Inspector of 

Accidents, Civil Aviation Department. The operations manual should contain the 

address and telephone numbers of the Department. 

24.3 If doubt exists on whether an occurrence is an accident or an incident, it should be 

reported to the Department who will decide on its classification. 

24.4 An operator shall ensure, to the extent possible, in the event the aircraft becomes 

involved in an accident or incident, the preservation of all related flight recorder 

records and, if necessary, the associated flight recorders, and their retention in safe 

custody pending their disposition as determined in accordance with Hong Kong Civil 

Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) Regulations. Flight recorder means flight data 

recorder and/or cockpit voice recorder, where applicable. 

24.5 To preserve flight recorder records, flight recorders shall be de-activated upon 

completion of flight time following an accident or incident. The flight recorders shall 

not be re-activated before their disposition as determined by the Inspector of Accidents 

in accordance with Hong Kong Civil Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) 

Regulations. Flight recorder means flight data recorder and/or cockpit voice recorder, 

where applicable. 

24.6 Documentation concerning parameter allocation, conversion equations, periodic 

calibration and other serviceability/maintenance information of the flight data recorder 

should be maintained by the operator. The documentation must be sufficient to ensure 

that accident investigation authorities have the necessary information to read the data 

in engineering units.  
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25 

OCCURRENCE REPORTING 
25.1 Operators and commanders of Hong Kong registered public transport aircraft shall 

submit to the CAD without delay, a report of any act of unlawful interference or any 

other occurrence which may endanger or, unless corrected, would have endangered an 

aircraft. Types of occurrence which must be reported are prescribed in the Air 

Navigation (General) Regulations. 

25.2 Operations manuals must specify the persons responsible for raising occurrence reports 

and give such guidance as will enable them to comply with the statutory requirements. 

25.3 Operators of aircraft that do not fall within the MOR scheme should include 

instructions in the manuals on the procedure for the reporting of incidents. 

25.4 Any accident notified in pursuance of the Hong Kong Civil Aviation (Investigation of 

Accidents) Regulations shall not constitute a reportable occurrence for the purpose of 

Mandatory Occurrence Reporting. 

25.5 Operators must give guidance on the submission of Mandatory Occurrence Reports 

(MORs) relating to Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) aircraft. Any 

occurrence report on aircraft types subject to ETOPS approval, must be prominently 

annotated ‘ETOPS’. 

26 

LOW VISIBILITY OPERATIONS (LVO) 
26.1 Operators wishing to operate to Categories II or III limits are to submit their proposed 

procedures to CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. HKCAD requirements for LVO are contained in CAD 359. 

27 

EXTENDED RANGE TWIN-ENGINED OPERATIONS (ETOPS) 
27.1 Operators wishing to operate twin-engined aircraft for more than 60 minutes from an 

alternate airport and which are not limited by the certificate of airworthiness to the 

carriage of less than 20 passengers (ANHKO Schedule 15 regulation 4(5)), are to 

submit their proposed procedures to CAD prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual, in order that permission may be granted. HKCAD requirements for 

ETOPS are contained in CAD 513 for extended operations up to 180 minutes. Any 

extension beyond 180 minutes will be considered by HKCAD and subject to operator's 

compliance with information contained in FAA Advisory Circular No. 120-42B. 

28 

EXTENDED RANGE TWIN-ENGINED OPERATIONS – (NON-ETOPS) 
28.1 Operators wishing to operate twin-engined aircraft for more than 90 minutes flying 

time in still air at the all power units economical cruising speed from a suitable 

en-route alternate aerodrome and which are limited by the certificate of airworthiness 

to the carriage of less than 20 passengers, are to submit their proposed procedures 

together with a safety assessment of the aircraft one engine inoperative capability to 

CAD, requesting an exemption to the ANHKO Schedule 15 regulation 4(5).  
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29 

MIXED FLEET FLYING (MFF) 
29.1 Operators wishing to conduct MFF are to submit their proposed procedures for MFF 

training and MFF operations to CAD for approval, prior to including such procedures in 

their operations manual. CAD guidelines for MFF are outlined at Appendix G. 

30 

COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 

30.1 Communication Equipment 
30.1.1 An aeroplane or a helicopter shall be provided with radio communication equipment 

capable of: 

(a) 

conducting two-way communication for aerodrome control purposes; 

(b) 

receiving meteorological information at any time during flight; and 

(c) 

conducting two-way communication at any time during flight with at least one 

aeronautical station and with such other aeronautical stations and on which 

frequencies as may be prescribed by the appropriate authority. 

30.1.2 The radio communication equipment required in accordance with the above paragraph 

shall provide for communications on the aeronautical emergency frequency 121.5 MHz. 

30.1.3 [Paragraph reserved for Required Communication Performance (RCP)] 

Note: In accordance with Article 14 of AN(HK)O, the aircraft shall be equipped with 

radio and radio navigation equipment required by Schedule 6 of AN(HK)O and 

the equipments installed in aircraft shall be approved by the CAD.  

30.2 Navigation Equipment 
30.2.1 An aeroplane or a helicopter shall be provided with navigation equipment which enable 

it to proceed: 

(a) 

in accordance with its operational flight plan; and 

(b) 

in accordance with the requirements of air traffic services. 

Except when, if not so precluded by the appropriate authority, navigation for flights 

under the visual flight rules is accomplished by visual reference to landmarks. 

Note: In accordance with Article 18(4) of AN(HK)O, an aircraft for public transport 

shall carry navigational equipment approved by the CAD when operating to 

areas specified in Schedule 8 of AN(HK)O. Also, in accordance with Article 14 

of AN(HK)O, the aircraft shall be equipped with radio and radio navigation 

equipment required by Schedule 6 of AN(HK)O and the equipments installed in 

aircraft shall be approved by the CAD.  
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30.2.2 For operations where a navigation specification for performance-based navigation 

(PBN) (i.e. required navigation performance (RNP) or area navigation (RNAV)) 

specification has been prescribed, an aeroplane or a helicopter shall: 

(a) 

be provided with navigation equipment which will enable it to operate in 

accordance with the prescribed navigation specifications; and 

(b) 

be approved by the CAD for operations in such airspace in accordance with 

Article 36A of AN(HK)O. 

Note: All operators requiring PBN approval shall apply to the CAD using the 



appropriate DCA Form (e.g. DCA 4046 to DCA 4047) which could be 

downloaded 

from 

CAD 
website 

http://www.cad.gov.hk/english/applications.html/, and refer to the 

guidance on implementation and operational approval in the ICAO 

Performance-based Navigation Manual (Doc 9613). 

30.2.3 For flights in defined portions of airspace where, based on Regional Air Navigation 

Agreement, minimum navigation performance specification (MNPS) are prescribed, an 

aeroplane shall be provided with navigation equipment which: 

(a) 

continuously provides indications to the flight crew of adherence to or 

departure from track to the required degree of accuracy at any point along that 

track; and 

(b) 

has been approved by the CAD for MNPS operations concerned in accordance 

with Article 36 of AN(HK)O for all aircraft operating through the MNPS 

airspace as prescribed in Schedule 15 of AN(HK)O. 

Note: The prescribed MNPS and the procedures governing their application are 

published in the Regional Supplementary Procedures (Doc 7030) and those for 

the North Atlantic MNPS Airspace are in the current edition of the “Guidance 

concerning Air Navigation and above the North Atlantic MNPS Airspace” 

(NAT 007) (see an example of MNPS airspace in North Atlantic map in Chap 

4 Appendix A). 

31 

REDUCED VERTICAL SEPARATION MINIMA (RVSM) OPERATIONS 
31.1 Operators wishing to operate in RVSM airspace are required to submit their proposed 

procedures to CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. Guidance material may be found in ICAO Doc. 7030, Regional 

Supplementary Procedures and ICAO Doc. 9574, Manual on Implementation of a 300 

M (1000 ft) Vertical Separation Minimum Between FL 290 and FL 410 Inclusive. All 

operators requiring RVSM approval shall apply to CAD using Form DCA4040 which is 

available in CAD FSAD Office.  
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31.2 For flights in RVSM airspace, an aircraft shall be provided with equipment which is 

capable of: 

(a) 

indicating to the flight crew the flight level being flown; 

(b) 

automatically maintaining a selected flight level; 

(c) 

providing an alert to the flight crew when a deviation occurs from the selected 

flight level. The threshold for the alert shall not exceed ±90 m (300 ft);  

(d) 

automatically reporting pressure-altitude; and 

(e) 

the aircraft shall demonstrate a vertical navigation performance in accordance 

with ICAO Annex 6 Part 1 Appendix 4. 

31.3 The criteria for granting the RVSM approval are: 



(a) 

the vertical navigation performance capability of the aeroplane satisfies the 

requirements specified in ICAO Annex 6 Part I Appendix 4; 

(b) 

the operator has instituted appropriate procedures in respect of continuing 

airworthiness (maintenance and repair) practices and programmes (Reference 

can be made to the document mentioned in the note below); and 

(c) 

the operator has instituted appropriate flight crew procedures for operations in 

RVSM airspace (Reference can be made to the document mentioned in the note 

below). 

Note: JAA Administrative & Guidance Material, Section One: General Part 3: 

Temporary Guidance Leaflet No. 6 is used as the reference acceptance criteria 

for granting the RVSM approval. 

31.4 An operator with a RVSM approval must make arrangement to monitor the 

height-keeping performance of their aircraft on an on-going basis. As a minimum, the 

operator shall monitor the height-keeping performance of two aeroplanes of each 

aircraft type grouping at least once every two years or within intervals of 1,000 flight 

hours per aeroplane, whichever period is longer. If an operator aircraft type grouping 

consists of a single aeroplane, monitoring of that aeroplane shall be accomplished 

within the specified period of 2 years. The operator should establish a monitoring 

schedule for different aircraft group and provide CAD with the monitoring data and 

monitoring methodology on an annual basis or when required. 

Note: Monitoring data from any regional monitoring agencies established in 

accordance with Annex 11, 3.3.5.2 may be used to satisfy the requirement. 

31.5 Additional airworthiness requirements can be found in the Airworthiness Notice 

(http://www.cad.gov.hk/english/HKAN.html).  
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32 

COSMIC RADIATION 
32.1 Operators of public transport aircraft registered in Hong Kong shall, in respect of any 

flight by that aircraft during which it may fly at an altitude in excess of 26,000 ft, keep a 

record of the total dose of cosmic radiation to which the crew are exposed together with 

the names of that crew. The crew has the meaning assigned to it by Article 98 paragraph 

(4) of the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order 1995. 

32.2 Where the record (e.g. CARI-6 computer programme) indicates that a crewmember may 

achieve exposure of more than 4mSv in any 12 calendar month period, then that 

crewmember should be rostered accordingly to ensure that his/her annual exposure does 

not exceed 6mSv. 

32.3 For flights intended to be operated above 49,000 ft, operators, as defined in paragraph 

32.1 above, are required to: 

(a) 

apply to CAD for an exemption from Scale W of Schedule 5 of the Air 

Navigation (Hong Kong) Order 1995; 

(b) 

provide information which will enable the pilot to determine the best course of 

action to take in the event of exposure to solar cosmic radiation; and 

(c) 

develop procedures in the event that a decision to descend is taken, covering: 

- 



the necessity of giving the appropriate ATS unit, prior warning of the 

situation and of obtaining a provisional decent clearance; 

- 

the action to be taken in the event that communication with the ATS unit 

cannot be established or is interrupted. 

32.4 CAD Operations Inspectors will review cosmic radiation records when conducting 

AOC inspections. 

33 

INTERCEPTION PROCEDURE 
In accordance with the AN(HK)O Schedule 12, a copy of the following notified 

procedures must be carried on board the aircraft: 

(a) 

Procedures to be followed by the pilot in command of an intercepted aircraft; 

and 

(b) 

notified visual signals for use by intercepting and intercepted aircraft. 

For instance, these are available in reference publications such as the Hong Kong 

Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) and the Aerad Flight Guide Supplement.  
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34 

ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG (EFB) OPERATIONS 
34.1 Traditionally all documentation and information available to flight crew for use on the 

flight deck have been in paper format. Much of this information is now available in 

electronic format. Operators wishing to operate EFB are to submit their proposed 

procedures to the CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. 

34.2 The assessment to the application of EFB Operational Approval is based on JAA 

Administrative & Guidance Material, Section Four Part Three, Temporary Guidance 

Leaflet (TGL) No. 36. All operators requiring EFB approval shall apply to the CAD 

using Form DCA4041 which is available in CAD FSAD Office. 

35 

HEAD-UP DISPLAYS (HUD) AND ENHANCED VISION SYSTEMS (EVS) 

OPERATIONS 
35.1 Under ICAO Annex 6 Part I, EVS means a system to display electronic real-time 

images of the external scene achieved through the use of image sensors, whereas HUD 

means a display system that presents flight information into the pilot’s forward field of 

view.  

35.2 When aeroplanes or helicopters are equipped with HUD and/or EVS, operators shall 

include the instructions and training requirements for the use of HUD and EVS 

equipment in the operations and/or training manuals where applicable.  

35.3 When operators wish to use HUD and/or EVS to gain operational benefit, such as 

operating in visibilities lower than the normal aerodrome operating minima or heliport 

operating minima (i.e. lower minima for approach and landing operations), approval 

must be obtained from CAD in writing prior to the use of such systems. To support 

such approval, the instructions and training requirements, and also the instructions for 

determining the aerodrome operating minima or heliport operating minima for 

instrument approaches using HUD and EVS shall be included in the operations and/or 

training manuals. 

Note: Guidance on HUD and EVS is contained in ICAO Annex 6 Part I Attachment J. 

36 



AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE BROADCAST (ADS-B) OUT 

OPERATIONS  
36.1 ICAO’s Asia-Pacific Regional Group has decided to use the 1090MHz (Mode S) 

Extended Squitter datalink as the globally interoperable link for ADS-B operations.  

ICAO has also issued a number of technical and operational standards to support its 

introduction. 

36.2 Operators wishing to operate in ADS-B airspace are to submit their proposed 

procedures to CAD for acceptance, prior to including such procedures in their 

operations manual. All operators requiring ADS-B approval shall apply to the CAD 

using Form DCA4042 which could be downloaded from CAD website at 

http://www.cad.gov.hk/english/applications.html.  
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36.3 For flights in ADS-B airspace, an aircraft shall be equipped with either:  

(a) 

The ADS-B equipages that have been certificated as meeting EASA Acceptable 

Means of Compliance AMC 20-24 ‘Certification Considerations for Enhanced 

ATS in Non-Radar Areas using ADS-B Surveillance (ADS-B-NRA) via 1090 

MHZ Extended Squitter’, or 

(b) 

The ADS-B equipages that meet the equipment configuration standards of 

Australia Civil Aviation Order 20.18 Appendix XI. 

36.4 The criteria for granting the ADS-B approval are: 

(a) 

The continuing airworthiness of ADS-B system must be assured. As part of the 

operational approval process, existing established maintenance practices or a 

proposed maintenance programme for the aircraft needs to be reviewed to 

ensure that it meets relevant requirements; 

(b) 

The Minimum Equipment List needs to reflect the functional requirements of 

the ADS-B system;  

(c) 

Appropriate flight operations training programme and operational procedures 

are established to ensure that pilots are knowledgeable about ADS-B 

operations and their onboard operational equipment. 

Note: EASA Acceptable Means of Compliance AMC 20-24 is used as the reference 

acceptance criteria for granting the ADS-B approval. 

37 

OPERATING FACILITIES  
37.1 An operator shall ensure that a flight will not be commenced unless it has been 

ascertained by every reasonable means available that the ground and/or water facilities 

available and directly required on such flight, for the safe operation of aircraft and the 

protection of the passengers, are adequate for the type of operation under which the 

flight is to be conducted and are adequately operated for this purpose. The relevant 

provisions for compliance by operators are in the AN(HK)O.  

37.2 An operator shall ensure that any inadequacy of facilities observed in the course of 

operations is reported to the authority responsible for them, without undue delay. 

37.3 An operator shall, as part of its safety management system, assess the level of rescue 

and fire fighting service (RFFS) protection available at any aerodrome intended to be 

specified in the operational flight plan in order to ensure that an acceptable level of 

protection is available for the aeroplane intended to be used. 



37.4 Information related to the level of RFFS protection that is deemed acceptable by the 

operator shall be contained in the operations manual after acceptance by the CAD. 

NOTE: Appendix C of this chapter reproduced ICAO Annex 6 Part I Attachment K 

which contains guidance on assessing an acceptable level of RFFS protection 

at aerodromes.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX A - NORTH ATLANTIC MNPS AIRSPACE 
NOTE: The boundaries shown were for reference only and correct at the time of publication 

in November 2000 (Amdt 9), but operators must confirm the current co-ordinates of 

MNPS and Schedule 8 areas specified in AN(HK)O 1995.  
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Intentionally Left Blank  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX B - AERODROME 

OPERATING 

MINIMA 

CALCULATIONS 

1 

DEFINITIONS 
1.1 

‘Notified’ for the purposes of this Appendix means set forth in a document entitled 

‘Aeronautical Information Publication’ or ‘NOTAM’, published by the Civil 

Aviation Department or by any other civil aviation authority and for the time being 

in force. ‘Specified’ means specified by the operator in the operations manual. 

1.2 

The meaning of the expressions Decision Height, Minimum Descent Height, 

Precision Approach and non-Precision Approach, are as defined in the ANO.  

Missed Approach Point (MAP) is defined by ICAO as ‘that point in an instrument 

approach procedure at or before which the prescribed missed approach procedure 

must be initiated in order to ensure that the minimum obstacle clearance is not 

infringed’. 

2 

TAKE OFF MINIMA - AEROPLANES IN PERFORMANCE GROUPS A, B, 

C, E, F AND X 



2.1 

This paragraph is designed to assist operators in the preparation of Take-Off Minima 

(TOM) for inclusion in operations manuals. 

2.2 

Each airfield and runway on that airfield that is used regularly for take-offs should 

be allocated TOM which take into account the Performance Group of the aeroplane 

and the runway lighting and markings available. Where an airfield is little used, 

operators should either issue TOM for that airfield or provide the aeroplane 

commander with guidance on how to calculate the minima. TOM that are not 

published in the manuals should be retained with the aeroplane documentation for a 

period of 3 months subsequent to the flight. 

2.3 

The figures published in the Table are considered the minimum to which aeroplanes 

can operate with a reasonable degree of safety. Operators may calculate the TOM 

for their aeroplane by whatever means they wish, but the figures arrived at should 

not be less than those listed, except when provided for in Notes 1, 2 and 3 below.  

The values given for aeroplanes in Groups C, E and F assume that sufficient runway 

remains for an immediate re-land ahead prior to the engine inoperative net flight 

path or en-route climb configuration and speed being achieved, or that no obstacles 

are in the take-off direction of the aeroplane.  
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TAKE-OFF MINIMA 
Airworthiness 

Performance 

Group 

Performance 

Groups ‘A’ ‘B’ and 

‘X’ 
Performance 

Group ‘C’ 
See Note 1 

Performance  
Groups ‘E’ and ‘F’ 

See Note 4 

Rwy lighting and 

marking available 

CC/RVR 

(feet/metres) 

CC/RVR 

(feet/metres) 

CC/RVR 

(feet/metres) 

High intensity centre 

line lighting 

0/150 

See Note (7) 

200/500 

See Note (2) 

300/500 

See Note (3) 



High intensity edge 

lighting and rwy centre 

line marking 

0/200 

200/500 

See Note (2) 

300/500 

See Note (3) 

High intensity edge 

lighting (day/night) 

Low intensity edge 

lighting (night only) 

and no centre line 

marking 

0/300 

200/500 

300/600 

Rwy centre line 

marking with or 

without low intensity 

edge lighting (day) 

0/350 

200/600 

300/800 

No lighting or marking 

(day), low intensity 

edge lighting and no 

rwy centre line marking 

(day) 

0/500 

200/1000 

300/1000 

NOTES (1) Aeroplanes which have data in the Flight Manual that allows the 

engine-inoperative net flight path to be constructed from 100 ft or which have 

flaps up take-off data scheduled in the Flight Manual, may reduce the cloud 

ceiling (cc) minimum to 100 ft, with the approval of the Assigned Inspector. 

(2) In circumstances when the emergency distance available is greater than twice 

the take-off distance required as specified in accordance with AN(HK)O 

Schedule 15, the minima may be reduced to 300 metres RVR and, when 

reported, 100 ft cloud ceiling. 

(3) In circumstances when the emergency distance available is greater than twice 

the take-off distance required as specified in accordance with AN(HK)O 

Schedule 15, the minima may be reduced to 400 metres RVR and, when 

reported, 200 ft cloud ceiling. 
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(4) These minima are only valid for multi-engined aeroplanes which can achieve a 

one-engine-inoperative en route climb of at least 150 feet per minute (fpm); 

otherwise the take-off limit applicable to single-engined public transport 

operations of 1000 ft cloud ceiling and 1800 m visibility will apply. 

(5) Commanders of aeroplanes in Groups C, E, F and X with less than 50 hours on 



type must increase any quoted minima by 100 ft and 200 metres. 

(6) Minima for aeroplanes having no performance group classification shall be 

agreed on an individual basis with the Authority. 

(7) Reductions below a take-off minima of 150 metres RVR may be authorised for 

some aircraft. 

2.4 

Experience has indicated that it is unlikely that sufficient runway will be available for 

a successful landing straight ahead unless the Emergency Distance Available (EDA) is 

at least twice the Take-Off Distance Required (TODR) from the start of the take-off 

roll. 

2.5 

When the RVR is not reported, aeroplane commanders should assess the apparent RVR 

by noting the number of runway lights visible from the aircraft providing the relevant 

light spacing is known. This procedure is only to be used for the purposes of RVR 

assessment for take-off and in conditions when the assessment is greater than 150 

metres. 

3 

AIRCRAFT 

CATEGORIES 

AND 

OBSTACLE 

CLEARANCE 

HEIGHTS/ALTITUDE 
3.1 

The OCH/A is calculated, in part, relative to an Aircraft Category which is defined as 

follows: 

AIRCRAFT CATEGORIES 

Aircraft Category 

Nominal Speed at Threshold 

VAT or VREF (kts) 
A 

Less than 91 

B 

91 - 120 

C 

121 - 140 

D 

141 - 165 

E 

166 - 210  
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3.2 

The nominal VAT, which is calculated by multiplying the indicated stalling speed in the 

approach configuration at maximum certificated landing weight by 1.3, is taken to be a 

fixed value for categorisation purposes. Therefore there is no need to consider 

changing the category should it be necessary to change the actual VAT for a particular 

approach. For this purpose all helicopters fall into Category A. 

4 

DECISION HEIGHT, PRECISION APPROACHES 
4.1 



Minimum decision heights for approaches using Precision Approach Radar (PAR), 

Microwave Landing System (MLS) or Instrument Landing System (ILS) with in-line 

localiser and a glide slope between 2.5° and 3.5° should be determined by selecting the 

published OCH for the category of aircraft and comparing it with the system minimum 

given at paragraph 9 to this Chapter. The higher of these two values should then be 

taken and the position error correction applied before entering the value in the manual. 

4.2 

Before specifying decision heights based on the use of radio/radar altimeters, operators 

should consult their assigned Operations Inspector. 

4.3 

Precision approach OCH includes an aircraft height loss allowance to cover the 

initiation of a missed approach. 

4.4 

Operators should note and action as necessary that a special (increased) Category D 

OCH will be given for certain Instrument Approach Procedures (IAPs) for aeroplanes 

with greater than the standard dimensions used for the calculation of OCH. The 

standard dimensions are a semi-span of 31 metres and a vertical distance of 6 metres 

between the flight paths of the lowest part of the wheels and the glide path antenna, 

when the aircraft is in the final approach attitude. 

4.5 

With offset localisers, the specified OCH/A should not be less than the height/altitude 

on the nominal glide path at which the localiser intersects the runway extended 

centreline, plus 20m (66 ft). See ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation Services - 

Aircraft Operations, Volume 11 (PANS-OPS), Chapter 23. 

5 

MINIMUM DESCENT HEIGHT (MDH), NON-PRECISION APPROACHES 
5.1 

For approaches using an aid other than full ILS, MLS, or PAR, the MDH should not be 

less than the published OCH for the Category of the aircraft or the system minimum, 

whichever is the higher. In this case there is normally no need to apply a Position Error 

Correction (PEC) since this OCH includes an altimeter correction allowance of 50 ft.  

When however, the PEC is greater than 50 ft, the difference between this value and the 

Flight Manual figure will need to be added to the published OCH.  
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5.2 

It must be noted that the aircraft is assumed to be in level flight when it arrives at 

the Missed Approach Point (MAP) for the calculation of obstacle clearance in the 

missed approach area. The implications of not being in level flight on the initiation 

of a missed approach are clear. 

5.3 

The ILS glide-path-inoperative procedure is non-precision but occasionally it will 

be found that the decision height for full ILS derived in accordance with paragraph 

4.1 will be higher than the MDH for the glide path inoperative procedure. In such 

a situation, the lower MDH for the non-precision procedure must not be used as the 

decision height for the full ILS procedure. 

6 

VISUAL MANOEUVRING 
6.1 

The visual circuit height or the visual manoeuvring (circling) OCH specified for 

visual manoeuvring after an instrument approach and associated visibility, should 



never be less than the values tabulated below: 

A/C Category 

Min Circling 

In-Flt Circling 

Height 

Min. Vis (km) 
A 

400 ft  

1.9 

B 

500 ft  

2.8 

C 

600 ft  

3.7 

D 

700 ft  

4.6 

NOTE: These values are only valid within the visual manoeuvring area calculated 

in accordance with ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation Services - 

Aircraft Operations (PANS OPS). 

6.2 

The value of the RVR for a visual approach should be 800 metres or the lowest 

non-precision IAP RVR for the runway of intended landing when this is listed, 

whichever is the greater, regardless of approach lighting, time of day, or type of 

aircraft. 

7 

DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM RUNWAY VISUAL RANGE (RVR) 
The minimum RVR to be associated with decision/minimum descent height can be 

determined from Table 1 or 2.  
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TABLE 1 

PRECISION APPROACH TABLES 

Minimum RVR for all aeroplane categories 
Approach lighting length (metres) 

and type (key below) 

DH (feet) 

LA 

LB 

LC 

LD 

200-250 

600 (note 1) 

700 

800 

900 

251-300 

650 

800 

900 



1000 

301-350 

700 

900 

1000 

1100 

351-400 

750 

1000 

1100 

1200 

401-450 

800 

1100 

1200 

1300 

451-500 

900 

1200 

1300 

1400 

501-550 

1000 

1300 

1400 

1500 

551-600 

1100 

1400 

1500 

1500 

601-650 

1200 

1500 

1500 

1500 

651-700 

1300 

1500 

1500 

1500 

Over 700 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

NOTES: 

(1) 

If runway centre line, touchdown zone and threshold lighting 

is in use, an RVR of 550m is permitted when the DH is 200 ft. 

(2) 

Table 1 is only applicable to conventional approaches in the 

order of a 3° glide slope. Greater glide slope angles will 

usually require that visual glide slope guidance (e.g. PAPI) is 

also visible at DH. 

LA: 720m or more High Intensity (HI) 

At least 4 X-bars with coded CL or 1 X-bar with centreline barrettes 



LB: 400m to 719m HI 

At least 1 X-bar with coded CL or centreline barrettes 

LC: Up to 399m HI 

At least 1 X-bar or centreline barrettes 

LD: No approach lighting or for any system not meeting the above specifications  
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TABLE 2 

NON-PRECISION APPROACH TABLES 

Minimum RVR for all aeroplane categories 
Approach lighting length (metres) 

and type (key below) 
MDH (feet) 

LA 

LB 

LC 

LD 

250 

650  

800 

900 

1000 

251-300 

700 

900 

1000 

1100 

301-350 

800 

1000 

1100 

1200 

351-400 

900 

1100 

1200 

1300 

401-450 

1000 

1200 

1300 

1400 

451-500 

1100 

1300 

1400 

1500 

501-550 

1200 

1400 

1500 



1500 

551-600 

1300 

1500 

1500 

1500 

601-650 

1400 

1500 

1500 

1500 

651-700 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

Over 700 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

LA: 720m or more High Intensity (HI) 

At least 4 X-bars with coded CL or 1 X-bar with centreline barrettes 

LB: 400m to 719m HI 

At least 1 X-bar with coded CL or centreline barrettes 

LC: Up to 399m HI 

At least 1 X-bar or centreline barrettes 

LD: No approach lighting or for any system not meeting the above specifications  
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8 

CONVERSION OF REPORTED METEROLOGICAL VISIBILITY TO RVR 
Table 3 provides factors that should be applied when converting meteorological 

visibility to equivalent RVR. 

Lighting Elements Available 

RVR = Reported Met 

Visibility x 

Day  
Night 

High Intensity Approach and Runway Lighting 

1.5  

2.0 

Any type of lighting installation other than 

above 

1.0  

1.5 

No lighting 

1.0  

- 

NOTE: Factoring of meteorological visibility for calculating Category II or III 

minima, or when a reported RVR is available, is not permitted. 



9 

LOWEST ACCEPTABLE AERODROME OPERATING MINIMA 
Specified minima should not be less than the highest of: 

(a) 

Minima determined in accordance with the method described in this document. 

(b) 

Minima notified or accepted by the regulating authority of the State in which 

the aerodrome is located (State minima). 

(c) 

The Decision/Minimum Descent Heights listed below. 

9.1 

Precision Approach Aids 
DH (ft) 

ILS  

200 

PAR  

200 

MLS  

200 

NOTES: Lower minima may be authorised by the Authority. 

9.2 

Non-Precision Approach Aids 
MDH (ft) 

ILS (no glide path) 

250 

SRA (terminating at 2 nm) 

250 

SRA (terminating at 1 nm) 

300 

SRA (terminating at 2 nm) 

350 

VOR  

300 

NDB  

300 

VDF (QDM or QGH)  

300 

NDB/DME  

300 

VOR/DME  

300 

GPS PRIMARY  

250  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX C - RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING SERVICES (RFFS) 

LEVELS 
Note: The contents of this Appendix are reproduced from ICAO Annex 6 Part I Attachment K. 

ATTACHMENT K. RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING  

SERVICES (RFFS) LEVELS 
1. Purpose and scope 



1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this Attachment is to provide guidance for assessing the level of RFFS deemed 

acceptable by aeroplane operators using aerodromes for different purposes. 

1.2 Basic concepts 

1.2.1 While all aeroplane operators should aim to have the level of RFFS protection required by 

Annex 14, Volume I, Chapter 9, 9.2, some of the aerodromes currently used do not meet these 

requirements. Furthermore, Annex 14, Volume I provisions relate to the level of aerodrome RFFS to be 

provided for aeroplanes normally using an aerodrome. 

1.2.2 If an aerodrome is exposed to a temporary reduction of its RFFS capability, Annex 14, Volume 

I, 2.11.3, requires that: “Changes in the level of protection normally available at an aerodrome for rescue 

and fire fighting shall be notified to the appropriate air traffic services units and aeronautical information 

services units to enable those units to provide the necessary information to arriving and departing aircraft. 

When such a change has been corrected, the above units shall be advised accordingly.” 

1.2.3 The following guidance is intended to assist operators in making the assessment required by 

Chapter 4, 4.1.4. It is not intended that this guidance limit or regulate the operation of an aerodrome. 

2. Glossary of terms 
Aerodrome RFFS category. The RFFS category for a given aerodrome, as published in the appropriate 

Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP). 

Aeroplane RFFS category. The category derived from Annex 14, Volume I, Table 9-1 for a given 

aeroplane type. 

RFFS category. Rescue and fire fighting services category as defined in Annex 14, Volume I, Chapter 

9. 

Temporary downgrade. RFFS category as notified, including by NOTAM, and resulting from the 

downgrade of the level of RFFS protection available at an aerodrome, for a period of time not 

exceeding 72 hours. 

3. Minimum acceptable aerodrome RFFS category 
3.1 Planning 

3.1.1 In principle, the published RFFS category for each of the aerodromes used for a given flight 

should be equal to or better than the aeroplane RFFS category. However, if the aeroplane RFFS category 

is not available at one or more of the aerodromes required to be specified in the operational flight plan, 

an operator should ensure that the aerodrome has the minimum level of RFFS which is deemed 

acceptable for the intended use in accordance with the instructions contained in the operations manual. 

When establishing acceptable levels of minimum RFFS for these situations, the operator may use the 

criteria in Table K-1.  
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3.1.1.1 Intended operations to aerodromes with RFFS categories below the levels specified in Annex 

14, Volume I, Chapter 9, 9.2, should be coordinated between the aeroplane operator and the aerodrome 

operator. 

Table K-1. Minimum acceptable aerodrome category for rescue and fire fighting 

Aerodromes 
(Required to be specified in 

the operational flight plan) (1) 

Minimum acceptable aerodrome RFFS category 
(Based on published aerodrome RFFS category) 

Departure and destination 

aerodrome 

RFFS category for each aerodrome should be equal to or better than 

the aeroplane RFFS category. 

One category (2) below the aeroplane RFFS category may be 

accepted where provided as a remission in accordance with Annex 

14, Volume I, 9.2, but not lower than Category 4 for aeroplanes with 

maximum certificated take-off mass of over 27 000 kg and not lower 

than Category 1 for other aeroplanes. 

Departure and destination 

aerodrome in case of 

temporary downgrade and 

Take-off alternate, destination 

alternate and en-route 



alternate aerodromes 

Two categories below the aeroplane RFFS category, but not lower 

than Category 4 for aeroplanes with maximum certificated take-off 

mass of over 27 000 kg and not lower than Category 1 for other 

aeroplanes. 

ETOPS en-route alternate 

aerodrome 

RFFS Category 4 for aeroplanes with maximum certificated take-off 

mass of over 27 000 kg or not lower than Category 1 for all other 

aeroplanes, under the condition that at least 30 minutes’ notice will 

be given to the aerodrome operator prior to the arrival of the 

aeroplane. 

Notes.— 
(1) If an individual aerodrome serves more than one purpose, the highest required category 

corresponding to that purpose at the time of expected use applies. 

(2) Annex 14, Volume I, determines the aerodrome category for rescue and fire fighting according to 

9.2.5 and 9.2.6 except that, where the number of movements of the aeroplanes in the highest category 

normally using the aerodrome is less than 700 in the busiest consecutive three months, the category 

provided may be one lower than the determined category. 

3.1.2 For all-cargo operations, further reductions might be acceptable provided that the RFFS 

capability is adequate to arrest fire around the flight deck area long enough for the persons on board to 

safely evacuate the aeroplane. 

3.2 In flight 

3.2.1 In flight, the pilot-in-command may decide to land at an aerodrome regardless of the RFFS 

category if, in the pilot’s judgement after due consideration of all prevailing circumstances, to do so 

would be safer than to divert. 
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX D - ONE-ENGINE-INOPERATIVE FERRY FLIGHTS - 3 

OR 4 ENGINED AEROPLANES 

1 

GENERAL 
1.1 

A one-engine-inoperative ferry flight should never be seen as a 'normal operation' 

since the margins for control and performance, especially in the approach and climb 

phase, can be significantly different from those associated with normal operations, 

and in particular, landing distance requirements. The use of such a procedure should 

be considered only when no reasonable alternative course of action is available and 

should apply only to three or four engined aircraft. Operators, therefore, must 

always consider and favour bringing the spares and rectification team to the aircraft 

to render it serviceable rather than conducting an engine inoperative ferry flight. 

1.2 

Companies who consider that they may need to resort to one-engine-inoperative 

ferry flights should set up procedures in advance of such an operation, in order to 

ensure that it is planned and handled in a considered manner.  

One-engine-inoperative ferry flights should not be considered unless the limitations, 

performance and operational procedures are specified in the approved Aircraft 

Flight Manual (AFM). 

1.3 

No Public Transport or Aerial Work operations are permitted for 

one-engine-inoperative ferry flights. 

2 

PROCEDURES 
The following are items which should be considered, and included as instructions in 

the operations manuals (OM) and Engineering Instructions prepared by the operator. 



(a) 

Procedures to ensure that all AFM and Maintenance Manual (MM) 

requirements are strictly adhered to. 

(b) 

A requirement for a formal statement by a responsible engineer that the 

aeroplane has been prepared for an engine-inoperative ferry flight with 

specified minimum equipment. In making such a statement, consideration 

should be given to the other sources available for hydraulics, electrics, air 

conditioning and other essential services. For example, in the case of the 

BAe 146, the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) must be serviceable to provide 

added hydraulic/electrical power in the event of the subsequent failure of a 

paired engine. 

(c) 

The nomination of commanders and co-pilots authorised to carry out such 

flights; special authorisations needed from management before each flight; 

persons on board to be limited to nominated essential crew only.  
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(d) 

A programme specified in the Training Manual (TM) which identifies the 

minimum necessary training that is required before a commander or co-pilot is 

considered authorised. As a minimum this should include satisfactory 

completion of an engine-inoperative take-off and two engine out go-around 

procedures in a simulator approved for such training, together with pre-flight 

planning of such an operation. Ideally the exercise should have been practised 

on two separate occasions before a crew is cleared to operate 

one-engine-inoperative ferry flights. The required experience should, 

depending on the complexity of techniques involved, include one 

engine-inoperative techniques training, or practice in an approved flight 

simulator, within a period not exceeding 13 months prior to the flight. The 

crew should be certificated as competent by the operator. 

(e) 

The requirements for actual and forecast weather conditions to be at least a 

minimum cloud base of 1000 ft agl and 2 km visibility, or as specified in the 

AFM for one-engine-inoperative take-off and landing procedures, whichever 

is the greater. A conservative maximum crosswind limit should also be 

applied; it is recommended to be not more than 7 kts if from the same side as 

the inoperative-engine, unless otherwise quoted in the AFM. One-engine 

inoperative ferry take-offs are permitted from a dry or wet runway unless 

otherwise stated in the AFM, but are not permitted from a slippery runway or 

from a runway contaminated by standing water, snow or slush. 

(f) 

Consideration should be given to fuel planning requirements for flight with 

one-engine-inoperative, giving particular attention to consumption rates. 

(g) 

Flight crews should be thoroughly familiar with the handling techniques to be 

used during take-off and the procedures to be followed in the event of a further 

engine or other system failure. These aspects should be fully covered during 

the take-off briefing. The AFM provides full details applicable to each 

aeroplane type, and the handling technique may vary depending upon whether 

the inoperative engine is inboard or outboard (4-engined types), or is centreline 



or non-centreline mounted (3-engined types). The procedure may specify 

setting rudder trim away from the inoperative engine. Generally, it will not be 

possible to set take-off power on an asymmetric serviceable engine from the 

start of the take-off run; the asymmetric thrust will need to be progressively 

increased as the aeroplane accelerates. It is likely that the AFM procedure will 

call for use of nose wheel steering, in addition to rudder, to maintain 

directional control initially. While the thrust setting technique is intended to 

ensure that the thrust asymmetry always remains within the directional control 

capability of the aeroplane, it is also important that the asymmetric thrust 

setting is not delayed so as to erode the margin allowed in the scheduling of the 

take-off distance.  
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(h) 

It is important that flight crews appreciate the handling and performance 

requirements on which the limitations for one-engine-inoperative ferry take- 

offs are based, as these are significantly different from normal operations.  

The major consideration is that the scheduled take-off distance and the 

handling characteristics on which the associated operating speeds are based, 

take no account of the possible failure of a further engine prior to the 

aeroplane becoming airborne. It is accepted, therefore, with such operations 

that a period of risk may exist during which, in the event of a further engine 

failure, the aeroplane can neither stop in the remaining distance available nor 

continue the take-off. The AFM may provide advisory data on accelerate stop 

distances from various stop speeds. However, such stop speeds cannot be 

considered as equivalent to a normal V1 as a continued take-off capability in 

the event of a further engine failure above this speed is not guaranteed and the 

scheduled take-off distance need not take account of the accelerate stop 

distance. This risk period can only be eliminated totally if, at the planned 

take-off weight, the runway is of sufficient length that there is adequate 

runway remaining to permit a stop at a speed of not less than VR. However the 

situation will still be influenced, one way or another, by the particular 

characteristics of the aeroplane type concerned and whether the second engine 

failure adds to or reduces the thrust asymmetry. Once the aeroplane is 

airborne, continued flight will be possible following the failure of a further 

engine, but the directional control margins and climb gradient capability will 

be considerably less. 

(i) 

Operators should assess their OMs to ensure that all the points discussed in 

subparagraphs (g) and (h) above, and as elaborated in the particular AFM, are 

covered and are strictly adhered to before flight crews undertake any 

one-engine-inoperative ferry flights.  
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CHAPTER 4 

APPENDIX E  

ONE-ENGINE-INOPERATIVE FERRY FLIGHTS - HELICOPTERS 

Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX F - STORAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS 

1 

GENERAL 
1.1 

The worldwide requirements for the carriage by air of Dangerous Goods (DG) are 

comprehensively addressed in the International Civil Aviation Organisation’s 

‘Technical Instructions for the Safe Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Air’ 

(ICAO TIs). By comparison, requirements for pre or post-flight storage of DG at 

airports are mostly the responsibility of each state’s Fire Services authority; in 

consequence, there is no worldwide standardisation of storage requirements with the 

result that standards enforced by individual Fire Services vary widely. 

1.2 

As there have been a number of accidents or major incidents worldwide in recent 

years involving DG, either when in storage at airports or during carriage by air, it is 

important that the relevant storage and carriage requirements are clearly understood 

by operators and their cargo agents. Insofar as storage requirements are concerned, 

Hong Kong AOC holders and their agents are expected to comply with the standards 

set by the Hong Kong Fire Services Department (FSD) in Hong Kong or competent 

authorities outside Hong Kong for outstations. 

1.3 

The FSD’s DG storage requirements can be summarised as follows for reference.  

However, operators should consult FSD about the latest requirements: 

(a) 

DG should be stored in a delineated, well ventilated area, separated from 

non-DG cargo. 



(b) 

The storage area should display clearly visible signs indicating 

‘DANGEROUS GOODS’ or ‘CAT 2/3/4/5* DG’ or ‘ICAO CLASS 1-9* 

DG’ and ‘NO SMOKING’. 

* appropriate class or category 

(c) 

The DG acceptance area should display a notice giving information about the 

transport of DG, as per ICAO TI. 

(d) 

Suitable fire extinguishing equipment should be provided immediately 

adjacent to the DG storage area. 

(e) 

DG items should be segregated from non-DG cargo, and certain classes / 

divisions of DG must be segregated from each other as required by the ICAO 

TI. 

(f) 

DG items should be stored and handled in accordance with the orientation 

label displayed on the item. 

(g) 

Radioactive items should be stored in accordance with local state 

requirements, preferably in a separate and secure Radioactive store. 

(h) 

Cargo agent’s staff should be provided with written responsibilities in respect 

of DG, in particular the need for careful handling at all times, and for a sound 

knowledge of the relevant emergency procedures.  
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1.4 

At those airports where DG is ‘accepted’ for transportation, operators should ensure 

that adequate numbers of their own or their agent’s staff hold IATA DG Licences to 

provide the requisite standards of handling and supervision. 

1.5 

Where little DG is handled at a particular outstation, dedicated DG storage facilities 

need not be provided. However, in this situation, specific one-off arrangements must 

be made between the operator, the cargo agent and the shipper to ensure that the 

required procedures are followed.  
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CHAPTER 4 APPENDIX G – MIXED FLEET FLYING (MFF) 

1. 

General 
1.1 

MFF will only be considered for those aircraft types which are conducive to Cross 

Crew Qualification (CCQ) training, as recommended by the aircraft manufacturer. 



1.2 

CCQ is the process of training and testing whereby the similarities of two or more 

aircraft are such that substantial credit for training and testing on Type A can be 

credited to Type B, within the same ‘Family’ of aircraft. 

1.2.1 The minimum experience level to commence CCQ Training Type A to Type B is as 

follows: 

(a) 

Minimum four months after Aircraft Line Check on Type A, and; 

(b) 

Minimum 200 hours on Type A, and; 

(c) 

Minimum 20 sectors on Type A. 

1.2.2 On completion of CCQ from Type A to Type B, the first take-off and landing in Type B 

must be completed within 21 days of completion of the box items required by the 

appropriate Blue DCA528 Form. 

1.2.3 The minimum experience level on Type B prior to clearance to MFF is as follows: 

(a) 

Minimum 50 hours on Type B or; 

(b) 

10 Sectors on Type B. 

1.3 

In order to qualify for MFF, on completion of the consolidation period on Type B, the 

candidate must hold a valid Proficiency Check (PC) and Aircraft Line Check on Type 

A at the time he/she completes the Aircraft Line Check on Type B. 

1.4 

Rostering MFF Crews 
MFF crews may be rostered for the MFF qualified types within the same FDP. 

1.5 

Scheduled 9 and Schedule 11 Requirements − MFF Crews 

1.5.1 Schedule 9 

(a) 

On completion of the CCQ course and within 6 months of the last PC renewal 

on Type A, an initial PC test on Type B must be completed.  
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(b) 

Subsequent PCs must alternate, and must be conducted such that there is never 

more than 13 months between same Type PCs, nor less than 4 months between 

alternate Type PCs. 

(c) 

Should two different Type PCs be conducted within 4 months of each other, the 

first of these two must be renewed no later than 6 months after the date of the 

second PC renewal. 

(d) 

Should either Type PC expire, then both Type PCs are deemed to have expired, 

and BOTH must be renewed before MFF qualification is restored. Once the 

first PC has been renewed, the pilot may then operate that Type only until the 

PC for the other Type has been renewed. After both PCs have been renewed, 

subsequent renewals must be in accordance with sub para’s (b) and (c) above. 

1.5.2 Schedule 11 – Line Check (LC) 

Requires an Exemption from AN(HK)O 1995 



(a) 

Having completed a LC on Type B during the CCQ process, a renewal of the 

Type A Line Check must be completed no later than 13 months after the LC on 

Type B. 

(b) 

Subsequent Line Checks must alternate, and must be conducted such that there 

is never more than 13 months between different Type LCs, and never more 

than 25 months between same Type LCs. 

(c) 

Should either Type LC expire, then both Type LCs are deemed to have expired, 

and BOTH must be renewed before MFF qualification is restored. Once the 

first LC has been renewed, the pilot may then operate that Type only until the 

LC for the other Type has been renewed. After both have been renewed, 

subsequent renewals must be in accordance with sub para (b) above. 

1.5.3 Emergency Manoeuvres and Procedures 

Requires an Exemption from AN(HK)O 1995 
(a) 

Validity is in accordance with the PC stated in para 1.5.1 above. 

(b) 

Emergency Manoeuvres and Procedures on Type A are valid on Type B and 

vice versa. 

1.6 

MFF Licence Procedures 
On completion of the CCQ course for aircraft Type B the completed CCQ Blue 

DCA528 Form, together with the pilot’s licence, should be submitted to the CAD 

Personnel Licensing Office (PLO) for the issue of a standard C of T. The C of T pages 

will be endorsed for both Types A and B and signed by a PLO Officer. The pilot’s 

licence, together with the new C of T page will be returned to the said pilot. It is to be 

noted that the MFF C of T is not valid until the said pilot has 50 hours or ten sectors on 

type B (see para 1.2.3 above).  
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1.7 

MFF Recency Requirements 
1.7.1 35 Day Recency 

A pilot may not fly as a MFF Commander unless he has carried out at least one Take-off 

and one Landing in either aircraft Type A or B during the previous 35 day period.  

Revalidation may be carried out in either the simulator or aircraft. 

1.7.2 3 Months Recency  

Requires an Exemption from AN(HK)O 1995 
A Commander or Co-pilot, to maintain the three months MFF recency, must complete 

a minimum of two take offs and two landings in either aircraft Type A or Type B. A 

minimum of one take off and one landing must then be completed in the other Type. 

Recency may be re-validated in a simulator approved for the purpose (see General 

Exemption − Recency Re-validation).  
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CHAPTER 5 - TRAINING AND TESTING 

1 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT FLIGHT CREW TRAINING 

AND TESTING 
1.1 

All training courses require CAD approval. 

1.2 

The statutory requirements relating to the training and periodical testing of aircraft 

flight crews are specified in the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order [AN(HK)O]. The 

primary purpose of this chapter is to indicate the nature of the arrangements considered 

necessary to secure an adequate standard of compliance and to specify those tests 

which form part of that compliance. 

1.3 

Under normal circumstances, a person administering any periodic check specified in 

Schedule 11 to the AN(HK)O should be currently qualified to at least the standard that 

the person being examined is required to demonstrate during that check. 

1.4 

The training and periodic tests of all crew members are required to be conducted in 

accordance with syllabi agreed with the Department and published in the operator’s 

training manual. Proposed changes to syllabi or departures from training programmes 

must be agreed by the Department before implementation. 

1.5 

Operators, who wish to outsource initial, recurrent and conversion training, must 

ensure that CAD approves the training courses. Approved training organisations or the 

equivalent that have State regulatory approval, may be accepted by CAD to conduct 

training for Hong Kong operators, however, courses still require CAD approval. The 

qualification, training and approval of training and examining personnel utilised by an 

organisation, will normally be required to be in accordance with paragraphs 4.1 - 4.8 

of this Chapter. Additional requirements for the personnel utilized by organisations 

approved by other States are detailed in paragraph 4.9 of this Chapter. The training 

provided and flight documentation used should reflect the operators’ flight safety 

documents system. 

1.6 

Operators, who outsource training to training organisations that do not have formal 

State approval, will need to consult CAD on an individual basis to establish the 

approval requirements for their courses, the adequacy of training facilities, 

qualification requirements and approval of personnel. 

2 

TRAINING MANUAL 
2.1 

It is a statutory requirement that a training manual shall contain all such information 

and instructions as may be necessary to enable persons appointed by the operator to 

give or supervise the training, practice and periodical tests to perform their duties. 

2.2 

Care must be taken not to interpret 2.1 as meaning that a training manual should 



contain technical and operating information for general instructional purposes. Rather, 

it should remain concise in its purpose of giving formal expression to the operator’s 

training policy and requirements, together with adequate guidance on these matters to 

instructors and examiners. 

2.3 

The training manual is regarded by the Department as the primary indication of the 

standards of training and testing likely to be achieved by the operator. One copy must 

be submitted to the Department, together with any later amendments or additions.  
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2.4 

Each copy of a manual must bear a serial number and a distribution list must be held by 

a person responsible for issuing amendments. Each volume of the manual must be 

numbered, bear a title and a list of contents giving a clear indication of its scope. The 

title of the person or department responsible for the issue of the manual must also be 

included. At the front of each volume there must be an amendment page to record 

amendment number, date of incorporation, signature of person amending and page(s) 

or paragraph(s) affected. The numbering of pages, sections, paragraphs etc should be 

orderly and systematic so as to facilitate immediate identification of any part of the 

subject matter. The standard of printing, duplication, binding, section dividers, 

indexing of sections etc should be of sufficient quality to enable the document to be 

read without difficulty and to ensure that it remains intact and legible during normal 

use. 

2.5 

The amendment of a manual in manuscript is not acceptable. Changes or additions, 

however slight, must be incorporated by the issue of a fresh or additional page which 

must be dated and on which the new or additional material is clearly marked. It is 

therefore recommended that items likely to be the subject of frequent change, such as 

lists of appointments, are shown on pages that do not include more permanent text. 

2.6 

Although the training manual is part of the general operations manual, it should be a 

separate document addressed to the training staff, each of whom should have a personal 

copy. The form that the manual takes will vary considerably according to the size and 

complexity of the operator’s organisation and the aircraft used; its adequacy will be 

assessed solely on the basis of its suitability for the operator’s particular needs and 

circumstances. It is therefore important that all training staff are aware of the need to 

keep the document under review and ensure that it accurately reflects the operator’s 

circumstances at the time. 

2.7 

In addition to the more general matters of policy, the following in particular must be 

included in the manual: 

(a) 

operator’s requirements in respect of qualifications, training and experience of 

training staff; 

(b) 

the name and title of the person ultimately responsible for flight crew training 

and testing and lines of reporting to and from that person’s post; 

(c) 

a comprehensive statement of the duties and responsibilities of all training 

staff, which should include their names, the type of training and/or testing 

which they may conduct and the types of aircraft on which they are authorised; 



(d) 

minimum standards of experience and qualification, and of initial and 

periodical training to be met by all aircraft flight crews for each type of aircraft 

used by the operator; 

(e) 

detailed syllabi for both ground and flying training and specimen record forms 

in respect of all training and tests; the minimum hours/sectors necessary to 

meet flight training requirements; 

(f) 

a list of the required competency tests and their frequency; 

(g) 

arrangements for administering and recording the periodical tests of all flight 

crew;  
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(h) 

limitations on flying more than one type or variant; 

(i) 

policy with regard to crewing together of crew members under training; 

(j) 

training of pilots to act as relief crew occupying other than their normal crew 

positions;  

(k) 

syllabus covering training requirements for promotion of co-pilot to Captain; 

(l) 

checking of pilots in handling and non-handling pilot duties; 

(m) chain of command in an emergency, when training captain not occupying a 

pilot’s seat; 

(n) 

methods of simulating instrument flight conditions; methods of simulating 

engine failure and the form of words to be used; 

(o) 

practice of abandoned take-off during training flights, normally a restriction to 

speeds not in excess of 50% of V1; 

(p) 

procedures for touch-and-go or stop-go landings with particular emphasis on 

division of duties, considerations of flap settings, runway length, brake cooling 

and terrain; 

(q) 

syllabus covering engineering perspectives including MEL/CDL, technical log, 

airworthiness defects; 

(r) 

proper flight crew coordination and training in all types of emergency and 

abnormal situations or procedures caused by power plant, airframe or systems 

malfunctions, fire or other abnormalities. 

(s) 

instructions and guidance on how Predictive and Low Level Windshear initial 

and recurrent training should be conducted, with emphasis on the positive 

action required to minimise the effect of these conditions if encountered during 

take-off, on the approach and landing. Advice must also be given on the 

avoidance of these conditions; 



(t) 

limitations on training and testing in the course of flights for the purpose of 

public transport. Note particularly that the simulation of instrument flight 

conditions and of emergencies affecting the flight characteristics of the aircraft 

is prohibited in the course of flights for the public transport of passengers; 

(u) 

instructions covering retesting and retraining after unsatisfactory performance 

or periods of non flying due to illness or other causes; 

(v) 

the use of full flight simulators, other training devices and copies of Approval 

documents held; 

(w) 

special equipment training: FMS, INS, E/GPWS, ACAS, HUD/EVS, etc.; 

(x) 

Human Factors (HF) and Crew Resource Management (CRM) training;  
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(y) Safety Management System training; 

(z) instructions and procedures covering pilot incapacitation and the roles of all crew 

members; 

(aa) aviation security training; 

(bb) guidance on the carriage of dangerous goods in accordance with the current 

edition of the ICAO Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous 

Goods by Air Doc 9284; and 

(cc) prevention of runway incursion in accordance with the current edition of the 

ICAO Manual on the Prevention of Runway Incursions (Doc 9870). 

3 

TRAINING AND TESTING STAFF 
3.1 

A person, whose qualifications and experience are agreed by the Department to be 

suitable, must be designated to take general and overall charge of arrangements for the 

training and testing of aircraft flight crews. This person’s name, authority, 

responsibilities and reporting routes must be clearly defined in the operations manual. 

3.2 

Under the control of the person in charge of training, the operator will need to appoint 

examiners and instructors to conduct periodical tests and give the practical training, as 

necessary, to satisfy the requirements of the AN(HK)O. The number of training staff 

employed is expected to be consistent with the operator’s task and their qualifications 

and experience are expected to reflect the role and types of aircraft used. 

3.3 

It is important that examiners and instructors are experienced and qualified for their 

task, and operators are to ensure that they are adequately trained in teaching and 

examining techniques. Where it is intended that they will carry out tests required under 

Schedules 9 and/or 11 of the AN(HK)O in an approved flight simulator, they 

themselves must be duly approved by the Department for that purpose. 

3.4 

Exceptionally, operators may need to use the services of manufacturers’ pilots or those 

from foreign operators for flight training, testing and route Line Flying Under 

Supervision (LFUS). Such training staff must be familiar with the operations manual 

and the training manual of the operator to whom they are temporarily attached. The 

operator must obtain certified copies of duty and rest period records for the 28 days 



prior to the crew members being rostered for duty; appropriate flight/duty records must 

be maintained for the period that the crews are assigned to the operator. As a general 

rule, a Hong Kong licence or a temporary validation of a foreign licence will have to 

be obtained. The operator should contact the CAD Personnel Licensing Office to 

obtain the necessary Certificate of Validation for the foreign pilots. The Department 

will specify requirements in individual cases. When such pilots are used for training 

they must be properly licensed and authorised to conduct initial type ratings, 

instrument rating renewals and competency checks. To conduct LFUS, pilots are 

required to hold full company command qualification for public transport flights and to 

meet all Schedule 11 competency check requirements.  
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4 

TRAINING AND EXAMINING STAFF QUALIFICATIONS 
4.1 

Schedule 9 (Flight Crew Licences) 
4.1.1 Flight tests for the initial issue or renewal of Aircraft Ratings and renewal of 

Instrument Ratings may only be conducted by examiners so authorised by the 

Director-General of Civil Aviation. Applicants for appointment as Authorised 

Examiners (AE) must be sponsored by their employer. Any authority becomes 

automatically invalid the moment the examiner leaves the sponsor’s employment. 

4.1.2 The applicant for appointment as an AE for aeroplanes shall hold an appropriate 

licence and ratings and a valid medical certificate. As a general guideline, the applicant 

is expected to have a minimum of 2,000 hours flight time as a pilot of multi-engined 

aeroplanes and has achieved high standards in flying ability as evidenced by at least 

two Proficiency Checks being separated by an interval of not less than 4 months with 

his current employer sponsoring his AE application. An applicant for AE for 

helicopters is expected to have at least 500 hours as the pilot-in-command and at least 

250 hours as a flight instructor/training captain.  

4.1.3 Prior to granting authorised status as an Instrument Rating Examiner (IRE) and/or a 

Type Rating Examiner (TRE), the Department must be satisfied that the applicant is a 

fit person to hold the authorisation and qualified to do so by reason of his knowledge, 

experience, competence and skill. 

4.1.4 In assessing the above criteria the applicant’s previous conduct will be taken into 

consideration. The applicant must meet certain experience levels, have completed the 

CAD Authorised Examiner’s Course (CAD AE course) and have satisfactorily 

conducted a test whilst observed by an Operations Inspector. 

4.1.5 The CAD AE course is undertaken using facilities provided by approved Hong Kong 

operators. It consists of briefings, facilitation and de-briefings utilising English as 

conversational as well as aviation technical language. Therefore applicants, in addition 

to meeting the high standards referred to in the above paragraphs, should also have 

attained the requisite language skills in order to ensure a successful course outcome. 

4.1.6 The AEs who have previously successfully completed the CAD AE course and who 

have not exercised the privileges of their authority within the preceding five years will 

be required to attend the first two-day CAD briefings of the CAD AE course prior to 

being considered for reappointment. 

4.1.7 A TRE (simulator) must be qualified on type under the provisions of the AN(HK)O. 

His ability to perform the functions while occupying the co-pilot’s seat must be 

checked and recorded by the operator.  

4.1.8 An examiner's authority will be valid for three years in the case of Hong Kong based 

examiners and shorter than three years for non-Hong Kong based examiners at 



approved training establishments. The tests that an AE is authorised to conduct are 

stipulated on the Letter of Authority (LoA) granted by CAD. The AE must ensure that 

he exercises the privileges in accordance with the LoA at all times.  
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4.1.9 A CAD Flight Operations Inspector (FOI) or a person properly delegated by the 

Director-General of Civil Aviation will renew an examiner's authority at the 

appropriate period. In the event that a satisfactory standard is not achieved, then the 

examiner's authority will be revoked by the CAD. Further assessment for 

re-appointment may be made after further training, agreed between his company and 

HK CAD, has been undertaken. 

4.1.10 All applications for appointment as an AE must include the following particulars: 

(a) 

full name; 

(b) 

licence type, number and expiry date; 

(c) 

aircraft types endorsed in Part 1 of the licence; 

(d) 

date of last Certificate of Test (Aircraft Rating) for aircraft type to which the 

application relates, and whether annotated P1, P2 or E1; 

(e) 

date of last Certificate of Test (Instrument Rating) and type of aircraft on 

which tested; 

(f) 

date of last medical; 

(g) 

total hours P1 or E1 - all types; 

(h) 

total hours P1 or E1 - in previous 12 months on type to which the application 

relates; 

(i) 

total hours PI or E1 - all turbo-jet aircraft, if application relates to a turbo-jet 

aircraft; 

(j) 

total hours P1 or E1 - all turbo-prop aircraft, if application relates to turbo-prop 

aircraft; 

(k) 

details and result of any courses in instructional or examining techniques 

undertaken; 

(l) 

details, with supporting documentation, of any examining authority held, or 

previously held, from any other regulatory authority; 

(m) 

any other relevant information. 

4.2 

Schedule 11 (Public Transport) 
4.2.1 An operator is responsible for ensuring that all persons have the training, experience 

and practice and have undergone the periodical tests specified in Part B of Schedule 11 

to the AN(HK)O, before acting as crew members on any flight for the purpose of public 

transport.  



4.2.2 In practice, the Schedule 9 tests for renewal of Instrument and Aircraft Ratings are 

integrated within the operator’s bi-annual competency checks (proficiency checks).  

Operators are therefore required to train and subsequently appoint pilots from within 

the Company as AEs and Approved Persons (Simulator Instructors). The following 

appointment and subsequent career progression is therefore recommended for training 

and check personnel: 

(a) 

Line Training Captain 

(b) 

Type Rating Instructor – Simulator (TRI – Simulator)  
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(c) 

Type Rating Examiner/Instrument Rating Examiner - Simulator Only 

[TRE/IRE - Simulator Only (Exclude Simulator Base Training (SBT)] 

(d) 

Type Rating Examiner/Instrument Rating Examiner - Simulator Only (Include 

SBT) [TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)] 

(e) 

Type Rating Examiner/Instrument Rating Examiner – Aircraft and Simulator 

(TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator) 

4.3 

Line Training Captain 
4.3.1 The role of the line training captain is vitally important in a balanced training regime.  

Much of the responsibility for the standardisation of operating procedures and for 

sound flight deck management will depend on the observations and analytical skills of 

the line training captains. The importance of line training and testing cannot be over 

emphasised and the calibre of the staff should reflect this. Specific responsibilities may 

include sectors operated under supervision following type conversion, final line checks, 

annual line checks and renewal of Captain’s 35 day recency. 

4.3.2 A line training captain shall hold an appropriate licence and ratings and a valid medical 

certificate. As a general guideline, a line training captain is expected to have a 

minimum of 2,000 hours flight time as a pilot of multi-engined aeroplanes or as a 

helicopter pilot, of which at least 500 hours as the pilot-in-command and completed 

training specified in the company manual for the appointment.  

4.4 

TRI – Simulator 
4.4.1 The duties of a “TRI – Simulator” include the conduct of simulator training exercises 

during initial type conversion including low visibility operations. They may also 

include Schedule 11 bi-annual competency and instrument approach-to-land 

(including low visibility operations) tests, and renewal of three monthly recency in 

simulators approved for that purpose. 

4.4.2 Prior to appointment, a “TRI – Simulator” must complete an approved course in 

instructional techniques, and also induction training in his duties. He is to be observed 

by an Operations Inspector while conducting Schedule 11 items prior to appointment 

as an Approved Person, and again on renewal. However the renewal of this 

appointment may be delegated to a company AE, in which case the airline is to advise 

the Department when the renewal is complete so that a renewed certificate can be 

issued. 

4.5 

TRE/IRE - Simulator Only (Exclude SBT) 



4.5.1 Persons nominated to be “TRE/IRE - Simulator Only (Exclude SBT)” must complete 

an approved course in instructional and examining techniques, and also induction 

training in their duties. They will then be observed by an FOI while conducting 

simulator tests for Schedule 9 and Schedule 11 ratings prior to appointment as 

Authorised Examiners (Simulator). However the “TRE/IRE – Simulator Only 

(Exclude SBT)” may not conduct SBT.  
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4.6 

TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT) 
4.6.1 Persons nominated to be “TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)” must complete 

induction training in their duties. For the initial appointment as a “TRE/IRE – 

Simulator Only (Include SBT)” and on each subsequent type change, they must be 

observed by an FOI while conducting Base Training (BT) in the simulator for the 

appointment as “TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)” for that type. The FOI 

will observe the TRE operating from both control seats.  

4.7 

TRE/IRE - Aircraft and Simulator 
4.7.1 Persons nominated to be “TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator” must complete induction 

training in their duties. For the initial appointment as a “TRE/IRE – Aircraft and 

Simulator” and on each subsequent type change, they must be observed by an FOI 

while conducting tests in an aircraft for the issue of aircraft ratings prior to appointment 

as Authorised Examiners (Aircraft) for that type. The FOI will observe the TRE 

operating from both control seats. However when the TRE subsequently endorses on 

an additional family type with the same number of power plants i.e. A320/A330, then 

the aircraft check may be completed from either control seat. The authority to conduct 

tests by the “TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator” also includes SBT and Aircraft Base 

Training (ABT). 

4.7.2 AEs who fly two aircraft types that are classified for mixed fleet flying (MFF), will be 

observed on each type for initial CAD authorisation. Subsequent AE renewal may be 

undertaken on either type and will be valid for both, provided the AE maintains 

recency on both types. 

4.8 

Validity of Appointments and Recency Requirements 
4.8.1 Validity of appointments 

TRE/IREs and Approved Persons will normally be appointed by the Department for a 

maximum period of 3 years, and normally a shorter period for those employed by 

training organisations and manufacturers based outside of Hong Kong. Both may be 

subject to review at more frequent intervals by the Department and additional 

requirements under paragraph 4.9 of this Chapter. Operators are responsible for 

ensuring that the competence of training staff appointed by them to discharge the 

operator’s responsibilities under Schedule 11 of the AN(HK)O is kept under regular 

review. 

4.8.2 Recency Requirements 

An AE is required during each and every 12-months period to conduct the following 

minimum number of aircraft/simulator details, in order to retain validity: 

(a) 

TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Exclude SBT)  

Four separate simulator sessions, which include Instrument Rating Renewal 

(IRR)/Aircraft Rating Renewal (ARR) or Aircraft Rating (AR) tests during 

each session.  
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(b) 

TRE/IRE – Simulator Only (Include SBT)  

Four separate simulator sessions, two of which will consist of Zero Flight Time 

(ZFT) training and testing and two separate simulator sessions, which include 

AR and/or Instrument Rating (IR) test. 

(c) 

TRE/IRE – Aircraft and Simulator 

A minimum of two Base Training sessions, one of which may be a simulator 

ZFT session and a minimum of two simulator sessions that include tests for 

IRR/ARR or initial AR tests.  

Note: An AE who has not met the minimum requirements must report the 

circumstances to the CAD so that the continued validity of his appointment can be 

considered. The TRE/IRE may then be advised of any recency revalidation 

requirements and/or the reissue of the LoA. Failure to make such a report may 

invalidate subsequent tests.  

4.8.3 Waivers may be given by the Department to the instructional and examining 

techniques requirements for nominees with acceptable previous experience and 

qualifications. On conversion to a new type, TRE/IREs must normally complete the 

induction training and observation requirements specified in paragraphs 4.6 and 4.7. 

4.9 

Training Organisation Approved by a Foreign National Aviation Authority 

(NAA) 
4.9.1 This paragraph must be read in conjunction with paragraph 1.5 of this Chapter, which 

contains the general requirements for an operator to outsource the training to a training 

organisation or manufacturer.  

4.9.2 In general, personnel utilised by a training organisation or manufacturer acceptable to 

CAD will normally be required to meet the qualification, training, approval and 

validity requirements listed in the paragraphs 4.1 - 4.8. For personnel utilised by a 

foreign approved training organisation, certain differences to qualification and validity 

requirements are listed below. 

(a) 

An examiner from an organisation nominated by an operator for appointment 

as an AE will require authorisation by CAD. This examiner shall possess a 

valid examiner approval issued by a foreign NAA acceptable to CAD. An 

authorisation will have a validity to be determined by CAD which may be 

shorter than 3 years from the month of appointment or renewal. Operators are 

reminded that they must submit a request for the appointment of an AE in 

accordance with paragraph 4.1.10.  

(b) 

For an operator who has obtained CAD’s approval to use a foreign approved 

organisation for recurrent training and checking and has obtained CAD’s 

agreement to undertake bi-annual testing in aircraft, appointment of AEs for 

“TRE (aircraft only)” or “TRE/IRE (aircraft only)” may be considered. Their 

qualification, training, appointment requirements must be agreed with the 

operator’s FOI. Their recency requirements are as follows :-  

(i) 

TRE – Aircraft Only 

Two separate aircraft training sessions of which at least one must 

include a test for a Hong Kong licence rating.  
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(ii) 

TRE/IRE – Aircraft Only 

Two separate aircraft training sessions, one or both of which include an 

IRR/ARR or AR test. 

The authority for the above AE will be considered case-by-case.  

(c) 

TRI – Simulator. A TRI employed by an approved organisation outside Hong 

Kong, may be qualified to conduct simulator training without the necessity of 

formal CAD approval. 

(d) 

A TRI required to conduct tests in accordance with AN(HK)O Schedule 11, 

will need CAD approval.  

(e) 

Personnel used for Safety Equipment and Procedure training will require CAD 

approval if required by the operator to conduct AN(HK)O Schedule 11 tests. 

4.9.3 Course Completion Certificate. Upon completion of any outsourced training, an 

operator must obtain a certificate from the contractor, confirming that the ground 

and/or simulator training course has been completed to the satisfaction of the approved 

organisation. 

5 

SUPERVISION OF EXAMINERS 
The procedures to be followed and standards to be applied by AEs are set out in CAD 

170 “Authorised Examiners Handbook”. Inspectors will observe the conduct of tests 

by AEs, and of crew training generally, during the currency of an Air Operator’s 

Certificate. The purpose of these inspections is to ensure that training and testing is in 

compliance with the operator’s training manual and within the terms and conditions of 

the appointment of CAD AEs. 

6 

PROBLEMS OF SMALL OPERATORS 
The arrangements discussed in the foregoing paragraphs may not be practicable in the 

case of a very small organisation operating one or two aircraft and employing a small 

number of aircraft flight crews. In larger organisations employing several pilot 

examiners, one can test the other and there is no real difficulty. However, where the 

total complement of pilots warrants only one examiner, arrangements should be made 

for his periodical tests to be conducted by an independent examiner outside the 

operator’s organisation; in such cases the Department should be notified. The 

Department will then assess the suitability of the nominated independent examiner and, 

if acceptable, make arrangements for the issue of the appropriate LoA. Once the 

identity of the independent examiner has been agreed upon, the operator must send a 

letter of agreement to the Department covering the arrangement made.  
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7 

PART TIME AND ‘FREELANCE’ CREW MEMBERS 
7.1 

Operators should ensure the competence of any part-time or ‘free-lance’ pilots they 

employ. Schedule 11 tests carried out to establish the competence of an operator’s 

pilots, must be conducted either by the operator himself or by another operator, under 

arrangements detailed in the company’s training manual and agreed by the Department, 

which ensure that the pilot is competent to perform all the duties and responsibilities 

laid upon him by the operator.  

7.2 

Additionally, the operator must satisfy himself that the flight crew member is fully 

conversant with the company’s operations manual and flight procedures. In the case of 

Captains, route competency must also be established and certified. In all cases, flight 

and cabin crew must be tested as to their knowledge of emergency/survival drills and 

equipment. Operators must obtain certified copies of duty and rest period records for 

the 28 day period prior to the rostering of the crew members concerned, and 

appropriate flying duty records must be maintained for the period that the operator 

employs such crews. 

8 

OPERATION ON MORE THAN ONE TYPE OR VARIANT  
(See Appendix B to Chapter 5) 

8.1 

Aeroplanes 
(a) 

An operator shall ensure that a flight crew member does not operate on more 

than one type or variant, unless the flight crew member is competent to do so. 

(b) 

When considering operations of more than one type or variant, an operator 

shall ensure that the differences and/or similarities of the aeroplanes concerned 

justify such operations, taking account of the following: 

(i) 

The level of technology; 

(ii) 

Operational procedures; 

(iii) Handling characteristics. 

(c) 

An operator shall ensure that a flight crew member operating more than one 

type or variant complies with all of the requirements prescribed in Schedules 

9 and 11 for each type or variant unless the Department has approved the use 

of credit(s) related to the training, checking and recency requirements. 

(d) 

An operator shall specify appropriate procedures and/or operational 

restrictions, approved by the Department, in the operations manual, for any 

operation on more than one type or variant covering: 

(i) 

The flight crew members’ minimum experience level; 

(ii) 

The minimum experience level on one type or variant before 

beginning training for and operation of another type or variant; 

(iii) The process whereby flight crew qualified on one type or variant will 

be trained and qualified on another type or variant; and 

(iv) All applicable recency requirements for each type or variant.  
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8.2 

Helicopters and Aeroplanes 
(a) 

When a flight crew member operates both helicopters and aeroplanes: 

(i) 

An operator shall ensure that operations of helicopter and aeroplane 

are limited to one type of each. 

(ii) 

The operator shall specify appropriate procedures and/or operational 

restrictions, approved by the Department, in the operations manual. 

8.3 

Cross Crew Qualified 
If a flight crew member is to qualify on a type which is similar to a type on which he is 

currently qualified, his conversion training to the second type may be suitably 

abbreviated, subject to agreement with the Department. The crew member is then 

‘Cross Crew Qualified (CCQ)’. Details of the agreed abbreviated training course, and 

subsequent recurrent training, are to be specified in the operations manual. 

8.4 

Mixed Fleet Flying 
A flight crew member who is Cross Crew Qualified may be allowed to operate both 

types (‘Mixed Fleet Flying’ or ‘MFF’) subject to agreement with the Department.  

Details of the agreed recency and recurrent training and testing requirements to enable 

the crew member to operate both types are to be specified in the operations manual. 

9 

RECURRENT TRAINING AND CHECKING 
9.1 

General 
9.1.1 Line checks, route and aerodrome competency and recent experience requirements are 

intended to ensure the crew member’s ability to operate efficiently under normal 

conditions, whereas other checks and emergency and safety equipment training are 

primarily intended to prepare the crew member for abnormal/emergency procedures. 

9.1.2 The line check is normally performed in the aircraft. All other training and checking 

should be performed in the aircraft or an approved flight simulator or, in the case of 

emergency and safety equipment training, in a representative training device. The type 

of equipment used for training and checking should be representative of the 

instrumentation, equipment and layout of the aircraft type operated by the flight crew 

member. 

9.1.3 The line check is considered a particularly important factor in the development, 

maintenance and refinement of high operating standards, and can provide the operator 

with a valuable indication of the usefulness of his training policy and methods. Line 

checks are a test of a flight crew member’s ability to perform a complete line operation 

satisfactorily, including pre-flight, taxi operations and active runway identification, 

and post- flight procedures and use of the equipment provided, and an opportunity for 

an overall assessment of his ability to perform the duties required as specified in the 

operations manual. The route chosen should be such as to give adequate representation 

of the scope of a pilot’s normal operations. When weather conditions preclude a 

manual landing, an automatic landing is acceptable. The line check is not intended to 

determine competence on any particular route.  
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9.1.4 In addition to the above duties, flight crew members should be assessed on their crew 

resource management skills. The Captain, or co-pilot acting as the Captain, should also 

demonstrate his ability to “manage” the operation and take appropriate command 

decisions. When assessing crew resource management skills, the examiner should 

occupy an observer’s seat. 

9.1.5 When a flight simulator is used for proficiency training and checking, the opportunity 

should be taken, where possible, to use Line Orientated Flight Training (LOFT).  

9.1.6 Emergency and safety equipment training should, as far as is practicable, take place in 

conjunction with cabin crew undergoing similar training, with emphasis on 

co-ordinated procedures and two-way communication between the flight deck and the 

cabin. 

9.2 

Periodic Competency Tests 
9.2.1 The following is a full list of periodic competency training and tests which cover all 

Schedule 9 and 11 requirements, the results of which must be recorded on operators’ 

forms: 

(a) 

proficiency check (includes the aircraft Rating and Instrument Rating); 

(b) 

line check; 

(c) 

instrument approach-to-land proficiency check, including low visibility 

operations procedures where applicable; 

(d) 

Captain’s route and aerodrome competence; 

(e) 

handling recency; 

(f) 

safety equipment and procedures; 

(g) 

Crew Resource Management (CRM) training. 

9.3 

Proficiency Check (PC) 
9.3.1 Although the PC is a test, it provides an opportunity for exercising emergency drills 

which rarely arise in normal operations. The statutory Schedule 9 requirement is that 

pilots are tested and their competence be verified and certified. The PC is undertaken in 

an approved flight simulator and shall include testing of the Aircraft Rating (AR) and 

Instrument Rating (IR) (Schedule 9) together with relevant Schedule 11 items 

including the Instrument Approach to Land (IAL). Both Certificates of Test for the 

aforementioned Schedule 9 items shall be signed on satisfactory completion of the PC. 

When a simulator is not available, the operator should propose to CAD a system for 

completing the PC. However, it is CAD policy that in this event, a flight simulator 

should be used for each alternating PC. An example PC form is included in 

Appendix E.  
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9.3.2 PC – Initial. Prior to commencing public transport Line Flying Under Supervision 

(LFUS), the operator must be assured that a pilot is competent and has reached the 

required standards during his conversion course. Therefore, there must be a valid PC 



form included within the pilots training file. The senior management signed 

competency statement on the PC form is the culmination of a pilot’s conversion 

training and is verification that the type technical ground phase, simulator phase and 

the aircraft Base Training if applicable have been completed satisfactorily and tested 

accordingly. It is confirmation that training has been undertaken during the conversion 

for all Schedule 11 items as listed below in 9.3.5 (b) and that the pilot has demonstrated 

competence in the use of all IAL systems that could be encountered either at 

destination or alternate airports. In particular, if circling approach procedures are 

approved for use, then these must be covered and competence demonstrated during the 

conversion. In the case of pilots who are required to be qualified in both control seats, 

they must demonstrate competence in both seats (DCA528 boxed items). 

9.3.3 PC – Recurrent. The recurrent PC is required for the testing of Schedule 9 and 

Schedule 11 items within the relevant period. Because the items listed in paragraph (b) 

below may be undertaken over a three year period, operators should structure the PC 

with a defined program of six PCs over a three year period. The “structured” PC can 

result in more efficient use of simulator time. For example, with agreement with the 

operator’s FOI, practice of LVO failures and reversions may be spread over the three 

year period. The Aircraft Rating Renewal (ARR) is normally a manually flown 

exercise however, in one or two of the six PCs it should be undertaken making 

maximum use of the aircraft automation in accordance with company SOP. The 

AN(HK)O requires that a pilot is tested for the types of instrument approaches to be 

used at destination or alternate airfields. The IAL tests for VOR/DME, LOC only, ILS 

BB, ADF, GPS and circling approaches can be covered over the three year period. 

However, if an operator’s route structure involves operations to airfields where it is 

likely that circling approaches will be required, it is CAD policy that they shall be 

tested on at least three occasions during the three year PC cycle. On satisfactory 

completion of the PC, senior management must sign the competency certificate 

accordingly. 

9.3.4 The avoidance of Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT) must be briefed and considered 

throughout each PC. The crew's situational awareness and recognition of their 

responsibility for terrain clearance despite conflicting ATC instructions must be 

emphasized during both the departure and arrival phases of the flight. The additional 

threats imposed by non-precision approaches must be covered. 

9.3.5 The scope of the practice and check may be divided into three categories, as follows: 

(a) 

Emergency manoeuvres in Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC) 

which must be carried out on each bi-annual check: 

(i) 

a take-off with engine failure between V1 and V2 or as soon as safety 

considerations permit. When the check is carried out in an aircraft, 

instrument flight conditions should be simulated as soon as possible 

after becoming airborne; 

(ii) 

a precision instrument approach to minima with one engine 

inoperative, followed by a missed approach; 

(iii) 

landing with one engine inoperative. For single-engined aeroplanes a 

practice forced landing is required;  
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(iv) where the emergency drills require action by the non-handling pilot, 



the check must also cover knowledge of such drills. 

Note: When engine out manoeuvres are carried out in an aeroplane, the 

engine failure must be simulated. 

(b) 

Selected items from the following list should be covered on each PC, ensuring 

that all items are covered and recorded at least once within a three year period: 

(i) 

A rejected take-off (initiated at a speed no greater than 50% of V1 

when conducted in an aircraft); 

(ii) 

engine fire; 

(iii) engine or propeller overspeed; 

(iv) fuselage fire (pilot operated extinguishing system); 

(v) 

emergency operation of landing gear and flap; 

(vi) pressurisation failure; 

(vii) fuel jettison; 

(viii) low fuel contents; 

(ix) engine relight/restart; 

(x) 

hydraulic failures; 

(xi) electrical failures; 

(xii) engine and engine control malfunction; 

(xiii) action following E/GPWS and TCAS warnings; 

(xiv) action following predictive and windshear warnings; 

(xv) pilot incapacitation - to be carried out annually; 

(xvi) approach and landing with flying control or flight director system 

inoperative; and 

(xvii) circling approaches. 

Notes: 1. Some of the above items will need to be carried out by ‘touch drills’ and, 

if the check is carried out in an aircraft (rather than a simulator), they are 

normally best attended to on the ground. 
2. 

ACAS training for flight crew shall be established in accordance with 

ICAO Doc 8168 Part III Section 3 Chapter 3 and Attachment A. 

(c) 

A supplementary questionnaire on technical matters and operating procedures 

which, although not falling within the category of emergencies, are matters on 

which pilots should be tested at regular intervals. Typical items to be covered 

include: 

(i) 

recognition and diagnosis of aircraft system faults for which there are 

no set drills;  
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(ii) 

radio failure procedures; 

(iii) use of operations manuals, including Aerad/Jeppesen route guides; 

(iv) familiarity with latest operations manual amendments, information 

circulars and aircrew instructions; 

(v) 



loading instructions; 

(vi) knowledge of internal and external check lists; 

(vii) aircraft equipment such as Flight Management System (FMS), 

navigation systems, E/GPWS, flight directors, weather radar etc; 

(viii) noise abatement procedures; 

(ix) precautions for winter operations, anti-icing procedures and 

operations from contaminated runways; 

(x) 

engine failure during stages of flight other than on take-off, especially 

critical phases such as noise abatement, a Standard Instrument 

Departure (SID) or over high ground or on approach; 

(xi) wind shear recognition and avoidance. 

NOTE: On most of the larger modern aircraft the list of items that might usefully be 

discussed is likely to be extensive and operators may prefer to deal with only 

a selection of items on a particular PC. In this event, a plan of items to be 

covered should be drawn up to ensure that all are dealt with over a three year 

period and records should be maintained accordingly. Some items may 

equally well be covered in the course of the line check. Advantage should also 

be taken of the opportunity to give pilots experience in the simulator of such 

rare occurrences as windshear, flapless landings and all engines out landings. 

9.3.6 Training Records 

9.3.6.1 An operator must ensure that flight crew are properly trained and tested in accordance 

with Schedules 9 and 11 of the AN(HK)O. It is therefore essential that proper, accurate 

and relevant records are kept of a pilot’s initial training and testing. 

9.3.6.2 The training records must be kept in the pilot’s training file and securely retained in the 

operator’s training department.  

9.3.6.3 Prior to operating a public transport flight, and commencement of LFUS, the records 

must show that a pilot has satisfactorily completed the appropriate approved ground 

and flight simulator course and if applicable aircraft base training. It therefore follows 

that a valid PC form shall be part of the training records. They must show that the pilot 

is properly licensed with a Group 1 or P2X endorsement on his Hong Kong License 

and that all Schedule 9 and 11 and CAD 360 requirements have been met including 

evidence of competence in AEP/SEPT, RVSM, LVO, GPS approaches, RNP and any 

special airspace qualification, CRM, route and airfield qualification.  
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9.3.6.4 Once a pilot commences LFUS, appropriate line sector records and the Final Line 

Check form must be in the training file. 

9.3.6.5. After a pilot has completed his first recurrent PC, his conversion training records may 

be archived. However, the training file must always include a valid PC, Line Check and 

certificates to confirm qualification in accordance with Schedule 9 and 11 

requirements. 

9.3.6.5 It is acceptable to maintain all training records in an electronic format provided it is 

secure, with a satisfactory backup system and it has been agreed with CAD. 

9.4 

Proficiency Check – Cruise Only Co-Pilots (P2X) 
9.4.1 P2X pilots must complete all Schedule 11 items for their respective aircraft types 

during the relevant period. In addition the Schedule 9 items namely the “boxed” items 

of the DCA 528 (AR) and the Instrument Rating (IR) must be completed to ensure that 

a P2X pilot is properly rated for his respective aircraft type(s). Both the AR and IR 

certificates are to be signed on satisfactory completion of the PC. 



9.4.2 P2X pilots will not normally be exposed to aircraft handling below cruise altitude, 

therefore it is important that simulator training and refresher details cover all aspects of 

the normal and emergency operation of the aircraft. 

9.4.3 Where an examiner judges the quality of any exercise to be only just acceptable, the 

operator should expose the subject to more frequent PCs and training. This is 

particularly true of young inexperienced pilots who may need reassurance that such 

training and checks are a normal part of operating life. 

9.5 

Line Checks - All Pilots 
9.5.1 The annual line check is not intended to determine competence on any particular route. 

The requirement is for a test of ability to perform satisfactorily a complete line 

operation from start to finish, including pre-flight and post-flight procedures and use of 

the equipment provided. The route chosen should be such as to give adequate 

representation of the scope of a pilot’s normal operations. The line check is considered 

a particularly important factor in the development, maintenance and refinement of high 

operating standards and can provide the operator with a valuable indication of the 

efficacy of his training policy and methods. 

9.5.2 The operator has a statutory obligation to check that his pilots are competent to perform 

their duties. If it is company policy that both pilots may carry out either the handling 

or the non-handling duties, both Captains and co-pilots should be checked in both roles. 

Captains who also operate as co-pilots must be checked in both left and right hand 

seats. 

9.5.3 In addition to the above duties, the flight crew should be assessed in CRM techniques, 

including command decision making. This is most readily achieved if the examiner 

occupies the jump seat.  
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9.5.4 When line checks are carried out on sectors which terminate away from base, the 

operator should allow for the possibility that on subsequent sectors the examiner may 

have to act as substitute for either the Captain or co-pilot. The examiner should 

therefore be fully qualified to operate at any crew station over which he acts in an 

examining capacity. 

9.5.5 Line checks fall into two categories as follows: 

(a) 

FINAL line check: Following completion of route flying ‘under supervision’, 

a two sector line check, one handling and one non-handling (one combined 

sector for holders of P2X ratings) will be flown with a training captain at the 

controls. If successful, the ‘under supervision’ restriction is removed and 

re-certified as such on the candidate’s records. 

(b) 

ANNUAL line check: This will normally take the form of a two sector line 

check, one handling and one non-handling check (one combined sector for 

holders of P2X ratings) and may be accomplished in one of two ways. Firstly, 

the training captain may occupy a seat at the controls and fly as Captain; 

secondly, he may occupy the jump seat and run a concurrent check on the 

operating crew (but see paragraph 9.5.6 below). He could not in this case be 

PIC. It should be noted that a Training Captain’s Line Check must consist of 

a minimum of three sectors – one handling in each of the left and right seat and 

one non handling. 

9.5.6 Should a pilot run out of check or fail a line check, he may not operate on a public 

transport flight except ‘under supervision’ until he is again fully qualified. All such 



supervised flying, and the line check required for requalification, requires a training 

captain to be at the controls. 

9.6 

Captains and Co-Pilots - Instrument Approach Proficiency 
9.6.1 A further separate requirement to be met in respect of the Captain and copilot is that 

they must have been tested as to their proficiency in using instrument approach systems 

of the type in use at the aerodrome of intended landing and any alternate aerodrome; 

this will also include Low Visibility Operations (LVO) procedures, where applicable.  

The tests may be carried out in a flight simulator approved for the purpose. The 

instrument approach to land tests (non-LVO) may also be carried out in flight in actual 

or simulated IMC. 

9.6.2 To comply with this requirement, operators may find it convenient to ensure that 

Captains and co-pilots are tested on their proficiency to carry out instrument approach 

procedures using all the pilot interpreted aids provided in the aircraft they operate. A 

separate test or record to cover the requirement may not be necessary, as it is possible 

to meet the regulation in the course of the bi-annual Proficiency Check by the inclusion 

of an NDB, VOR, GPS, LOC only or ILS Back Beam approach. 

9.6.3 On suitable aircraft types where electronic instrumentation allows portrayal of both the 

NDB and the VOR angular deviation as either a needle or a beam bar presentation, the 

requirement for VOR and NDB can be combined and satisfied on conversion, provided 

the pilot has been tested performing one non-precision approach using a beam bar, and 

another using the needle.  
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9.6.4 The Constant Descent Final Approach (CDFA) is the preferred method for conducting 

a non-precision instrument approach. This technique should be utilised whenever 

possible in high performance transport aircraft as it is conducive to a stabilised 

approach and landing. 

9.7 

Captains - Route and Aerodrome Competence 
9.7.1 An operator must ensure that the pilot designated as Captain of an aircraft has 

demonstrated to the operator’s satisfaction adequate knowledge of the route to be 

flown and of the aerodromes (including alternates), facilities and procedures to be used. 

The period of validity of the route and aerodrome competence qualification is 13 

months. However, the qualification may be re-validated during that period by operating 

on the route or to the aerodrome concerned. 

9.7.2 Route competence training should include knowledge of: 

(a) 

terrain and minimum safe altitudes; 

(b) 

seasonal meteorological conditions; 

(c) 

meteorological, communication and air traffic control facilities, services and 

procedures; 

(d) 

navigational facilities associated with the intended route of flight; 

(e) 

search and rescue procedures. 

9.7.3 Depending on the complexity of the route, as assessed by the operator, the following 

methods of familiarisation may be used: 

(a) 



for the less complex routes, familiarisation by self briefing with route 

documentation or by means of programmed instruction; and 

(b) 

for the more complex routes, in addition to (a) above, in flight familiarisation 

as a co-pilot, observer or Captain under supervision, or familiarisation in an 

approved flight simulator using a data base appropriate to the proposed route. 

9.7.4 The operations manual should specify a method of categorisation of aerodromes and 

specify the qualification requirements for each of these categories. If the least 

demanding aerodromes are Category A, Category B and C should be applied to 

progressively more demanding aerodromes. The operations manual should specify the 

parameters which qualify an aerodrome to be considered as Category A and then 

provide a list of those aerodromes categorised as B and C.  

9.7.5 All aerodromes an operator intends to use should be categorised in one of those three 

categories. Such categorisation must be acceptable to the Department and based on the 

following guide lines. 

9.7.6 Category A. An aerodrome which satisfies all of the following requirements: 

(a) 

an approved instrument approach procedure;  
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(b) 

at least one runway with no performance limited procedure for take-off and/or 

landing; 

(c) 

published circling minima not higher than 1000 feet above aerodrome level; 

and 

(d) 

Night operations capability. 

9.7.7 Category B. An aerodrome which does not satisfy the Category A requirements or 

which requires extra considerations such as: 

(a) 

non-standard approach aids and/or approach patterns; or 

(b) 

unusual local weather conditions; or 

(c) 

unusual characteristics or performance limitations; or 

(d) 

any other relevant considerations such as obstructions, physical layout, 

lighting etc. 

9.7.8 Category C. An aerodrome which requires additional considerations to a Category B 

aerodrome. 

9.7.9 Prior to operating to a Category B aerodrome, a Captain should be briefed, or self 

briefed by means of programmed instruction, on the Category B aerodrome(s) 

concerned and should certify that he has carried out these instructions. 

9.7.10 Prior to operating to a Category C aerodrome, a Captain should be briefed and visit the 

aerodrome as an observer and/or undertake instruction in a flight simulator approved 

by the Department for the purpose. The instruction should be certified by the operator. 

9.8 

Recent Type Experience (Handling Recency) 
9.8.1 A pilot whose Hong Kong Licence includes a valid and appropriate aircraft rating 

Certificate of Test for the aircraft type, and who has been certified by the said pilot’s 



Hong Kong AOC operator as being competent to perform duties as commander or 

co-pilot shall have maintained take off and landing recency if within the 3 months, 

which immediately precedes the commencement of the public transport flight, the said 

pilot has completed a minimum of 3 take offs and 3 manual landings, in the aircraft of 

the type to be used on the flight. For revalidation of the 3-month take-off and landing 

recency, operators shall refer to Appendix F of this Chapter. 

9.8.2 A Captain shall also have made, in the preceding 35 days, at least one complete flight 

involving one take-off and landing in an aircraft of the type to be used on the flight. In 

some cases, approved flight simulators may be used, but operators should consult their 

assigned Inspector before using flight simulators for this purpose. A Captain may 

revalidate his 35 day recency by carrying out a take-off and landing during a public 

transport flight provided he is not operating as Captain on that flight.  
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9.8.3 Helicopter pilots require 2 hours simulated or actual instrument flight in the preceding 

60 days to achieve instrument recency; this may be extended to 90 days if the pilot has 

undergone, during the preceding 30 days, at least one hour in a simulator approved for 

the purpose of instrument rating renewal. Four approaches, appropriate to company 

operations, which may include flight simulator approaches in a simulator approved for 

instrument rating renewals, must be flown during the preceding 90 days. 

9.8.4 Instrument rated helicopter pilots who are predominantly used on VMC operations 

require 2 hours simulated or actual instrument flight during the preceding 60 days; 2 

instrument approaches during the preceding 60 days, which should include at least 1 

instrument approach during the preceding 30 days. 

9.9 

Pilot Qualification for Operations in Either Seat 
9.9.1 Pilot Flying duties (PF) including take offs and landings, may only be completed from 

the seat in which the PC was completed. Any Captain required to complete PF duties 

from the right-hand seat must complete additional training and testing as specified in 

CAD 360 and in the operator’s training manual, concurrent with the operator’s 

competency checks prescribed in Schedule 11. This additional training which normally 

will be conducted during the PC must include at least the following: 

(a) 

an engine failure during take-off; 

(b) 

a one engine inoperative approach and go-around; and 

(c) 

a one engine inoperative landing. 

Note: The designated Captain for the flight will operate from the left-hand seat 

except when as a Training Captain he/she is required to conduct LFUS sectors 

from the right-hand seat. 

9.9.2 When operating in the right-hand seat, the checks required by Schedule 11 for 

operating in the left-hand seat must, in addition, be valid and current. 

9.9.3 A pilot relieving the Captain must demonstrate practice of drills and procedures, 

concurrent with the operator’s competency checks prescribed in Schedule 11, which 

would otherwise have been the Captain’s responsibility. Where the differences 

between left and right seats are not significant (for example because of use of autopilot) 

then practice may be conducted in either seat. 

10 

USE AND APPROVAL OF FLIGHT SIMULATORS AND TRAINERS 
10.1 Provision is made in the AN(HK)O for use of apparatus such as flight simulators, flight 



trainers and fuselage ‘mock-ups’ for certain periodical tests. These devices must be 

individually approved by the Department and may be used only under the supervision 

of a person approved for the purpose. Approvals normally restrict the use of such 

devices to the particular company’s own flight crews. Examiners’ simulator authority 

extends only to the device(s) for which the company named on this authority holds a 

specific written approval.  
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10.2 All training staff should be instructed that training and checking exercises conducted in 

simulators and flight trainers should be treated from a flight safety aspect as if they 

were being carried out on an actual aircraft. Therefore, close adherence to established 

operating procedures and practices, particularly crew monitoring, call-outs and 

incapacitation procedures should be emphasised. Practising or continuing unsafe 

manoeuvres should be strongly discouraged. 

10.3 Prior to each simulator session, examiners should check the serviceability in the 

technical log and the level to which the simulator is cleared, as it may change from time 

to time and at short notice. Additionally, a careful check should be made of the F528 

attached to the approval document to confirm the simulator’s validity for checks and 

tests. 

11 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR TESTS 
11.1 Any method of simulating instrument flight conditions for the purpose of testing pilots 

must be approved by the Flight Operations Inspectorate and, in the case of screens 

attached to the structure of the aircraft, approval must also be obtained from the 

Airworthiness Office of the CAD. 

11.2 Instrument flight conditions may not be simulated on any flight for the purpose of 

public transport of passengers, nor may any emergency manoeuvres be simulated on 

such a flight. 

11.3 Stopping of engines in flight should be subject to the recommendations and advice 

issued by the Department. Guidance can be obtained from the assigned inspector. 

12 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES (SEP) 
12.1 The purpose of emergency and survival training and testing is to provide flight deck 

crews with the necessary skills and knowledge to deal with different types of 

emergency and survival situations. A successful aircraft evacuation depends heavily on 

effective communications between the flight crew and the cabin crew. 

12.2 Operators are to ensure that they have an established procedure for all flight deck crew 

to receive instruction on any new emergency and survival equipment that is introduced. 

12.3 Operators may use either an aircraft or a ‘mock-up’ for emergency training and testing. 

Details regarding the approval of training apparatus and the approval of personnel 

responsible for conducting the training and testing on the equipment are contained in 

Chapter 6 ‘Emergency and Survival Training Practice and Testing Requirements for 

Flight Crew and Cabin Attendants’. 

12.4 Suitable training aids will facilitate the presentation of both classroom and practical 

sessions. Inspectors may wish to observe the training, practice and tests in progress.  

12.5 Before flying training commences on an actual aircraft, flight crew are to complete 

successfully the training, tests and practice described in Chapter 6 which must have 

been certified in the trainee’s records.  
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13 

RECORDS OF TRAINING AND TESTS 
13.1 Records showing a trainee’s progress through each stage of training must be 

maintained. These should indicate the number of times each exercise in base and line 

training was covered and should include information about the results of tests. Records 

must incorporate certificates indicating the competence of examinees to perform the 

duties in respect of which they have been tested. Inspectors will advise operators on 

the form of records and certificates. 

13.2 Operators must keep records for all aircraft flight crew members showing the dates on 

which tests, ratings, medical certificates, licences etc are all due for renewal. There 

should also be an effective system to guard against aircraft flight crews being rostered 

for duty, when checks etc are overdue, and for verifying that licences etc have been 

renewed at the appropriate time. 

13.3 Where Schedule 9 and Schedule 11 tests are integrated as described in paragraph 4.2.2, 

the operator may use combined report forms subject to agreement of the format by the 

Department. 

13.4 Records of all conversion courses and recurrent training and testing must be made 

available, on request, to the flight crew member concerned. 

13.5 A person must be nominated as responsible for the maintenance of training records and 

be identified as such in the operations manual. 

NOTE: A full list of Schedule 9 & 11 tests, their sources and periods of validity is at 

Appendix A to this Chapter. 

14 

RETRAINING AND RETESTING 
14.1 Operators must ensure that training staff are adequately instructed on the action to be 

taken when unsatisfactory performance by a crew member, either during training or 

line operations, leads to retesting or further training. For example, following an 

unsatisfactory base check, a crew member should not be immediately subjected to a 

series of retests in the item(s) concerned until an acceptable standard is achieved. If the 

failure points to a fundamental weakness in ability or technique, adequate remedial 

training should be given before further testing. 

14.2 If a crew member is found to be unsatisfactory during the course of line operations, the 

Captain should report the circumstances without delay and the crew member should be 

withdrawn from further duty until retraining and/or retesting has been carried out. A 

record should be kept of any action taken.  
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15 

FLIGHT CREW CONVERSION TRAINING 
15.1 Syllabi 

All type conversion training should be conducted in accordance with detailed syllabi 

included in the training manual. The syllabi should be designed to reflect the 

experience level of the trainee. This could be low and therefore provision should be 

made to give sufficient training by allowing extra time, when necessary, to reach and 

maintain a safe operating standard. When considering programmes and syllabi for 



newly acquired aircraft types, operators are strongly urged to consult the Flight 

Operations Inspectorate at the outset. Early consultation will help to prevent 

difficulties and inconvenience to the operator. 

NOTE: Amendments or additions to the training manual relating to training 

experience, practice and periodical tests on a newly acquired aircraft type 

must be submitted to the Department before the aircraft may fly for the 

purpose of public transport. 

15.2 Minimum Experience Requirements 

The minimum standards of qualifications and experience required of flight crews 

before being rostered for conversion training should be specified in the training 

manual. 

15.3 Ground Training 

15.3.1 Great importance is attached to technical training and there should be a properly 

organised programme of ground instruction by competent tutors with adequate 

facilities, including any necessary audio, mechanical and visual aids. If the aircraft 

concerned is relatively simple, private study may be adequate, if the operator provides 

suitable manuals and/or study notes. Inspectors will wish to examine premises and 

equipment to be used for ground training. They are also authorised to be present while 

tuition and lectures are in progress. 

15.3.2 Courses of ground instruction for flight crews should incorporate written progress tests 

at the end of each distinct phase. Pilots, for example, should be examined on such 

matters as engines, airframes, flight director systems, radio and electrics, performance 

and flight planning, as each phase of ground training is completed. 

15.3.3 For all flight crews, the ground course should include comprehensive instruction on the 

location and use of all emergency equipment carried in the aircraft and practice in the 

procedures for emergency evacuation, and procedures on taxi operations and active 

runway identification. 

15.3.4 The annual ‘emergency/survival’ test detailed in Chapter 6 should be undertaken 

before any flying training is started. 

15.3.5 Once an operator’s conversion course has been commenced, a flight crew member 

should not undertake flying duties on another type or class of aircraft until the course is 

completed or terminated.  
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15.4 Aircraft/Flight Simulator Training 

15.4.1 Flying training should be structured and sufficiently comprehensive to familiarise the 

flight crew member thoroughly with all aspects of limitations and normal/abnormal 

and emergency procedures associated with the aircraft, and should be carried out by 

suitably qualified TRIs and/or TREs. For specialised operations such as ETOPS, LVO 

or steep approaches, additional training should be carried out. 

15.4.2 In planning training on aircraft types with a flight crew of two or more, particular 

emphasis should be placed on the practice of LOFT with emphasis on CRM. 

15.4.3 Normally, the same training and practice in the flying of the aircraft should be given to 

co-pilots as well as Captains. The ‘flight handling’ sections of the syllabus for 

Captains and co-pilots alike should include all the requirements of the appropriate type 

rating tests together with the following items, if appropriate to the aircraft type. For 

co-pilots holding a P2X type rating whose duties are to be limited to ‘cruise only’, ie 

above FL 200, training is to be limited to an approved flight simulator. 

(a) 

aeroplanes: 

(i) 



visual circuits and landings by day and by night, including approaches 

without glideslope guidance and correction of displacement in 

azimuth and elevation on final approach; 

(ii) 

visual ‘go around’ from not more than 200 ft agl; 

(iii) engine failure before V1; 

(iv) take-off with engine failure between V1 and V2, or as soon as safety 

considerations permit; 

(v) 

in instrument flight conditions with an outboard engine inoperative, a 

full manual ILS procedure, including a holding pattern, to decision 

height followed by a go-around; 

(vi) landing with one engine inoperative; 

(vii) landing with asymmetric reverse thrust;  

(viii) failures of flight director system, including ILS approach without 

flight director; 

(ix) a typical noise abatement procedure; 

(x) 

approach to the stall and recovery, including operation of any stall 

warning devices and/or stick pusher; 

(xi) emergency decent with and without use of autopilot; 

(xii) automatic approach/landing training including disconnects at critical 

stages of approach and landing; 

(xiii) use of autothrottle in manually controlled flight; and  
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(xiv) taxi operations and active runway identification. 

(b) 

helicopters: 

(i) 

practice of appropriate type rating test items under instrument flight 

conditions, including failure of flight instruments and flight directors; 

(ii) 

recovery from unusual attitudes under instrument flight conditions.  

15.4.4 Each exercise should be practised until a satisfactory standard is achieved. The various 

take-off, ‘go-around’ and landing exercises should be performed at least twice.  

Records kept by the operator should show the number of times that each exercise was 

covered. Unless the type rating training programme has been carried out in an 

appropriate flight simulator approved for zero flight time conversion, the training must 

include at least 3 take-offs and landings in the aircraft.  

15.4.5 Particular emphasis should be placed on the practice of correct flight crew procedures 

for take-off, approach, landing and ‘go-around’ plus, for helicopter pilots, the 

procedures for IMC descent en-route in conditions of low cloud and poor visibility. 

15.4.6 Pilots undergoing conversion training should at some stage be given an exercise in 

coping with incapacitation of another flight crew member.  

15.5 Additional Requirements for Captains 

15.5.1 Without prejudice to any of the requirements of a particular type rating test, the 

conversion training of Captains should include the following items insofar as they may 

be appropriate to the aircraft type: 

(a) 

landing with two engines inoperative; 



(b) 

landing without flap/slat or with restricted flap; 

(c) 

landing with flying control system malfunction; 

(d) 

instrument approach and ‘go-around’ with flight director malfunction; 

(e) 

landing at night with one engine inoperative; 

(f) 

crosswind take-off and landing. 

15.5.2 Captains must also be given practice in the stopping and starting of engines in flight 

and in any emergency drills that might fall to them while the co-pilot is handling the 

aircraft. 

15.6 Additional Requirements for Co-Pilots 

It is essential that co-pilots (in addition to the handling practice already referred to) 

should be given adequate training, during the simulator conversion course, in the 

execution of all emergency drills that might fall to them while the Captain is flying the 

aircraft. Co-pilots should also be given practice in the operation of aircraft systems and 

radio equipment normally managed by the co-pilot, while the Captain is handling the 

aircraft.  
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15.7 Tests After Flying Training 

15.7.1 Before they are assigned to line duty (whether under supervision or not) all flight crew 

must be certified as competent by the operator in accordance with the requirements of 

Schedule 11 Part B of the AN(HK)O. Testing in these functions and duties must not 

be conducted in the course of normal operations. All conversion flying training must 

therefore incorporate a PC and an instrument approach-to-land PC before a flight crew 

member is assigned to line duty. 

15.7.2 Before they are assigned to line duty all flight crew must complete LFUS and a line 

check on the new type. It is accepted, however, that this check could begin and end at 

the same aerodrome, may be of relatively short duration and may be made as part of the 

conversion training. It is essential, nevertheless, that pilots should demonstrate 

proficiency in the flight planning procedures for the new type, ability to operate in 

accordance with an IFR air traffic clearance whilst performing normal functions on the 

flight deck, as well as proficiency in the use of the installed radio and radar aids. 

Furthermore, all flight crew members must demonstrate their proficiency in operating 

the aircraft as both PF and PNF from the control seat in which they completed their PC. 

However, a Line Training Captain, need complete only one PNF sector. Following a 

satisfactory line check the operator must certify the pilot’s competence, to operate as 

Captain or co-pilot. 

15.8 Line Flying Under Supervision (LFUS) 

15.8.1 For all aircraft conversion courses (non ZFT), the first LFUS flight must be within 

three months of the completion of the simulator course. Each flight crew member 

should operate a minimum number of sectors and/or flying hours under the supervision 

of a flight crew member nominated by the operator and acceptable to the Department. 

15.8.2 The minimum sectors/hours should be specified in the operations manual and should 

be determined by the following: 

(a) 

previous experience of the flight crew member; 

(b) 



complexity of the aircraft; and 

(c) 

the type and area of operation. 

15.8.3 The ‘under supervision’ period should not be used for the completion of the basic 

conversion syllabus. Its purpose is twofold. Firstly, it will enable the newly converted 

crew member to settle down to his duties on the new type in the company of an 

experienced and suitably qualified crew member specially designated for the purpose 

and to turn to him for advice, if necessary. Secondly, it will enable the training staff to 

assess and verify the adequacy of the conversion training and to ensure that proper 

operating standards are achieved at the outset, in the course of normal and varied 

operations.  
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15.8.4 ‘Under supervision’ means: 

(a) 

for a Captain flying with an experienced pilot, qualified to act as the aircraft 

Captain and specially designated by the operator to act as a supervising pilot, 

who should occupy the seat and perform the duties of co-pilot. Some 

operators may wish the newly converted Captain to operate a few sectors in the 

co-pilot’s seat; this is acceptable, if the supervising Captain is in the Captain’s 

seat and the new Captain carries out the additional requirements detailed in 

paragraph 9.9 of this Chapter; 

(b) 

for a co-pilot: flying in the co-pilot’s seat with a qualified Captain, specially 

designated for the purpose, occupying the Captain’s seat. 

15.8.5 In some types of aircraft it may be necessary, while a co-pilot is flying his sectors under 

supervision, to carry a fully qualified co-pilot in addition. It must be clearly understood, 

however, that to meet the statutory requirements relating to the minimum flight crew to 

be carried, a pilot occupying the co-pilot’s seat must be qualified for all the duties to be 

performed in that seat. As in the case of line checks, supervisory staff should be 

qualified to take over in any crew role over which they exercise supervision. 

15.8.6 On completion of the sectors under supervision a further line check is to be 

administered. If no flying ‘under observation’ is required (see paragraph 15.8.7), 

successful completion of the line check and acceptance by the operator of such a check 

will release a pilot to the line. The subsequent rostering together of two newly qualified 

pilots should be avoided wherever possible. 

15.8.7 The ‘under supervision’ sectors carried out by a newly qualified Captain will have been 

completed with an experienced supervisory Captain acting as co-pilot. Some operators 

may therefore wish to carry out a further period of flying under observation after the 

final line check, teaming the new Captain with a standard crew and with a suitably 

qualified pilot, specially designated for the purpose, occupying the jump seat and 

acting only in an advisory capacity. It should be made clear that in this situation the 

newly qualified Captain is the Captain of the aircraft and will be certified as having 

passed a final line check. Similarly, operators may wish to consolidate a co-pilot’s 

training subsequent to his final line check, by using a qualified supervisory co-pilot or 

Captain in the jump seat and a Captain who has passed his final line check as the 

Captain of the aircraft, in the left hand seat. To avoid confusion, all such flying should 

be called ‘sectors under observation’. Before being released to the line, a 

post-observation check shall have been passed, and accepted by the operator. 

15.8.8 Where the operator wishes to deviate from any of the minimum requirements in his 

training manual (perhaps because of a pilot’s previous experience on type with another 



operator), this must not be authorised by the operator before consulting the Department 

In any such case, training documentation should be annotated accordingly. 

15.9 Cruise Relief Co-pilots (P2X - rated) 

15.9.1 Co-pilots trained only for relief duties in the cruise may occupy a control seat above 

FL200. Minimum training and checking requirements are as follows:  
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(a) 

conversion training and checking should follow the syllabus for a co-pilot, but 

excluding take-offs and landings in an aircraft. The Form DCA 528 items for 

a P2X aircraft type rating should be completed. 

(b) 

recurrent training and checking should be as prescribed in Schedule 11, but 

excluding take-off and landing proficiency. The items for a P2X Certificate of 

Test should be completed. 

(c) 

Take-off and landing recency as prescribed in Schedule 11 is not required. The 

pilot must, however, carry out flight simulator recency and refresher flying 

skill training at intervals not exceeding 90 days. This refresher training may be 

combined with recurrent training if desired. 

15.10 Use of a Flight Simulator for Conversion Training 

15.10.1 The extent to which a flight simulator may be used for conversion training will be 

considered according to individual circumstances. 

15.10.2 It is essential that there is commonality of instrumentation and controls between the 

aircraft and the flight simulator used for conversion and recurrent training and testing. 

Where differences exist they will be subject to an agreement between the operator and 

the Department. 

15.11 Variants of the Same Aircraft Type 

A company may operate a number of aircraft which, though of the same type, are not 

identical. They may differ in engines, systems, equipment, flight deck lay-out, 

operating procedures, performance or in other respects. In such circumstances the 

operator must conduct a ‘differences course’ for his crews to ensure they are 

adequately trained on each variant. Operators should consult their assigned Inspector 

for advice on the form and content of such a course. 

16 

UPGRADE TO CAPTAIN  
16.1 An operator shall ensure that for upgrade from co-pilot to Captain and for pilots joining 

as direct entry Captains: 

(a) 

a minimum level of experience acceptable to the Department is specified in the 

operations manual; 

(b) 

for multi-crew operations, the pilot completes an appropriate command 

course. 

16.2 The content of the command course must be specified in the operations manual and 

should include at least the following: 

(a) 

flight simulator and/or flying training, including LOFT; 

(b) 

CRM training and Captain’s responsibilities; 

(c) 



completion of an operator’s PC acting as Captain;  
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(d) 

line training in command under supervision. A minimum of 10 sectors is 

required for pilots already qualified on aircraft type; 

(e) 

completion of a Captain’s line check and route and aerodrome competence 

qualifications. 

17 

BASE TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
17.1 Pilots undergoing CCQ conversion courses do not require ABT. In this case, the Blue 

DCA528 Form for Airbus “Family Aircraft” A320/330/340 CCQ Simulator Course 

shall be completed. 

17.2 For non-CCQ conversion courses, the following Hong Kong Pilot Licence procedures 

will require ABT and the completion of the White DCA528 Form: 

(a) 

The initial application for a Hong Kong Professional Pilot’s Licence; 

(b) 

P2X Upgrade to P1; 

(c) 

Application for an additional P1 aircraft rating in a Hong Kong Professional 

Pilot’s Licence; and 

(i) 

The aircraft type from which he is transferring (“the previous type”) 

and the aircraft type being applied are not of a “similar type”.  

(Aircraft types for which the Hong Kong AOC holder had CAD 

approval for ZFT, are classified as “similar types”; or 

(ii) 

When the aircraft are of a similar type but: 

(1) 

The said pilot has less than 500 hours or less than 100 sectors 

on the previous type; and/or 

(2) 

The said pilot has not retained recency in any Hong Kong 

registered multi-engine turbojet aircraft for a period of 24 

months or more. 

17.3 For ZFT Simulator Conversion Courses, except as indicated in paragraphs 17.1 and 

17.2 above, SBT is to be completed in accordance with the Yellow F528 Form.  

Operators shall refer to Appendix C for detailed information and requirements on 

simulator conversion courses. 

17.4 By achieving 3 take-offs and 3 landings in the aircraft, either during base training (as 

required by paragraph 17.2 above) or during LFUS as permitted under paragraphs 17.1 

and 17.3 above, the 3-month take-off and landing recency described in paragraph 9.8.1 

of this Chapter is deemed to be established.  
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18 

CREW RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (CRM) TRAINING  
18.1 General 

18.1.1 CRM is the effective utilisation of all available resources (e.g. crew members, aircraft 

systems and supporting facilities) to achieve safe and efficient operation. The objective 

of CRM is to enhance the communication and management skills of the crew member 

concerned. The emphasis is placed on the non-technical aspects of crew performance. 

18.1.2 CRM training should include the following elements: 

(a) 

statistics and examples of human factor related accidents; 

(b) 

human perception, learning process, situational awareness; 

(c) 

management of workload, tiredness or fatigue, and vigilance; 

(d) 

management of stress; 

(e) 

personality type, delegation, leadership, effective communication skills; 

(f) 

the CRM loop ( notion of synergy): 

inquiry - advocacy - conflict resolution - decision making - critique - feedback; 

(g) 

operator’s standard operating procedures; 

(h) 

effective communication and co-ordination within the crew, and between crew 

members and other operational personnel (air traffic controllers, maintenance 

personnel etc.); 

(i) 

error chain and actions to break the error chain; 

(j) 

implications of automation on CRM. 

18.1.3 CRM training should also address the nature of the company’s operations as well as the 

associated crew operating procedures. This will include areas of operations which 

present particular difficulties, adverse climatological conditions and any unusual 

hazards. 

18.1.4 CRM training should include both classroom training and practical exercises including 

group discussions and accident reviews to analyse communication problems and 

instances of a lack of information or crew management. 

18.1.5 Ideally, a CRM training course should last a minimum of 3 days, but, providing the 

whole syllabus is covered, a 2 day course is acceptable. An operator may use a course 

provided by another operator if that course is acceptable to the Department.  
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18.2 Initial Conversion Training 

Operators should ensure that all flight crew complete a CRM course with a full length 

syllabus within 12 months of commencing airline operations. If a flight crew member 

undergoes a subsequent conversion course with the same or a change of operator he 

should complete the appropriate elements of the CRM course. The flight crew member 



should not be assessed either during or on completion of such a course. 

18.3 Recurrent Training 

18.3.1 Where an operator utilises LOFT in the recurrent training programme the flight crew 

member should complete elements of CRM training. Where an operator does not 

utilise LOFT, the flight crew member should complete elements of CRM training 

every year. The flight crew member should not be assessed. 

18.3.2 An operator should ensure that flight crew members complete the major elements of 

the full length CRM course over a four year recurrent training cycle. This refresher 

training should not be assessed. 

18.3.3 When a flight crew member undergoes an operator’s competency check, line check or 

command course, then CRM skills should be included in the overall assessment. 

18.4 Combined Training 

18.4.1 Operators should, as far as is practicable, provide combined training for flight crew 

and cabin crew. There should be effective liaison between flight crew and cabin crew 

training departments, and provision should be made for flight and cabin crew 

instructors to observe and comment on each other’s training. 

18.4.2 The successful resolution of aircraft emergencies requires interaction between flight 

crew and cabin crew, and emphasis should be placed on the importance of effective 

co-ordination and two-way communication between all crew members in various 

emergency situations. Initial and recurrent CRM training should include joint practice 

in aircraft evacuation, so that all who are involved are aware of the duties other crew 

members should perform. When such practice is not possible, combined training 

should include joint discussion of emergency scenarios. 

19 

HELICOPTER PILOTS’ PERIODIC TESTS 

Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement 

20 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS OFFICER / FLIGHT DISPATCHER 
20.1 A flight operations officer / flight dispatcher should not be assigned to duty unless that 

officer has: 

(a) 

made within the preceding 12 months, at least a one-way qualification flight on 

the flight deck of an aeroplane over any area in which that individual is 

authorised to exercise flight supervision. The flight should include landings at 

as many aerodromes as practicable;  
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(b) 

demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of: 

(i) 

the contents of the operations manual of the operator; 

(ii) 

the radio equipment in the aeroplanes used; and 

(iii) 

the navigation equipment in the aeroplanes used; 

(c) 

demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of the following details concerning 

operations for which the officer is responsible and areas in which that 

individual is authorised to exercise flight supervision: 

(i) 

the seasonal meteorological conditions and the sources of 



meteorological information; 

(ii) 

the effects of meteorological conditions on radio reception in the 

aeroplanes used; 

(iii) 

the peculiarities and limitations of each navigation system which is 

used by the operation; and 

(iv) 

the aeroplane loading instructions; 

(d) 

demonstrated to the operator knowledge and skills related to human 

performance relevant to dispatch duties; and 

(e) 

demonstrated to the operator the ability to perform the duties specified in 

ICAO Annex 6 Part I Para. 4.6. 

20.2 A flight operations officer / flight dispatcher assigned to duty should maintain 

complete familiarization with all features of the operation which are pertinent to such 

duties, including knowledge and skills related to human performance. 

20.3 A flight operations officer / flight dispatcher should not be assigned to duty after 12 

consecutive months of absence from such duty, unless the provisions of para. 20.1 are 

met.  
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF TEST REQUIREMENTS  
AN(HK)O - SCHEDULE 9 

(LICENCES & RATINGS) 
ITEM 

REFERENCE 

VALIDITY 

NOTES 
Instrument Rating 

Certificate of Test 

(Renewal) 

PART C 

para 3 & 4 

13 Months 

May be type specific. 

Valid from date final item completed. 

Refer CAD if expired more than 5 years. 

Aircraft Type Rating 

Certificate of Test 

(Initial Grant) 



PART C 

para 3 & 4 

6 Months 

All F528 items within 6 month period. 

Valid from date final C of T item complete. 

Aircraft Type Rating 

Certificate of Test 

(Renewal) 

PART C 

para 3 & 4 

*# 6 Months 

F528 “Boxed items” only 

Valid from date final item completed. 

Refer CAD if expired more than 5 years. 

Certificate of Experience 

PART C 

para 5 & 6 

6 Months 

(Aerial Work) 

Signed by “Authorised Person” 

Validity for PPL - 13 Months 

AN(HK)O - SCHEDULE 11 

(PUBLIC TRANSPORT) 
ITEM 

REFERENCE 

VALIDITY 

NOTES 
Proficiency Check 

(Pilots) 

PART B 

1(2)(a)(ii) 

*# 6 Months 

Valid from date first item completed. 

Line Check 

(Pilots) 

PART B 

1(2)(a)(i) 

*13 Months 

Initial check reqd before line flying. 

Handling & Non-handling sectors. 

Instrument Approach to 

Land 

PART B 

1(2)(c)(i) 

# 6 Months 

May be combined with IR renewal test. 

LVO procedures may also be required. 

Commander’s 

Route Competence 

PART B 

1(5)(a) & (b) 

13 Months 

Briefing, simulator or visit. 

No formal test requirement. 

Handling Recency 

PART B 

1(2)(c)(ii) 

3 Months 

3 Take-offs & 3 Landings. 

In Approved Simulator by Exemption. 

Safety Equipment 

& Procedures 

PART B 

1(1)(a) & (b) 

13 Months 

Must be completed and certified prior to any 



flying training. 
Notes   # Valid 13 months from date of first test, if 2 tests, separated by not less than 4 months, are conducted in the period. 

  * Tests alternate where Mixed Fleet Flying is approved on similar types. 
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX B 

OPERATION ON MORE THAN ONE TYPE OR VARIANT 
1. 

Single Pilot 
1.1 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane class, type or variant, but 

not within a single licence endorsement, an operator must comply with the following: 

A flight crew member shall not operate more than: 

(a) 

Three piston engined aeroplane types or variants; or 

(b) 

Three turbo-propellor aeroplane types or variants; or 

(c) 

One turbo-propellor aeroplane type or variant and one piston engined aeroplane 

type or variant; or 

(d) 

One turbo-propellor aeroplane type or variant and any aeroplane within a 

particular class. 

1.2 

All Schedule 9 and 11 requirements for each type or variant operated unless the operator 

has demonstrated specific procedures and/or operational restrictions which are acceptable 

to the Authority. 

2. 

Multi Pilot 
2.1 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane type or variant within one 

or more licence endorsements, an operator shall ensure that: 

(a) 

The minimum flight crew complement specified in the operations manual is the 

same for each type or variant to be operated; 

(b) 

A flight crew member does not operate more than two aeroplane types or variants 

for which a separate licence endorsement is required; and 

(c) 

Only aeroplanes within one licence endorsement are flown in any one flight duty 

period unless the operator has established procedures to ensure adequate time for 

preparation. 



Note: In cases where more than one licence endorsement is involved, see sub-paragraphs 2.2 and 

3.1 below. 

2.2 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane type or variant, but not 

within a single licence endorsement, an operator must comply with the following: 

2.2.1 Subparagraphs 2.1(a),(b) and (c) above; 

2.2.2 Before exercising the privileges of two licence endorsements:  
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(a) 

Flight crew members must have completed two consecutive operator proficiency 

checks and must have 500 hours in the relevant crew position in commercial air 

transport operations with the same operator; 

(b) 

In the case of a pilot having experience with an operator and exercising the 

privileges of two licence endorsements, and then being promoted to command 

with the same operator on one of those types, the required minimum experience 

as commander is six months and 300 hours, and the pilot must have completed 

two consecutive operator proficiency checks before again being eligible to 

exercise two licence endorsements. 

2.2.3 Before commencing training for and operation of another type or variant, flight crew 

members must have completed three months and 150 hours flying on the base aeroplane 

which must include at least one proficiency check. 

2.2.4 After completion of the initial line check on the new type, 50 hours flying or 20 sectors 

must be achieved solely on aeroplanes of the new type rating. 

2.2.5 Schedule 11 recency requirements for each type operated unless credits have been allowed 

by the Department in accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 below. 

2.2.6 The period within which line flying experience is required on each type must be specified 

in the operations manual. 

2.2.7 Where credits are sought to reduce the training and checking and recent experience 

requirements between aeroplane types, the operator must demonstrate to the Department 

which items need not be repeated on each type or variant because of similarities. 

(a) 

Schedule 9 requires two operator proficiency checks every year. When credit is 

given in accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 above for operator proficiency 

checks to alternate between the two types, each operator proficiency check 

revalidates the operator proficiency check for the other type. Provided that the 

period between Licence proficiency checks does not exceed that prescribed for 

each type, the above requirements will be satisfied. In addition relevant and 

approved recurrent training must be specified in the operations manual. 

(b) 

Schedule 11 requires one line check every year. When credit is given in 

accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 above for line checks to alternate between 

types or variants, each line check revalidates the line check for the other type or 

variant. 

(c) 

Annual emergency and safety equipment training and checking must cover all 

requirements for each type. 

2.2.8 Schedule 9 for each type or variant operated unless credits have been allowed by the 

Department in accordance with sub-paragraph 2.2.7 above. 

2.3 



When a flight crew member operates combinations of aeroplane types or variants (class - 

single pilot and type - multi pilot), an operator must demonstrate that specific procedures 

and/or operational restrictions are approved in accordance with Chapter 5 paragraph 8.  
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3. 

Single Pilot and Multi Pilot 
3.1 

When a flight crew member operates more than one aeroplane type or variant, but not 

within a single licence endorsement, an operator must comply with: 

(a) 

Subparagraphs 2.1(a), (b) and (c) above; 

(b) 

Subparagraph 2.2 above. 

4. 

Helicopters 
When a flight crew member operates more than one helicopter type or variant, an 

operator shall ensure that appropriate procedures approved by CAD are included in the 

company operations manual. 

5. 

Type conversion training 
Once an operator’s conversion course has been commenced, a flight crew member shall 

not undertake flying duties on another type until the course is completed or terminated. 
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX C 

ZERO FLIGHT TIME - SIMULATOR CONVERSION COURSE 
1. 

This appendix is not applicable to conversion courses under Cross Crew Qualification 

CCQ arrangement. 

2. 

SBT will be conducted by an IRE/TRE qualified for SBT or ABT who must meet the 

qualification and recency requirements in accordance with paragraph 4.8 of this 

Chapter. 



3. 

SBT requires the candidate to complete a minimum of 6 satisfactory take-offs and 6 

satisfactory landings in a level D simulator approved for the purpose. The examiner is 

to occupy the other control seat.  

4. 

SBT is to include the following:  

(a) 

Take-off rotation technique.  

(b) 

Approach to land, the landing flare, thrust reduction/reverse thrust technique 

and braking technique. 

(c) 

Cross wind and tail wind techniques for take-off and landing. 

5. 

On satisfactory completion of the SBT, the candidate proceeds to LFUS. This LFUS 

requires a IRE/TRE qualified for SBT or ABT to occupy the other control seat and the 

candidate must complete a minimum of 4 sectors which include a minimum of 

3 satisfactory take-offs and landings and 1 Pilot Monitoring (PM) sector.  

6. 

The first take-off and landing must be completed within 21 days of completion of the 

SBT. The remaining take-off and landing manoeuvres, as stated in paragraph 5 above, 

shall be completed within 3 months of the completion of the SBT. 

7. 

In the event of an unsatisfactory take-off or landing at any time during the LFUS, the 

candidate must immediately revert to PM duties only. On return to Base the said pilot 

shall fulfill, as a minimum, the following, or as additionally recommended by the 

Training Captain: 

(a) 

Either completes a minimum of 6 satisfactory take-offs and landings in a level 

D simulator approved for SBT, or a minimum of 3 satisfactory take-offs and 3 

satisfactory landings in ABT. All the aforementioned take-offs and landings 

are to be under the supervision of a IRE/TRE qualified for ABT. 

(b) 

Completes the LFUS requirements as per paragraph 5 of this Appendix, except 

under the supervision of a IRE/TRE qualified for ABT, and the LFUS sectors 

shall be completed within 3 months of the completion of the SBT or ABT 

referred to in sub-paragraph (a) above.  
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Chapter 5 - APPENDIX D 

HELICOPTER PILOT’S NIGHT QUALIFICATION CHECK (NQC) 



Cancelled – refers to CAD 360 Helicopter Supplement  
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CHAPTER 5 - APPENDIX E 

Sample Form for Proficiency Check 
AIRLINE 

:  

AIRCRAFT TYPE 

:  

CANDIDATE 

NAME  

: 

SIMULATOR CODE / 

AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION : 

DATE 

:  

AUTHORISED EXAMINER :  

PROFICIENCY CHECK NUMBER: 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

3 Year Rotation 

ASSESSMENT 
Satisfactory 

(SAT) 

Unsatisfactory 

(UNSAT) 

Retest 

(SAT / UNSAT) 

Instrument Rating 
Pre-departure Checks / Use of Checklists: 

Take Off / SID: 

Enroute: 

Hold: 

ILS / MAP: 

Aircraft Rating – LHS / RHS 
LHS RHS  

LHS RHS 

V1 Cut: 

ILS Approach (one engine inop): 

MAP (one engine inop): 

Land (one engine inop): 
Note: When engine out manoeuvres are carried out in an aeroplane, the engine failure must be simulated. 

Non Precision Approach / IAL: 



LVO Procedures: 

General 
Automation Management: 

Normal Procedures: 

Non Normal Procedures: 

PNF Duties: 

TEM / CRM: 

Items in accordance with CAD 360 Part One Chapter 5 Paragraph 9.3.5(b)  
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Remarks: 
Submission Details 

Management Confirmation 
Examined By: 

Confirmed 

By: 

I certify that _____________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

has passed the Proficiency Check. 

(1) Considering this and previous reports, I certify that 

__________________________________________ 

is competent to perform the duties of 

Capt*/FO*/SO*. 

Signed: 

Signed: 

ATPL No: 

Rank / Post: 

Date: 

Date: 
* Delete as appropriate 

Notes: 
(1) 

For the initial PC this statement may also apply to Aircraft Base Training. 

(2) 

The above ‘signature blocks’ are also required for the company Annual Line Check Form.  
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CHAPTER 5 – APPENDIX F 
REVALIDATION OF THE 3-MONTH TAKE OFF AND LANDING RECENCY 

1. 

If the pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

of SIX MONTHS OR LESS then the said pilot’s recency may be re-validated by 

completing the following: 

(a) 

Completes a minimum of THREE satisfactory take offs and a minimum of 

THREE satisfactory landings(1) in a Simulator(2) and (3), or a minimum of 



THREE satisfactory take offs and a minimum of THREE satisfactory landings 

in ABT, either being within the period of THREE months which immediately 

precedes the commencement of the public transport flights. 

(b) 

The said pilot is accompanied by a Line Training Captain at the flying controls 

for the purpose of LFUS for the first take off and landing(1) and (5). 

(c) 

Completes a minimum of THREE take offs and a minimum of THREE 

landings in the aircraft(4) on Line Flying. 

2. 

If the pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

EXCEEDING 6 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 12 MONTHS, then the said pilot’s 

recency may be re-validated by completing the following: 

(a) 

Minimum one familiarization session in a simulator. 

(b) 

One Recurrent Training (RT) simulator session. 

(c) 

PC. 

(d) 

Completes a minimum of SIX satisfactory take offs and a minimum of SIX 

satisfactory landings(1) in a simulator(2) and (3), or a minimum of THREE 

satisfactory take offs and a minimum of THREE satisfactory landings in ABT, 

either being within the period of THREE months which immediately precedes 

the commencement of the PTF and under the instruction of a Training Captain 

authorised to conduct SBT or ABT respectively. 

(e) 

The said pilot is accompanied by a Line Training Captain at the flying controls 

for the purpose of LFUS for a minimum of THREE take offs and a minimum 

of THREE landings(1), (4), (5) and (6). 

3. 

If a pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

of 12 MONTHS BUT LESS THAN 24 MONTHS, then the said pilot’s recency may 

be re-validated by completing the following: 

(a) 

Sufficient simulator sessions to ensure that the pilot has completed within his 

3-year cycle the items as stated in CAD 360 Part One Chapter 5 paragraph 

9.3.5(b).  
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(b) 

Items indicated at paragraphs 2(a), (b), (c) and (d) above. 

(c) 

The said pilot is accompanied by a Training Captain, authorised to conduct 

SBT or ABT, at the flying controls for the purpose of LFUS for a minimum of 

THREE take offs and a minimum of THREE landings(1), (4), (5) and (6).  

(d) 

Sufficient Aircraft LFUS to complete the Annual Line Check. 

4. 

If a Pilot has not maintained TAKE OFF and LANDING RECENCY for a period 

of 24 MONTHS OR MORE then the pilot will be required to complete ABT in 



addition to the relevant items required by paragraph 3. 
______________________  

Notes: (1) 

A satisfactory take off or satisfactory landing in the simulator or aircraft means 

the candidate was in full control at all times and without major prompting or 

physical input to the flying controls or thrust levers by the Training Captain. 

(2) 

Simulator means a ‘simulator so approved’. 

(3) 

The minimum specified take offs and landings in the simulator shall be 

completed in ‘real time’ between each take off and subsequent landing. 

(4) 

The three take offs and three manual landings in the aircraft are to be 

completed within THREE MONTHS of the completion of the simulator or 

ABT sessions. 

(5) 

One unsatisfactory take off or landing in the aircraft shall necessitate the 

termination of all further take offs and landings and the pilot concerned shall 

revert to PM duties only. On return to Base the said pilot shall complete as a 

minimum the requirements as outlined in paragraphs 2(d) and 3(c) above, or as 

additionally recommended by the Training Captain. 

(6) 

The LFUS shall consist of a minimum of 4 LFUS sectors to include the three 

take offs and three landings and one Pilot Monitoring (PM) sector.  
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CHAPTER 6 - EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL TRAINING, PRACTICE AND 

TESTING REQUIREMENTS FOR FLIGHT CREW AND CABIN 

CREW 

1 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
1.1 

Statutory Requirements 
Statutory requirements relating to the training and periodical testing of crews are 

prescribed in the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order (AN(HK)O).  

The primary purpose of this chapter is to indicate the nature of arrangements 

considered necessary to secure an adequate standard of compliance with the statutory 

provisions. 

Requirements for cabin crew acting as members of the crew of business jet / general 

aviation flights are to be found in Appendix B of this chapter. 

1.2 

Crew Co-ordination and Combined Training 
1.2.1 The successful containment of aircraft emergencies depends heavily upon effective 

co-ordination and two-way communication between flight crew and cabin crew. 

1.2.2 Operators are expected to make every effort to provide combined training for flight 

crew and cabin crew. Much of the training that both must receive prior to operating 

public transport aircraft covers common ground; paragraphs 3 (Initial Training) and 4 

(Aircraft Type Training) of this Chapter specify training that all crew members must be 

given. 

1.2.3 Additional training that cabin crew must receive is listed in paragraphs 6 and 7. Flight 

crew should be made aware of such additional training as is provided to cabin crew in 



compliance with this requirement. 

1.2.4 Particular emphasis should be placed on the provision of joint practice in aircraft 

evacuations so that all who are involved learn of the duties other crew members must 

perform before, during and after the evacuation, thereby appreciating the necessity for 

effective two-way communications in such an emergency. 

1.2.5 When combined training cannot be arranged, an operator’s instructor should adopt the 

role of flight crew or cabin crew, as appropriate. 

1.2.6 To facilitate training, it is essential that there is effective liaison between flight crew 

and cabin crew training departments; to promote consistency of drills and procedures, 

provision should be made for flight crew instructors to observe and comment on cabin 

crew training and vice versa.  
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1.3 

Training Syllabus 
A detailed emergency and survival training and testing syllabus is to be specified in the 

training manual. The syllabus should differentiate between initial training, aircraft 

type training, the annual emergency survival test and three yearly practice. The 

training programme shall be stated and approved by CAD. 

1.4 

Training Staff and Examiners 
1.4.1 A suitably qualified person should be appointed to manage cabin safety training and 

testing; additionally instructors and examiners will need to be appointed to provide 

instruction, supervise practice and conduct tests. The practical training must be under 

the supervision of an instructor who has the knowledge, ability and experience to 

conduct such training. Details of all such appointments should be sent to the CAD not 

more than 14 days after the appointment becomes effective. 

1.4.2 A training instructor should have a minimum of one year experience as a crew member 

or previous experience as safety training instructor. A training examiner should be an 

instructor who has an in-depth knowledge on the operator’s training standards and 

requirements. 

1.4.3 A person without the experience in as stipulated in 1.4.2 may still be considered for 

appointment provided adequate training and exposure to operational duties are given. 

1.4.4 The training personnel conducting the instructor training must have current knowledge, 

ability and recent experience as an instructor and examiner. The appointment of these 

training personnel shall be subject to the approval of the Authority. 

1.4.5 A safety Instructor / Examiner is required to: 

(a) 

be checked by a CAD inspector or an appointed operator’s examiner every 36 

months on their competency as instructor and/or examiner; 

(b) 

carry out a minimum of three observation flight sectors on the operator’s flight 

within the last 36 months. 

1.4.6 An operator is required to maintain the following records of their instructors and 

examiners: 

(a) 

training records; 

(b) 

training classes conducted; 

(c) 

examinations conducted; 



(d) 

observation flights; 

(e) 

checks as carried out by CAD inspector or an examiner appointed by CAD. 

1.5 

Training and Approved Instructors and Examiners 
1.5.1 Training programme for cabin crew instructors and examiners should be submitted by 

operator to the Authority for approval. The application should include the 

qualifications, experience requirements, and the proposed training programme.  
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1.5.2 To conduct emergency procedures training, the cabin crew instructor and examiner 

needs to demonstrate a wide range of skills and knowledge to be able to train cabin 

crew and to be able to assess their competency regarding regulatory requirements and 

their airlines approved training course. 

1.5.3 Additionally, an instructor and examiner may well be required to train crew in several 

different teaching environments, including classroom, evacuation trainer, swimming 

pool, door trainer and aircraft. This will require a high degree of subject knowledge, 

instructional skills, communication skills and people management skills to be 

demonstrated. 

1.5.4 The competency of an instructor and examiner should ensure sufficient specific 

competencies that all cabin crew instructors and examiner should possess, regardless 

of the nature of their operations. This would include a complete assessment of the 

following: 

(a) 

Instructional Techniques – Classroom instruction and conducting of exams 

(b) 

Instructional Techniques – Practical exercises, demonstration and assessment 

(c) 

Subject knowledge 

(d) 

Leadership / People Skills 

(e) 

Course Administration 

1.5.5 The conduct of crew training and of tests carried out by operators’ instructor and 

examiner to be approved by CAD will be observed by appropriately qualified 

Inspectors to ascertain their competency. 

1.5.6 An operator shall ensure that initial training (and refresher training at regular interval 

will be provided for each cabin crew instructor which includes at least the following: 

(a) 

Pedagogy course; 

(b) 

Cabin Crew Induction course; and 

(c) 

Cabin Crew Conversion and Annual Emergency Procedure Course. 

1.6 

Records of Training and Tests - Emergency and Survival 
1.6.1 Records must be maintained to show trainees’ progress through each stage of training 

and include information about the results of tests. Records should incorporate 

certificates indicating the competence of trainees to perform the duties on which they 

have been tested. Inspectors will advise operators on the form of records and 



certificates, 

1.6.2 Operators must keep records for all crew members to show when practices and tests are 

due for renewal. There should also be an effective system to guard against crews being 

rostered for duty when practices and tests are overdue. The annual emergency survival 

test is valid for 13 months.  
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1.6.3 Records of all initial, conversion and recurrent training and testing must be made 

available, on request, to the cabin crew member concerned. 

1.7 

Use and Approval of Aircraft Emergency Training Apparatus 
1.7.1 Provision is made in the AN(HK)O for use of ‘mock ups’ for certain periodical tests.  

These devices must be individually approved for test purposes and may be used for 

such purposes only under the supervision of a person approved for that purpose.  

Approvals normally restrict the use of such devices to the particular operator’s crews. 

1.7.2 Details regarding the approval of training apparatus and the approval of personnel 

responsible for conducting the training and testing on this equipment are contained at 

paragraph 9 of this Chapter. 

2 

PURPOSE AND PROVISION OF TRAINING 
2.1 

Applicability 
The requirements of this Chapter are applicable to all operating flight crew and cabin 

crew carried on board an aircraft. 

2.2 

Purpose 
The purpose of emergency and survival training, practice and testing is to provide 

crews with the knowledge, skills and confidence needed to ensure that they deal 

efficiently with different types of emergency and survival situations. 

2.3 

Arrangements 
Operators are to ensure that organised courses of instruction are given by designated 

instructors on the use of all emergency and survival equipment, and on all emergency 

procedures and drills, including aircraft emergency evacuation. 

2.4 

Cabin Crew - Service Duties 
Cabin crew should also receive instruction in their normal flying duties, including the 

location and use of all cabin and galley equipment. 

2.5 

Training Aids 
Suitable training aids will enhance the presentations in both classroom and practical 

instruction sessions. 

2.6 

First Aid Training 
First aid training is to be given only by instructors qualified for the purpose. In case of 

doubt about the adequacy of an instructor’s qualifications the CAD should be consulted. 

Training is to be followed by the successful completion of the appropriate first aid test.  
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2.7 

Before Flying on Aircraft 
Before flying training commences on an actual aircraft, flight crew are to complete 

successfully the training, practice and tests described in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this 

Chapter. 

2.8 

Supernumerary Flying 
A later stage of aircraft type training will include cabin crew flying in a supernumerary 

role on a passenger flight. Passengers may not be able to distinguish between such 

trainees and fully trained cabin crew and in an emergency may expect to receive 

guidance and assistance from anyone wearing a crew uniform. Operators must 

therefore ensure that before undertaking supernumerary duties cabin crew have 

successfully completed the training and testing specified in paragraphs 3, 4, 6 and 7 of 

this Chapter. 

2.9 

Introduction of New Equipment 
Operators are to ensure that they have an established procedure for all crew to receive 

training and practice on any new emergency and survival equipment that is introduced. 

2.10 Inspectors 

Inspectors may wish to observe the training, practice and tests in progress. 

3 

INITIAL TRAINING - ALL CREW 
3.1 

Introduction 
Crew are to be trained in the following subjects which are of a general nature and not 

necessarily related to a specific aircraft type. 

3.2 

Crew Co-ordination 
Emphasis is to be placed on the importance of effective co-ordination and two-way 

communication between flight crew and cabin crew in various emergency situations.  

Cabin crew should be trained to be alert, and to identify unusual situations that might 

occur inside the passenger compartment, as well as any activity outside the aircraft that 

could affect the safety of the aircraft or its occupants. The need for effective 

communication of accurate information between flight crew and cabin crew must be 

stressed. 

3.3 

Aeromedical and First Aid Topics 
3.3.1 Instruction should be given on aeromedical topics such as: 

(a) 

first aid subjects appropriate to the aircraft type, ie its size and the number of 

flight crew carried;  
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(b) 

guidance on the avoidance of food poisoning, with emphasis on the choice of 

a pre-flight meal and the importance of the commander and co-pilot eating 



different food at different times during the flight, especially on long sectors; 

(c) 

the possible dangers associated with the contamination of the skin or eyes by 

aviation fuel and other fluids and their immediate treatment, 

(d) 

the recognition and treatment of hypoxia and hyperventilation; and 

(e) 

first aid associated with survival training, appropriate to the routes operated. 

3.3.2 Flight crew who operate on aircraft where cabin crew are not carried should undertake 

training in basic first aid that is to include the use and contents of first aid kits, and in 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

3.4 

Fire and Smoke Training 
3.4.1 Practical fire and smoke training must be under the supervision of an instructor who 

has the knowledge, ability and experience to conduct such training. Operators who 

have difficulty in providing the necessary facilities in respect of fire training and 

testing can approach the Inspectorate for assistance . 

3.4.2 Both theoretical and practical training should be given. This is to include: 

(a) 

an appreciation of the chemistry of fire as a preliminary to consideration of the 

choice of extinguishing agents for particular fire situations, the techniques of 

applying extinguishing agents, the consequences of misapplication and their 

use in a confined space; 

(b) 

a demonstration or film of fire extinguishers being used on various types of 

fires. Fires should be related to typical aircraft interior equipment and include 

galley fires, fire in toilets, upholstery, passenger service units and electrical 

installations. 

3.5 

Water Survival Training 
3.5.1 Where flotation equipment is carried, a comprehensive wet drill to cover all ditching 

procedures must be practised by aircraft crew. This wet drill is to include, as 

appropriate, practice of the actual donning and inflation of a life-jacket, together with 

a demonstration or film of the inflation of life-rafts and/or slide-rafts. Crews must 

board the same (or similar) flotation equipment from the water whilst wearing a 

life-jacket. Training must include the use of all survival equipment carried on board 

flotation equipment and any additional survival equipment carried separately on board 

the aircraft. 

3.5.2 Operators conducting intensive offshore helicopter operations will need to repeat wet 

drills every 2 years. Consideration should be given to the provision of further specialist 

training such as underwater escape training. 

NOTE: Wet drill practice is always to be given in initial training, unless the crew 

member concerned has received similar training provided by another operator and such 

an arrangement is acceptable to the current employer.  
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3.6 

Survival Training 
Operators are to provide survival training, including the use of any survival equipment 

carried, appropriate to their areas of operation e.g. polar, desert, jungle or sea. 

3.7 



Human Factors 
Training should address the physiological effects on the human body of flying, the 

problems associated with pressure change and hypoxia and the need for restrictions on 

underwater diving. Training should include information on flight time limitations, the 

effects of operating for extended periods of time and the effects of time zone changes. 

Operational limitations should include illness, use of alcohol and drugs, blood 

donations etc. Advice should be given on general health care, especially whilst 

operating overseas, and the need for preventative medicine such as immunisation, 

when operating to potentially infected areas. 

3.8 

Aerodrome Emergency Services 
The operational procedures of ground-based emergency services at aerodromes should 

be discussed. 

3.9 

Aviation Security 
Training is to be given in aspects of aviation security listed in Appendix A to this 

Chapter.  

4 

AIRCRAFT TYPE TRAINING - ALL CREW 
4.1 

General 
Operators should ensure that comprehensive training is given on the location and use 

of all emergency and survival equipment to be carried on the aircraft, and that all 

training is related to the aircraft type, series and configuration to be operated. Aircraft 

type training must be given to all newly employed aircraft crew and to those who are 

converting to a new aircraft type. 

4.2 

Emergency and Survival Equipment 
Training must be given in the location and use of all emergency and survival equipment 

together with the relevant drills and procedures. The following equipment must, if 

carried on board, be included: 

(a) 

emergency exits; 

(b) 

escape slides and, where non-self supporting slides are carried, the use of any 

associated ropes; 

(c) 

life-rafts and slide-rafts, including the equipment attached to and/or carried in 

the raft;  
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(d) 

life-jackets, infant life-jackets and flotation cots; 

(e) 

drop-out oxygen and its manual deployment;  

(f) 

emergency and therapeutic oxygen; 

(g) 

protective breathing equipment and protective clothing; 

(h) 

fire extinguishers; 



(i) 

fire axes; 

(j) 

portable lights, including torches; 

(k) 

emergency lighting systems, including floor proximity lighting systems; 

(l) 

communications equipment, including megaphones; 

(m) survival packs, including their contents; 

(n) 

pyrotechnics; 

(o) 

first aid kits and their contents; 

(p) 

toilet compartment smoke detector systems; 

(q) 

evacuation alarm systems; and 

(r) 

non-mandatory or special equipment fitted or carried. 

4.3 

Fire Training 
Training must be given in extinguishing a fire, representative of an interior aircraft fire 

using the relevant type of fire extinguisher carried on the aircraft. Emphasis is to be 

placed on the characteristics of different types of extinguishers, including their 

effective range and duration and the effectiveness of their use on differing types of 

fires. 

4.4 

Protective Breathing Equipment and Protective Clothing 
On aircraft types in which it is provided, crews must be trained in the use of protective 

breathing equipment and protective clothing. Donning and wearing of such equipment 

and clothing should be practised in an enclosed, simulated smoke-filled environment.  
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5 

RECURRENT TRAINING - ALL CREW 
5.1 

Refresher Training 
Operators must ensure that an annual organised course of refresher training is provided 

for their crews; this training should prepare them for the emergency survival test. Such 

training will have the additional advantage of allowing crews to discuss recent 

incidents, difficulties and emergencies which have been experienced. If none have 

arisen, operators should discuss possible scenarios with emphasis on what actions 

should be taken. Time must be allocated for this purpose. This discussion is 

particularly important when cabin crew are assigned to more than one type of aircraft. 

First aid and aviation security refresher training must also be included (see also 

Appendix A). 

5.2 

The Annual Emergency Survival Test 
5.2.1 The AN(HK)O requires that all crew shall be tested on aspects of emergency and 

survival appropriate to the aircraft type to be operated. The maximum period of 

validity of this test is 13 months. Schedule 11 makes a distinction between tests and 



practice, and operators should apply a similar distinction in their crew training records. 

5.2.2 All crew must pass a test on their knowledge of the location and use of emergency 

survival equipment, and the appropriate drills and procedures. The test will be related 

to the aircraft type and cover every series and configuration. Appropriate written tests 

are required and must include first aid topics. 

5.2.3 To demonstrate their proficiency in carrying out emergency duties, crew should 

practice - insofar as it is practicable and reasonable to do so - the actual movements and 

operations assigned to them in evacuation and other emergency drills. The donning of 

life-jackets, oxygen masks and protective breathing equipment and touch drills for 

opening emergency exits should be included 

5.3 

Periodic Practice 
Once every 3 years aircraft crew are to carry out the following practice: 

(a) 

the operation and actual opening of all normal and emergency exits used for 

passenger evacuation; 

(b) 

extinguishing a fire, representative of an aircraft interior fire, with each type of 

fire extinguisher carried on board the aircraft except that, in the case of 

Halogen extinguishers, an alternative extinguishing agent may be used; and 

(c) 

the donning and use of protective breathing equipment by each crew member 

in an enclosed, simulated smoke-filled environment.  
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6 

INITIAL TRAINING - ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CABIN CREW 
6.1 

General 
Cabin crew are to be trained in the following subjects which are of a general nature and 

not necessarily related to a specific aircraft type. 

6.2 

Discipline and Responsibilities 
Operators must ensure that during cabin crew initial training, the following items are 

included in the cabin crew training syllabus: 

(a) 

the importance of performing their duties in accordance with the operations 

manual; 

(b) 

maintaining competence and fitness to operate as a cabin crew member with 

special regard to flight and duty time limitations and rest requirements; 

(c) 

aviation regulations relating to cabin crew and the role of the CAD; 

(d) 

the effects on the aircraft’s flight path resulting from a significant 

redistribution of passengers in flight; 

(e) 

basic aircraft icing, types of icing, the effects of icing on ground and in-flight 

operations and how to identify aircraft icing when viewed from the cabin; 

(f) 

pre-flight briefing of cabin crew and the provision of necessary safety 



information with regard to their specific duties; 

(g) 

the importance of ensuring that relevant documents and manuals are kept up to 

date with amendments provided by the operator; 

(h) 

the importance of identifying when cabin crew members have the authority 

and responsibility to initiate an evacuation and other emergency procedures; 

and 

(i) 

the importance of safety duties and responsibilities, and the need to respond 

promptly and effectively to emergency situations. 

6.3 

First Aid 
Instruction should be given on first aid and the use of first aid kits, together with the 

application of any drugs. The following subjects should be covered: 

(a) 

haemorrhage; 

(b) 

wounds; 

(c) 

fractures, including dislocation and sprains;  
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(d) 

burns; 

(e) 

care of the unconscious;  

(f) 

shock; 

(g) 

heart attacks; 

(h) 

stroke, epilepsy, diabetes; 

(i) 

artificial respiration and cardiopulmonary resuscitation; 

(j) 

use of therapeutic oxygen and oxygen sets; 

(k) 

poisoning; 

(l) 

emergency childbirth; 

(m) choking; 

(n) 

stress reactions and allergic reactions; 

(o) 

air sickness; and 

(p) 

asthma. 

NOTE: In order to complete satisfactory practical training in artificial respiration and 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation, cabin crew must use a dummy specifically 

designed for the purpose. 



6.4 

Fire and Smoke Training 
It is particularly important that cabin crew should be given theoretical and practical 

training in dealing with emergency situations involving fire and smoke in the cabin.  

The training is to include: 

(a) 

the responsibility of cabin crew to deal promptly with emergencies involving 

fire and smoke. Emphasis should be placed on the importance of identifying 

the actual source of the fire; 

(b) 

the importance of informing the flight crew immediately fire or smoke is 

discovered and of keeping them informed as the situation develops. The 

importance of crew co-ordination and communication is to be emphasised, 

together with an established procedure for communicating with the flight deck; 

(c) 

the importance of ensuring that passengers are aware of no smoking areas and 

obey no smoking signs. Emphasis is to be placed on the frequent and 

systematic checking of toilets (including smoke detectors) and other areas 

which are not part of the seating accommodation; 

(d) 

a demonstration or film is required of fire extinguishers being used on various 

types of fires. Fires are to be related to typical aircraft situations including 

fires in galleys, toilets, upholstery, passenger service units and electrical 

installations.  
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6.5 

Abusive Passengers 
Operators are to give advice to cabin crew on the management of passengers who 

become abusive; this often arises from excessive consumption of alcohol or the effects 

of medication/drugs, or a combination of both. 

6.6 

Seat Allocation 
Cabin crew are to be given training on the importance of correct seat allocation with 

particular emphasis on the seating of disabled passengers and the necessity of seating 

able-bodied passengers adjacent to unsupervised exits. 

6.7 

Prohibited Items and Dangerous Goods (DG) 
Cabin crew should be given training in aspects of the carriage of prohibited items and 

DG. DG training must comply with the requirements specified in the current edition 

of the ICAO Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air. 

6.8 

Flight Time Limitations 
Cabin crew must be made familiar with the company flight time limitations scheme 

and the statutory requirements regarding crew fatigue. 

6.9 

Crew Resource Management ( CRM ) Training 
6.9.1 Operators must provide initial and recurrent CRM training for all cabin crew. Cabin 

crew training should be combined, as far as practible, with flight crew training, to 

promote awareness of flight crew management of various emergency situations and the 

consequential effects on aircraft operation. 



6.9.2 Combined training should include practice in aircraft evacuation and joint discussion 

of emergency scenarios. Wherever practible, SCCMs should participate in flight 

simulator Line Orientated Flying Training (LOFT) exercises. 

6.9.3 Emphasis should be placed on the importance of effective co-ordination and two-way 

communication between flight and cabin crew in various abnormal and emergency 

situations. Emphasis should also be placed on co-ordination and communication within 

the crew in normal operational situations including the use of correct terminology, 

common language and effective use of communications equipment. 

6.9.4 Cabin crew should be trained to identify unusual situations that might occur inside the 

passenger compartment, as well as any activity outside the aircraft that could affect the 

safety of the aircraft and/or passengers. 

6.9.5 There should be effective liaison between flight and cabin crew training departments, 

and provision should be made for flight and cabin crew instructors to observe and 

comment on each others’ training.  
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6.10 Senior Cabin Crew Member (SCCM) Training 

Senior Cabin Crew Members should be given additional training on the following 

topics: 

(a) 

items to be covered at pre-flight briefing of the operating cabin crew 

including: 

(i) 

allocation of cabin crew stations and responsibilities; 

(ii) 

aircraft type and equipment fit; 

(iii) area, route and type of operation e.g. ETOPS; and 

(iv) any special category passengers such as infants, disabled or stretcher 

cases etc. 

(b) 

co-operation within the crew: 

(i) 

discipline, responsibilities and chain of command; 

(ii) 

importance of co-ordination and communication; and 

(iii) action in the event of pilot incapacitation. 

(c) 

review of legal and operator’s requirements: 

(i) 

passenger safety briefing , safety cards; 

(ii) 

securing of galleys; 

(iii) stowage of Cabin baggage; 

(iv) restrictions on use of portable electronic equipment; 

(v) 

procedure during turbulence; 

(vi) procedures when fueling with passengers on board; and 

(vii) documentation. 

(d) 

Human Factors and Crew Resource Management, including participation in 

flight simulator LOFT exercises if practicable; 



(e) 

accident and incident reporting; and 

(f) 

flight and duty times limitations and rest requirements.  
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7 

AIRCRAFT TYPE TRAINING - ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CABIN CREW 
7.1 

Practical training 
7.1.1 The following is the minimum level of training necessary to satisfy the relevant 

requirements for cabin crew aircraft type training: 

(a) 

during ditching and evacuation drills, each trainee operates and actually opens 

all normal and emergency exits; removes and positions for use at least one 

escape rope; attaches escape slide fittings in their proper places; descends an 

escape slide from a height representative of the aircraft main deck sill height 

(not required for subsequent type training unless sill height is significantly 

higher); locates and operates the megaphone; and removes life-rafts from 

stowages and positions in the launching area. Additionally, the trainee must 

demonstrate the ability to locate and remove from stowage the aircraft first aid 

kits and hand fire extinguishers; 

(b) 

each trainee observes a practical demonstration of an escape rope being used 

as a means of emergency evacuation; the inflation or release, as applicable, of 

an escape slide; inflation of a life-raft; the survival equipment contained in the 

life-raft; the contents of the first aid kits; administering supplemental crew and 

passenger oxygen by portable equipment; 

(c) 

each trainee observes demonstrations of the use of the type of fire 

extinguishers carried on the aircraft on various types of fire including 

simulated galley, electrical and cabin furnishing fires. The demonstration 

should also show the effect of misapplication of agents; 

(d) 

each trainee handles and uses each type of fire extinguisher carried on the 

aircraft; 

(e) 

each trainee observes the inflation of an infant flotation cot; 

(f) 

each trainee practices the donning of oxygen masks carried in the aircraft; and 

(g) 

each trainee is familiarised with the use of the aircraft PA and interphone 

system. 

7.2 

Evacuation Procedures and Emergency Situations 
7.2.1 Emergency evacuation training is to include the recognition of particular types of 

emergency situations. Cabin crew will also need to recognise when exits are unusable 

or when evacuation equipment is unserviceable and to act accordingly to overcome 

these problems. Circumstances might arise, such as the incapacitation of the flight 

crew, where these drills might need to be initiated by cabin crew. 

7.2.2 Cabin crew are to be trained to deal with the following specific emergency situations: 



(a) 

an unpremeditated emergency on take-off or landing, including a ditching;  
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(b) 

a pre-warned emergency landing or ditching; 

(c) 

an in-flight fire, with particular emphasis on establishing the fire source; 

(d) 

sudden decompression, including the donning of portable oxygen equipment; 

and 

(e) 

severe turbulence. 

7.3 

Crowd Control 
7.3.1 Operators are to provide comprehensive training in the practical application of all 

aspects of crowd control in various emergency evacuation situations. Training is to 

emphasise the need for cabin crew to be assertive and, at times, aggressive during an 

emergency evacuation. Scenarios must be as realistic as possible and should include, 

as a minimum: 

(a) 

communications between flight crew and cabin crew and use of all 

communications equipment, including the difficulties of co-ordination in a 

smoke-filled environment; 

(b) 

verbal commands; 

(c) 

the physical contact that may be needed to encourage people out of an exit and 

on to a slide; 

(d) 

the re-direction of passengers away from unusable exits; 

(e) 

the marshalling of passengers away from an aircraft; 

(f) 

the evacuation of disabled passengers; and 

(g) 

authority and leadership. 

7.3.2 The executive order to initiate an emergency evacuation is to be given by the Senior 

Cabin Staff Member in English (‘Evacuate, Evacuate’) and in Cantonese (‘Saw Sarn, 

Saw Sarn’). Other cabin attendants should repeat the order in their native language 

where passenger demography so requires. 

7.4 

Pilot Incapacitation 
Where the flight crew consists of only 2 pilots, cabin crew are to be given training in 

recognising the signs of subtle incapacitation and practice the ways in which they can 

be of help in the event of pilot incapacitation. This should include: 

(a) 

use of the pilot’s oxygen equipment; 

(b) 

familiarity with the location and method of use of pilot check lists;  
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(c) 
fastening and unfastening pilots’ seat harness and, in the case of inertia reel harness, 

locking and unlocking the inertia device; and 

(d) 
using pilots’ sliding seat mechanism; training is to be given with the seat occupant 

simulating physical collapse. Emphasis is to be placed on ‘locking’ the pilot in his seat 

rather than on removing him from the seat, which may not in the event be possible. 

7.5 

Passenger Briefings 
7.5.1 Training and practice is to be given in the pre-flight briefing of passengers in normal 

and emergency situations, including emergency landings, ditching and turbulence.  

Training is also to include the in-flight briefing for the pre-warned emergency landing 

and ditching, demonstrating the brace position and the briefing of able-bodied 

passengers on how to operate exits. 

7.5.2 Briefings are to be given in English and Chinese (the language of Chinese can be either 

Cantonese or Mandarin, as justified by the operator and with the concurrence from 

CAD) and may include another language where passenger demography so requires.  

Where audio-video presentation is utilised, the audio text is to be in English and 

Chinese (promulgated as aforesaid) with each text accompanied by synchronised 

Chinese (traditional) characters and English sub-titles respectively. 

7.6 

Cabin Baggage and Cabin Clutter 
Cabin crew are to be instructed that cabin baggage, service items and other objects are 

only to be stowed in approved areas such that they are restrained against forward, 

lateral and vertical movement. They must not be stowed in such a way as to obstruct 

or damage emergency equipment or exits. Training is to include the areas of the cabin 

that are approved for the stowage of cabin baggage or other items and the areas where 

it would be unsafe to do so. 

7.7 

Brace Positions 
Training and practice is to be given in the correct brace positions for both cabin crew 

and passengers. Such training must take into account different seating configurations 

and orientation. 

7.8 

Supernumerary Sectors 
On completion of emergency and survival training and prior to operating as a required 

crew member, cabin crew must operate a minimum number of supernumerary or 

“under supervision” sectors on each aircraft type. The minimum number must be 

agreed with the CAD. The supernumerary cabin attendant is required to be in addition 

to the normal crew complement.  
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8 

RECURRENT TRAINING - ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CABIN CREW 



8.1 

The Annual Emergency Survival Test 
Cabin crew should show a satisfactory knowledge of crowd control techniques, if 

applicable, and of their role in the event of pilot incapacitation. Cabin crew should also 

undertake first aid refresher training and pass an appropriate written test. 

8.2 

Periodic Practice 
Cabin crew are to carry out the following practice once every three years: 

(a) 

pilot incapacitation drills, as specified at paragraph 7.4 of this Chapter; and 

(b) 

practical training in artificial respiration and cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

using a dummy specifically designed for the purpose. 

9 

APPROVAL OF AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY TRAINING APPARATUS AND 

OF PERSONNEL CONDUCTING TRAINING AND TESTING WITH SUCH 

APPARATUS 
9.1 

Operators may wish to conduct some of their emergency training and testing on 

training apparatus rather than on an actual aircraft, in accordance with Schedule 11, 

Part B 1. (1)(b) of the AN(HK)O. Where this is the case, the apparatus and the persons 

controlling the apparatus must be formally approved by the CAD. 

9.2 

Operators wishing to obtain approval for their apparatus and personnel should apply to 

the Flight Operations Inspectorate through their assigned Inspector to arrange an 

inspection. Upon satisfactory conclusion of the inspection, an approval will be issued. 

Renewal of the approval will be by similar inspection. 

9.3 

If it is proposed to use the apparatus for all practical emergency survival training and 

testing, it will need to meet all the items in paragraph 9.4. However, approval may be 

sought and given for limited use of apparatus, in which case only the relevant items 

need be met. 

9.4 

Subject to the proviso in paragraph 9.3, the apparatus should accurately represent the 

aircraft in the following particulars: 

(a) 

layout of the cabin in relation to exits, emergency exits, galley areas and safety 

equipment stowage; dimensions should be an accurate representation typical 

of aircraft in the fleet;  
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(b) 

both cabin attendant and passenger seat positioning - with particular accuracy 

where these are immediately adjacent to exits; 

(c) 

seat dimensions and seat pitch; 

(d) 

operation of exits and emergency exits in all modes of operation particularly in 

relation to method of operation and weight and balance; 

(e) 

extent of movement and associated forces of all controls for all equipment and 



services; 

(f) 

provision of emergency equipment of the type provided in the aircraft; 

(g) 

all cabin markings; 

(h) 

all cabin lighting; 

(i) 

cabin attendant communications equipment and associated control panels; 

(j) 

evacuation slides, including normal and standby methods of operation; and 

(k) 

height and angle of inflated evacuation slides. 

9.5 

Operators should nominate training personnel to be approved by the CAD for the 

control of training apparatus. Operators must satisfy themselves that nominated 

personnel have the qualifications and experience to conduct such training and that they 

have undergone a period of training which the assigned Inspector may wish to observe. 

All approved training personnel should be so nominated in the company training 

manual. 

9.6 

An operator may arrange to use the apparatus and/or personnel of another operator. A 

separate approval will be required in such cases. The training given must comply with 

the training manual and operating procedures of the operator whose crews are being 

trained and items covered in the apparatus may be restricted, if significant differences 

of cabin layout and equipment exist.  
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CHAPTER 6 APPENDIX A - AVIATION SECURITY TRAINING PROGRAMME 

- ALL CREW 

1. 

Training Programmes 
1.1 

Operators of Hong Kong registered aeroplanes shall establish and maintain an 

approved security training programme which ensures crew members act in the most 

appropriate manner to minimize the consequences of acts of unlawful interference. As 

a minimum, this programme shall include the following elements: 

a) 

determination of the seriousness of any occurrence; 

b) 

crew communication and coordination; 

c) 

appropriate self-defense responses; 

d) 

understanding of behaviour of terrorists so as to facilitate the ability of crew 

members to cope with hijacker behaviour and passenger responses; 

e) 

live situational training exercises regarding various threat conditions; 

f) 

flight deck procedures to protect the aeroplane; 

g) 



aeroplane search procedures and guidance on least-risk bomb locations where 

practicable; and 

h) 

post-incident concerns for crew. 

1.2 

Operators conducting helicopter operations shall establish and maintain a training 

programme to acquaint appropriate employees with preventive measures and 

techniques in relation to passengers, baggage, cargo, mail, equipment, stores and 

supplies intended for carriage on a helicopter so that they contribute to the prevention 

of acts of sabotage or other forms of unlawful interference.  
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CHAPTER 6 – APPENDIX B – BUSINESS JET / GENERAL AVIATION – CABIN 

CREW TRAINING 

1 

GENERAL  
1.1 

Under current legislation, aircraft registered in Hong Kong having 35 seats or less and 

carrying less than 20 passengers, flying for the purpose of public transport, are not 

required to have on board cabin crew for the purposes of performing duties in the 

interests of the safety of passengers. However, it is CAD policy that where cabin crew 

are boarded as members of the crew of such aircraft, operators are to ensure that these 

cabin crew receive training, both initial and recurrent, in the use of safety and medical 

equipment specific to their aircraft. 

1.2 

Crew Co-ordination 
As with aircraft carrying a greater number of passengers/seats, business jets and those 

of a similar category depend heavily upon well-integrated communication between the 

whole crew to effectively contain an aircraft emergency. Cabin crew are to be aware 

of the role that they can play in the bringing such an event to a successful conclusion.  

Aircraft safety training sessions should include, where possible, the whole crew. 

1.3 

Health and Safety 
The dangers inherent in many training situations should be well recognised by training 

staff and should be taken into account in the formulation and execution of training. 

1.4 

Training Syllabus 
A syllabus which covers familiarity with, and the use of, the equipment to be found on 

board the specific aircraft, along with those topics generally applicable to an aviation 

environment, should be specified in the appropriate manual. The syllabus should cover 

induction and new-to-type training, as well as annual recurrent training. 



1.5 

Training Staff 
Appropriately qualified staff should be chosen to act as training facilitators. Each 

should be a qualified crewmember on the aircraft type upon which they are instructing. 

On appointment a CAD inspector will observe a training session in order to approve 

that appointment. 

1.6 

Records of Training and Tests 
Records of all training and tests for each individual crewmember must be maintained 

and available for periodic inspection by CAD staff. Initial and new-to-aircraft training 

must be successfully completed prior to the first flight for the purpose of public 

transport in the aircraft. Recurrent training should be undertaken within 13 months of 

the previous qualification.  
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1.7 

Use of Training Aids 
The impracticability for companies in this category to provide aircraft-type ‘mock-ups’ 

is acknowledged by the CAD. Recognised aids which adequately fulfil the training 

requirement, would be acceptable to the CAD. This could include, but not be limited 

to, video and multimedia presentations and instructor briefing. Companies are 

encouraged, however, to utilise a dedicated training department where possible. 

2 

PURPOSE AND PROVISION OF TRAINING 
2.1 

Purpose 
The purpose of emergency and survival training, practice and testing is to provide 

crews with the knowledge, experience and confidence to deal effectively with 

emergency and survival situations that could possibly be encountered. 

2.2 

First Aid Training 
First aid training is to be given only by instructors qualified for the purpose. 

3 

INITIAL TRAINING – ALL CREW 
3.1 

Introduction 
Crews should be acquainted with those physiological conditions which could possibly 

be encountered in the course of a flight. In addition, they should be experienced in use 

of the safety equipment to be found on their aircraft and the uses and limitations of such 

equipment. 

3.2 

Aeromedical and First Aid Topics 
Cabin crew should have an awareness of basic aeromedical situations, including such 

aspects as the symptoms and treatment of hypoxia, hyperventilation, cardiac arrest, etc. 

In addition, they should have training in simple first aid techniques. Practical training, 

including the use and the limitations of both portable and fixed oxygen systems in the 

aircraft must be experienced, as well as familiarity with the contents and use of the 

aircraft first aid kit. 

3.3 

Fire Fighting Training 
Recognition of the type of fire, choice and use of fire fighting equipment should be 



taught, including the inappropriate nature of certain types of fire extinguisher with 

certain types of fire, in addition to the knowledge of the isolation of equipment in the 

case of an electrical fire. The absolute need for continual liaison with cockpit crew in 

the situation of a cabin fire must be emphasised.  
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3.4 

Aircraft Evacuation and Survival Equipment 
Cabin crew must be conversant with the means by which passengers may be evacuated 

from the aircraft, both via emergency exits and through aircraft entry doors, and with 

all equipment related to evacuation. Where possible, removal of emergency exits 

should be experienced on initial training. Where liferafts are carried as permanent 

aircraft equipment, cabin crew should have instruction upon from where, and how, 

they are launched and the purposes and use of the safety equipment carried on board 

the rafts. 

3.5 

Pilot Incapacitation 
Training in the identification of pilot incapacitation and the actions to be taken in such 

a situation must be given. This should include use of related equipment in the cockpit 

and the ability to secure the incapacitated pilot and the function of the pilot’s seat 

controls. Practice in reading the cockpit checklist and its facilitation should be given. 

4 

RECURRENT TRAINING 
4.1 

All flight crew, including cabin crew, should undergo Aircraft Emergency Procedures 

training (AEP) on a recurrent basis. This should be done at not more than 13 month 

intervals and, as in the case of initial and new-to-type training, culminate in an 

examination. Records of such training and the results of examinations should be kept 

for the perusal of the CAD. 

4.2 

Activities such as the opening and removal of an emergency exit and the hands-on use 

of fire extinguishers should be carried out every three years.  
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CHAPTER 7 - CABIN SAFETY 

1 

CABIN CREW 
1.1 

Age/Medical Requirements 
1.1.1 A cabin crew member should be at least 18 years of age and have passed an initial 

medical examination or assessment and been found medically fit to discharge the duties 

specified in the operations manual. An operator must ensure that cabin crew members 

remain medically fit to discharge such duties. 

1.1.2 The initial medical examination or assessment, and any re-assessment, of cabin crew 

members should be conducted by a medical practitioner registered in Hong Kong.  

However, when necessary, the final authority rests with a Hong Kong AMA. 

1.1.3 The following medical requirements are applicable to cabin crew members: 

(a) 

good general health; 

(b) 

freedom from any physical or mental illness which might lead to incapacitation 

or inability to perform cabin crew duties; 

(c) 

normal cardiorespiratory function; 

(d) 

normal central nervous system; 

(e) 

adequate visual acuity - 6/9 with or without glasses; 

(f) 

adequate hearing; and 

(g) 

normal function of ear nose and throat. 

1.2 

Senior Cabin Crew members 
1.2.1 Whenever more than one cabin crew member is carried on a flight, the operator must 

nominate a senior cabin crew member. The senior cabin crew member will be 

responsible to the commander for the conduct and co-ordination of the cabin safety and 

emergency procedures specified in the operations manual. 

1.2.2 An operator shall not appoint a person to the post of senior cabin crew member unless 

that person has at least one year’s experience as an operating cabin crew member and 

has completed an appropriate course of training. 

1.2.3 An operator shall establish procedures to select the next most suitably qualified cabin 

crew member to operate as senior cabin crew member in the event of the nominated 

senior cabin crew member becoming unable to operate. Such procedures must be 

acceptable to the CAD and take into account the cabin crew member’s operational 

experience.  
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1.3 

Cabin Crew Complement 
1.3.1 It is incumbent on operators to ensure that passenger-carrying public transport aircraft 

do not fly with lesser numbers of cabin crew than the law prescribes. Furthermore, 

minimum numbers specified in operations manuals should take full account of all the 

factors detailed below. 

1.3.2 Required Complement 



The complement specified will be that calculated in accordance with Article 18(7)(c) 

of the Air Navigation (Hong Kong) Order 1995, or for wide bodied aircraft one Cabin 

Crew member per door that is designated an Emergency Exit, whichever is the higher. 

In exceptional circumstances the complement may be reduced and will become that 

specified in a Permission granted in accordance with the provision to Article 18(7). 

1.3.3 Minimum Complement 

The minimum complement specified in the operations manual will be not less than the 

required complement but may be greater. Factors that should be taken into account 

when calculating the minimum complement will include: 

(a) 

the number of exits; 

(b) 

the type of exits and their associated slides; 

(c) 

the location of exits in relation to cabin crew seats and cabin layout; 

(d) 

the location of cabin crew seats taking into account cabin crew duties in an 

emergency evacuation including: 

(i) 

opening floor level exits and initiating stair or slide deployment; 

(ii) 

assisting passengers to pass through exits; and 

(iii) directing passengers away from inoperative exits, crowd control and 

passenger flow management. 

(e) 

actions required to be performed by cabin crew in ditching emergencies, 

including the deployment of slide-rafts and the launching of life-rafts; and 

(f) 

the number of crew who actively participated in the cabin during the 

emergency evacuation demonstration for aircraft certification.  
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NOTE: Having regard to all the considerations listed above, the minimum acceptable 

complement of cabin crew will, in most circumstances, be not less than one 

cabin crew to serve every floor level exit. This number might not always be 

appropriate, for example, where the position of floor level exits in a cabin is 

such that it enhances the importance of non floor level exits e.g. overwing exits, 

when consideration should be given to seating cabin crew adjacent to the latter. 

Also, this number could even be excessive; for example when, as on some 

narrow-body aircraft, two floor level exits are very close together it is 

reasonable to expect one cabin crew to open both exits and initiate stair or slide 

deployment in turn before assisting evacuation from both simultaneously. 

1.3.4 Normal Complement 

The normal complement will be not less than the required complement and may be 

greater than the minimum complement. Its use would be to guide rostering staff to 

crew the cabin to a level required to provide a service to passengers that could not be 

achieved with lesser numbers. 

1.3.5 When scheduling cabin crew for flights, rostering procedures should take account of 

the experience of each cabin crew member such that the required cabin crew includes 

some cabin crew members who have at least three months operating experience as a 

cabin crew member. 



1.3.6 If operators should seek alternative solutions, it will be for them to satisfy the CAD that 

such lesser numbers of cabin crew as they wish to specify are so positioned throughout 

the aircraft and have such drills specified that they can reasonably be expected to 

manage any cabin emergency that might arise. In circumstances such as these, 

operators should pay particular attention to ensuring that cabin crew who have least 

experience of working in the aircraft or with the operator are paired with those who are 

well experienced. 

1.4 

Operation on more than One Type or Variant 
1.4.1 Cabin crew may not normally operate on more than three aircraft types except that, 

with the agreement of the CAD, they may operate on four types provided that safety 

equipment and emergency procedures for at least two of the types are similar. 

1.4.2 For the purposes of paragraph 1.4.1, variants of a particular aircraft type are considered 

to be different types if they are not similar in all of the following aspects: 

(a) 

emergency exit operation; 

(b) 

location and type of safety equipment; and 

(c) 

emergency procedures.  
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1.5 

Recency 
1.5.1 An operator shall ensure that any cabin crew member who has been absent from all 

flying duties for more than six months completes refresher training as specified in the 

operations manual. The training shall include at least the requirements listed in 

paragraph 1.6. 

1.5.2 An operator shall ensure that any cabin crew member who has not, during the 

preceding six months, operated on a type or variant, before undertaking duties on that 

type either: 

(a) 

completes refresher training on the type; or 

(b) 

operates two sectors under supervision. 

1.6 

Training 
An operator shall ensure that initial training (and refresher training at regular intervals) 

will be provided for each cabin crew member which includes at least the following; 

(a) 

emergency procedures including pilot incapacitation; 

(b) 

evacuation procedures including crowd control techniques; 

(c) 

the operation and actual opening of all normal and emergency exits for 

passenger evacuation in an aircraft or approved training device; 

(d) 

demonstration of the operation of all other exits; and 

(e) 

the location and handling of emergency and life-saving equipment, including 

oxygen systems, portable oxygen, protective breathing equipment, the donning 



of life-jackets, the use of first aid and, if carried onboard, universal precaution 

kit in case of suspected communicable disease. 

NOTE: Guidance on the types, number, location and contents of the medical 

supplies (including first-aid kits, and/or universal precaution kits, and 

medical kit when required) is given in Annex 6 Part I Chapter 6 

Attachment B. 

1.7 

Uniforms 
1.7.1 Operators should provide crew uniforms which readily distinguish the wearer as a 

member of the cabin staff. Uniforms should, whenever practicable, be manufactured 

from non-thermoplastic material, such as wool; particular attention should be paid to 

uniform linings and melt factors. 

1.7.2 Protective clothing for at least two crew members, such as a quick donning jump suit 

manufactured from a non-thermoplastic material, should be provided for aircraft being 

operated in a combined passenger and cargo role, i.e., Class ‘B’ compartments. 

1.7.3 Care should be exercised in the provision of cabin crew’s footwear. Appropriate shoes 

should be worn during take-off and landing, to cater for possible emergency situations 

etc., so as to avoid damage to slides.  
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1.7.4 All chains worn around the neck and unconcealed by clothing have the potential to 

snag and so hamper movement. At worst they can be a cause of injury to the wearer. 

Both the restriction of movement and the risk of injury that may occur when neck 

chains are worn have the potential to inhibit crews from carrying out their duties. 

Operators must therefore instruct crews to remove unconcealed neck chains when on 

board aircraft. If there is a requirement that ID cards must be displayed, other forms of 

attachment must be used, care being taken to ensure that this does not result in loose 

chains continuing to present a risk of snagging. 

2 

CABIN SAFETY MANAGEMENT 
2.1 

Pre-departure Procedures 
2.1.1 Operators should establish check-in and boarding gate procedures and, where 

applicable, training for their traffic staff and handling agents. Emphasis should be 

placed on the need for these personnel to identify and resolve potential difficulties in 

seat allocation (see also paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3), excess cabin baggage, the carriage of 

dangerous goods, drunken or unruly passengers, including boarding refusal, before 

passenger embarkation begins. This is of particular importance at overseas departure 

points. 

2.1.2 Similar instructions and training should also be given to cabin crew to deal with 

problems which may have been missed at check-in. 

2.2 

Seat Allocation 
2.2.1 The following types of passengers should not be seated where they could obstruct 

emergency exits, impede the crew in their duties, obstruct access to emergency 

equipment or hinder aircraft evacuation: 

(a) 

handicapped people, including the blind and deaf. Only one such passenger 

should be allocated to each floor level exit; 

(b) 

persons who are elderly or frail; 



(c) 

children and infants, whether accompanied or not; 

(d) 

deportees or prisoners in custody; and 

(e) 

obese passengers. 

2.2.2 Handicapped passengers should be seated as close to emergency exits as the above 

limitations allow. Operators should refer to FON 04/2008 for detailed guidance on the 

handling of passengers with disabilities. 

2.3 

Seat Allocation at Self-help ( Types III and IV ) Exits 
2.3.1 Seats which form the access route from the cabin aisle to these exits should only be 

allocated to passengers who appear capable of operating and/or assisting with the 

operation of the exit; check-in staff should identify likely candidates for these seats.  
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2.3.2 On no account should the types of passengers, listed in paragraph 2.2.1 be allocated 

seats which form the access route from the cabin aisle to these types of exit. Preference 

should be given, where possible, to seating non operating crew at these locations.  

2.4 

Drunken Passengers 
2.4.1 Article 49 of the AN(HK)O states that "A person shall not enter any aircraft when 

drunk or be drunk in any aircraft". 

2.4.2 Operators are to provide instructions, advice and training to all relevant staff on dealing 

with passengers who have been drinking excessively. Such advice should include 

when to deny boarding rights and reiterate the commander’s prerogative to exercise the 

powers, as conferred by the AN(HK)O, to protect the safety of the aircraft and 

passengers. 

2.4.3 Drunken passengers constitute not only a possible source of annoyance to fellow 

passengers but also a hazard to flight safety. Potentially hazardous incidents should be 

reported through the MOR scheme. 

2.5 

Stowage of Cabin Baggage 
2.5.1 Cabin baggage may only be stowed in approved locations. Operators should provide 

clear and unequivocal advice on which areas are approved. 

2.5.2 Overhead lockers and other stowages must be clearly placarded with weight limitations 

and enclosed by latched doors or load bearing nets as appropriate; cabin crew must be 

made aware of the need to ensure that limitations are not exceeded. 

2.5.3 Underseat stowages may only be used if the seat is equipped with a restraint bar and the 

baggage is of a size to fit under the seat. 

2.5.4 Baggage must not be stowed in toilets, immediately forward or aft of bulkheads, or in 

such a manner that it will impede access to emergency equipment. Particular attention 

must be paid to maintaining the integrity of all evacuation routes. 

2.6 

Stowage of Catering Supplies and Crew Effects 
2.6.1 All catering supplies, blankets, pillows, newspapers etc. are to be securely stowed in 

approved areas for take-off and landing. 

2.6.2 Similarly, crew effects, including baggage and clothing, must be stowed in approved 

areas. Particular care must be taken to ensure that doors and exits, including operating 

handles, are not obstructed nor ready access to emergency equipment precluded. 

2.7 



Carriage of Aerosols 
2.7.1 Advice and instructions should be provided to crew on the carriage of aerosols. In 

particular, the potential fire hazard posed, and how this may be obviated by careful 

stowage should be emphasised.  
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2.7.2 Unless it is unavoidable, aerosols should not be used for dispensing air fresheners, 

insecticides or other similar agents. 

2.8 

Portable Electronic Equipment 
The CAD has considered evidence that navigation equipment may malfunction as a 

result of interference from passengers’ portable electronic equipment. At the request 

of the commander, cabin crew may be required to check the cabin for portable 

electronic equipment being used by passengers. 

2.9 

Spillage of Drinks 
There is an obvious potential for a major incident to occur when such items as 

conductive liquids in open containers, cutlery etc are mishandled on aircraft flight 

decks. All operators are requested to review their procedures for handling drinks and 

other items in and around the flight deck, as appropriate. Clear advice should be given 

to all crew on how best to route drinks when passing them about, so as to avoid any 

risk of accidental spillage on to electrical equipment 

2.10 Security of Flight Crew Compartment 

2.10.1 Operational procedures must be in place to prevent unauthorized persons from entering 

the flight crew compartment. Particular attention must be paid to entering and exit 

procedures, monitoring of door area, and procedures for crew leaving the flight crew 

compartment. 

2.10.2 Operators shall also establish a policy and procedures with regard to cabin crew 

notification to flight crew in the event of suspicious activity or security breaches in the 

cabin. 

2.10.3 FON 04/2002 remains current and shall be referred to by operators.  

3 

SAFETY BRIEFING 
3.1 

Passenger Briefing 
3.1.1 Passengers are to be given a pre-departure briefing, without distraction by other cabin 

activities. The briefing should cover all relevant points appropriate to the aircraft type 

and operation being undertaken. The following points must be pointed out by 

demonstration or video: 

(a) 

seat belt operation; 

(b) 

location of emergency exits, including any unserviceabilities; 

(c) 

life-jacket operation, where required; and 

(d) 

operation of drop-out oxygen, where required. 

Passengers’ attention must be drawn to smoking restrictions; when appropriate, the 

availability of infant life-jackets and flotation cots; the need for children’s and babies 

oxygen masks to be fitted after those of their accompanying elders; and advice on 

wearing seat belts at all times.  
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3.1.2 The location of floor lighting systems must be included in the briefing and, where 

possible, the system should be activated for a few seconds. 

3.1.3 Passengers’ attention should be drawn to the safety card and mention made of the 

instructions for operating types III and IV exits, if appropriate. 

3.1.4 Attention should also be drawn to restrictions on the use of personal electronic 

equipment, including mobile telephones; this is to be repeated prior to landing. 

3.1.5 here briefings are given by the use of a video presentation, cabin crew must monitor 

screens to ensure that each passenger receives a full briefing and, particularly with 

larger aircraft, physically indicate the nearest available exit. Where passengers have 

not, or cannot (because of location), received a full briefing by video, individual 

briefings must be given. 

3.1.6 Operators should ensure that their crew drills include a procedure for passengers to be 

warned of impact so that they can adopt the brace position at the appropriate time 

before impact. 

3.2 

Passenger Safety Cards 
3.2.1 The passenger safety briefing must be supplemented with a pictorial safety notice 

relevant to the type of aircraft and its safety equipment (passenger safety card).  

Information contained in the card must be consistent with the briefing. A copy of each 

card currently in use must be lodged with the Flight Operations Inspectorate. 

3.2.2 The card is to be designed and produced as an entity separate from any other literature. 

It should be located so that the seated passenger can readily see and identify it; a 

distinctive message that it contains safety information should be placed at the top of the 

card. 

3.2.3 Equipment and operating methods should be depicted pictorially, using internationally 

recognised symbols wherever possible. Any wording, which should be kept to a 

minimum, is to be in English with equivalent Chinese characters. 

3.2.4 Passenger safety cards must provide the following information: 

(a) 

seat belts - instructions for fastening, adjusting and unfastening; 

(b) 

exit location - routes to exits should be indicated; 

(c) 

exit operation - for all types of exit fitted. Illustrations should depict a person 

operating the exit with the direction of the movement of handles clearly 

indicated; 

(d) 

use of evacuation slides - depicting the correct method of use, the manual 

inflation handle and discarding high heeled shoes; 

(e) 

brace positions - for all types of seat orientation and pitch in use on the aircraft; 

(f) 

oxygen masks - instructions on locating, donning and adjusting the mask; 

initiating oxygen flow. Instructions should be given that masks should be 

fitted to children only after their guardians have fitted their own;  
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(g) life-jackets - removal from stowage, removed from container and inflation.  

The card must show that, excepting children, the life-jacket must not be 

inflated within the cabin; and 

(h) 

life-rafts - location, removal, preparation for use. inflation and launching.  

Launching locations should be indicated. 

Additionally, operators may wish to include the following: 

(i) 

Smoking - restrictions; 

(j) 

Seatbacks and trays - upright and stowed for take-off and landing; and 

(k) 

Emergency floor path lighting systems. 

4 

CABIN CREW DUTIES 
4.1 

Pre-flight Briefings 
Cabin crew should be given a safety briefing prior to the commencement of any flight 

and, in a series of consecutive flights, after each full rest period. Consideration should 

be given to the following: 

(a) 

areas dedicated to pre-flight briefing usage that afford privacy should be 

provided; 

(b) 

copies of the relevant cabin safety manual and current safety notices must be 

available; 

(c) 

all cabin crew present should be required to answer satisfactorily at least one 

question on aircraft safety (emergency drills, safety equipment location and 

usage) or one on first aid; 

(d) 

the allocation of cabin crew to specific seats in the passenger compartment, 

where applicable, should take due account of the need to ensure that no area 

is devoid of persons who have experience in the conduct of safety-related 

duties; 

(e) 

safety ‘reminders’ that address any recent changes to safety-related issues or 

any perennial problems should be given; and 

(f) 

action to be taken by the Senior Cabin Crew Member (SCCM), if it becomes 

apparent that any crewmember displays inadequate knowledge of 

safety-related issues. 

4.2 

Allocation of Cabin Crew Stations 
4.2.1 General 

Arrangements should be made, preferably during rostering, to ensure an even spread of 

experienced cabin crew through the aircraft. SCCMs should allocate duties and 

positions on the day with this in mind. The SCCM must occupy an approved crew seat 

for all take-offs and landings.  
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4.2.2 Senior Cabin Crew Member Seating 

When the assigned crew station of the SCCM does not allow immediate access to the 

flight deck, operators must specify drills which reflect the following: 

(a) 

the cabin crew seated closest to the flight deck should be responsible for 

communicating with the flight deck crew in the event of any emergency on 

take-off or landing; and 

(b) 

emergency evacuation procedures should require the SCCM to remain at his or 

her station and to control and operate the emergency exits. 

4.3 

Embarkation and Disembarkation of passengers 
Instructions should be available to crews for marshalling of passengers at stations 

where ground handling staff are unavailable. 

4.4 

Arming and Disarming Slides 
Slides should be armed as soon as obstructions to their deployment (steps, jetties etc) 

are removed and clear. Slides should remain armed after landing until arrival ‘on 

stand’. Crews should be aware of the dangers of accidental deployment. 

4.5 

Duties Prior to Take-off and Landing 
4.5.1 Cabin crew carried in accordance with AN(HK)O requirements should remain at their 

stations with harnesses fastened, except when performing duties related to the safety of 

the aircraft and its passengers. 

4.5.2 All catering and other equipment is to be stowed prior to take-off. 

4.5.3 All items of galley electrical equipment should be switched off. 

4.5.4 Operators must ensure that at any time the aircraft is on the ground, provision for the 

safe and rapid evacuation of passengers in an emergency is maintained. 

4.6 

Cabin Lights for Take-off and Landing 
The dimming of interior cabin lights, particularly when taking-off and landing at night, 

is recommended. 

4.7 

Refuelling Operations with Passengers on Board 
When operators wish to refuel aircraft with passengers on board, instructions should be 

issued to crews. Instructions should cover at least the following points: 

(a) 

aircraft steps and jetties, and cabin crew positions; 

(b) 

smoking prohibition;  
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(c) 

restriction on use of electrical equipment and switch gear; and 

(d) 

slide arming and clearance area. 



Operators should discuss such proposals with their assigned Inspectors. 

4.8 

Flight Crew and Cabin Crew Liaison 
4.8.1 Operators’ instructions should be clear on the need for good liaison to exist between 

flight crew and cabin crew. 

4.8.2 A means must be established for the conduct of liaison. Such liaison should extend 

until after the aircraft has arrived at its final destination where, for instance, cabin 

safety equipment defects may need to be attended to. 

5 

SAFETY, EMERGENCY AND SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT 
5.1 

Provision of Oxygen Equipment 
5.1.1 The amount of oxygen to be carried and the number of passengers for whom suitable 

masks must be made available vary with operating altitude, attainable rate of descent 

and Minimum Safe Altitude (MSA). 

5.1.2 Information and instructions must be provided by the operator to his operating staff to 

ensure that flights may be conducted in accordance with the relevant legislation. Any 

aircraft which is not correctly equipped must be appropriately restricted in its use, e.g. 

by imposition of operating altitude or route restrictions, until such time as an 

appropriate scale of oxygen and equipment is fitted or repairs effected. 

NOTE: Information on the dangers of explosion caused by the proximity of any 

oxygen equipment, including therapeutic oxygen, to any naked flame or 

incipient fire must be stressed. 

5.2 

Re-stowage of Oxygen Masks 
It is recommended that cabin crew do not attempt to re-stow oxygen masks after 

deployment. Damage to the equipment and possibly cabin crew injury may result.  

Re-stowage of such equipment should be undertaken by maintenance personnel only. 

5.3 

Portable Protective Breathing equipment 
5.3.1 Portable Protective Breathing Equipment (PPBE) must be approved by the CAD.  

Advice on which equipment has been approved may be obtained from the CAD’s 

Airworthiness Office. 

5.3.2 PPBE units are to be stowed as close to the crew station as practicable and must be 

readily accessible. Pre-flight serviceability checks must be capable of being readily 

achieved.  
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5.3.3 Operators should ensure that transportation security or any other seals are removed 

prior to installation on the aircraft. 

5.3.4 Failures or any problems associated with PPBE must be reported via the Mandatory 

Occurrence Reporting scheme (MOR) to the Airworthiness Office. 

5.4 

Carriage of Tropical and Polar Survival Equipment 
5.4.1 The AN(HK)O specifies the type and quantity of equipment which is required to be 

carried on flights over areas where, in the event of an emergency landing, tropical or 

polar conditions are likely to be met. Such areas are defined as follows: 

(a) 

Tropical Areas 

(i) 

those parts of Asia south of latitude 40°N; 



(ii) Africa; 

(iii) Central and South America; and 

(iv) New Guinea and the remote central areas of Australia. 

(b) 

Polar areas 

(i) 

areas north of latitude 66°33’N and south of latitude 66°33’S; 

(ii) 

that area of North America north of 60°N and between longitude 60°W 

and 175°W (Seasonal); 

(iii) that part of Asia north of latitude 40°N and east of longitude 45°E, but 

excluding mainland Japan (Seasonal); and 

(iv) that part of Europe, including the UK, north of latitude 56°N 

(Seasonal). 

5.4.2 Carriage of such equipment is not required if an aircraft flies within the areas detailed 

at paragraph 5.4.1 of this section and an emergency landing can be made where polar 

and tropical conditions are not likely to be encountered, provided the same range and 

performance criteria detailed in the ‘circumstances of flight’ column of paragraph 4 of 

Schedule 5 to the AN(HK)O, to establish whether sea survival equipment (scale K) 

needs to be carried, are not exceeded. 

5.4.3 Polar survival equipment will usually be required to be carried during the period 

November to April inclusive. Flights conducted north of the Arctic Circle are unlikely 

to be affected by seasonal variations in climate thus requiring the carriage of such 

equipment at all times of the year. 

5.4.4 Some States call for the carriage of particular survival equipment on flights over their 

territory. Operators should familiarise themselves with these requirements.  
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5.4.5 Special consideration should be given to the carriage of durable water containers to 

take advantage of fresh water supplies on board the aircraft. 

5.4.6 For operations by helicopters and small aeroplanes in desert areas, where Search and 

Rescue (SAR) facilities are known to be limited and climatic conditions are particularly 

inhospitable, tropical equipment will be considered necessary. Similarly for operations 

in wintry conditions, particularly by helicopters, consideration should be given to the 

carriage of polar equipment. 

5.5 

Search and Rescue 
5.5.1 The operations manual shall include the ground-air visual signal code for use by 

survivors, as contained in ICAO Annex 12. 

5.6 

Carriage of Life-jackets and Flotation Cots for Children and Infants 
5.6.1 Arrangements must be made to ensure that appropriate survival equipment is available 

for children and infants prior to the despatch of an aircraft. 

5.6.2 On flights where life-jackets are to be carried, the following equipment is required to 

be provided for each child and infant: 

(a)  

children of 3 years and over: 

an adult life-jacket which has been approved for use by children; 

(b) 

infants between 18 months and 3 years: 

an approved infant life-jacket; 



(c) 

infants under the age of 18 months: 

an approved flotation cot. 

NOTE: Infant flotation devices are approved solely for the purpose of protection and 

flotation on water and not as restraint devices prior to impact. ‘Approved’ in 

the above context refers to the approval obtained by the equipment’s 

manufacturer. 

5.6.3 Operators should establish procedures for the provision and re-provision of such 

equipment, when standard aircraft installations are supplemented by uplifts at route 

stations. 

5.7 

Waste Containment 
5.7.1 All receptacles for towels, paper and other waste are to be constructed of materials 

resistant to fire as required by the relevant airworthiness requirements. Their fire 

containment is to be demonstrated by test. 

5.7.2 Waste bags are not approved by the CAD. It is, however, the responsibility of the 

operator to control the quality of their waste bags in order that resistance to fire is 

maintained; the fire containment must be demonstrated by the test. For further 

information contact the Airworthiness Office.  
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5.7.3 Waste bags may only be stowed in toilet compartments during the final phases of flight, 

provided that they contain only low density waste such as paper and plastic cups. 

6 

ABNORMAL AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
6.1 

Turbulence 
6.1.1 If turbulence is forecast, the aircraft commander should brief the SCCM prior to 

departure. 

6.1.2 When turbulence is encountered, the commander should direct appropriate action via 

the SCCM. 

6.1.3 If in-flight service is to be discontinued, all trolleys, galleys and cabin equipment are to 

be secured and checks undertaken to ensure that passengers are seated with their 

seatbelts fastened. 

6.1.4 Cabin crew should take their seats and fasten harnesses as soon as is reasonably 

practicable. 

6.1.5 Operators should have in place procedures regarding the avoidance and handling of 

in-flight turbulence. Regular review should be carried out with respect to the 

following: 

(a) 

Preflight briefing by flight crew to the cabin crew and the passengers of the 

forecasted turbulence; 

(c) 

Proper and effective weather assessment before and during flight by all 

available means; 

(d) 

Commitment to SOP with regard to seat-belt usage, turbulence and weather 

avoidance techniques and effective communication during the flight; 

(e) 

CRM training for crew members; 

(f) 



Effective training to prevent or mitigate injuries to cabin crew caused by 

turbulence; 

(g) 

Establishment of policy and procedures as to when cabin crew should be seated 

taking into account the potential risk of turbulence in flight. 

6.2 

Cabin Fires 
6.2.1 Cabin attendants must continually survey the aircraft cabin and galley areas for 

potential and existing fires. 

6.2.2 Additionally, a frequent check of toilet areas must be undertaken, noting in particular 

that smoke sensors remain unblocked.  
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6.2.3 On detecting a fire and/or smoke, the flight crew must be informed immediately of its 

location, source and severity and be kept informed as the situation develops. 

6.2.4 After a fire has been extinguished, the area around it must be monitored for potential 

re-ignition. 

6.3 

Oven Fires 
6.3.1 Oven fires can be caused by a variety of factors the dangers of which would be 

minimised by thorough inspections of ovens both for cleanliness and for the presence 

of foreign objects. 

6.3.2 The primary hazard from an oven fire occurs when the door of a heated oven is opened. 

The introduction of outside oxygen can cause a flash fire. In dealing with an oven fire 

or oven overheat, the following procedure is recommended: 

(a) 

isolate the electrics and keep the door closed. In most incidents the fire will 

self-extinguish; 

(b) 

monitor the situation. Have a fire extinguisher, fire gloves and protective 

breathing equipment (PPBE) to hand; and 

(c) 

if the situation worsens, or it is thought that fire still exists in the oven, open 

the oven door just enough to insert the nozzle of the fire extinguisher. Insert 

the nozzle of the fire extinguisher and discharge a small amount of the 

extinguishant; consideration should be given to donning PPBE and fire 

gloves prior to opening the oven door. Close the oven door and monitor the 

oven. Repeat this procedure if necessary. 

6.4 

Ban on the use of Therapeutic Oxygen whilst Fire Fighting 
The use of therapeutic oxygen whilst fire-fighting is extremely hazardous since 

therapeutic oxygen may itself feed the fire, thus resulting in severe injuries to the crew 

member wearing the equipment. Additionally, therapeutic oxygen equipment only 

provides a low supplemental oxygen flow which will afford little relief in a 

smoke-laden atmosphere. 

6.5 

Bomb Warning Procedures 
On receipt of a bomb-on-board warning, the SCCM is to implement the procedures 

detailed in the Operations Manual and associated aircraft checklists, as directed by the 

aircraft commander.  
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Abbreviations 

 
AGL Above Ground Level  
AlP Aeronautical Information Publication  
ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practical 
ARC Acceptable Risk Criteria 
ARG Aviation Reform Group (later substituted by NASPAG and NASIAG)  

ARM Airspace Risk Model 
ASA Airservices Australia  

ATC Air Traffic Control  

ATS Air Traffic Services 

BTRE Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics 

CAR Civil Aviation Regulations (1988)  

CASA Civil Aviation Safety Authority 

CHTR Charter 

CTAF Common Traffic Advisory Frequency  

CTAF<frequency>(R) Indication that radio carriage and use is required to operate at a particular aerodrome  

DOTARS Department of Transport and Regional Services 

DTI Directed Traffic Information  

FAA Federal Aviation Administration of the USA  

FAR Federal Aviation Regulation of the FAA  

GA General Aviation  

IAS Indicated Air Speed  

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization  

IFR Instrument Flight Rules  

KT Knots  

MBZ Mandatory Broadcast Zone  

MULTICOM Pilot-to-pilot communication frequency (126.7) at aerodromes not having a discrete frequency 

NASIG National Airspace System Implementation Group (an agency of DOTARS) 

NASIAG NAS Inter-Agency Group 

NASPAG NAS Planning Advisory Group 

NFRM Notice of Final Rule Making  

NPRM Notice of Proposed Rule Making  

NM Nautical Mile  

POB Persons on Board  

SIA Straight-in Approach  
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TMA Terminal Control Area  
UNICOM   An aerodrome radio advisory service usually on the CTAF 

VFR Visual Flight Rules  

VMC Visual Meteorological Conditions 
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Definitions 

Airspace classifications means airspace classified by ICAO (Classes A to G) according to:  
• The service provided (separation, traffic advisories, flight information service, collision 

avoidance)  
• Type of flight permitted (IFR, VFR or both)  
• Visual meteorological conditions (VMC) criteria   
• Radio communication requirements  
• Air traffic control (ATC) clearance requirements.  

Air Traffic Service has the same meaning as defined in ICAO Annex 11, viz. a generic term 
meaning variously, flight information service, alerting service, air traffic advisory service, air 
traffic control service (area control service, approach control service or aerodrome control 
service).  

CTAF means a common traffic advisory frequency assigned for the purpose of aircraft radio 
communication on or in the vicinity of a non-towered aerodrome. 

CTAF<frequency>(R) indicates for an aerodrome that carriage and use of radio is required to 
operate in the vicinity. 
 
In the vicinity means within 10NM of a non-towered aerodrome.  

Non-towered aerodrome means an aerodrome without an operating ATC tower. Includes 
aerodromes with an ATC tower outside the hours that the ATC service is being provided 

UNICOM (Universal Communications) is a non-ATS radio communications service usually on 
the CTAF at a non-towered aerodrome that may provide advisory aerodrome information. 

VHF means the very high frequency aeronautical radio band used for aircraft to aircraft 
communication.  
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Synopsis 

  
Introduction  This regulation change is needed in order to progress a key stage of the 

Government’s airspace reform agenda. The airspace reforms are known as the 
National Airspace System (NAS) and are based on the United States airspace 
system.  
 
To implement airspace reform, the airspace system has been broken down 
into identifiable components called “Characteristics” of the NAS. The 
implementation of airspace reform is programmed in stages for safety 
reasons.  
 
Stage 2c of the NAS comprises two Characteristics: Characteristic 29 
“Operations at Non-Towered Aerodromes” and Characteristic 6 “Encouraging 
Unicom”. These regulation changes are necessary to implement 
Characteristic 29.  
 
A non-towered aerodrome is any aerodrome without an operating air traffic 
control tower service. This includes aerodromes with a part-time tower during 
those hours when the ATC tower service is not operating. 

  
Main reason 
for the change 
to CAR 166 

Presently CAR 166 requires that pilots of all aircraft must fly at least three 
legs of a circuit when approaching to land at a non-towered aerodrome. 
Limited exemptions to this requirement are granted at current Australian 
MBZs and CTAFs which allow pilots to conduct straight-in approaches under 
some conditions. 
 
The NAS changes allow all radio-equipped aircraft to conduct a straight-in 
approach at any non-towered aerodrome in Australia when it is safe to do so. 
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Reason for 
other changes 
to CAR 166 and 
CAR 167 

As a result of its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) consultation 
process, CASA specified that aircraft will be required to carry and use radio 
when operating in the vicinity of some aerodromes. They further required 
carriage and use of radio for any aircraft conducting a straight-in approach at 
any aerodrome. 
 
To achieve these requirements, further changes to CAR 166 and CAR 167 
were necessary. Existing and proposed versions are at Annexes A and B 
respectively. 

  
Impact scope This RIS assesses the impact of the entire Characteristic 29 change proposal 

rather than simply the impact of the direct changes to CAR 166 and 
CAR 167.  
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Impact A benefit-cost analysis of Characteristic 29 was commissioned. A copy of the 
benefit-cost report is attached as Annex C. 
 
Key benefits relate to safety improvements associated with the introduction of 
more standardised broadcasts (rather than the current patchwork of location-
specific systems), and more systematic procedures in and around the circuit at 
non-towered aerodromes. A major benefit is the option for more aircraft to 
adopt straight-in approaches at all aerodromes. This delivers fuel saving and 
time savings to passengers and pilots. Smaller benefits relate to reduced 
training time requirements and other types of fuel saving benefits. 
 
Operational costs are faced by some regional operators when departing an 
aerodrome in some directions. There are also some first year implementation 
costs to regulatory and service provision agencies. 
 
The overall net benefit results for the NAS 2c Characteristic 29 are positive 
and substantial.  
 
Over the next 10 years in NPV terms, implementing this change will generate 
net economic benefits of $32.2 million (see table below) with 90% confidence 
that the benefits are between $27.2 million to $39.1 million.  
 
While NAS 2c generates an overall benefit to the economy, the costs and 
benefits are spread unevenly. For MBZ aerodromes being designated 
CTAF<frequency>(R), the central scenario indicates a small net cost (though 
this is not statistically significantly different from zero). However for the old 
CTAF aerodromes becoming US-style CTAF there is a considerable positive 
net benefit and for Multicom aerodromes there is also a considerable positive 
net benefit. 

  
Cost-benefit results table 
 

 MBZ Old CTAF Multicom Total 
Benefits $0.51m $18.75m $14.51m $33.77m 
Costs $0.69m $0.44m $0.42m $1.55m 
Net Benefits -$0.18m $18.31m $14.09m $32.22m 
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Regulation Impact Assessment 

Background 
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Government 
Direction 

Airspace reform has been on the Government’s agenda over the past decade.  
Consultation has been a feature of the reform programme throughout this 
period and it is likely that the aviation community’s views on airspace issues 
are better understood than they are on any other subject.  Consultation 
however, cannot equal consensus on such a complex subject when there are 
so many different participants, all with different needs.  Past attempts to 
achieve a consensus on airspace reform have usually led to compromises, 
which have tended to make simple systems more complex and would have 
introduced Australian unique requirements or procedures into our airspace.   
 
Recognising the need for reform, the Minister for Transport and Regional 
Services, the Hon John Anderson MP, announced the Government’s aviation 
reform programme on 15 February 2002.  On 22 February 2002 the Minister 
announced the Terms of Reference for the Special Aviation Reform Group 
(ARG) set up to undertake the airspace reform process.   
 
The ARG consisted of Mr Ted Anson, Chairman of the Civil Aviation Safety 
Authority (CASA), Mr John Forsyth, Chairman of Airservices Australia 
(AA), Air Marshal Angus Houston, Chief of Air Force (CAF), Department of 
Defence and Mr Dick Smith.  The ARG was assisted by an Executive Officer, 
Mr Martin Dolan, First Assistant Secretary, Aviation and Airports Policy 
Division, Department of Transport and Regional Services (DOTARS). 
 
The stated role of the ARG was to recommend to Minister Anderson a 
preferred plan for the reform of Australia’s low level airspace.  In coming to 
its view the ARG was tasked to consider two competing proposals: 

• the Airspace Working Group’s Low Level Airspace Reform Plan 
(LLAMP); and, 

• the NAS based on the United States (US) system. 
The ARG recommended the NAS be selected as the preferred model for 
future airspace reform in Australia. 
 
On 13 May 2002, the Minister announced that, after a submission to Cabinet, 
the Government had accepted the recommendations made by the ARG that 
the NAS be adopted as the model for reform of Australian airspace. 
 
The fundamental features of the NAS are its simplicity, its compliance with 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) airspace practice and its 
allocation of services on the basis of risk.   
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Background, Continued 

 
The need for 
change 

The importance of international standardisation and harmonisation in airspace 
architecture, air traffic service (ATS) provision and aircraft operating 
procedures is recognised by all advanced aviation States and organisations.  
While aviation systems employed by individual nations may have developed 
and evolved in isolation for historic reasons, the existence of diverse aviation 
systems is no longer viable in a modern global aviation market and operating 
environment.  The growth in international aviation activity, the growing need 
for ATS and avionics system interoperability, the increasing reliance on 
automation and technology and safety considerations are principle drivers 
towards a common and global system architecture. 

Some features of the current Australian airspace system are unique in the 
world, a situation that is unsustainable over the longer term in an increasingly 
globalised aviation market. 
 
Over-regulation must be avoided for Australia to remain competitive. The 
once thriving market for general aviation in Australia is in decline.  Between 
1990 and 2002, hours flown in general aviation have declined by 13%.  
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Why the NAS? In the early 1990s, Australian airspace design and management was identified 
as an area that needed review in terms of international best practice and global 
harmonisation.  ICAO classifications of airspace were introduced and some 
reform was made in procedural design.  While many major aviation 
stakeholders were keen to redesign and modernise the system, it proved 
difficult to reconcile all the perceived needs and to overcome the “home 
grown” and ingrained operating cultures.  Despite the best of intentions, these 
attempts at system design change have faltered.  
 

As mentioned earlier, the fundamental features of the NAS are its simplicity, 
its compliance with International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
airspace practice and its allocation of services on the basis of risk.   
 
The NAS proposes the adoption of airspace architecture based on 
international best practice and a systems approach, rather than a process of 
selective modification to the uniquely Australian system. The Australian NAS 
provides the design template and principles that integrate Australian aviation 
into the global model, while drawing on the US system as representing 
world’s best practice for both radar and procedural Air Traffic Management 
(ATM) systems. 
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Background, Continued 

  
The NAS is a 
system 

It is important to realise that many of the benefits of implementing the NAS 
arise from the fact that the NAS is an overall system adopted as Government 
policy.  
 
In considering a broad system implementation, the impact analysis should 
really assess the net benefit of the overall change, rather than the impact of 
each particular component in isolation. This is because a policy to pursue an 
overall system benefit might involve some positive and negative benefits in 
particular components of the system. A BTRE project to quantify the 
economic benefits of the overall NAS has been started; however this is a 
long-term project lasting beyond the timeframe of NAS Stage 2c. 
 
The proposed Characteristic 29 (Operations at Non-towered Aerodromes) is 
only one component of the overall NAS. This Regulation Impact Statement is 
thus focused on only one component of the NAS, and analyses in detail the 
regulatory impact of that component in isolation. It shows that the change has 
a strong positive Net Present Value (NPV). 
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Introduction 

  
The regulation 
proposal in 
context 

This regulation change proposal is a component of the overall NAS changes. 
It is necessary to amend CAR 166 because it presently requires pilots of all 
aircraft to fly three legs of a circuit when approaching to land at an 
aerodrome. The proposed Characteristic 29 will allow straight-in approaches 
for all radio-equipped aircraft. Other changes became necessary as a result of 
CASA requirements following the CASA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(NPRM) public consultation process. 

   
The scope of 
this RIS 

This RIS covers the entire scope of the procedures proposed for operations at 
non-towered aerodromes. That is, it covers the whole of Characteristic 29 
including all the features that are not directly related to the proposed change 
to CAR 166.   
 
It does not include assessment of the overall benefits of enabling the full suite 
of NAS changes. 
 
This proposal applies to non-towered aerodromes in Class G airspace. 

   
Distribution of current Australian airspace classifications 
 
Current non-radar airspace: 
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Current radar airspace 
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Australian 
Class G 
airspace 

Australian Class G airspace differs significantly from ICAO Class G. 
 
In Australian Class G airspace air traffic controllers provide IFR aircraft with 
a traffic information service on other IFR aircraft. As such, Australian Class 
G airspace is more closely aligned to ICAO Class F airspace. 
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Other 
Australian 
variations of 
ICAO Class G 

Within present Australian Class G airspace, additional procedures are 
established at certain individual aerodromes. The aerodromes affected by the 
proposed regulatory changes are currently classified as MBZ, CTAF or 
Multicom. These are explained below. 
 
At some aerodromes in present Australian Class G airspace, Mandatory 
Broadcast Zones (MBZ) are established in a defined volume of airspace.  
MBZs are generally established within a 15NM radius of the individual 
aerodrome from the ground up to 5,000 ft.  All aircraft operating in this 
airspace must be equipped with a serviceable radio and are required to make 
certain radio calls.  There are additional rules as to how the aircraft can 
approach the aerodrome for landing. 
 
At some aerodromes in Australian Class G airspace, Common Traffic 
Advisory Frequencies (CTAF) are established in a defined volume of 
airspace.  CTAFs are generally established within a 5NM radius of the 
individual aerodrome from the ground up to 3,000 ft.  Aircraft operating in 
this airspace are not required to be radio equipped, however those that do 
have radio are required to make certain radio calls.  There is another set of 
rules as to how the aircraft can approach the aerodrome for landing. 
 
The remaining aerodromes in Australian Class G airspace are termed 
Multicoms.  Unlike CTAFs and MBZs, Multicoms do not have a defined 
dimension however the procedures are generally similar to that used in a 
current CTAF, with some differences. 
 
A key change in NAS Stage 2c is to simplify these three dissimilar sets of 
procedures into one common set of procedures for use at all aerodromes in 
Class G airspace. 
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Other services 
in Class G 
airspace 

At aerodromes in Class G airspace, an aerodrome operator or other interested 
party, for example an airline or local aero club, may establish its own third 
party on ground radio advisory service to provide basic aerodrome 
information to pilots operating at the aerodrome. This is known as a 
UNICOM service, and DOTARS will be encouraging more of these in the 
future as part of the Stage 2c implementation. 
 
The aerodrome operator or other interested party may provide a Certified Air 
Ground Radio Service (CA/GRS).  This is a more highly regulated type of 
UNICOM service unique to Australia. A CA/GRS provides weather and 
runway information to pilots and can also provide traffic information.  The 
person who provides the CA/GRS, a Certified Air/Ground Radio Operator 
(CA/GRO) must meet certain criteria as defined by CASA and comply with 
CASA requirements. This will continue as an option. 

 
Circuit 
Procedure 

For the past 60 years a standard procedure has been adopted for any light 
aeroplane approaching to land at a non-controlled aerodrome.  This procedure 
is called the standard circuit and is adopted by convention rather than laid 
down by regulation.  
 
The circuit is aligned with the active runway and may be either left- or right-
handed.  Liveside is the side of the circuit in operation which arriving aircraft 
join for landing. The deadside is the opposite side. 
 
CAR 166 requires that an aircraft track over at least three legs of a rectangular 
course aligned with the runway or landing strip which is most into-wind.  
Turns, once established within the circuit, will all be in the same direction, 
usually to the left unless terrain or ground habitation dictate otherwise; and 
the downwind leg will be flown at moderate speed [adjusted to avoid 
overtaking preceding aircraft] and holding a constant height – normally 
1000ft above the airfield. 

  
Standard Circuit Diagram 
 
        DEADSIDE 
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LIVESIDE 
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The problem 

   
The Problem There are presently three dissimilar sets of procedures at aerodromes in 

Australian Class G airspace. This means Australia has a more complex and 
unique operating and regulatory environment at these aerodromes than other 
countries. The present Australian procedures are unnecessarily preventing 
some pilots from using more efficient procedures, and the extra complexity of 
having three different sets of procedures together with lack of needed 
guidance in other areas means that collision risk is higher than it needs to be.   
 
As explained earlier, the aerodromes affected by the proposed regulatory 
changes are currently classified as MBZ, CTAF or Multicom. Each has 
different operating procedures, radio requirements and dimensions.  
 
Simplifying and standardising these procedures will produce both safety and 
efficiency benefits, as will the provision of clear explanatory and guidance 
material.  

   
Objectives of 
NAS 

The overall objectives of NAS are to: 
• increase Australia’s level of compliance with ICAO airspace 

classifications, while at the same time moving towards international 
best practice, often considered to be synonymous with existing US 
practice;  

• reduce costs to operators in low level airspace and to remove any 
inherent cross-subsidisation of low level airspace operations by high 
level airspace users, usually the large commercial passenger airlines; 

• foster aviation in Australia by optimising safety and providing 
services that correspond with risk and demand; and 

• reduce ‘over-servicing’ of aircraft whose operations require a lesser 
level of service. 
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Main aim of 
CAR 166 
change 

NAS Stage 2c aims to produce both safety and efficiency benefits by 
simplifying and standardising three procedures into one, and by producing 
clear explanatory and guidance material in areas where guidance is presently 
lacking, especially in relation to sports aviation.  
 
The main aim of changing CAR 166 is to permit more aircraft to fly less than 
three legs of the circuit, including the flying of straight-in approaches.  It also 
emphasises that pilots must take all reasonable steps to ensure that they do not 
cause a danger to other aircraft being operated in the vicinity of the 
aerodrome. This is an important element of the US system. 
 
A secondary aim of the changes is to incorporate a CASA requirement to 
carry and use radio at some aerodromes after their consultation process. 
CASA issued a Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM 0401AS) to initiate 
formal consultation on the proposed amendment to CAR 166. This NPRM 
canvassed the entire suite of Characteristic 29 changes “Operations at Non-
towered Aerodromes”, not just the changes to CAR 166. This consultation led 
to CASA specifying that 

• Carriage and use of radio will be required at some aerodromes, and 
• Only radio-equipped aircraft may conduct a straight-in approach at any 

aerodrome. 

 
 
 
Options 
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Options for 
Characteristic 
29 
 

Four options were considered for implementing Stage 2c of the NAS. 
 
1. Trial new procedures prior to implementation; 
2. Phased introduction of new procedures (at Australian CTAFs first then 

once proven, to current MBZs at a later Stage); 
3. Introduce full suite of new US procedures across all aerodromes in 

Australia at the same time; and, 
4. Introduce new procedures but alter them to preclude straight in 

approaches for non-radio aircraft and retain a radio requirement at some 
aerodromes;   (Option 4 is adopted). 

 
Options 1, 2 and 3 were subject to preliminary assessment against option 4. 
The preferred option 4 was subject to a full benefit-cost analysis (see next 
section) against the status quo. A copy of this benefit-cost analysis is attached 
as Annex C. 

  
Assessment of 
options 

Option 1: trial the procedures 
• A key objective of the changes is to provide a simple, standard set of 

procedures for all aerodromes in Australia. Introducing a trial at one or 
some aerodromes would add to the complexity of present operations 
because it would introduce yet another set of procedures in addition to 
those already in place. A trial cannot validly assess this system.  

 
Option 2: phase the implementation 
• Introducing the procedures at Australian CTAFs first, and then later at 

MBZs and other Australian aerodromes would also increase the 
complexity of the system as in Option 2 above, and fail to achieve the 
simplicity and standardisation objective. A simplified set of standard 
procedures at all non-towered aerodromes in Australia makes it easier for 
all pilots to operate safely. 
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Option 3: full introduction at all aerodromes 
• Implementing the full US NAS procedures for operations at non-towered 

aerodromes in Australia would ensure maximum harmonisation with the 
US system.  

• The replacement of mandatory broadcasts with a suite of standard 
recommended position based broadcasts allows pilots operational 
flexibility and also increases participation rates. 

• Any imposition of mandatory calls or mandatory requirements moves 
away from the philosophy underlying the change. 

Option 4: modified procedures at all aerodromes (ADOPTED) 
• As would be expected, some pilots (a minority) are anxious about 

changing long-standing procedures to something they have no experience 
with. The main concerns (expressed primarily by regional airline pilots) 
relate to allowing the possibility of non-radio aircraft operations at what 
are currently MBZ aerodromes. 

• This option therefore introduces the US procedures with the exceptions 
that: 

• Carriage and use of radio will be required at some aerodromes, and 
• Only radio-equipped aircraft may conduct a straight-in approach at any 

aerodrome. 
• This option largely harmonises with the US procedures, and captures most 

of the benefits of simplification and standardisation of procedures at all 
Australian non-towered aerodromes while meeting these pilots concerns.  

• This option has been fully assessed in a benefit-cost analysis. (See next 
section). A copy of this benefit-cost analysis is attached as Annex C. 
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Assessment of impacts 

  
Groups affected The main groups affected by these changes are: 

• All (35,000) active Australian pilots, 
• Airline operators, particularly regional airline operators, 
• General aviation business operators, including training, charter, aerial 

work and agricultural, 
• Airline passengers, 
• Aerodrome operators of non-towered aerodromes, and 
• People living near non-towered aerodromes. 
 
Australia has approximately 2,250 known airstrips, airfields, aerodromes or 
other such facilities for aircraft to takeoff and land. Of these, approximately 
37 aerodromes have a control tower service (operating as an MBZ out of 
hours), around 76 operate as an MBZ for 24 hours a day, around 387 are 
CTAF and the remainder operate as a Multicom on frequency 126.7. 
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Benefit-cost 
analysis 

DOTARS commissioned Access Economics to provide an independent 
assessment of the economic benefits and costs of implementing NAS Stage 
2c, Characteristic 29 as amended to incorporate CASA’s requirements. 
 
A copy of the benefit-cost report is attached as Annex C. 
 
Key benefits relate to safety improvements associated with the introduction of 
more standard broadcasts (rather than the current patchwork of location-
specific systems), and more simple, standard procedures in and around the 
circuit at non-towered aerodromes. A major benefit is the option for more 
aircraft to adopt straight-in approaches at all aerodromes. This delivers fuel 
saving and time savings to passengers and pilots. Other smaller benefits relate 
to reduced training time requirements and fuel saving benefits. 
 
Operational costs are faced by some regional operators when departing an 
aerodrome in some directions. There are also some first year implementation 
costs to regulatory and service provision agencies. 
 
The overall net benefit results for the NAS 2c Characteristic 29 are positive 
and substantial.  
 
Over the next 10 years in NPV terms, implementing this change will generate 
net economic benefits of $32.2 million (see table below) with 90% confidence 
that the benefits are between $27.2 million to $39.1 million.  
 
While NAS 2c generates an overall benefit to the economy, the costs and 
benefits are spread unevenly. For MBZ aerodromes retaining a requirement to 
carry and use radio and designated CTAF<frequency>(R), the central scenario 
indicates a small net cost (though this is not statistically significantly different 
from zero). However for the old CTAF aerodromes adopting the new US-
style procedures, there is a considerable positive net benefit, and for 
Multicom aerodromes there is also a considerable positive net benefit. 

  
Cost-benefit results table 
 

 MBZ Old CTAF Multicom Total 
Benefits $0.51m $18.75m $14.51m $33.77m 
Costs $0.69m $0.44m $0.42m $1.55m 
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Net Benefits -$0.18m $18.31m $14.09m $32.22m 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Consultation 

Consultation 
outline 

The NASIG consulted extensively on safety issues in the lead-up to the 
production of an initial safety case to CASA, primarily through safety 
workshops in various cities. An initial Safety Case was prepared and 
submitted to CASA considering all these inputs. 
 
CASA also published a formal Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) 
which generated many responses. 
 
As a result of its NPRM consultation processes, CASA decided the original 
Characteristic 29 proposal needed to be changed to address two CASA 
requirements.  
 
The NASIG then incorporated the CASA requirements and ran two further 
safety workshops to ensure these changes could be safely implemented with 
Characteristic 29. No further problems were identified.  
 
Since then NASIG has prepared an addendum to the Safety Case to cover the 
changes, and has conducted a further 22 information and feedback sessions 
with groups of pilots. NASIG has also consulted stakeholders on the 
suitability and timing of the planned training and eduction materials. 
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Initial Safety 
Case processes 

The NASIG prepared a Safety Case on these changes and submitted it to 
CASA on 21 May 2004.  
 
In the processes leading to the Safety Case report, NASIG consulted 
extensively on safety issues with focus groups of airspace stakeholders. In 
total 10 safety workshops were held in Brisbane, Melbourne, Sydney, 
Canberra, Perth, Darwin and Gold Coast leading up to the submission of the 
Safety Case to CASA. Workshops were also held for Defence. 
 
Each issue or hazard identified at these workshops was summarised in the 
safety case report submitted to CASA, along with the suggested mitigators 
identified and the NASIG response. 

  
CASA NPRM  
 

CASA prepared and published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) in 
January 2004. This NPRM generated a large number of responses from 
airspace stakeholders.  
 
CASA received 1279 responses to the NPRM. 
• 1170 responses supported the changes, 
• 101   responses disagreed with some or all the changes, and 
• 8       responses had no clear position on the changes. 
 
As expected the responses from the different industry sectors were polarised. 
• The general aviation, sports and recreational aviation associations, and 

over 1000 individuals supported the total NAS proposal as presented, 
therefore not needing detailed comment on particular aspects.  This is an 
extraordinarily high response rate, and is due in large measure to 
CASA’s innovative provision of a facility to enable convenient emailed 
responses to be submitted. 

• ATC and pilot unions, airlines, charter operators, aerodrome operators 
and some individuals generally opposed the changes.  Many of these 
provided detailed comments on specific aspects of the changes that they 
objected to. 
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CASA decision 
and Safety Case 
Addendum 
 

As a result of its industry consultation, CASA decided that pilots will be 
required to carry and use radio when operating in the vicinity of some 
aerodromes. They further required pilots to carry and use radio when 
conducting a straight-in approach at any aerodrome. 
 
NASIG conducted a further 2 safety workshops to check that the changed 
Characteristic 29 could be implemented safely. No further problems were 
found, and the two changes meant that Characteristic 29 would still largely 
harmonise with and capture most of the benefits of the US system. 
 
NASIG then prepared an addendum to the original Safety Case to record the 
change and the additional analysis to ensure the amended Characteristic 29 
could be implemented safely. 

  
Training 
requirements 
consultation 

NASIG consulted in the development of the draft training material for 
Stage 2c. This material was circulated among key airspace stakeholders who 
were further consulted on preferred content, presentation format and timing. 
CASA has also been consulted on the Training and Education material. 

  
Regulatory 
consequence of 
CASA 
requirements 

In order to meet the requirements CASA decided were necessary after the 
consultation process, some changes are now required to both CAR 166 and 
CAR 167.   
 
These changes are necessary to implement the CASA radio carriage and use 
requirements. They were not part of the originally proposed amendment to 
CAR 166 that was the subject of the CASA NPRM and the initial NASIG 
consultation and analysis. They are however intended to meet the main 
concerns expressed primarily by regional airline pilots in the consultation 
process. 

 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
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Preferred 
option 

The introduction of Option 4: modified US procedures at all aerodromes 
would allow the introduction of US procedures with the exceptions that: 
• Carriage and use of radio will be required at some aerodromes, and 
• Only radio-equipped aircraft may conduct a straight-in approach at any 

aerodrome. 
 
This option largely harmonises with the US procedures, and captures most of 
the benefits of simplification and standardisation of procedures at all 
Australian non-towered aerodromes while meeting CASA’s requirements and 
regional airline pilot’s concerns. 
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Monitoring and review 

Operational 
monitoring  
and review 

The NASIG will monitor the operational safety of Characteristics 29 and 6 
through the ATSB incident reporting system and the Airservices Australia 
incident reporting system. Any significant adverse trends will be addressed. 
 
The NASIG expects that pilots or ATCs will quickly notify any significant 
safety problem because of the degree of consciousness of the changes within 
the aviation community. This will allow any operational safety issues to be 
addressed as soon as practical. 
 
If, contrary to expectations, there an upward trend in incident rates is 
observed, then NASIG will: 
• Institute further targeted training and education and other action 

(including consideration of enforcement action under CAR 166) to 
address the problem in conjunction with CASA and other stakeholders, 
and 

• In conjunction with other agencies, assess the risk and if it is determined 
to be significantly increased, then take further action as necessary. 

 
The NASIG will conduct a post-implementation review of the changes 
3 months after implementation. 

   
CTAF 
<frequency>(R) 
criteria 

CASA and DOTARS have done some preliminary work towards developing 
criteria based on aircraft movements, density and mix etc to determine on a 
rational basis which aerodromes should be designated CTAF<frequency>(R).  
 
This issue has proved to be more difficult than originally expected, and 
criteria were unable to be agreed in the Stage 2c timeframe. This issue has 
been deferred until the creation of the future Office of Airspace Management. 
 
As an interim measure all aerodromes currently designated MBZ will be 
designated CTAF<frequency>(R). 
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Annex A Existing Regulations (CAR) 166 and 167 

Annex B Proposed Regulations (CAR) 166, 166A, 
167 and 322A 

Annex C Benefit-Cost Analysis of Characteristic 29 
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Annex A 
 
Existing Civil Aviation Regulations (CAR) 166 
and 167 
CIVIL AVIATION REGULATIONS 1988  

Existing CAR 166  
Operation on and in the vicinity of an aerodrome  
 

(1)  The pilot in command of an aircraft which is being operated on or in 
the vicinity of an aerodrome shall:  
 

(a) observe other aerodrome traffic to avoid collision;  
 

(b) conform with or avoid the pattern of traffic formed by other 
aircraft in operation;  

 
(c) when approaching an aerodrome, other than a controlled 
aerodrome, for the purpose of landing, join the pattern of traffic in 
use for the landing direction in the up-wind, cross-wind or down-wind 
leg, as the case may be;  

 
(d) make all turns to the left when approaching for a landing or after 
taking-off, if neither of the following applies:  

(i) CASA has directed otherwise for a particular aerodrome;  
(ii) air traffic control directs otherwise, either by radio, visual 
signal or signals displayed in the signal square;  
 

(e) land and take-off, in so far as practicable, into the wind if air 
traffic control does not direct otherwise;  
 
(f) before landing, descend in a straight line commencing at such a 
distance from the perimeter of an aerodrome as is common to the 
ordinary course of navigation for the aircraft type concerned, the 
commencement of that straight line not being nearer the perimeter of 
an aerodrome than 500 metres; and  
 
(g) after take-off, not alter heading from the take-off heading at a 
height less than 500 feet above the terrain, if the alteration was not:  

(i) directed by air traffic control; or  
(ii) necessary due to the terrain.  
 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 
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(2)  The provisions of paragraph (1) (c) do not apply to an aircraft 
conducting an instrument approach in I.M.C. if the instrument approach 
procedure requires the aircraft to join the pattern of traffic at any other point.  
 
(3)  The pilot in command of an aircraft that is being operated on or in 
the vicinity of an aerodrome shall not take the aircraft off from, or land the 
aircraft on, a part of the aerodrome outside the landing area of the 
aerodrome.  
 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 

(4)  An offence against subregulation (1) or (3) is an offence of strict 
liability. 

Note   For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.  

 

CIVIL AVIATION REGULATIONS 1988  

Existing CAR 167  
Procedure at controlled aerodromes  
 
 

(1)  If aerodrome control is in operation at an aerodrome, the pilot in 
command of an aircraft forming part of the aerodrome traffic shall:  
 

(a) maintain a continuous listening watch on the radio frequency 
authorised for communications with aerodrome control service, or, if 
this is not possible, keep a watch for instructions which may be 
issued by visual signals; and  

 
(b) obtain, either by radio or visual signals, prior authorisation for 
any manoeuvre preparatory to or associated with taxi-ing, landing or 
taking-off.  
 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 

(2)  An offence against subregulation (1) is an offence of strict liability.  

Note   For strict liability, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code.  
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Annex B 
 
Proposed Civil Aviation Regulations (CAR) 
166, 166A, 167 and 322A 

1 Name of Regulations 

  These Regulations are the Civil Aviation Amendment 
Regulations 2005 (No.  ). 

2 Commencement 

  These Regulations commence on 24 November 2005. 

3 Amendment of Civil Aviation Regulations 1988 

  Schedule 1 amends the Civil Aviation Regulations 1988.
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Schedule 1 Amendments 
(regulation 3) 

   

[1] Subregulation 2 (1), after the definition of night flight 
insert 
non-controlled aerodrome means an aerodrome at which an air traffic control service 
is not operating. 
Note   A non-controlled aerodrome is also known as a non-towered aerodrome. 

[2] Regulations 166 and 167 

substitute 

166 Operating in vicinity of a non-controlled aerodrome 

 (1) For this regulation and regulation 166A, an aircraft is in the vicinity of a non-
controlled aerodrome if it is within: 

 (a) airspace other than controlled airspace; and 
 (b) a horizontal distance of 10 miles from the aerodrome; and 
 (c) a height above the aerodrome reference point of the aerodrome that could result in 

conflict with operations at the aerodrome. 

 (2) The pilot in command of an aircraft that is being operated in the vicinity of a non-
controlled aerodrome must: 

 (a) maintain a look-out for other aerodrome traffic to avoid collision; and 
 (b) ensure that the aircraft does not cause a danger to other aircraft in the vicinity of 

the aerodrome; and 
 (c) conform with, or avoid, the circuit pattern; and 
 (d) unless subregulation (3) or (4) applies — when approaching the aerodrome to 

land, join the circuit pattern for the direction in which landing is to be undertaken 
on the upwind, crosswind or downwind leg; and 

Note   A circuit pattern has upwind, cross-wind, down-wind, base and final legs. 
 (e) after joining the circuit pattern for a landing or after taking off: 
 (i) if CASA has directed for the aerodrome that all turns be made in a particular 

direction — make all turns in compliance with CASA’s directions; or 
 (ii) if subparagraph (i) does not apply and visual signals are displayed at the 

aerodrome indicating a direction to make all turns — make all turns in 
compliance with the visual signals; or 

 (iii) in any other case — make all turns to the left; and 
 (f) to the extent practicable, land and take off into the wind; and 
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 (g) before landing, descend in a straight line starting at least 500 metres from the 
threshold of the landing runway and at a distance common to the ordinary course 
of navigation for the aircraft type; and 

 (h) after take-off, maintain the same track from the take-off until the aircraft is 500 
feet above the terrain unless a change to the track is necessary for terrain 
avoidance. 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 

 (3) The pilot in command of an aircraft may carry out a straight-in approach to a non-
controlled aerodrome only if: 

 (a) the aircraft is equipped with serviceable radio; and 
 (b) the pilot broadcasts the intention to do so on the VHF frequency in use at the 

aerodrome; and 
 (c) before starting the approach, the pilot determines wind direction and runways in 

use; and 
 (d) the pilot carries out all manoeuvring, to establish the aircraft on final approach, at 

least 5 miles from the threshold of the landing runway intended to be used; and 
 (e) the pilot gives way to any other aircraft established and flying in the circuit 

pattern at the aerodrome. 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 

 (4) The pilot in command of an aircraft may join the circuit pattern at a non-controlled 
aerodrome on the base leg, for the direction in which landing is to be undertaken, only 
if: 

 (a) CASA has given approval to do so; and 
 (b) details of the approval have been published in AIP. 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 

 (5) Paragraphs (2) (d) and (3) (b), (c) and (d) do not apply if: 
 (a) the pilot is conducting an instrument approach in I.M.C.; and 
 (b) the instrument approach procedure positions the aircraft to join the circuit other 

than on the upwind, cross-wind or down-wind leg of the circuit pattern. 

 (6) A pilot in command may operate an aircraft in the vicinity of an uncontrolled 
aerodrome that is designated under regulation 166A only if: 

  (a) the aircraft has a serviceable VHF radio; or 
 (b) the operation is authorised in writing by CASA. 

Penalty: 25 penalty units. 

 (7) The pilot in command of an aircraft must not take the aircraft off from, or land the 
aircraft on, a part of a non-controlled aerodrome outside the landing area of the 
aerodrome. 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 
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 (8) An offence against subregulation (2), (3), (4), (6) or (7) is an offence of strict liability. 

166A Designation — carriage of radio 

 (1) CASA may designate a non-controlled aerodrome in the vicinity of which a 
serviceable aircraft VHF radio must be carried in aircraft. 

 (2) CASA must ensure that details of a designation under subregulation (1) are published 
in AIP or NOTAMS. 

 (3) A pilot in command of an aircraft that is operating in the vicinity of an aerodrome 
designated under subregulation (1) must broadcast on, and monitor, the VHF 
frequency in use for the aerodrome when inbound to land, before entering a runway 
and when in the vicinity of the aerodrome. 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 

 (4) An offence against subregulation (3) is an offence of strict liability. 

 (5) It is a defence to a prosecution under subregulation (4) if the defendant had a 
reasonable excuse. 
Note   A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to the matter in subregulation (5) (see 
subsection 13.3 (3) of the Criminal Code). 

167 Operation on or in the vicinity of a controlled aerodrome 

 (1) The pilot in command of an aircraft that is part of the aerodrome traffic at a controlled 
aerodrome must: 

 (a) maintain a lookout for other aerodrome traffic to avoid collision; and 
 (b) either: 
 (i) maintain a continuous listening watch on the radio frequency authorised for 

communications with aerodrome control service at the aerodrome; or 
 (ii) if that is not possible, keep a watch for any instructions given by visual 

signals; and 
 (c) obtain, either by radio or visual signals, prior authorisation from the air traffic 

control service for the aerodrome for any manoeuvre preparatory to, or associated 
with, taxiing, landing or taking off of the aircraft; and 

 (d) unless otherwise instructed by air traffic control: 
 (i) to the extent practical, land and take off into the wind; and 
 (ii) before landing, descend in a straight line starting at least 500 metres from 

the threshold of the landing runway and at a distance common to the 
ordinary course of navigation for the aircraft type; and 

 (iii) after take-off, maintain the same track from the take-off until the aircraft is 
500 feet above the terrain unless a change to the track is necessary for 
terrain avoidance; and 

 (iv) make all turns to the left when approaching for a landing or after take-off. 

Penalty:   25 penalty units. 
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 (2) An offence against subregulation (1) is an offence of strict liability. 

[3] After regulation 323 

insert 

323AA Transitional — certain directions under regulation 166 

  A direction issued by CASA in accordance with subparagraph 166 (1) (d) (i) as in 
force immediately before the commencement of this regulation has effect after the 
commencement as if it were a direction issued for subparagraph 166 (2) (e) (i) of CAR 
as in force on and from the commencement of this regulation. 

Note 

1. All legislative instruments and compilations are registered on the Federal Register of Legislative 
Instruments kept under the Legislative Instruments Act 2003. See www.frli.gov.au. 
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 Annex C 

 
Benefit-Cost Analysis of NAS Characteristic 29 
 
Report Prepared by Access Economics Pty Ltd 

 



METAR/SPECI
A METAR is a routine report of meteorological conditions at an aerodrome. 

A SPECI is a special report of meteorological conditions, issued when one or more elements 
meet specified criteria significant to aviation. SPECI is also used to identify reports of 
observations recorded ten minutes following an improvement (in visibility, weather or cloud) 
to above SPECI conditions.

Location 
The location is indicated by either the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) 
location indicator or another approved abbreviation.

Date/Time 
The day of month and the time of the report is given in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) 
using six figures followed by the letter Z. The first two digits are the day of the month; the 
following 4 digits are the time in hours and minutes, e.g. 291741Z (time of report is 1741 on 
the 29th of the month UTC).

AUTO 
The abbreviation AUTO will be included when the report contains only automated 
observations.

Surface Wind 
The wind direction is given in degrees true, rounded to the nearest 10 degrees. A variable 
wind direction is given as VRB.

The wind speed, given in knots (KT), is the mean value over the sampling period which is 
normally ten minutes. The maximum wind speed during the sampling period is reported 
when it exceeds the mean speed by 10 knots or more. It is indicated by the letter G which 
is followed by the gust value, e.g. a wind direction of 280°, with a mean speed of 20 knots 
and a maximum gust of 31 knots, is given as 28020G31KT.

Visibility
The horizontal visibility is given in metres up to 9000 metres; with 9999 being used to 
indicate a visibility of 10 kilometres or greater.

When the visibility is estimated manually (i.e. by an observer), two groups may be 
reported when the visibility is not the same in different directions. In these cases, the 
higher visibility will be given first, followed by the minimum visibility and its direction 
(using one of the eight points of the compass) from the observing station e.g. 9000 2000N.

 BUREAU OF METEOROLOGY

 WEATHER SERVICES

 AVIATION

AVIATION WEATHER PRODUCTS

METAR/SPECI 

METAR YPPH 221130Z 

28012KT 8000 -RA FEW005 

OVC110 27/22 Q0999 RERA 

RMK RF00.6/003.4

SPECI YSCB 171515Z AUTO 

22015G25KT 9000NDV // 

NCD 13/09 Q1003 RMK 

RF00.8/003.0

Indicates elements which may
or may not be included

Date/
Time

AUTO Wind TEMP/
DEW PT

Supplementary
Information 

RemarksQNH

RVR CloudVIS WX

METAR or 
SPECI

Location

CAVOK

FURTHER INFORMATION
Aviation Weather Services

Visit us at www.bom.gov.au
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When visibility is given by an automated sensor (in fully AUTOmated reports), only one 
group will be reported, and any variation in visibility that may exist will not be given. 

Runway Visual Range (RVR)

RVR will be reported from aerodromes with RVR instrumentation whenever the RVR or the 
visibility are less than 1500 metres. It will be reported in the format RDD[n]/[n1] V1V1V1V1 [V 
n2V2V2V2V2]i (the elements in brackets are included only when applicable).

Code Description 

R A fixed indicator, denoting that RVR information follows 

DD Designates runway threshold for which RVR is being reported

n Parallel runways will be distinguished by the letter L, C or R indicating the 
left, centre or right runway, respectively

/ A fixed separator

n1 n1 will be given as P when either the RVR is either greater than the maximum 
value which can be assessed by the system (in which case VVVV will report 
this value), or when the RVR is greater than 2000 metres (in which case VVVV 
will be reported as 2000) 

V1V1V1V1 Gives the last 10-minute average RVR value except when the RVR has varied 
significantly during the sampling period, in which case it gives the minimum 
one-minute average value during this period (and is followed by V V2V2V2V2).

V A fixed indicator, included only when RVR has varied significantly during the 
sampling period.

n2 n2 will be given as M when either the RVR is either less than the minimum 
value which can be assessed by the system (in which case VVVV will report 
this value); or when the RVR is less than 50 metres (in which case VVVV will 
be reported as 0050).

V2V2V2V2 Gives the maximum one-minute average value during the sampling period. Is 
only included when the RVR has varied significantly during this period.

i Gives any distinct tendency of the RVR over the sampling period - either U 
(upward), D (downward) or N (nil).

Weather
Weather phenomena are reported using the codes listed in the table on the left.

Intensity is indicated for precipitation, blowing dust/sand/snow, duststorm and sandstorm by 
appending:
•	 the	prefix	-	for	light,	e.g.	-DZ	
•	 the	prefix	+	for	heavy,	e.g.	+RA	
•	 no	prefix	for	moderate,	e.g.	SHRA	

When precipitation is reported with TS, the intensity indicator refers to the precipitation, 
e.g. -TSRA = thunderstorm with light rain.

Well-developed dust/sand whirls (dust devils) and funnel clouds are reported using the 
indicator	+

One	or	more	codes	may	be	grouped,	e.g.	+TSGR,	-TSRASN

An observation may provide an indication of weather in the vicinity of the aerodrome, i.e. 
between 8 and 16KM of the aerodrome reference point. In these cases, the weather code is 
prefixed with the abbreviation VC (vicinity), e.g. VCTS.

Cloud
Cloud information is reported from the lowest to the highest layers in accordance with the 
following rules:
•	 1st	group:	the	lowest	layer	regardless	of	amount.	
•	 2nd	group:	the	next	layer	covering	more	than	2	oktas	of	the	sky.	
•	 3rd	group:	the	next	higher	layer	covering	more	than	4	oktas	of	the	sky.	
•	 Extra	groups:	for	cumulonimbus	and/or	towering	cumulus	clouds,	whenever	observed	and	

Code Weather Descriptor

MI shallow

BC patches

PR partial

DR drifting

BL blowing

SH showers

FZ freezing

TS thunderstorm

Code Weather Phenomena

DZ drizzle

RA rain

GR hail

SN snow

SG snow grains

DU dust

SA sand

SS sandstorm

DS duststorm

GS small hail/snow pellets

PL ice pellets

FG fog

BR mist

FU smoke

HZ haze

PO dust devil

SQ squall

FC funnel cloud

VA volcanic ash

IC ice crystals

PL ice pellets



not reported in any of the above. 

Cloud amount is described using the codes in the table on the left.

Cloud height is given as a three-figure group in hundreds of feet above the aerodrome 
elevation, e.g. cloud at 700 feet is shown as 007.

Cloud type is identified only for cumulonimbus and towering cumulus, e.g. FEW030CB, 
SCT045TCU.

When an individual layer is composed of cumulonimbus and towering cumulus with a 
common base, the cloud is reported as CB only.

If the sky is obscured, due to, for example, bushfire smoke, human observers will report 
the vertical visibility (when it can be estimated) in lieu of cloud. It is reported with the prefix 
VV followed by the vertical visibility in hundreds of feet, e.g. the group VV003 reports an 
estimated vertical visibility of between 300 and 399 feet (values are rounded down to the 
next hundred foot increment).

CAVOK
The abbreviation CAVOK (Cloud and Visibility OK) is used when the following conditions are 
observed simultaneously:
•	 Visibility	is	10	kilometres	or	more;	
•	 No	cloud	below	5000	feet	or	below	the	highest	25NM	minimum	sector	altitude,	which-	

ever is the higher, and no cumulonimbus and no towering cumulus; and 
•	 No	weather	of	significance	to	aviation,	i.e.	none	of	the	weather	phenomena	listed	in	the	

weather table. 

Temperature
Air temperature and dew point values are rounded to the nearest whole degree. Negative 
values are indicated by M (minus) before the numeral, e.g. 34/M04

Pressure (QNH)
The	QNH	value	is	rounded	down	to	the	next	whole	hectopascal	and	is	given	using	four	
figures prefixed by Q, e.g. 999.9 is given as Q0999

Supplementary Information
Supplementary information is used to report:
•	 Recent	Weather	-	significant	weather	observed	since	the	last	report	but	not	at	the	time	of	

observation is given after the prefix RE, e.g. RERA. 
•	 Wind	Shear	-	reports	of	wind	shear	experienced	on	take-off	or	landing	are	given	after	the	

indicator WS, e.g. WS RWY16. 

Remarks 
The Remarks section (indicated by RMK) may contain the following:
•	 Quantitative	information	on	past	rainfall	is	given	in	millimeters	in	the	form	RFRR.R/RRR.R	

or RFRR.R/RRR.R/RRR.R. The former, e.g. RF00.2/004.2, gives the rainfall recorded in the 
ten minutes prior to the observation time, followed by the rainfall recorded in the period 
since 0900 local time. The second format, e.g. RF00.2/003.0/004.2, gives the rainfall 
recorded in the ten minutes prior to the observation, followed by the rainfall in the sixty 
minutes prior to the observation, followed by the rainfall recorded in the period since 
0900 local time. 

•	 Information	of	operational	significance	not	reported	in	the	body	of	the	message,	for	
example: 
– information about significant conditions (such as bushfires and distant thunderstorms) 

beyond the immediate vicinity of the aerodrome, 
– any BKN or OVC low or middle cloud present at or above 5000 feet when CAVOK has 

been included in the body of the message, 
– CLD:SKY MAY BE OBSC may be reported in fully automated reports when the 

ceilometer (cloud sensor) detects nil cloud and the visibility sensor estimates horizontal 
visibility as being less than 1000 metres 

Data not available
Where a data group is not available, solidi will be reported in lieu of the missing group, e.g. 
//// for visibility, // for weather and ////// for cloud.

Ceilometer
Copyright © Vaisala 1998-2009

* NCD is reported (in fully automated 
reports only) when a cloud sensor 
detects nil cloud (a human observer will 
report SKC when the sky is clear).

Code Cloud Amount

SKC sky clear 

FEW few (1 to 2 oktas) 

SCT scattered (3 to 4 oktas)

BKN broken (5 to 7 oktas)

OVC overcast (8 oktas) 

NSC nil significant cloud

NCD* nil cloud detected 

Visibility sensor
Copyright © Vaisala 1998-2009



METAR/SPECI Examples
METAR YPPH 221130Z 28012G23KT 9000 -SHRA FEW005 BKN050 27/22 
Q0999 RETS RMK RF00.6/003.4 DISTANT TS

REPORT EXPLANATION 

METAR Routine meteorological observation

YPPH	 ICAO	location	indicator	for	Perth	Airport		

221130Z Time of observation is 1130 on the 22nd of the month UTC 

28012G23KT Wind from the west (280 degrees True) at 12 knots; gusting to 23 knots

9000  Visibility is 9 kilometres.  

-SHRA		 Present	weather	is	light	rain	shower

FEW005  There are 1 to 2 oktas of cloud with base at 500 feet  

BKN050  There are also 5 to 7 oktas of cloud with base at 5000 feet 

27/22  The air temperature is 27°C; the dewpoint temperature is 22°C  

Q0999		 The	QNH	is	between	999	and	999.9	hectopascals	

RETS  Recent weather was a thunderstorm 

RMK  Remarks section follows 

RF00.6/003.4  0.6 mm of rain has fallen in the last 10 minutes; 3.4 mm has fallen since  
 0900 local time 

DISTANT TS  Distant thunderstorm (greater than 16 kilometres from the aerodrome  
 reference point)

Element Criterion

Wind Direction Changes of 30° or more, the mean speed before or after the change being 
20KT or more 

Wind Speed Changes of 10KT or more, the mean speed before or after the change 
being 30KT or more

Wind Gust •	 Gusts of 10KT or more above a mean speed of 15KT or more 
•	 Gust exceeds the last reported gust by 10KT or more 

Visibility When the horizontal visibility is below the aerodrome’s highest alternate 
minimum visibility* 

Weather When any of the following begins, ends, changes in intensity, or is 
occuring at a routine reporting time: 
•	 thunderstorm	
•	 hailstorm	
•	 mixed	snow	and	rain	
•	 freezing	precipitation	
•	 drifting	snow	
•	 fog	(including	shallow	fog,	fog	patches	and	fog	at	a	distance)	
•	 dust	storm	
•	 sandstorm	
•	 squall	
•	 funnel	cloud	
•	 moderate	or	heavy	precipitation

Cloud When there is BKN or OVC cloud below the aerodrome’s highest alternate 
minimum cloud base*

Temperature When the temperature changes by 5°C or more since last report 

Pressure When the QNH changes by 2hPa or more since last report 

SPECI Criteria
SPECI is used to  identify reports 
of observations when conditions 
are below specified levels of 
visibility and cloud base; when 
certain weather phenomena are 
present; and when temperature, 
pressure or wind change by 
defined amounts (outlined in 
the table on the right).

SPECI is also used to identify 
reports of observations 
recorded 10 minutes following 
an improvement in visibility, 
weather or cloud to METAR 
conditions.

 

* Where no descent procedure is established for an aerodrome, the aerodrome’s alternate 
ceiling and visibility are 1500 feet and 8 kilometres respectively.



 Airservices Australia is the official distributor of aviation forecasts, warnings and observations issued by 
the Bureau of Meteorology. Flight briefing services are available at: www.airservicesaustralia.com. 
Telephone contact details for elaborative briefings are contained in Airservices’ Aeronautical Information 
Publication Australia (AIP), which is available online through their website. 

The Australian Bureau of Meteorology provides a wide range of observations, synoptic charts, satellite 
and radar images, forecast and warnings via the internet at www.bom.gov.au.

 © Commonwealth of Australia, 9 February 2011   

SPECI YMML 221945Z 14004KT 0600 R16/0600D R27/0550N FG VV/// 08/08 
Q1026 RMK RF000.0/001.8 

REPORT EXPLANATION 

SPECI  Special meteorological observation (for wind gust)

YMML  ICAO location indicator for Melbourne Airport  

221945  Time of observation is 1945 on the 22nd of the month UTC

14004KT  Wind is from the southeast (140 degrees True) at 4 knots

0600  Visibility is 600 metres 

R16/0600D   Runway visual range on runway 16 threshold is 600 metres, and is  
 trending down

R27/0550N Runway visual range on runway 27 threshold is 550 metres, with nil 
 trend

FG  Present weather is fog 

VV/// The sky is obscured (by fog); the vertical visibility is unknown

08/08  The air temperature and the dewpoint temperature are both 8°C

OVC110  There are also 8 oktas of cloud with base at 11 000 feet 

Q1026		 TThe	QNH	is	between	1026	and	1026.9	hectopascals

RMK  Remarks section follows 

RF00.0/018.0 There has been nil rain in the last 10 minutes; 1.8 mm has fallen since  
 0900 local time

SPECI YSCB 171515Z AUTO 22015G25KT 9000 // NCD 13/09 Q1003 RMK 
RF00.8/003.0

REPORT EXPLANATION 

SPECI  Special meteorological observation (for wind gust)

YSCB  ICAO location indicator for Canberra Airport  

171515Z  Time of observation is 1515 on the 17th of the month UTC

AUTO  This report is fully automated

22015G25KT  Wind from the southwest (220 degrees True) at 15 knots, gusting to 25 
 knots

9000   Visibility is 9000 metres (as measured by a visibility sensor) 

//  Present weather is unavailable 

NCD  Nil cloud has been detected (by ceilometer)

13/09  The air temperature is 13°C; the dewpoint temperature is 09°C

OVC110  There are also 8 oktas of cloud with base at 11 000 feet 

Q1003		 The	QNH	is	between	1003	and	1003.9	hectopascals

RMK  Remarks section follows 

RF00.8/003.0 0.8 mm of rain has fallen in the last 10 minutes; 3.0 mm has fallen since  
 0900 local time 
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ATMTION SAFETY AUfrTT REPO}IT

Au s tralia[ Cor-'er$metrt OQ*isotion Nante. : PeI-Air Avitttion PiL

Civil r{viation Safetv.A.uthority *Aii nn["r"nce: Pel-Air Mq"lt 2!!!

E]il1 CU"fIIE : SLTJU1IIARY

Background - . ----
Pel-Air Aviation Ply Ltd (PEL) is a whollv own"o sulolalut'v orntsiT:li1f1t-T].*lf:

.Air Aviation P$ Ltd are:

and holds AoC numbcr i)tvavz-0l issued on the 23 october 2006' The AoC permits the

oanduct of-Regular pouti* Transport {cargo only), charier and Aerial work operations in a

fre*t ot27 ahove 5700kg tu.uo prop and jet aircraft. operations are conduc'ted wjth 2 pilots

(multi crew). The aircr# rypesinciude_seven Wesrwind WWi 124, two Westwind 1124A,

foirr learjet Li'l36,ten Metio III, four Metro 23, and one Brasiiia€'MB 120 airffaft' 'l'hese

aircraft operate mainS' go* bases at S,vdney' Dalwin' Nowrq and Brisbane conducting night

n"Gf,t *ftfrrn Austraiia, "ni 
nation*t and international medivac and passenger cha$er'

Airwo'k operations ,oi*iri 
"ir"tget 

towing for the Royal Australian Navy at Nowra NSW

using Learjet and 
'weswurd aircraft. The company has a cuffent application with cASA to

vary iheir Aoc to op"r"r" SAAB 340 aircraft lorboth passenger and fieight operations'

The compan.v is stallbd by apprr:ximately 120 emplcyees which-includes approximately 70

pil'ts all of whcm ur" ,,rt';""f tothe comparq"s CASA approved CAR- 217 training and

checking organisation. ii," "hi*f 
pilot is a CASA upproutd check pilot and CASA rieiegaie

(ATO) and is support"ib," *"oifr", che^ck.piio#ATif acting as the Head of Training and

Checking. tire compaf ii"t t *-r of I c.heck pilotlATo iieiegates each approved to conduct

instrument rating renewals of company pilots'

Theconrpany,smainofficeislocatedal"Sl-S3BaxterRdVlascot,NSWandhottsestlre
management committee, ualninirt uti"'e officers, the chief pilot and head cltraining &

checking staff. Other bus"s a.e located at Nowra and Brisbane. The company achieves

approximately i7,000 revenue flying hours per ailnum'

The di
a

a

Chairman
Director
Directcr

Chairman & CEO

Corporate Manager & Compliance Manager

Engineering I'lanager
Chief Pilot/llead of Fl.ving Operations

Technical Services Engineer

Director
Frei ght OPerations Manager'

Rex Represtitave

ement Committee is:

a

o

The management cornmittee members are also on ths 'safety lvlanagement Conrnittee'

rvhich cOilvenes 
"t 

,.pu*t" monihly meetings to iiiscuss operational specific safety matters'

Sydnqt Region Ofice
Cit, i I At i at i on Safe $' t1ut h ot" ity

lO Box CF 51 Condell Park

2204

FaseZ af45 Dalc of lleport: APril 2008
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AWATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT
Australian Governmenl Organisatian !,{ame: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Cird Ayiation Safet-v..l'u thori t-v

Audit Reference: PeI-Air iutarch 2408

Audit Summa
Thir 

""dit "f 
thr companjl's CAR.2l71raining and checking organisalion was conducted at

the PEL Mascot office in accordance with the stated scope. The audit was scheduled as a

resulr of the inability of the audit team to complete an effective audit of the CAR217
crganisation in October 2007 due to fhe poor response of the majority of PEL pilots, and

check pilot/AT0s to the request from PEL rnanagement for the provision of their logbooks'

PEL Management accepted CASA's advice of a need to terminate the October 2007 audit

and schedule a second audit when alt piiots had responded to a subsequent request for the

provision of logbooks. This second audit ofihe CAR 217 haining and checking

organisation, as reported in this documenl was conducted in March 2008.

Access to all staff, facilities and records was made available to the audit team. The CEO,

Chief Operating Officer, Chief Pilo! Head of Training and Checking and Compliance

fulanagei were available thrnughout the audit which commenced with an entry meeting on

Tuesdiy 12m March 2008. Advice was given to PEL management by the audit team during

the first day of the audit that there was no record of FRMS kaining of flight crew. PEL

acknowledged this finding and CASA issued a Safety Alert on the same day. The lead

auditor alsa provided advice to the PEL CEO of other non-compliances on the 17 March

2008. Il light of this advice during the audit, the lead auditor determined that these events

had overtaken the need for a formal exit meeting.

Management Organisati on

tre audit detennined that the company has adequately identified the infrastructure required

under the Civil Aviatian Act (1988) and has an appropriate management organisation and

chainofcommandinplace'Theorganisation@theoPSMPaffAi.1.1
will be amended to reflect the appointment ofgruto the position of CEo
and the appoinfment ofi to the board of Rex Holdings eflective April 2008.

CAR 217 Training and Checkingorganisation - Fatigue Risk Management Systern€RMS)

The company's Fatigue Risk lvlanagement System (FRMS) was apploved by CASA on the

30th April 2007, Operations conducted under this FRMS require training for a1l flight crews

prior to them being rostered for operational duty. The audit of the CAR 217 organisation's

flight *.** training reconls revealed that while flight crews had been operating under the
pnf'vlS for l1 months, the FRMS training required had not been condncted. This non-

compliance was considered to represent,an immediate threat to the safety of operations and

CASA issued a'Safet1. Aiert' on the 12th March 2008 which required operations conducted

under the FRMS to cease and operations to be conducted in accordance with CAO48. The

company accepted CASA's declsion and advised CASA on the 1?ft March 2008 that the

,*qoir*it uining had been completed. CASA responded on the 1Sft March 2008 by issuing

approval for the company to resume operations in accordancc with thc FRfulS.

Sydney Region ffice Page 3 of 45
Civil Aviation SsfetY AuthoritT
PO Box CP 57 Candell Park
2204

Date of Report: April 2008
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Audit Srr rrt maly r{}E}t.....

Auclit of 20 flight crelv ti'aining lecr:rds revealed that apploxiniaiely 8{JYo cotriained no

e.ridenec of h'aining in Emerge nc,v Procedttrns Treining - Life Jackets and Lilb R.afts or

Hurnan Factors iUanagement Training. 'l'he compan-v r.r,as adYisecl on the i 7 lV{arch 2008 o{'

rhis br.each nf CAR ?l5 (9) and the CEO i'espcndec.lcn the 20 fuiarch 2008 advising tliat the

tr.aining wouid be conducted and compl*{ed rvithin a weeli. T'he CEO also advil;ed that the

company had rcvierved its t'aining requirements as stated in the OPSM lvith regald ta

Cor:trolled Fligi:t Inlo'lenain {CFIT}. Enhanced CtoLrttd Proximity Warning S,vstems

{EGPWS), ald Crerv Resource i\4anagement icRtul) antl that all piiots would completc

appropriate training ivititin i 
"veek'

Aurjit olthe flight crerv training records and log boolis revealed ihat renerval of instrtlt'nent

ratings ot't*'c {2) line pilot's by a *cmpan,v" check piloUA'i'O *ere not conductecl in

accorclance with the requirements of CAO 48.2.1. This ilvoh'ed approach aids being entered

on the renerval lorm and pilot log booh tiial were not flown dttring the flight test. The ;\TO
hat1 slated tha{ he had incorrectly' interpreted a recent cl'range to the legislatian. The Lead

Agclitor disctsserJ this rnatter wiih ihe Head of Trajning and Checking, and it u'as revealed

that PFlt, iloes conduct any r*gLrlnr 'standiirdisation meetings' or other'procedlral training'
r,vith it's check pilot/AT0 delegates'

&faglrgcment Svstern F{tidsl IMSN{) Sumrytry
The foilcwing is a brief sum$arT olthe analysis althe irziSM highlighting any signilicant

conclilsiofls on the perlbxnance nf tlre c.rganisaticn in li:e areas covered by ihe andit against

the {aur attributes, Managernent ltesponsii:iiiry-, -lnfr"astructure, Processes, and Monit*ring
and Implovement.

Managemetlt ResponsibilitY
Review ol lhq struclulc.*f the organisation ertablished thai fhe managsinent have appoinled

appr*priately tralned and qiialified persons 1o match the positio*s stated in the PEL OPSM

Part A1.l . I Operations Structure, end as a resnlt have demonstlatcd their conipliance lo meet

their resporrsibiliiies undcr the Civil Aitistion Acll988. Clominitment and Planning is

ciemonslrated by the 'h4anagement Commiitee' meeting monihly anri the reporis produced

fi'o*r ihcse r:ronthly meetings being given tr: the board.

Inliastu*cftr*
With regaril to the provision of data and information. the audit levealed that the Compliance

Malager and his team have been aciive in prr:ducing OPSM manuals io supnort the

compiny's operatioirs ri'ithin ihe relevant aviation legislation. An electronic I'ersicn o1'lire

conrpanl,"s opelalicns mani.riii sLriie is available to apprr:r'ed pelsons lvithin CASA via tire

FII- comgany intranet.

S;;tiit4' Region Afiice /orrga 4 $'4,5
C i y i I .4 t i at i t: t; S,tfe r,' . I u i lt n r r t.t

PO iJox CP 57 Candell I'ori:
l2Ai)
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AVMTION SAFETY AUDTT REPORT
Australian Gcvernment Organisatian Name: Fel-Air Al,iatian PiL
Civil Aviation Sr fct-r'An thorit-r

Audii Reference: Pel-Air March 2A0B

|....-:--
i Alrdit Summary c*nt,.... _ i

Process in Practice
The findings of the systems audit and the product surveillance conducted since the issue of
the AOC in October 2006 has demonstrated that while the senior managsment and staffhave
appropriate documented procedures avaiiable, the laiiure to detect the deficiencies in the

training and checking organisation with regard to the FRMS, CRM, Wet Drills, EGPWS

haining and the conduct of instrument rating tenervals not in accordance with the legislation

demonstrates that appropriate practices are not being conducted. Given the experience and

competency of the staft, this finding suggests inadequate resources are available rvithin the

CA,R- 217 training and checking organisation and the company's system of internal audit.

Monitoring and Improvement
From the deficiencies found in the flight crew training records it is cvident that internal audit

is not an integral part of the day to day flying operations in that it does not review operational

documents such as Flight Crew Training Records. Deficiencies in the document control and

internal audit system were also discussed during the October 2007 audit and elaborated in an

audit observattanTl25gg issued in October 2A07 {Attached at the end of this report).

Conclusion & Recommendation

Recommendation to PelAir Aviafion P/L
Given the fact that the company provide haining and checking for 70 pilots it is importani in

the interest of operationai safety for PEL management to resolve the issues stated in this
report and establish more effective and &equenf internal audit of the conduct and recording

ofthe training and checking of flight crerv. Given the number of piiots currently employed

and the cornpany's proposed expansion into the SAAB 340 aircraft, a review of the currenl

workload of the Chie{Pilot and Head of Training and Checking's shculd also be considered.

Sydney Regian Afice
Ciri! At,iation Safety Authority
PO lJox CP 57 Condell Park
2200

INOEX OF FINDIi\GS
Number Legislation Sysfem / Element FOI Type

317098

Civil A'sialion Act

'88T, 
CAR 215.

CAO 48

Operational Standalds

- Crcw Scheduling
Mal Campbell RCA

3 I 7C99
cAR215 (9),

CAR 217

Operaticnal Personnel -
CRtuI Training tulike Nolan RCA

3t710A

cAR 282{4)(b) ;

CAO 82.0 Appr 1

parc2.2(\

Operational Standards

- Instrument Rating
Renewals

Jim Wallace RCA

3 17101
cAR 21s {9).

CAP-217
Operational Fersonnel -
ECPWS Trainins

Mike Nolan RCA

cAr{ 215,
CAI{217,CAO20.11

Opelalional Standalds

- Wet Drills Training
Nfike Nolan RLA

713236 AOC Operations ilIal Campbell AO

Page 5 aJ45 Date af Report: April 2008
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A'MTION SA FETY ALID TT REPORT
Australian Government Organisation Name : Pel-Ait' Avialion PiL
Civli Avialion Safet5'.dslholity

Auclit Reference: Pel-Air Msrch 2008

Conduct

The audit team:
. Interviewed the Head oiTraining and Checking

' Rcviewed the Company OPSM, and
. Audited approxim ately 20 flight crew training records and log books by cross-

checking the entries of tmining and prcficiency checking performed during the
previous 12 month period.

Evaluation

Part G. Fatigue Risk Managemenf System if'RMS). The FRMS contained in the company
operatinns mannal (OPSM) was approved by CASA instrument EXfilA7 signed on the 30tn

April 2007. Operations conducted under this instrument required FRfuIS training for all flight
crews. In the CASA audit conducted in October 20A7, the audit team discussed the usability
and effectiveness of the FRh{S manual with the Compliance Manager and the FEL rostering
staff. The audit sampling determined that the system was operating to a satisfactory standard.

The March 2008 audit of ihe flight crew training records maintained as part of the CAR217
training and checking organisation revealed that the FRMS training of flighi crelys as

required in Part 6 the company FRMS manual had not been conducted. The non-compliance
was considered as an immediate threat to the saftty of operations and CASA issued a 'Safety
Alert' on the tr2e lvlarch 2008 which required operations conducted under the FRh{S to cease

and to be conducted in accordance with CAO48. The company accepted CASA's decision
and advised CASA on the 17'h march 2008 that the required haining had been cornpleted.

CASA responded on the 181h lr4arch 2008 by issuing approval for the company to resume

ooerations in accordance with the FRMS. Refer RCA 317A98 which is attached and was

issucd on thc i2'h March 2008.

Part D-2 2.2.2 Hunaan tr'actors Management Training. The OPSM states that aii company

pilots shall cornplete an initial and recurrent CRfuf course as per Annex 12 and 13 every i5
months. PariD-Z Annex 12 conlains a list of topics titled 'CRM Induction'to be done as an

induction course. Pad D-2 Annex 13 has a list of topics which form the re-cument lraining.

Of the 20 piiot fiight crew trairing records audited no evidence found that any of this training

had being conducted since 2001. Refer RCA 317099.

Part D- 2. Annex 11. Enhanced Ground Prorimity Warning Systems (EGPWS). The

OPSM stat{3s that the training has been imp}emented for operationai crews of aircraft
equipped with EOPWS. Of the 20 pilot training records audited no evidence was found of
any lraining being conducted since 2001 . Refer RCA 3 I 71 0 i .

S1tdnry Region ffice Page 6 ol45
i- i v i I Av i a I i o n S qfe ry* A u t h o r i r,,^

PO Box CP 57 Candell Park
2204

Date af Repar!: April 2A08
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Civil Aviation SafefyAuthority

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
Induction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Go-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :
Total Hours Flown:
Dual

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Co-Pilot;
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:

AVUTION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT
Organisation Name : P el-Air Aviati on P/L

O

O

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

t
I
a

I

FRMS Training Manual Part G 6 Training and Resources no record on file
Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14 flSrade 1 instructor

Audit Reference : Pel-Aii' March 2 }CB

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008

AUDIT FLIGHT CREW REGORD$

no record on file
no record on file
no record on flle

no record on file
12t01108
no record on file

Metro 3/ simulator
Command
09t02t08

Solo/Gommand/ICUS:
Day 20
Night 1.7
Cleared to line: 22102J08. No training records for line training and not stated in log book as a line
check.

21.7

28t11107
Can not tell aircraft type as only 1 page of log book provided.
Command
lnsufficient log book pages supplied
lnsufficient log book pages supplied
NDB,VOR,ILS,LLZ,DGA

Nav Aids Entered on Sticky label: Yes
Day or Night lnsufficient log book pages supplied
Laat cAo 20.11Gheck: 08/02107 I believe this is in error and should be 2008

;1",9'f*":mf':ied Date: fT
Dangerous goods: 5 Dec 2007 exp 5 Dec 2009
CAR 217 Proficiency Check Date: 212108

Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks: Pilot only supplied log book pages for Jan and Feb 2008, which appears to be from when

flloined Pel-Air. The training records are lacking any line training records-

-Anieft'simulator engineering examination results on file, Metro dated 12 Jan 2008, 95%
Endorsement 25 to 31 Jan 2007, 20 hours simulator, 8 to 9 Feb 20Al , 1.7 hours aircraft

Sydney Region Oflice Page 8 of45
Civil Aviation Safety AtdhoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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Sydney Region Offce PageT of45
Civil Aviatiott Safety Attlhority
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

AVIATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

part D-2 2,2.lEmergency Procedures Training - Life Jackets and Life Rafts. The OPSM

states that for_t"ifi4_qUAltfi9atipA with the companJ each pilot shall demonstrate his/her

competency in tfre usi of the lifejacket in the water, and for initial qualification with the

.o*pury, each pilot shall demonstrate in the water his/her competency in the deployment,

inflatioq boarding and passenger control procedures for the typical life raft carried on board.

There is also a requirement for-feSUggl$ training. Of the 20 flight crew training records

audited the resulti provided evidence that neither the initial or re-current training had been

conducted for most pilots- Refer RCA 317102.

ConducfofInstrumentRatingRenervals.ProductSurveil1anceconductedoW7
February2008ofaPELtraininsandchecki4..1funcr[91rbyCheckPilot/AToL
ilry;;J cr'""r. P irot appr [a*qlreiurted *::P:i:11:9':111fl.]l:
,laffrffitt to renew ttt" Iflg component of a instrument rating. This may have resulted in

,en"wals being conducted with the NDB being renewed on the basis of a renewal of the

VOR. Refer Audit Observ ation 7 13236

Flight Crew Training Record GCTR). Audit of the FCTR of-
pro?u""6 evidence ttrit iris instrument rating was renewed 20/03/07 and on the basis of a

hinht *h"r. an NDB and ILS approach was tested, his GNSS (RNAV) was renewed. Audit

"i?rr" 
rcrn oflffl-produced evidence that a VoR renewal was issued

on the basis of a flight 27/l\l07 on which no VOR; ILS or LLZwas flown' This was

corrected 7/11107 *h"r" an ILS was flown but without supporting Flight Test Form or Test

Number. Refer RCA 317100

F,light Crew Training Records Audited. Audit of 20 flight crew training records revealed

it uiupp.o*i*ately 8d/o contained no evidence of the conduct of required training' Attached

below are the CASA auditor reports for individual flight crew. Of particular concern is the

number of findings that state'No record on File"'

Date of Report: April 2008
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Civil Aviation SafetYAuthorifY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction ComPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

Syllabus of Training Check Pilots DG

CFIT
Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:

Endorsement Gommand or Co-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Gommand/ICUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft TYPe:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft TYPe:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills GomPleted Date :

Dangerous goods:
CAR 217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft TYPe:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Audit Reference: Pel-Air Morch 2008

Pel-Air Aviation PIL March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

no record on file
no record on file
no record on file

no record on file
record on file not dated
Metro 3
Command
25 April2O07
Yes

AVTATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Name: PeI-Air Aviotion P/L

ry-
5.0
tcus 120.8
2.7
118.1

11 July 2007

26 Apr20A7
Meiro 3
Command
Metro 3
1.8
NDB,ILS
NDB,ILS,LLZ,VOR,DGA
Log book only supplied for July 2007

no record on file
Valid to 01 June 2008
11 July 2007

a

o

a

I
a

a

t
o

a

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12 record on file not dated

FRMSTrainingrecordforFMSnotFRMSnotdated
Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14 no record on flle

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6 no record on file

Aircrai PJrformance Training Part D 5 no record on file

I
a

o

a

o

12 Dec 2006

Remarks: Cp has checked the training records. Where information is missing the CP has marked in

red. No evidence of follow up action/s recorded'

Sydney Region Offce Page9 of45
Civil Aviation SafetY AttthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Patk
2200

Date of Report: APril 2008



Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafefyAuthority

O

I
a

a

a

a

I
a

a

a

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:
Training Record
lnduction Gompleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex {1
GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flownl
. Dual
. Solo/Command/ICUS:
. Day
. Night
r Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Command or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night DaY

Last cAO 20-11Gheck:
Check Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date:
Dangerous goods:
CAR 217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CGAR 217 check Date:

Audit Reference: Pel-Air Marcli 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW REGORDS

No record on file
no record on file
no record on file
14 Aug 2001
'13 August 2001 NB this is FMS not FRMS

AVATION SAFETY AUDIT EEPORT
Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

no record on file
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file
4 Aug 2001 '
Metro 3 and E120
Command

Not evident from available files
Page from log book not supplied
no record on file
no record on file

29 Apr2O07
Metro 3
Command
Metro 3
'1.9

NDB,VOR,LLZ,ILS
ILS,LLZ,VOR,NDB,DGA

20 Seo 2007ry
no evidence on file
29 April 2009
07 Sep 2007

#,*4wtr.

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

GFIT awareness
Endorsement Aircraft Type:
Endorsement Command or Go-Pilot:

Remarks:Notrainingrecordsforendorsementtraining.tni'ilon
both Metro and E120. Although there is a divider (approvals/delegations/certificates) in the training

records document there is only 1 check pilot approval and this is for Pel-Air express, dated 18 April
2006. A check should be made to ensure this pilot has current approvals'

Sydney Region Office Page l0 of45
Civil Aviation Safety AtfthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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Pilot Name:
ARN:
MedicalValid to:

Training Record
Induction ComPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:
Last GAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills
GAR 217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:

AVATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14 no record on file

Low Flyin! Training D2 Annex 6 no record on file

Aircrafi performance Training Part D 5 only record for flight planning and weight and balance

Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6 no record on file

Dangerous goods e1p: 21 SePt 2oo9

end6rsemeit Aircrafi TYPe; Metro 3

Endorsement Gommand or Co'pilot: Command

Endorsement Date: 20 Aug 2007

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 200B

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

no record on file
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file

NDB,ILS,LLZ,VOR,DGA
insufficient log book pages supplied
17 Aug2007

I
a

a

a

I

Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown: 8'3 hours

Dual 8,3 hours

Solo/GommandllCUS:
Day 7 -6

Night 0-7

Gleared to line: 14 SeP 2007

Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:

lnstrument Rating Date: 06 August 2007

Air"r"tt iyp", unible to tell from log book pages provided as may be before employment

commenced.
Command
insufficient pages of log book supplied
insufficient log book pages supplied
no information available

14 Sept 2007

Previous GCAR 217 check Date:
n"r".X"r Chief pilot has marked information that is missing in red pen on some of the training files.

inln"ii= tn" procedure for follow up? Some written comments on training file very difficult to read.

Sydney Region Ofice Page 1I of 45
Civil Aviation SafetY AttthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Date of Reporl: April 2008



# Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetyAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12
FRMS Training

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

no record on file
no record on file
no record on flle
no record on file

no record on fiie

AVUTION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT

Organisation Name : P el-Air Av iation P/L

no record
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file

o

a

o

I
o

Anseft Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Co-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
SololGommand/IGUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:
lnstrument Rating Date:

Westwind
Command
25t11tO7

Shours 10 mins
Shrs 10mins
NIA
3hrs 25mins
t hr 45mins

28101108
06t09lo7

command
insufficient log book pages supplied
insufficient log book pages supplied
NDB,VOR,ILS, LLZ,GPS/DME arrival
yes
insufficient info supplied

04/09109
28t011o8

Aircraft Type: insufficient log book pages to determine type' CIR renewed prior to employment with
Pel-Air
Command or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.11Gheck:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date):
Dangerous goods exPiry:
CAR 217 Proficiency Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:

Sydney Region Ofice
Civil Afiation Safely AulhorilY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

new employee

Pase 72 of45 Date of Report: April 2008
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Civit Aviation SafefvAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction GomPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 1'l

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Co-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered YeslNo:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Gommand/IGUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Command or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night DaY

Last CAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills GomPleted Date:
Dangerous goods exPiry:
GAR 217 ProficiencY Check Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

AVATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Nante : P el-Air Aui ation P/L

I
a

o

a

a

o

a

a

FRMS Training no record on file

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Westwind
Co-pilot
24 Mar 20Q5

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Fel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

Examination results on file not dated
no record on file
no record on file
no record on flle
no record on file

no record on file
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file

a

a

t
a

a

Westwindqry
02 March 2007

Yesry
no record on file

3'1 March 2008
Westwind
Co-pilot
Westwind
1.7
NDB,ILS

24 Jan2007
17 July 2009
11 Nov2007

NDB,VOR,ILS,LLZ

#ry

Remarks: No endorsement training records or line trainins rqqqd!.Irvestwind examination on file not

dated. pitot maintenance authorityiound in file signed or6ylffllslos

Sydney Region ffice Page 13 of 45
Civil Aviation SafetY AtthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Gompleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot NamelARN:
Total Hours Flown:

. Dual

. Solo/Gommand/IGUS:

. Day

. Night
r Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Command or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT

no record on flle
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file
no record on file

AVUTION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT

Organisation Name: PeI-Air Aviation P/L

no record on file
no record on file
no record on flle
no record on file

Westwind
Command
09 July 2006
Yes

Name noton t"out[l[
No training records of endorsement

i&*:.ffiffi"

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYpe:
Endorsement Command or Co-pilot:
Endorsement Date:

Nav Aids Entered on Sticky label: Sticky label not in log book copy. Last log book sticky labelfor
CIR expired 30 Sep 2006
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Completed Date
Dangerous goods exPiry:
GAR 217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous GGAR 217 check Date:

30 Sep 2008
Westwind
Command
Westwind
1.8
NDB,ILS

Day

13 Julv 2007ru
24 July 09
27 Oct2007

R".",k".[flWaScommandendorsedin2006,Hed!dhjscommandupgradetrainingin
midzo0z.@tedtrainingasasupervisorypilot,Thistraininghasbeendocumented.

Sydney Regiott Ofice
CitiI Atialion Safety Authot'ity
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Page 74 of45 Dale of Report: April 2408
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Australian Government

CivilAviationSaferyAuthority

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction ComPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

AYIATION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT

Organisation Nome: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

a

o

a

o

Ansett Fllght Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Gommand or Go-pilot G/P

Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Command/IGUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.11Gheck:
Check Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date :

CAR 217 ProficiencY Check Date:
Aircrafl Type:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous GCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
NDB issued without flight test.
RafUJacket drills signed off for both A,/C on 20:11 check

System of Maintenance for E120 dated 9/01/08/
D.G Certificate valid to 2410912008/\
Exam Critique for E120 & Conversion Ground training Form/

Sydney Region Ofice
Ci'vil Aviation SafetY AuthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT REGORDS

No record
No record
(Undated) GFIT Course
(Undated)
(Undated) Fatigue Management Course

Metro 3 : Brasilia
Command
2411012006 30/01/2008

4.5

3.4
1.1
22-23t0312007

24t10t2007
Metro 3
Command'

{.9
VOR;lLS
NDB: VOR; ILS; LLZ; DGA

9.7

8.8
0-7

Pase 15 of45 Date of Report: April 2008



AI'IATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

;yfuk Australian Government

'+ilffiF{" Civil Aviaiion SrfetyAuihority
Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation PIL March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

a

a

o

a

a

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 1l No Records
GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

Sydney Region OfJice

Civil Aviation SaletY AuthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

11 10412007? See comment
No Records

No Records
No Records

c227
Gommand
03/02/2006

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex l4
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Perfornance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Go'Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Command/IGUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.1lGheck:
Check Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date
CAR 2tZ ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
'Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
DG valid to 02105129A9{
Supervisory Pilot/

No Records

No Records
No Records
2510712007

01/03/2007
BE76
Gommand

1.5
No Records
NDB; ILS; LLZ; VOR; DGA

No wet drill records

Page 16 of45 Date ofReport: April 2008
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Civil Aviation SafetYAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction ComPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex ll No record
GRM lnduction D2 Annex {2
FRMS Training

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Co-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Gommand/IGUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft TYPe:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

CAR 217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
Life rafVjacket ticked on 20:11

Engineering exam 1124/
DG valid to 07lQ7l2QQ9/

AVIATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel4ir March 2a0B

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW REGORDS

a

a

a

a

a

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

No record
No record

No record
No record

1124 WESTWND
Gommand
181't212007
Yes

5.1

3_5

1-6
06/01/2008

03/01/2008
BE76
Command

1.1
NDB;ILS
NDB; VOR;ILS; LLZ; DGA

Last GAO 20.11Gheck:GheckPilotName: ry
Wet Drills Completed Date (lf pilot does GHARTER):

16/01/2008
1124ru

Sydney Regiotr Ofice
Civil Aviation SafetY AuthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Page77 of45 Date of Report: April 2008
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Pilot Name:
ARN:
MedicalValid to:

Training Record
lnduction Gompleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex {1 Nq records
GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

AVATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Nam e : Pel-Air Avi ation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

I
a

Endorsement Aircraft TyPe:
Endorsement Command or Co-Pilot;
Endonsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours FIownr
. Dual
. Solo/Gommand/IGUS:
. Day
. Night
o Gleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:' Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last CAO 20.11Gheck:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date
CAR 217 Proficiency Check Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

No records
No records

No records
No records

CO.PILOT METRO 3

04t04t2007

5.3

No records
No records
27t0612A07

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots DG

l-- 1

l
l

)

i

:

j

27!1012007
Metro 23
Co-Pilot

1.5
NDB; GNSS;
NDB; GNSS; DGA; VOR (See comment)

27t10t2A07
Metro 23

2711012007ru

Remarks:
VOR renewed without VOR or ILS/LLZ being flown.
Pilot supplied LBE entry shows ILS; LLZ; VOR done on the 07/1 112007 with no supporting
documeniation.
Cleared to line 27106/07 but PA 1 doesn't indicate type; rego or flight time

Sydney Region Office Page 18 of45
Citil Aviation Safety Authority
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
220{)

Date of Report: April 2008
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Australian Government

Civil Avintion Sal'efYAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction GomPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11 No record
CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:

Endorsement Command or Go-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/CommandllCUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Command or Co'Pilot:
Aircraft TYPe:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

CAR 217 ProficiencY Check Date:

Aircraft TYPe:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous GCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
DG valid to 0211212009{

AVIATION SAFETY AAD IT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT GREW RECORDS

a

a

o

a

c

a

a

a

I

No record
No record

No record

FRMS Training No record

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Paft D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

a

o

a

a

o

Metro
Command
07t1012002
Yes

27112107

30t1112007
No record
Gommand
No record
No record
No record
ILS; LLZ; VOR; NDB
No record

Return after long absence

Last CAO 20.11check: 0311212007

GheckPilotName: ry
Wet Drills Gompleted Date (lf pilot does CHARTER):

Sydney Region Ofice Page 19 of 45
Citit Aviation SafetY AuthotitY

PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetyAuthority

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annex'l
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11 No Records
GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12
FRMS Training

AVATION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT
Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Audit Reference: Pel-Air Mareh 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

a

o

a

a

a

I
o

a

a

a

a

o

a

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft Type: Metro 3
Endorsement Gommand or Co-pilot: Co-Pilot
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/GommandllGUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Command or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on Sticky label:
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Completed Date (lf pilot does CHARTER):

CAR217 Proficiency Check Date:
Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous GCAR 217 check Date:

09t11t2007

Remarks:
Logbook shows 0.Shr l/F with item 28 (Steep turns) not tested during renewal CIR
DG valid lo 1211112009/
Jacket drill checked off on 20:11.

Sydney Region Ofice Page/\ of 45
Cfuil Atiation Safety Authof ity
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

No Records

No Records
No Records

01108t2007
Yes

7.9

6.8
1.1

09t11t07?

29t1112007
Metro
Co-Pilot

1.6
NDB; ILS
NDB;VOR;ILS;LLZ;DGA
3.5 (See comment)

Dale of Report: April 2008
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# Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetYAuthoritY

AVATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name : P el-Air Av iation P/L

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training

Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/Nol
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN:
Total Hours Flown:

. Dual

. Solo/Gommand/IGUS:

. Day

. Night

. Gleared to line:
lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft TyPe:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:
Last CAO 20.11Check:
Check Pilot Name:
Wet Drills ComPleted Date
CAR217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Gheck Pilot Name iARN:
Previous GCAR 217 check Date:

Audit Reference: PeI-Air March 20AB

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

No records

No records
No records

No records
09/05/2005

No records

No records
No records

Line Gheck 2711012007
20103107
Metro 23
Gommand

3.1
NDB; ILS;GNSS
NDB;VOR; LLZ; ILS; DGA; GNSS

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction ComPleted:a

o

a

a

a

o

o

o

a

GPS Training D2 annexl No records
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11 CFIT (Gorporate Air)

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6
Ei'rdorsement Aircraft Type: No records
Endorsement Gommand or Go'pilot: Command

ry
27hAnOA7ry

Remarks:
No copy of LBE Form to confirm in crew file
Pitot sripplied LBE shows NDB; VOR; LLZ; ILS; DGA; GNSS

Note; Unsigned licence
No DG Gertification

Sydney Region ffice
Civil Aviation SafetY AuthorilY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Patk
2200

Page2I of45 Date ofReport: April 2048
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Civil Aviation SafefyAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex {1 No Records
GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12
FRMS Training

AVUTION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW REGORDS

a

a

a

a

a

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Gommand or Co-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:'
Dual
Solo/Gommand/ICUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Command or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last CAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date :

CAR 217 ProficiencY Check Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
PreVious CCAR 217 check Date:

221A212007 (See comment)
No Recor.ds

No Records
No Records

Command
26tO7t2007

No Records
No Records
No Records
No Records
27tO2107

3110712007?
No Records
Command
Metro 3
2.5
VOFYILS
NDB: VOR; ILS; LLZ; DGA
No Records

Remarks:
Recommended for Line Check but document unsigned by recommender signature.

CIR renewed and NDB endorsed without flight check of NDB
No DG Certification

Sydney Region Office Page 22 of 45
Civil Aviation Safety AuthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Candell Park
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetYAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction ComPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

No record
No record

Metro 3
Gommand
02nal2006
Yes

5.3

5.0
0.3
07 I 12120A6 lRe-cleared 03107 120071

AVATION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT

Organisation Nane: PeI-Air Aviation P/L

0310712007

Gommand
Metro
1.8
NDB; ILS
NDB; VOR; ILS;LLZ; DGA

W
0310712007
Metro

a

a

a

!
a

a

a

a

a

EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11 (Undated) CFIT

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12 {Undated) cRM

FRMS Training (undated) Fatigue Management Gourse

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2.Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:

Endorsement Gommand or Go'Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
StickY Label entered Yes/No:
Total Hours Flown:

e Dual
. Solo/Gommand/ICUS:
o Day
. Night
. Gleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Gommand or Co-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested;
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last CAO 20.11Check:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drilts Gompleted Date (lf pilot does GHARTER):

CAR 217 ProficiencY Check Date:

Aircraft TYPe:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous GGAR 217 check Date:

ry
06-0711212006

Remarks:
i"""*irr"t" test check form so "Publicaiions up to Date?" not ticked along with others'

DG valid lo 2210612009/

Sydney Region Office PageL3 of45
Ciyil Aviation SaIetY AulhoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetyAuthority

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annex'l
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11 No records
CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12
FRMS Training

AVATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT
Organisation Nante: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Audit Refererrce: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

No records
No records

No records
No records

Gommand
1811',l12007

3.5
1.5

0711212007

30/08/2007
No records
Command
No records
No records
No records

11t12t2007

a

O

a

o

a

Endorsement Aircraft Type:
Endorsement Gommand or Go-pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual 5.0
Solo/Gommand/ICUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on Sticky label:
Day or Night:

Last CAO 20.11Check:
Check Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date (lf pilot does GHARTER):

CAR 217 Proficiency Check Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gheck Pilot Name IARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
1124 Engineering Exam/
No DG Certification
20:11 (1111212007) items not all checked off.

Sydney Region Affice
Civil At iati on Salety Authority
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

NDB;ILS; LLZ; VOR; DGA

W

Page 24 of 45 Date of Repor!: April 2008
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Cir'il Aviation SafetyAuthoritY

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction GomPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 1l No record
CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12
FRMS Training

AVATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

25/03/2006
a

a

a

I
a

a

a

a

a

No record
No record

23t10t2007

a

a

a

a

o

Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6/

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Go-pilot: Command
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Command/ICUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:
lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircrafi Type:
Command or Go-Pilot:
Aircraft Type:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:
Last GAO 20.11Gheck:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills ComPleted Date :

CAR 217 ProficiencY Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
Proficiency, Check to Line and Base signed off on the same day (same flighi?) UVffiIZ 3t11t}7.

Wet drill training has been waived on Pel-Air checklisis
No CIR test form to confirm hours; aids etc.

No records of commencement of employment date
No DG Certificate

Sydney Region Ofice Page 25 ai45
Civil Atiation SafetY AtrthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

NDB; VOR; ILS; LLZ; DGA

22t10t2007ry
Waived

tu
6.6

4.2
1.6
2311'fi2007
17109107 valid to 30lOgl2OO7
Unknown
Command
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Date of Report: April 2008
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AVUTION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

27t08naa7
metro 3

2.2
VOR and LLZ

20 Feb 2009
27 Aug2007
Metro 3il
30April2007

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

a

t
a

o

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

o

a

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Completed:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex {1
CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training
Ansett Flight Simutator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14
Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Check Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft Type :

Endorsement Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN:
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Command/ICUS:
Day
Night
Cleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last GAO 20.11Gheck:
Check Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Gompleted Date (lf pilot does CHARTER):
Dangerous Goods:
CAR 217 Proficiency Gheck Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:
NDB RENEWED WITHOUT BEING FLOWN. otoflwho has left company.

Evidence of CRM, FMS, CFIT training in 2001

Sydney Region Ofice
Civil Aviation Safety AuthoritY
PO BoxCP 57 Condell Park
2200

Page26 of45 Date of Report: April 20A8
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# Australian Government

Civil Aviaiion SaieiYAuthoritY

AVIATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

a

)
a

c

a

a

c

a

O

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction ComPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training
Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6
Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syltabus of Training Check Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Gommand or Go'Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Gommand/IGUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:

lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft TyPe:
Gommand or Co-Pilot:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:
Last GAO 20.11Gheck:
Check Pilot Name:

Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CGAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:

Sydney Region Ofice
Civil Aviation SafetY AuthotitY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2A08

Pel-Air Aviation F/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

29 April2007
Metro 3
Gommand
1.9
NDB, VOR, ILS, ILS, LLZ

ffi

a

a

I
c

a

Wet Drills Gompleted Date (lf pilot does CHARTER):

Dangerous Goods: 29 APril 2009

CAi217 Proficiency Check Date: 7 Sept 2007

ry
29 April2007

Page27 of45 Date of Report: APril 2008
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-# AVUTION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT
Australian Government. Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Civil y',viation Safetl'Authcrity

Audit ReJbrence: Pel-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction Gompleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

GRM lnduction D2 Annex 12
FRMS Training
Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Gheck Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5
Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft Type: Metro 3
Endorsement Command or Go-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARN :

Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Command/ICUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:
lnstrument Rating Date:
Aircraft Type;
Command or Go-Pilot:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on Sticky label:
Day or Night;

Last CAO 20.11Gheck:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills Completed Date (lf pilot does GHARTER):
Dangerous Goods:

GAR 217 Proficiency Check Date:
Aircraft Type:
Gheck Pilot Name /ARN:

ILS, LLZ, VOR, NDB

a

a

o

a

a

a

I
I
a

a

t
a

a

o

30 Nov 2008

03/Dec 2007

-

02 Dec 2009

27 DecZA0T
Metro 3

Remarks: Training file contained a Training Summary of hours flown sectors flown
training captain, inst approaches, hours day, night, instrument flight.

Line training form PEL 3001 from 24Dec2O07 to 3 Dec 2007. Some forms are not completed in

accordance with the instructions issued to all check pilots by the HOTC. Audit Observation.

Sydney Region Ofice Page2\ of 45
Civil Aviation Safety AtnhoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

DaIe of Report: April 2008
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# Australian Government

Civi! Aviation SafetYAuthoritY

AVATION SAFETY AADIT KEPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

a

a

o

a

a

o

9

a

a

a

o

t
a

Pilot Name:
ARN:
Medical Valid to:

Training Record
lnduction GomPleted:
GPS Training D2 annexl
EGPWS Training D2 Annex 11

CRM lnduction D2 Annex 12

FRMS Training
Ansett Flight Simulator lnstructors/Check Pilots D2 Annex 14

Low Flying Training D2 Annex 6

Aircraft Performance Training Part D 5

Syllabus of Training Gheck Pilots D6

Endorsement Aircraft TYPe:
Endorsement Command or Go-Pilot:
Endorsement Date:
Sticky Label entered Yes/No:
Endorsing Pilot Name/ARNr
Total Hours Flown:
Dual
Solo/Gornmand/IGUS:
Day
Night
Gleared to line:
lnstrument Rating Date:
A,ircraft Type:
Gommand or Go-Pilot:
Hours Flown:
Nav Aids Tested:
Nav Aids Entered on StickY label:
Day or Night:

Last CAO 20.11Gheck:
Gheck Pilot Name:
Wet Drills GomPleted Date
Dangerous Goods:
GAR 217 ProficiencY Check Date:
Aircraft Type:
Check Pilot Name /ARN:
Previous CCAR 217 check Date:

Remarks:

02 April2007

SYdnel'Region Office
Civil Aviation Safety AulhorilY

PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Audtt Reference: Pei-Air March 2008

Pel-Air Aviation P/L March 2008
AUDIT FLIGHT CREW RECORDS

19 June 2007
Metro 3
Gommand
1.2
NDB,ILS

05 July 2009
05 Nov 2007#tu

Page29 of45 Date of Report: Apt'il 2008
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.ffi Australian Government
"'*#SY* Civit Aviation SafetyAuthority

AVATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Authorify for the conduct of the audit
'the audif identified in this report was carried out by CASA in pursuance of its functions

under section 9 of the Civil Aviation Act 1988.

Confidentiality
This audit report is a confidential document between the CASA and the operator/certificate

holder. CASA will not disclose this report or any part of it to any third person except, in

pursuance of its functions, with the express permission of the operator/certificate holder, or

as required by law.
Audit Method
The audit is a sampling exercise and does not purport to be a total systems review. The

sampling provideJa snapshot of the system and any deficiencies detected could point to a

systimic problem, requiring a total systems review by the operator. The operator/certificate

nttder as outlined below must address deficiencies and problems identified in the audit

findings.
Audit Findings
Audit frndingr 1nuy be in the form of Requests for Corective Action (RCA)' Safety Alerts

(SA) or Audit Observations (AO).

RCA (Request for Corrective Action)
RCAs detail deficiencies that involve non-compliance with legislation and must be

addressed. The deficiency is described in the 'details of deficiency' field. For RCAs, the

following actions must be taken to address the deficiency/deficiencies:

Remedial action: to remedy the immediate situation so that operations are brought within

safe parameters; for example: the REMEDIAT ACTiON to address an identified deficiency

of 'cabin crew not currently fuained in emergency procedures'would be to conduct training

for all affected staff.
lnvestigative action: to identify the deficiency/problem and determine the root cause;

Correciive action(s) to address the root cause of the problem; for example The

CORRECTIVE ACTION would be to document and implement a system for training,

recording reporting and warning of pending expiry dates for all initial and recurrent haining

The certificaie holder must record both the remedial and corrective action taken on the

'recipient's response' page of the RCA and retum it to the address shown, by the due date.

Where the coriective-action cannot be completed by the due date, the certificate holder must

indicate the date by which the corrective action witl be completed. (Note: To avoid

unnecessary pugtt lo this report, only one copy of the 'recipient's response'page is included

at the end. Please photocopy as required)

Safefy Alerts
e Sa}gfy ALERT is a particular fype of REQUEST FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION that

must be addressed II\0IEDIATELY. As the holder of the certificate, licence, CASA

approval or authority, the certificate holder must take action to ensure that the deficiency is

rectified carrying out RCA steps 2) and 3) above:

a) before the continued operation of the aircraft concemed; or

bj befor" continuing any activity carried out under the certificate or licence or approval or

authority held by you that is the subject ofthe deficiency'

Sydney Region Ofice Page 30 of 45
Citil Aviatiotz Safety Atnhority
PO Box CP 57 Condell Patk
2200

Date of Report: April 2008
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>! , AVATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT

l#ffi ArstralianGovernment OrganisationName: PeI-AirAviationP/L
+ffi* civi! A'riation SafetyAuthcrit-

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Audit Observations
An Auditor raises an AUDIT OBSERVATION to draw attention to latent conditions or

minor deficiencies in a system that cannot be athibuted to a current legislative requirement.

The intention is to raise awareness with a view to avoiding problems in the future. Response

to OBSERVATIONS is not required. However, Auditee's would be well advised to take

appropriate action as part oftheir continuous improvement processes. Actions taken may be

covered in future surveillance.

Note: A copy of all Safety Alerts (SA), Request for Corrective Actions S.CA), Audit
Observations (AO) and Aircraft Survey Reports(ASR) are attached

Sydney Region Offce Page 3t of 45 Date of Report: April 2008

Civil Aviation SafetY AuthoritY
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nislltion Narne: Pel-Air Aviation

22]573

AVUTTON SAFETY AUDIT RETORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation ?/L

Audit Re-ference: Pel-Air Marclt 20AB

$Re uest fsr Correcfive Action

317099

Postcode: 1460.

lation215 cAR217 {1

,A.RN:

Contnct Address: P0 Box 807 Mascot NSW

Referenee: Aviation Re

Audit lilement:
of a Request

tlntelssuetl: $-r.E"lgg
Rcsponse Duc r g.lUPY

[ 1 - Managemeni Commiiment
n 2 - Planning
il 3-ManagementReview
[ 4 - Faciliiy
fl 5 - Tools, Equipment and Materials

[ 6 - Daia, lnlormaiion & Records

ional Standards - CAR 217 Trairing & Check - Crelv Resource fuIana

Action (RCA) does not in any way preiadice prerogative to take at any time

ot ather legat action as be appmpiata in {he circumstances'

Details of DeficieneY:
part D-2 2.2.ZHtmanFactols Managernent Tlaining of the OPSM states that all company pilots shal1

cornplete an irrilial and recurenl CRM course as per Annex 12 and l 3 every l5 :n:ronths. Part D-2 Anttex

.12 contains a list of topics titled'CRM lnrluction'to be done as an induction csurse. Patt D-2 Antex l3

has a lisx of topics which form the re-cunent training. Of the 20 pilot flight crew tririning recolds auditetl

no evidence lbund that any 0 Fthis truining being conducted since 200 L

Criteria:
ci,rit ar,:ution Regulation CAR 215 {9) states that each merntrer of the operations personnel oJ'an opelator shall

comply with all initr:uotions contained in the oper:ations manual in so far: as they lelate to his ol her duties or

aclivities.

civil .{r,iation Regulation cAR 217 (1) states thal "An operator of a regula| public tlansport sei'vice, an oper'ator of

any aircrafl the ,ni*in u* take-off weight ofrvhich exceeds 5700kilograms and any other operator that CASA

specifies shall provide a tr.aining and cheoking organisation so as to ensure that members ofthe opetatot's operating

crews maintain theil conlpetency".

CAR ?iT(3) states thai..'llhe trahr.ing and checking organisntion and its tests and checks provided for thelein shall be

subiect to approval of CA SA".

CASA Offrcs Address:

Is this RCA linlied to a SnfeQ'Alert?

I Ycs

CASA Office Use OnlY
File: Folio:

BNo

n 7- Personnel
E I - Process in Practice

ng- lnternal Audit
n 10 - lnternal Reporting

[ 11 - lnvestigaiion
J lZ- Remedial, Corrective and Prevenlive Aciion

Printed Name: Mike Nolan

Data Eniryi Area oflice:

__J_1_

Date of Reporl: ilpril 20il8

Printed Name: Ijale Enlereo:

Signature:

Sythrcy.Region Afiice
Cit il Avirilion Safely Aulltori4t
PO Bax CP 57 Co*dell Park
2204

Components as causal factors: (seleci only
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AVUTION SAFETY AUDIT KEPORT
Australian Government Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Request for CorrectiYe Action

Name: Pel-Air Aviation Pfy Ltd
ARN: 227573
Gontact Address: PO Box 807, Mascot, NSW 1460

RCANumber 317099

Conective Action: This section to be completed by the recipient or by hidher representative and {orwarded to the above office by

the response due date shown on Page 1 of lhis request.

Remedial ActiOn: (Action taken to ftx the immediate effecls of lhe identffied deficiency):

Root GaUSe(S) ldentified: (what was the root cause of the identilied deficiency)

GOrrective Action : (Action taken fo address ffie roof cause of the deficiency lo ensure the deficiency does not recur):

Date:_/-/-

of Action:

GASA Representative Acceptance:
Date: 

-/---1
Signed:
RCA"/S (on File: Associated Papers:

Sydney Region Ofice
Civil Aviation Safety hnhoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

*.H+affiTs. Civil Aviation SafefYAuthoritY

Office Address: PO Box CP 57 Condell Park 2200

CASA Office Use Only

Page33 of 45 Date of Report: April 2008



Ci vil Aliatinn fitfctyAuthorily

Pel-AirAviation P Lrd

a Request for not in any way

at alher legal action as be apprcpiate ih the citcumatances.

AIL4TTAN SAFETY AAT}IT REPQRT

Orgmisetion Naffis: ?el.Air Aviation P/L _
Audit Refereftce.: Pel-Air L'{*rh 2008

3 17100

any time such

Folio:

CASA Office Address:

ls this RCA linked to a $afeE Alert?

il Yes XNb

Data Enlry: Area office:--...---
Enlered: / IPriirled Nam€

Signature:

Sytlney Region Ofiice
Ciri,l Avialion Safe4) Authoriry
P0 Box CP 57 Condell I'arh
22()0

2275'13

PO Box 807, Mascot, NS'W

erorv R€rerence: CAR 282(4)ftr) ; CAO 82.0 Appendixl paruZ'2(

ional Standards - CAR 217 Training & Checki

Details of Deliciency:

ry\ryasissD€darene1val2al$n:70fCNSSon'thelrasisofaflightlvhere
an NDB ald Il,S solely were tested.

issued VOR on the basis of a flight 27110/07 on which no VOR,

ILS or LLZ was flswn.

Criteria:

CAO 82.0 reads in paragraph 2.2 Responsibilitias of Chief Pilot - (f) moniloring operational standatds,

rnaintaining training records and supervising the training and checking af flight u'erv of the operator;

CAR 282 (4) b) issue a ceriificate that he or she is required or empowered under these Regulatisns without

ensul'ing thal all rnattels tlisrein are tlue and correct in every material particular.

Date lssued: t narr,E O <
Response oue: 6 .1.-*-l<-oV

CASA Office Use Only
File:

Gomponents as causal factors: (Select only one)

fl 1 - Management Commitrnent
n 2 - Planning
D3-ManagementReview
[ 4 - Facility
[] 5 - Tools, Equipment and Materials

fl o - Data. lniormalion & Records

t'ti,,, tt,o l/*-

Ll /-Personnel
X8-Process in Practice
il9- lnternal Audil
tr tO - lnternal RePorting
[ 11 - lnvestigation

_-. [ 12 - Remedial, Corectlve and Preventive Action,

rames rrecerickwunacew..q *[Q].[t#*: tl 
lH{OG
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Name:
ARN:

Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetYAuthoriiY

Pel-Air Aviation PtY Ltd
227573

AVATION SAFETI. AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

RGA Number: 317100

Gontact Address: PO Box 807, Mascot, NSW 1460

Coftective Aclion: This section to be completed by the recipient or by his/her representative and forwarded to the above offrce

by the response due date shown on Page 1 of this request'

F.emedial Action: (Action taken to fix the immediale etTects of the identified deficiency):

Root Cause(s) ldentified: (what was the root cause of the identified deficiency)

CoffeCtiVe Action: (Action taken to address the root cause of the deficiency to ensure the deficiency does not

recur):

Date'. _l-l_

GASA Office Address: PO Box CP 57 Condell Park 2200

GASA Representative AccePtance:
Signed:
RCA"/S on File:

Date: 

-/-/-Associated Papers: 

--

Sydney Region Office
Civil Aviation SafetY AzihoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Pm'k
2200
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t#ffi-$:i aush'alisn Gbretnment, i.:.r: -:
"--i.14$6gZf-.,- -r .. rarrlffi-.
""e-l#FJ'is Cii,il Aviat ion Srfety Au{lroriLy

AYATTON SAFETY A T] DIT REFORT

Organisatiov N dnrc : Pel-Ait' Aviation P /L
Audit Rcference : Pel-Ait' fufttrch 2 008

R Erest for Csrreetive Aetion

No!e: /ssue for Coffective Action in any way prejudice CASAT preragative ts lake at ary

egulatory or oiher acliofi as may be apprcpiale h the tircumstances)

Critsriai
Civil Aviaiion Or.der 82.0 Appendix I ss 2.2 states in part that the "responsibilities of the chief pilot musi unless

CASA otherrvise specified in writing include: (f) monitoring operational standards, maintaining haining records and

supervising the trainiug and checking offlight cterv ofthe oper:ator"

Civil Aviation ltegulation 2 I 7 (l) states that " An oprrator of a regular: public lransport service, an operator of any

sirc1.nft the maximum take-offweiglit olllr,hich exceeds 5?0Okilograms and any other opelator ihat CIASA specifies

shall plovitle a train.ing and checking olganisiltion so as to ensut'e dtat mernbers of the operator's opelating crews

maintain theil competenc,v"

CAI{ 217(3) states thai "'I'he tr:aining ar:d checking organisation and i1s tests and checks provided for therein shall be

subject to apprtval of CASA".

Cjvil Avialion Regulation CAR 215 (9) states that each mernber ofthe opei:ations personnel of an opelatol shall

compiy rvith all instr.ucrtions contajned in the operations ntanoal in so far as they relate to his or her duties or

aciivilies.

Dxte Issued:

Response lne; -*G /&.1 I f

CASA Office Use Only
F

CASzN Office Address:
Is this RCA linhed to a Safety A.lert?
XYes ENo

t_/ 5 / €*K

Com ents as causitl fatturs: Select

MikeNolan

Folio: Data Enliy:
Printed Name: Date En{ered: / /
Signature:

Sydney Regian Afiice
Citil Aviation Safep Autltority
PO Bax CP 57 Condell Park
2204

rislfion Nnme: Pel-Ail Aviation Ptv Ltd

Contact Address: PO Box 807 }4ascot

latorv llefereuce: Civil Aviation Resulation 217, CAR215

Audit Eleme.nt: tional Standards * CAR2l7 liairi & Checkins Oraanisation

227573

Details of Dcliciency:

The OPSM states in Part D- 2. Annex 11. Enhanced Grould Proxinrity Warning Systems

GGPA/S) that the training has been implernenled fbr op*mtional ctews of aircraft equipped rvith

EGPWS. Of the 20 pilot training records aLrdited no evidence lvas lbund of tJris haining being

coflducted since 2001,

[ 1- Management Comrnilment

f 2 - Planning
[ 3 -Managenient lleview
I l4-racrlrty
X 5 - Tools, Equipmenl and ivlaierials

n 6 -Data. ln.funnation & Recor:ds

[ 7- Pemonnel

E 8 - Itlocess in Plactice

[9- Inte,nalAudit
I t0 - Inter:sl Reporting

n tt - Investigation

n l2 - Renredial, Corective and Preventive Actir:n

Page36 oJ'45 Ikrte aJl?epart: lpril 20$B
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Australian Government

Civil Aviation SafetYAuthoritl

Pel-Air Aviation Pfy Ltd
227573

AVUTION SAFETY AADIT REPORT

Organisation Narne: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

Request for Corrective Action

RGA: 317101
Name:
ARN:
contact Address: PO Box 807 Mascot 1460

Conective Action.. Ihr's seciion to be clmpteted by lhe recipient or by histher representalive and forwarded to the above office by

the respotse due date shown on Page 1 of this request.

Remedial ActiOn: (Action taken to fix the immediate effecb of the identified deficiency):

ROOt GauSe(S) ldentified: (what was the roat cause of the identifred deficiency)

COffeCtiVe ACtiOn: (Action taken {o address llre roof cause of the deficiency to ensure the deficiency does not recur):

Date: _/_i_

of Action:

Office Address: PO Box GP Condell Park 2200

CASA Oflice Use OnlY

CASA Representative Acceptance:
Signed: Dale: 

-l---l-Associated Papers:RCA,/s on File:

Sydney Region Office
Civil Avialion SafetY AuthoritY
PO BoxCP 57 Condell Park
2200

Page37 of45 Date of Report: April 2008
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AWATION SA.FETY AADTT RE]>ORT

Orgattisation Name : Pel-Air Av iatian P/L

Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 20A8

ntequest for Correetive Actioql

ARN: 227573 RCA: "" 3.1.7'.102:

Contrct Addrcss: PO Box 807, Nlascot, NSW Pcstcode: 1464.

Rel'rrcnce: Civil Aviation Resulation ?17, CAR215, CAO 20.11.

Audit Element: rational Standards -CAR 217 Training & Checkine Orsanisati

Name: Pel.Air Aviation

Note: Jssue Actian (RCA) does nol tn any way at any ilme such

regulalory or olher action as may be appropriate in the circumstanceg.

Civil Aviation Rcgr-rlaiion 217 {1} states thot " An opetalor of a regular public traneport service, art operator of any

air.aaft the maximum take-off rveight of which exceeds 5?00kilograns and any oiher operator that CASA specifies

shall provide a training and cheoking orgarisation so as to ensure that menrbers of the operatr.lr's operaiit:g crelvs

maintain their competency"

CAR 21?{3) states that"The training and checking organisation ald tests and checks pl:vided lar therein shall be

subjecl to approval of CASA".

Civil Aviation Regulation CAR2l5 (9) stntes that each mernber of the operations persoiurel of an operator shall

cgrnply r.vith all instructions contained in the opei'ations manual in so i'ar as ihey relate to his or her duties or:

activities-

r\/
"*&iU.**

CASA Office
File:
Printed

Datelssued: ILSL gK
Response nne 6 t$ t fl Y

Use Only

CASA Office Address:

Is this RCA linkerJ io a Safetl'Aterf?

I Yes Kuo

Folio: Data EntrY: Area cfiice:
Entered: / I

s y* c{ n e ji Re g i o tt Qff c e

Civil At'iafion St{ety Authorily
PO Box CP 57 Candell Park
22A0

lletails of Deficiency:

Tlre OPSM Patt D-2 2.?.1 Erneigency Procedures Tr:aining - Life Jackets and Life Rafts states that for

i*fIial_Sual_$qilS! with the cornpany each pilot shall deinonstrate his,iher competency in the use of the

Iifejacket in the r.vater, and for inilial qualification r.vith the company, each piloi shail demonstrate in the

water bislher competency in the deployrnent, inflalion, boarding and passenger eontrol procedures for the

typical life raft caried on board. There is eilso a requirement forle:su{eff! training. Of the 20 flight uerv
trainiqg recolds audited the results prcvided evidence that neither thc irrifial or re-curreirt training had btcn
conducted fol rnost pilots.

Conrilorcnts as causal factors: (Sel*ct only one

[ ] - lvianagemeni Clomnihnent

f ?-Planning
n 3 -Managemeni Revierv

f] + - Faciliry"

f 5 -* Tools, Equipmeni and lvlaterials

f 6 - nata, Infbnnation & Records

n 7- Personnel

fi 8- Process in Plactice

f 9- hrternal Audit
il tO - Inter:nal Rcpoll"ing

I 11-Investigation
f] tZ - Remedial, Con'ective and Pleveirtive Action

Signaturc

Page 38 of45 Dale of Report: April 2AA8
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AI.ATION SAFETY AADIT REPORT
Australian Government Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Civll Aviation SafetYAuthoritY Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

R.equest for Corrective Action

Name: Pel-AirAviation PtY Ltd
ARN: 227573 RCA Number: 317102

Gontact Address: PO Box 807, Mascol NSW

corrective Action: This section to be completed by the recipient or by higher representative and forwarded to the above office by

the response due date shown on Page 1 of this request'

Remedial Action: (Acfion taken to lix the immediate effects of lhe idenfified deficiency):

Root Gause{s) ldentified: (what was lhe foot cause of the identified deficiency)

GOrfeCtiVeACtiOn: (Actionlakentoaddresstherootcauseoflhedeficiencytoensurethedeficiencydoesnotrecur):

Dafe: J_l_

ol Action:

#

Office Address: PO Box CP 57 Condell Park 2200

CASA Office Use OnlY

CASA Representative Acceptance
Signed: Date: 

-/--l-Associated Papers: ----.-RCA/S on File:

Sydney Regiotz Ofice
Civil Aviation SafetY AtuhoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Page39 of45 Date of Report: April 2008



Australian Goternment

Llvu aYtil$uu oalurJ'fl{rrnur rr.f

organisafion Name: Pelair Aviation Pty Ltd
aa'7 E-74

PO Box 208 mascot NSW

A"{ATION SA FETY AT]'DTT RE P O.RT

Organisatian Nanrc: Pel-Air Avialion P/L

Autlit Rq/brence : Pel-Air Msrck 2008

AR$I:

,A,ddressr

AusdF€ ffihsffiruet6ffitrB
Tuesday, 6 May 2008

Observation[t{o: 1/2008

Fostcode: 1460

, '? : I l:.t

AOC Operations
Qbservation Details:

On the 26 and 27 February a ramp check of VH-EET and observation of a CAR 217 training iunction was
conducted and the following was noted;

Discussion was held with and ihere appeared to be
confusion over the requirement to renew the NDB component of an instrument rating. There is a possibility that
IFR Renewals may have been conducted by Pelair Aviation with the NDB renewed by conducting a VOR
approach,
It is suggested thai ihe company review all pilot's fiies to ensure that when the last IFR renewal was conducted
and the NDB component renewed, the NDB was actually tested.

During the approval process conduct Emergency Procedures Training under CAO ?0.11

discussion was held re 'wet drills'. lt appears that the pilots are not being required to demonstrate competency
for the use of life jackets in the water (initial qualification) as required in CAO 20.1 1 Appendix lV 1.4 (a). This
would be required ior a pilot who is operating an aircraft more lhan 50 miles from the shore on any charter flight
or for passenger carrying charter if the flight path on departure or approach is over water.
The company should review pilot records to ensure that any crew member operating a company aircraft thal
requires the carrying of life jackets, has completed the initial qualification of 'wet drills' with the Pelair Aviation
P/1.

During the 'Hand over - Take over' procedure ihe pilots are nnt completing the confirmations as listed in the
Operations Manual. The final staiement "l have conirol" is not being said.
It is suggested ihat the company either ensures pilois comply with the OM or the OIVI is amended to reflect the
current practice.

During the flights observed there did not appear io be any fuel drains carried out as required by CAO 2A.2 para

5. The weather conditions included frequent rain showers and over wing refuelling was carried out. Under these
conditions there is ihe potential for water to accumulate in the fuel tanks to ihe point of becoming a significant
safety issue.
It is suggested that the company conduct ils own surveillance of this to see if this is a syslemic problem and the
company reminds the pilots of their obligalions to comply with CAO 20,'11.

Auditsr: MalcolmCampbell Signature:

Folio:-Data Entry: Area
office:

Frinted Narne Date Enlered:. I I

Signature:

Sylney Region Ofiice
Cittil Aviation Safety Authority
PO Box CP 57 Conttell Partr
22()fi

Audit Element:

CASA Office Use Only

Plge 40 oJ'45 Dale of Report: April 2008
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AVATION SAFFTY AaDIT REPORT
Australian Government Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Civil A-viation SafelyAuthority Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2008

R.equest for Corrective Action

Name: Pel-AirAviation PtY Ltd
ARN: 227573 RCA Number: 317702

Gontact Address: PO Box 807, Mascot, NSW

Coftective Action lhr's secirbn to be completed by the recipient ot by hilher representative and forwarded to the above office by

the response due date shown on Page 1 of this request.

Remedial Action: (Actlon taken to lix the immediate effects of lhe idenfified deficiency):

Root Gause{S) ldentified: (what was lhe root cause of the identified deficiency)

Coffective Action: (Action laken to address the root cause of the deficiency to ensure the deficiency does notrecur):

Date: _/_/-

ol Action:

@

office Address: PO Box CP 57 Condell Park2200

CASA Office Use OnlY

CASA Represeniatlve AccePtance
Signed: Date: 

-l---l-Associated Papers: _---.-RCA/s on File:

Sydney Regiatt Ofice
Civil Aviation SaJetY AtnhoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200

Pase39 of45 Date of Reporl: April 2008
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Pelair Aviation Pty Ltd
a^a raa

PO Box 208 mascot NSW

AWATION SAFETY A{]DIT RE FORT

Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L

Auclit Rejerence: Pel-Air Marclz 2008
a; tl: j i.1 ,.

x.*:1,rsrriei"
I/"
. \:,.'.t^t--

r.l
1.-...,..,,,,,.,_,,,.,.,,,,,::::;:;:iiiiti-.iii:;::1:

Organisation Name:

ARSI:

Address;

a .'{]' j &wdF€ ffibserwatF*m
Tuesday, 6 May 2008

0bservation No: 1/2448

Fostcode: 1460

AOC Operations
Observation Details:

On the 26 and 27 Felrruary a ramp check of VH-EET and observation of a CAR 217 training function was
conducted and the following was noted;

Discussion was held with and there appeared to be
confusion over the requirement to renew the NDB component of an instrument rating. There is a possibility that
IFR Renewals may have been conducted by Pelair Aviation with the NDB renewed by conducting a VOR
approach.
It is suggesied that the company review all pilot's fiies to ensure that when the last IFR renewal was conducted
and the NDB component renewed, the NDB was aclually tested.

During the approval process conduct Fmergency Procedures Training under CAO 20.11

discussion was held re 'wet drills'. lt appears that the pilots are noi being required to demonstrate compeiency
for the use of life jackets in the water {initial qualification) as required in CAO 20.1 1 Appendix iV 1 .4 (a). This
would be required ior a pilot who is operating an aircraft more than 50 miles from the shore on any chader flight
or for passenger carrying charter if the flight path on departure or approach is over water.
The company should review pilot records to ensure that any crew member operating a company aircralt thal
requires the carrying of lile jackets, has completed the initiai qualificalion of 'wei drills'with the Pelair Aviation
P/1.

During the 'Hand over * Take over' procedure ihe pilois are not completing the confirmations as listed in the
Operations Manual. The final statement "l have control" is not being said.
It is suggested that the company either ensures pilots comply with the OM or the OM is amended to reflect the
curren{ practice.

During the flights observed there did not appear to be any fuel drains carried out as required by CAO 20.2 pata
5. The weather conditions included frequent rain showers and over wing refuelling was carried out, Under these
condiiions there is ihe potential for water to accumulate in the fuel tanks to ihe point of becoming a signiiicant
safety issue.
It is suggested that the company conduct its own surveillance of this to see if thls is a sysiemic problem and the
company reminds the pilots of iheir obliga{ions to comply with CAO 20,11.

Auditor: MalcolmCampbell

CASA Office Use Only
File: Folio: Data Entry: Area
offiee:

Printed Name: Date Entered]. I I

Signature:

Sydney ltegion Affice
Civil At'ialion Safely Aulhority
FA Box CP 37 Co*dell Park
2200

Pose 40 aJ45 Dale of Repo*: April 2008
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. rrr . AVUTIONSAFETY AUDITfuEPORT

J#El Aush'alianGovernment organisationName: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
CivilAviationSafetyAuthcrity /,-1" p-h*MAudit Reference: Pel-Air Mmch 2008

Audit Element: Operational Standards - Document Control & Internal Audit

Audit Observation
Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation Pty Ltd

ARN: 227573 Observation Number: 712599

Address: PO Box 208 MascotNSW Postcode: 1460.

Observation Details:
The audit reviewed the documentation and functioning of the SMS, FRMS, intemal Audit and some

aspects of quality systems operating within Pel-Air Aviation. It was noted that the systems

duplicated and/or conflicted with each other in their processes. It was further evident that the

Business Risk Profile (BRP) spreadsheet used for tracking system outputs (Conective Actions (CA),

Accident and Incident Reporting, Fatigue Occurrences etc), whilst having the capacity to adequately

track actions, was not being utilised and could not provide up-to-date data on status. This situation

was mostly brought about by a lack of resources in the Compliance section and was discussed in

detail with the Compliance Manager during the audit.
The company has made provision for additional staffin this section. The company, through the

Compliance Manager, should put in place an action plan to remedy the backlog of report processing,

close out open items, update the registers in the BRP and establish an interim procedure (until the

manuals/documentation is reviewed) to ensure that the outputs of internal systems are processed and

followed up in a timely maruler.

The management of company documents, particularly the company operations manual and its

distribution and amendment requires review. It was not easily identifiable when and who had

reviewed the company operations manual following revision as the system for acknowledgement

had broken down. Additionally there was no means for personnel to identiry changes to the

operations manual as the LEP was out of date (this was rectified during the audit). It was noted that

this issue was identified in an internal non-compliance report (006/2007) issued inMay 2007.

Action and ciose-out on this report was outstanding-

It was further observed that the company extranet site, in the library section, did not provide access

to the most current versions of manuals (FRMS) and included reference to documents and forms

that were no longer applicable (SMS reporting rnanual).

The relationship between various company manuals should be reviewed as soon as practicable with
the aim of providing a consistent suite of related manuals as per the diagram provided on page 3 of
the Fatisue Risk Manasement S manual.
Auditor: KerrY Nolan
Date: October 2007

Signature:

lfSA Office Use OnlY
F- rle:

,:-ri: l:i:': ,. .:i ::t : . 
:: l,'il'':,: ," '.',.;.:', 

. :1,:.l . I r: ".i.

Folio: :, '' 'r'DataEntry: ::-., ,4reaoffice;
Printed.Name;' 

r' r:' : ' "r:' :'' r 'J : :: r' r': Date Enier.ed:, ----_t-----

Signature:

Sydney Region Ofice Page 4l of 45 Date of Report: April 2008
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AVATION SAFETY AUDIT REPORT
Australian Government Organisation Name: Pel-Air Aviation P/L
Civil .Aviaticn SafetyAuthority

Attdit Reference: PeI-Air March 2008

CASA Ref:RCA 317098

Pelair Aviation Pty Ltd A.R.N. 227573

PO Box 208 Mascot 1460

Dear Sir/lvladam,
Safefy Alert - Immediate Action Required

CASA issues Safety Alerts when a breach of the legislation raises serious safefy concerns

that require immediate action by the recipient.

There are a number of options available to CASA to respond to such breaches of legislation.

In this case, CASA considers that the interests of safety will best be served as a first option,

by giving you the opportunity to address the breach and initiate action to ensure there are no

similar occurr€nces.

As the holder of the exemption, it is expected that you will take immediate action to ensure

that the breach or breaches are rectified:

. Before continuing any activity carried out under the exemption authority held

by you that is the subject of the deficiency.

The attached Request for Corective Action - Audit Ref: 3i7098 outlines the serious

legisiative breach.

It is expected that you will give this matter your urgent attention. When you have rectified

the deficiency, advise us ofthe Remedial and Conective Action you have tahen by

forwarding to us the completed response to the Request for Corrective Action.

Yours faithfully,

Malcolm Campbell
Acting Team Leader Flying Operations
Sydney Region office

12 March 2008

Sydney Region Office
Civil Aviation SafetY AuthoritY
PO Box CP 57 Condell Park
2200
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A YIATI O N SA IIE 7Y AASIT IT E PO RT
Organ.isation Nstte: Pel-A.ir Aviation P/L

Audit ReJbrence: Pel-Air March 2A08

Request For Co[ective Action (HCAJ does nol tn any

iegulatory or other legal actian as may be appropriate in ii,e oitcornsfsl?ces.

Date lssued: 1AOA2OOB

Response Due:'19103/2008

Sydney Region Qfrice
Civil Avialion Safety Authority
PO Box CP 57 Caniell Park
2240

CASA Office Address: PO Box CP 57
Condell Park 2200

Is this RGA linked to a $*fetY Ale*?

ffi Yes lNo

Name Pclair Aviation Pty Ltd

ARN: 227573 RCAJAuditRef#: 317098

Contact Address: PO Box 208 Mascot Postcode: 1460

Reoulatorv Reference: Act 2BBE, CAR 215, CAO 48.0

Au*lit Element q:ew Seheduli
not in anv 6tav Dreludice CASA'S preroeative to take at anv time sucll

Details of Deficiency:

Pelair Aviation lvas g'anted exemption against the requirements ofl CAO 48.0 to operat€ under a Fatigue Risk

fulamgernent Systenr (FR.MS) in April 2007. The FRMS and the company's operations manual requires that prior to

a pilot being rostered fol duty he/she will have undcrgone lraining in the use of the FIiMS. Durir:g the scheduled

audit cgnducted on i2 March 2008, the cornpary admitled that none of it.s pilots have undergotre the lequired

h'aining.
All pilols must reverl to comp{iance rvith CAtl 48.0 untii CASA is satisfled that full compliance lviflr tlre tLaining

requirements of the FRMS and the operalions manual has been met.

Criteria:
Act 28BE Duty to exercise care and diligence
(1) The lrolder o1'an AOC nust at a1l iirnes take all reasonable steps to cnsurc that every activity cover:ed by the

AOC, and everythir:g done ln eonnection with such an activity, is done with a reasonable degree of care and

diligence.
(2) if tle holder is a body having legal personality, each of its direclors must also take lhe steps specified in

subsection (l).
(l) It is syidsnce of a failrre by a body and.iis directors to comply witli this section iilan act covered by this seciiott

is done without a t'easonable deglee ofcare and diligence rnainly because of:
(a) ina<iequate corporate management, conirol or supelvision of tbe conduct of any of the body's direcft:tl;,

ssruants or agents; ot'
(b) llailure to provide a<iequate systems fbr ctimnrunicating relel'ant irrfolmation kr lelevant peopie in the bod-v.

GAR 215 Operations manual
(9) bach member of the operaiions personnel of an operator shall comply ruith all instructions coniained in the

opei"alions manual in so fer as they relate to his or her dulies or activities'
CAO 48.0 Flight Time Limitations - General 4 Exemptions
4.I CASA may, by instrurnent in i.ltiting, exempt a pefson flonr any olllhe requiretnefis set ort in Palt 48.

4.2 An exemption under patagraph 4.1 may be granted subjecl to such conditions as CASA considel:s necesxary in

the intelesls ofthe safety ofair navigation.

as causal factors: (select only one)

K 1 - ManagementCsmmitment
[l 2 - Planning
[ 3- Management Review
fl 4 - Facility
[ 5 - Tools, Equipment and Materials
[ 6- Data, lnformation & Records

fl 7 - Personnel
il B - Frocess in Practice
n9- lnlernal Audit
f] tO * lnternal Reporting
fl tl -lnvesiigation
J lz - Remedial, Corrective and Preventive Action

Pase 43 af45 Dale of fleport: April 2A08
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Australian Government

C!r'i! Aviation SafefYAuthoritY

AVIATION SAFEIY AUDIT REPORT

Organisation Name : P 
"!:4o 

hidi9" ll
Audit Reference: Pel-Air March 2A08

Printed Namel

Malcolm CarnPbell

Date:1203/2008

CASA Office Use OnlY

File: Folio: Data Entrln----- -:::: ---Area
Printed Name: Date Entered: / i

Sydney Region Offce
Ciyil Aviatiott SaJetY AuthoritY

PO tsox CP 57 Condell Park

2200

Page 44 of45 Date of Report: APril 2008
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Name:
ARN:

Agstralian Governnten{

Civil Aviation SafetS'Authori{y

PelairAviation Pty Ltd
227573

A I/MNAN SAFETY AUI}IT R.EPOR.T

Organisation Nffine: Pel-Air Aviction P/L

iudit Reference : Fel-Ait' lularch 2 008

RCA Slumber: 317098
Contact Address: PO Box 208 Mascot 1460
Cofiective Aclion Tfirs secfior to be completed by the recipient or by his/her representative and forwardecJ to the above office by
fhe response due da[e shawn on Page 1 of this request'

Remedial Aetion: (Action taken to tix the immediale effeck of the identified deficiency):

Root Cause{s} ldentifiecl: (wt af was the laot eause af the identified deticiency}

Corrective Action: (Actian laken lo address {lre rooi capse of the deficiency lo ensrrre ffte rJeficiency daes not r*tur);

P.intpd Name

Sydney Region Affice
Cittil Aviation Stfety At$harity
PO Box CP 57 Candell Ptrrk
2240

_t_

CASA Office Address: PO Box CF 57, Condell Park 2200

Verificationotactioi; dle_* t(;1*.,,f tu"ti {t't{_.t:;.i1,*b '? *t.?t,:},,i.,'*e t tw l"a"{.*t .&

CASA Representative Acceptance: .!* / {i: : -Signed: di;:' --,.i '5* Nlame:@Date:l-l- J-U l-Y--{-
RCA-/s on File: * 

Foliol 

- 

Associated Papers: 

-

f rt ''; p/: v {. t"

Pnge45 of45 Dute of |leporf: April 3A08
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